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INTRODUCTION

THE aim of this book is to make the history of the world in the

post-war years intelligible to the ordinary newspaper-reading man.

It will bore specialists and anger partisans.

The main theme is a simple one (and yet not easy to trace; this

introduction, like most of its kind, should perhaps be read last). In

the nineteenth century the development of machine industry put
riches and power into the hands of the peoples of Western Europe
and North America. They used their power to extend their Western

civilization to other parts of the world, and their riches to make
more riches by specializing in machine-production, using the rest

of the world as sources for their raw materials and as potential

markets for their machine-made goods. At the beginning of the

twentieth century these "backward" races began to rebel against

Western domination: there was a revolution in Russia in 1905, in

Mexico in 1910, in China in 1911. Then the rivalry between the

industrialized nations of Europe for foreign markets led to the war

of 1914-1918 in which the whole world was directly or indirectly

involved.

The victorious Powers used their victory for two purposes: to

cripple their vanquished European neighbours and to extend their

economic supremacy outside Europe the United States "de-

veloped" the rest of America; Great Britain and France competed
for control of the Near East. The consequence of this might have

been foreseen. The crippled nations, Germany and Austria, threw the

body politic of Europe out of joint. And the revolt of the backward

nations which had begun before the war continued with renewed

impetus. Russia underwent a second and complete revolution; the

Chinese revolution went into a militant phase and found a new

enemy in Japan the first non-Western Power to adapt the secrets

of industrialism to its own uses. The revolt spread to Arabia, to

India, to the East Indies, to Africa.

Meanwhile the Western Powers, handicapped by the task of pay-
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ing for the war, by the new independent spirit abroad and by the

militant spirit which their oppression had created in Central Europe,

suddenly found their economic structure top-heavy. A financial

crisis developed in New York, in Vienna, in London and spread to

the rest of the world. The industrial countries could not afford to

pay the old prices for raw materials; the raw-material-producing

countries could not afford to buy industrial goods. In 1929 trade be-

tween nations began to dwindle rapidly.

Nobody knew the cause of the trouble. One only knew that here

was a crisis, and a crisis, whatever the cause, demands discipline. In

the cause of discipline democratic citizens submitted, more or less

consciously, to political dictatorship, and individualist business men
to economic planning. In every nation the inhabitants drew more

closely together, sheltering from the economic storm behind tariff

walls and a policy of national self-sufficiency. International distrust

increased and attempts at international cooperation in the critical

years 1929-1934 failed. But out of the crisis grew a recognition that

the old idea of Western supremacy had been based on a false founda-

tion, that industrial riches could not be converted into communal
wealth by the oppression of class by class and of nation by nation.

Such is the main theme of the post-war history o the world It

might be developed in one of two ways: year by year, taking the

years of transition (1918-1923) as one period, the years of plenty

(1923-1929) as another, and then the lean years (1929-1934); or

continent by continent, taking first the peace settlement and its

consequences in Europe, then the story of the revolts against Western

domination in Russia, in the Islamic States, in the Far Rust and in

Africa, then the simpler story of America the prosperity of the

United States and its repercussions ill the other nations of that conti-

nent and finally a consideration of the international aspects of the

crisis and the international attempts at recovery. The latter plan has

been adopted in this book.

It is impossible to be impartial when writing of things of which

one is part. It is impossible to be accurate when writing of movements

which are still in progress. All that can be hoped is that whatever

bias there may be is unobtrusive and whatever is inaccurate is obvious*
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Part One EUROPE





I THE PEACE CONFERENCE

IT is difficult to remember now why the World War was fought.
In 1917 it was even more difficult to remember. Eight million young
men had laid down their lives for what? The survivors in the

trenches did not know to them it seemed a hideous mistake, a

vast madness; they were ready to stop fighting even if it meant de-

sertion: in May a French army mutinied; in November the Russian

armies and fleet mutinied, turned against the regime which had led

them into war, and overthrew it. The statesmen and leaders of the

European Powers did not know they were too much engrossed
in the business of winning the war to remember what they were

fighting for. Outlines of the settlement they meant to enforce were

drafted by this Power and by that, but none offered a basis for a

peace that anyone but its authors could expect to be lasting. The
most enlightened of the Allies seemed to have been bemused by the

prospect of loot. Even General Smuts, writing a memorandum for

the Imperial War Cabinet, could get no further in a statement of

war aims than to insist on:

"(a) Destruction of the German Colonial System, with a view to the

future security of all communications vital to the British Empire. This

has already been done an achievement of enormous value which

ought not to be endangered at the peace negotiations.

"(b) Tearing off from the Turkish Empire all parts that may afford

Germany opportunity of expansion to the Far East and of endangering
our own position as an Asiatic Power. This has essentially been achieved,

although the additional conquest of Palestine may be necessary to com-

plete the task."

O all the leaders of the belligerent Powers only one was far

enough removed from the heat of battle to give a clear statement of

war aims in which all sides could acquiesce. On January 8, 1918,

President Wilson of the United States summarized them in Four-

teen Points. In February he supplemented the Points by Four Prin-

ciples and later by Five Particulars, and throughout the spring,
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summer and autumn he stressed them in speech after speech. Wil-

son's Points and their appendix spread over the world like a gospel.

For the principles of the new prophet arisen in the West, Arabs

turned against their Ottoman war lords, Serbs, Croats, Slovenes

and Czechs against the imperialism of Vienna, Germans against

the imperialism of Berlin. Austria-Hungary surrendered, Bulgaria

surrendered unconditionally, for what did conditions matter if

the ultimate peace was to be based on the Fourteen Points? In Ger-

many a Liberal Ministry under Prince Max of Baden was formed

in October to sue for peace on the basis of Wilson's Points, and

when negotiations lingered the German fleet mutinied and revolu-

tion broke out in the north and in the south, overthrew the mon-

archy and established a Social Democratic Government which signed

the Armistice on November 11. The terms of the Armistice were

unexpectedly severe, but what did that matter? The Allies had

promised that the terms of peace would be based on the Fourteen

Points.

Wilson's Idea of Peace. The principles of President Wilson involved

nothing very startling, nothing very new, nothing that had not been

mooted by idealists for generations. They were important because

they were put forward by the President of the most powerful nation

in the world, the nation on which the European Powers were at that

moment dependent for supplies of food and money, and because

they were accepted by Allies and Central Powers and by every op-

pressed race, tribe and caste in Europe, Asia and Africa as the basis

for peace, the charter of liberties for the new age.

The points are worth quoting; their phrases were echoed all over

the world in 1918 and 1919.

First the Four Principles:

(i) "Each part of the final settlement must be based upon the essential

justice of that particular case."

(ii) "Peoples and provinces must not be bartered about from sovereignty
to sovereignty as if they were pawns in a game."

(iii) "Every territorial settlement must be in the interests of the popula-
tions concerned; and not as a part of any mere adjustment or com-

promise of claims among rival States*"

(iv) "All well-defined national dements shall be accorded the utmost
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satisfaction that can be accorded them without introducing new, or

perpetuating old, elements of discord and antagonism."

The Fourteen Points must be summarized:

(1) "Open covenants of peace openly arrived at."

(2) "Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas outside territorial

waters alike in peace and war. ..."
*"""

(3) "The removal, as far as possible, of all economic barriers."

(4) "Adequate guarantees given and taken that national armaments
will be reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic safety."

(5) "A free, open-minded and absolutely impartial adjustment of

colonial claims based upon a strict observance of the principle that

in determining all such questions of sovereignty the interests of the

populations concerned must have equal weight with the equitable
claims of the Government whose title is to be determined."

(6) "The evacuation of all Russian Territory. . . ." "Russia to be given

unhampered and unembarrassed opportunity for the independent
determination of her own political development and national policy."
Russia to be welcome, "and more than welcome", in the League of

Nations "under institutions of her own choosing" and to be given

every form of assistance.

(7) Belgium to be evacuated and restored.

(8) France to be evacuated, the invaded portions "restored" and

Alsace-Lorraine returned to her.

(9) "A readjustment of the frontiers of Italy should be effected along

clearly recognizable lines of nationality."

(10) "The peoples of Austria-Hungary ... to be accorded the freest

opportunity for autonomous development."

(n) Rumania, Serbia and Montenegro to be evacuated, occupied terri-

tories to be "restored." Serbia to be given free access to the sea.

(12) Turkish portions of Ottoman Empire to be assured "a secure sov-

ereignty." Subject nationalities to be assured security and "absolutely

unmolested opportunity for autonomous development."

(13) Independent Polish State to be erected "which should include

territories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations, which should

be assured a free and secure access to the sea."

(14) A general association of nations to be formed under specific cove-

nants "for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political

independence and territorial integrity to great and small States alike."

A month after the signing of the Armistice, President Wilson

cajne to Europe. He descended like Moses from the mountain, bear-
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ing the Tables of the Law, And like Moses, he found that the men
he had come to lead were worshipping a graven image, the old idol

of war. Lloyd George had just won an election on the slogan "Make

Germany Pay", and had behind him the most vindictive, most jingo

House of Commons England had ever known. In France the Presi-

dent, Poincar6, was determined to wipe Germany off the map and

the Prime Minister, Clemenceau, though less extreme, was openly

sceptical about the Fourteen Points. "The American President," he

would say,
<(

has fourteen Commandments; the Good Lord Himself

had only ten." In Italy, Greece and Rumania the Prime Ministers

and the majorities behind them were opposed to the Points: they

wanted the loot they had been promised by secret treaties as the

price of their intervention. Italian statesmen, for instance, were

claiming the Trentino, the Tyrol and the Dalmatian coast under

the terms of the Treaty of London of 1915. Wilson protested that he

had heard nothing of these secret treaties. Nobody believed him,

The first full session of the Peace Conference opened in Paris on

January 18, 1919. The choice of Paris was the first setback to Wil-

sonism, for in Paris war fever raged higher than anywhere else. A
second setback was the absence of any representatives of Germany
or of her allies, or of Russia. A third setback occurred during the

opening meeting: obviously nothing could be decided if every one

of the fifty-three Allies and Associated Powers were to discuss every

point in public; the Conference delegated the work of drawing up
the treaties to a Council of Ten, consisting of the Prime Ministers

and Foreign Ministers of the five leading Powers, America,

Britain, France, Italy and Japan. This meant the rejection of Wil-

son's first point: "Open covenants of peace openly arrived at,"

Wilson realized the difficulties before him and decided upon a

very simple strategy. He put the League of Nations, his fourteenth

Point, first upon the agenda of the Conference and worked for that

only, shutting his eyes to everything else. The Covenant of the

League was to be the real peace settlement; the actual treaties would
be mere appendages, embodying the various Points and working
out details.

The ideal of a League of Nations was not, of course, new, Euro-

pean statesmen had attempted to achieve it in forms as ol^s the

Holy Roman Empire and as recent as the Holy Alliance. Wilson's

ideal was new only insomuch as it included all the nations of the
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world, Christian as well as non-Christian, vanquished as well as

victors and neutrals. He himself had no very definite conception of

the form it was to take; he looked to others for suggestions to be

embodied in the Covenant which was to be the constitutional law
of the League. Lord Phillirnore contributed one draft for the Cov-

enant; Wilson's own assistant, Colonel House, added the suggestion
that there should be a permanent international Secretariat acting
as a clearinghouse for international reforms, and a Permanent In*

ternational Court. The South African, General Smuts, put forward

a scheme for a Council, to be the Cabinet, as it were, of the League,
and proposed a method for administering the colonies and na-

tional minorities of the defeated Powers by which experienced
States should be invited to accept the task of training the new
"Nations" to the responsibility of self-government a method for

which he coined the blessed word Mandate. The English Liberal,

Lord Robert Cecil, confirmed Smuts' suggestions, and added a

clause giving the Greater Powers a majority on the League Council.

The Frenchman, Le*on Bourgeois, proposed that the League should

have at its disposal an international army to enforce its decisions,

but this proposal was rejected.

The Allied Ministers were distrustful of the League idea and

highly impatient of the delay involved by the drafting of the

Covenant. Wilson held obstinately to his course and won his first

diplomatic victory by getting the Conference to accept the principle

"that this League should be treated as an integral part of the Gen-

eral Treaty of Peace," On February 14 the Covenant of the Leag;ue

was accepted by the Conference, and a day later Wilson sailed, tired

but triumphant, to fulfil presidential duties in America. He would

be away from Paris for four weeks^-

So far the Conference had gone on Wilson's lines. General prin-

ciples had been laid down but nothing whatever had been settled.

Wilson had proved himself a disappointing and exasperating man.

His frigid aloofness, his way o treating his collaborators with what

a journalist called "the glacial geniality of a headmaster receiving

his assistants on the first day of a new term*', his ignorance of the

realities of the European situation (even of European geography:

he thought that Prague was in Poland, Sarajevo in Serbia and that

the inhabitants of the South Tyrol were Italian in race), his slow-

ness of mind and contempt of compromise made it unlikely that
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anything would ever be settled while he was in command of the

situation. The necessity for making some settlement quickly became

more obvious every day. Armed forces were establishing new fron-

tiers de facto in Central and in Eastern Europe, and not less than

twenty-three little wars were being waged in various parts of the

world. An epidemic o influenza was spreading over every country,

striking down millions of men, women and children, whose power
to resist disease had been weakened by the privations o the war

years. Famine was killing hundreds of thousands in Russia, in Ger-

many, in Austria and in Hungary, where the Allied blockade to

keep out food supplies was maintained. 1 And a menace even worse

than war, pestilence and famine was threatening from the East; it

was likely that Europe would be swamped by Bolshevism if peace
that would establish democratic government were not made quickly.

No one in Paris in those days knew what Bolshevism meant : they

saw it as a Red Terror, a mania for destruction which had con-

vulsed Russia, which was battling with the Social Democratic lead-

ers in Germany and which, in that March, 1919, was overthrowing

democracy by murdering the leaders of the new republic of Hun-

gary.

Clemcnceau's Peace. Speed, then, was the first necessity. Somehow
Wilson must be jockeyed out of the controlling position in the Con-

ference. While he was away somebody probably Lloyd George

proposed and carried a reform in procedure. The Council of Ten
was too unwieldy, the supreme deliberative body must be smaller

a Council of Four: Wilson, Lloyd George, Clemenceau and Or-

lando, the Italian- When Wilson returned it was to be shut up in

secret conference, without advisers or experts, with Lloyd George,
who was tied by secret treaties to the partition of territory among
the Allies; Orlando, who was interested in nothing but getting the

Adriatic for Italy; and Clemenceau, whose only article of faith was
that Germany could never be trusted and must consequently be

crushed, crushed beyond possibility of revival In this four-handed

game Clemenceau held the trumps. He alone understood both

French and English (Wilson and Lloyd George spoke no French,

1 The blockade of Germany was partially lifted when General Plumer refuted to

enforce the order forbidding the men of the Army of Occupation to share their ration*

with starving civilians.
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Orlando no English) ; he alone knew exactly what he wanted. He
had a hold over Lloyd George, who had promised the English
electors to Make Germany Pay and must therefore acquiesce in

Clemenceau's insistence on reparations. And he had a hold over

Wilson. Had he not agreed to Wilson's Covenant? Had he not

snubbed Foch for suggesting an Allied march through Germany
against the Russian Bolsheviks ? Had he not accepted Wilson's veto

on the French proposal of a buffer State to be carved out of the

German Rhineland ? Was Wilson not therefore under an obligation

to do something for Clemenceau? There was one other point: Cle-

menceau knew that the American Congress would not support the

League unless a clause was inserted into the Covenant ratifying

the American Monroe Doctrine, by which American interference

in European affairs or European interference in America was barred.

If Wilson would agree to the punishment of Germany, Clemenceau

would grant him that clause.

Wilson was in a terrible dilemma. Lloyd George seemed to be

on his side now and was advising him to resist Clemenceau: in a

Memorandum of March 25, Lloyd George proposed a Wilsonian

peace including general disarmament, the preservation of the Mag-

yar State intact, the admission of Germany to the League and a

peace which Germans could accept as fair. But Clemenceau was

adamant; Wilson realized that, without the Monroe Clause, Amer-

ica would refuse to join the League, and the League would be half

impotent and his own life's work go for nothing; he wavered

and went ill a victim of the 'flu epidemic. When he was well

enough to work again, his power of resistance was broken; he ac-

cepted Clemenceau's offer of the Monroe Clause ("Nothing in this

Covenant shall be deemed to affect the validity of international en-

gagements, such as treaties of arbitration or regional understandings

like the Monroe Doctrine, for securing the maintenance of peace").

In return he signed the death warrant that Clemenceau had prepared

for Germany.

Versailles. Meanwhile no word of all this had leaked out in Ger-

many, When the German plenipotentiaries were summoned to Ver-

sailles in May, they had no idea of the nature of the Peace that was

to be presented to than. Their leader, Count Brockdorff-Rantzau,

an aristocrat whose democratic principles and wide culture had
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brought him naturally to the post of Foreign Minister in the newly

republican Germany, half expected that the treaty would be in the

form of proposals which the Central Powers would be invited to

discuss with the Allies at a General Congress. This indeed was the

understanding on which the experts who had drafted the treaty had

worked: they had drawn up a preliminary treaty containing their

maximum demands, expecting that the Germans would be allowed

to collaborate in arranging the final treaty. But at the last moment
it had been decided that there was to be no negotiation with Ger-

many; the treaty was to be imposed upon her in the form of a final

ultimatum.

On May 7 the German delegates realized this. They were brought
before their victors in the Trianon Palace like prisoners in the dock.

Clemenceau made a short, terrible speech, fixing the sole guilt of the

war upon Germany. Brockdorff-Rantzau replied with dignity:

". . . The hundreds of thousands of noncombatants who have per-

ished since November n by reason of the blockade were killed with

cold deliberation after our adversaries had conquered and victory

had been assured to them. Think of this when you speak of guilt

and punishment.
7 *

His speech was taken as an impertinence. The
white-bound book containing the four-hundred-odd clauses of the

Treaty of Versailles was handed to him and the Germans filed out

of the hall.

At last Germany learned the terms of the treaty. It was worse than

anyone had dared to fear. It could be summed up, as Brockdorff-

Rantzau said, in one phrase: "L'Attcmagne renonce <J son existence"

Germany was to lose one eighth of her land in Europe and one tenth

of her European subjects; not only was Alsace-Lorraine to go to

France, but France was to have the Saar coal field "in full and abso-

lute possession, with exclusive rights of exploitation" for at least

fifteen years; Poland was to have Posen and West Prussia- a cor-

ridor two hundred sixty miles long and eighty miles wide; Czecho-

slovakia was to have a fraction of Upper Silesia and the rest was to

go to Poland; Eupen-Malmidy was to decide by vote whether it

would be German or Belgian; Dantzig and Memel-land were not

even allowed a plebiscite they were to be under an Allied Com-
mission. Germany was to be economically ruined: she was an indus-

trial nation depending for subsistence upon her mineral resources

and on her foreign and colonial trade, By the treaty she was to be
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deprived of most o her coal and iron, by the loss of Alsace-Lorraine,

the Saar and Upper Silesia; she was to lose all her colonies and con-

cessions abroad; she was to lose her merchant fleet; she was to lose

control of her own navigable rivers which were put under an Inter-

national Commission; she was to be left with no means of self-

defence except an army limited to 100,000 men and navy limited to

15,000. With the few economic resources left to her, she was to pay

an unspecified sum to the Allies by way of reparation; by May, 1921,

she was to pay a billion pounds, the total to be determined later by a

Reparations Committee o Allies, which was to be independent of

the League of Nations. As a guarantee for the execution of these

terms, "the German territory situated to the west of the Rhine, to-

gether with the bridgeheads, will be occupied by Allied and Asso-

ciated troops for a period of fifteen years." Finally Germany was to

saddle herself forever with the sole guilt for the war: by Article 231,

"The Allied and Associated Governments affirm and Germany ac-

cepts the responsibility of Germany and her allies for causing all the

loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated Governments

and their nationals have been subjected as a consequence of the war

imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany and her allies/
1
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The Germans were struck dumb by the news of the treaty. They
had been promised Wilson's Points as the terms of peace. Where
were Wilson's Points? Where were the Allies' promises? Frenziedly,
in the few weeks at their disposition, the German Government drew

up a long note of protest and presented it at Versailles in a last hope
that the Allies would relent. But Wilson had given his word the

treaty must stand now; later, perhaps, the League . . . the League.

Lloyd George persuaded his colleagues to give way on one or two

points: there should be a plebiscite in Upper Silesia; the Saar should

be under the League, instead of under France, until 1935, when there

should be a plebiscite in the Saar. The amendments were written

into the margin of the treaty book in red ink and the book was
handed back to Brockdorff-Rantzau. In five days' time Germany
must give her consent.

There was one loophole. Brockdorff-Rantzau rushed to Weimar
and implored his Government to play for time. "If we can hold out

for two or three months, our enemies will be at loggerheads over the

division of the spoils and we shall get better terms." For a moment
the German Ministers wavered; but Matthias Erzberger had seen

Foch's expression in that train at Compifcgne, when the Armistice

was signed, and he knew the extent of French ruthlessness; he per-

suaded the others to sign. Germany signed, on June 28, the fifth

anniversary of the Sarajevo murder which had been the signal for

war, and in that Hall of Mirrors at Versailles where Bismarck had

laid the foundations of the German Empire in 1871.

The best that can be said for the Treaty of Versailles is that it

was the treaty that the masses in England and France wanted. The
readers of the Northcliffe Press (The Times, the Daily Mail and the

rest) wanted a vindictive peace and helped to win the election of a

vindictive House of Commons. The French public wanted a vin-

dictive peace and even blamed the octogenarian Clemenceau for

being too lenient. They got the peace they deserved. It must also be

$aid that the treaties with Austria and with Hungary were nto better

than the Treaty of Versailles*

The Treaty with Austria. The treaty with Austria presented every
kind of difficulty. In drafting it the Conference proceeded at first

upon the Wilsonian principle of self-determination for subject peo-

ples: "The peoples of Austria-Hungary ... to be accorded the freest
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opportunity for autonomous development." That meant that the

peoples who had declared their independence of Vienna at the time

of the Armistice were to be recognized as independent nations the

Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Czechoslovakia, the Kingdom
of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. It most emphatically did not mean
that those new nations were to include territories, the inhabitants of

which were Austrian by race^ut Wilson himself began the dis-

memberment of Austria when he promised Italy the Tyrol south of

the Brenner. There were a quarter of a million German-speaking
Austrians in South Tyrol. Further dismemberment followed nat-

urally enough. Austrian Galicia went to Poland, the industrial dis-

trict of Teschen went partly to Poland, partly to Czechoslovakia

altogether Czechoslovakia was given three million German-speaking

Austrians; rather more reasonably, Rumania and Yugoslavia were

awarded sections of once-Austrian territory. All that was left to the

Republic of Austria was Vienna and a territory on the Danube equal
in all to one quarter of the area and population of the Austrian half

of the old Dual Monarchy. The only hope of an economic future for

such a stump was union with the German Republic. By the principle

of self-determination which had been the moral justification for the

decimation of Austria-Hungary, the Germans of Austria should

\ft have been allowed to join the Germans of Germany; but this hope
~~ was quashed by the Allies in a clause of the treaty which for its

*&
felicity of phrasing deserves to be quoted : Austria "will abstain from

jfl any act which might directly or indirectly or by any means whatever

compromise her independence." Austria signed the Treaty of St.

Germain-en-Laye on September n, 1919.W
r" The Treaty with Hungary'. By the time the treaty with Hungary

P was signed (at the Grand Trianon Palace on June 4, 1920) the peace-

makers had abandoned all considerations of principle. Pre-war Hun-

j gary had been only fifty-four per cent. Magyar in population: the

peacemakers set out to make it a purely Magyar State, but they did so

d^by putting no less than a third (3,300,000) of the Magyars under for-

cign rule. Hungary was partitioned and a share of its land given to

^
every neighbouring State Magyars along the northern frontier were

^ handed over to Czechoslovakia, on the eastern frontier to Rumania.
^ To Rumania also went Transylvania, with its Magyar enclaves, and

to Yugoslavia went Fiume (Hungary's one outlet to the sea), Croatia-
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Slavonia and part of the Banat o Temesvar, lands including the

Magyar population of the Tisa Valley. Thus Hungary was reduced

from 125,000 square miles to 35,000, from 21 million inhabitants to

8 million. She became a small landlocked republic, deprived of her

industrial resources including four fifths of her iron ore and

confined to agriculture and the export of cereals and sugar for her

future livelihood. The Allies showed no intention of allowing the

Hungarians control of their own affairs in the future, for in a note

of February 2, 1920, they announced that "they cannot admit that

the restoration of the Habsburg Dynasty can be considered merely
as a matter interesting the Hungarian nation, and hereby declare that

such a restoration would be at variance with the whole basis o the

Peace Settlement, and would be neither recognized nor tolerated by

them/)

The League, a Pious Hope. The terms of the treaties make sordid

reading. It is probable that the delegates of the non-European Powers

at the Conference never read them. The Versailles Treaty was drawn

up by Lloyd George and Clemenceau; it was not presented to the

Plenary Conference until one day before it was presented to the

Germans. Wilson himself signed the German treaty blindly and left

Paris before the treaties with Austria and Hungary were completed*/
He knew that he was abandoning his Points, his Principles, his

Particulars only four of the twenty-three stipulations were em-
bodied in the settlement but he considered that the main thing
had been won: the League of Nations had been established; that

alone made the war seem worth fighting and the peace worth sign-

ing. The Covenant of the League of Nations had been written down
as the first twenty-six articles of each treaty. Viewed in the light of

that Covenant, the disarmament and dismemberment of the Central

Powers became not a perpetuation of the war spirit but a preliminary
to a lasting peace. Germany's disarmament would be followed by a

general disarmament: "The members of the League recognize/*

by Article 8 of the Covenant, "that the maintenance of peace requires
the reduction of national armaments to the lowest point consistent

with national safety and the enforcement by common action of inter-

national obligations.'* The treaties themselves would be modified a*

soon as "it became apparent that their terms did not make for peace/
1

"The Assembly may from time Co time advise," under Article 19,
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"the reconsideration by Members of the League o treaties which

have become inapplicable and the consideration of international con-

ditions whose continuance might endanger the peace of the world." -

Two distinct settlements were outlined in the treaties drawn up

by the Paris Conference: an immediate settlement to be achieved by
the punishment of the Central Powers and an ultimate settlement to

be achieved by international cooperation on the lines laid down by
the Covenant of the League. Just how long it would take for the

immediate settlement to give way to the ultimate would depend upon

public opinion. President Wilson fondly believed that public opinion

in the Western democracies at least was ready to forget the past and

to cooperate for the good of mankind. No man ever made a bigger

mistake. In November the American Congress refused to ratify the

Versailles Treaty. The one nation that was in a position to make the

League an immediate reality refused to sign the Covenant. Europe
was thrown back on the Versailles spirit and the punishment of the

Central Powers in an attempt to achieve security. And the rest of the

world was left to work out its salvation on the lines it had been fol-

lowing before the interruption of the World War.



II - PUNISHING THE CONQUERED, 1918-1923

THE transition to peace was slow and fearful. In each of the defeated

nations the four years of imperialist war were followed by some four

years of revolution, or national and class war. The Russian Empire
was the first to collapse; the working-class revolution was successful

and Communist Commissars took the place of the Tsar in 1917,
and from 1918 to 1920 the new structure of Russian society was
hammered out on the anvil of civil war. The Ottoman Empire col-

lapsed and the Turkish revolutionaries had to withstand an Allied

offensive; it was 1923 before the Allies made peace with the Nation-

alist Republic of Turkey. The German Empire and the Austro-

Hungarian Empire collapsed in the weeks before the Armistice; for

a time it seemed as if a working-class revolution would establish

Communism, or at least Socialism, in Berlin, Vienna and Budapest,
but Allied pressure in those cities was so strong that only a regime

acceptable by the Allies could survive. It remained to be seen whether

a foundation for the future peace and prosperity of Europe could be

made out of the new Hungary, the new Austria, the new Germany
which the Allies had helped to create.

Revolutions in Hungary. No nation in modern times had gone
through such agony as Hungary experienced between 1918 and 1922,

Defeat by the Allies, though it was crushing and humiliating, was

infinitely less bitter than defeat by the subject races, by the Czechs of

Bohemia, by the Serbs, the Croats and the Slovenes, whom the

Magyars of Hungary and the Germans of Austria had ruled for so

long under the flag of the Dual Monarchy. The Hungarians decided

to throw themselves on the mercy of the Allies. They drove away
the Habsburg King Karl, they murdered the Prime Minister, Count

Tisza, they repudiated everyone who had beea associated with the

policy of war. As Count Tisza's successor they chose Michael Karolyi,
a pacifist There was nothing attractive about the hare-lipped Karolyi,
but as a pacifist he personified the attitude of the country; the Hun-

garians were staking everything upon making a complete $ubmi$$km
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to the Allies; they disarmed and waited for the Allies' judgment.
It was a long time in coming. December passed and January, and

still there was no news from Paris. Into a starving, freezing Budapest
refugees crowded no less than seven hundred thousand of them
bringing terrible stories of Transylvanian villages burned by Ru-
manians who were storming through the mountain passes; of the

Banat pillaged by Serbs; of cities in the north looted; Pressburg and
Kassa looted by Czechs. Huddled in the fuelless capital, the Hun-
garians waited throughout the long winter to hear the terms of

peace, waited for the reward of their capitulation. On March 20 the
tension was broken; the treaty was not yet drawn up but the new
frontiers had been settled. Over three million Magyars were to be
lost to Hungary and thrown on the mercy of those very Rumanians,
Serbs and Czechs who were at that moment ransacking and ravaging
their country.

Pacifism had not availed. Perhaps the opposite course might save

Hungary. Karolyi played his last card; he resigned, and before he

resigned he let out of prison a young Jew called Bela Kun (or Kohn)
who had been arrested as a Communist leader. There were com-

paratively few Communists in Hungary, but Kun stood for resist-

ance, Kun stood for revival, Kun stood for the resurrection of

Hungary. With the coming of the warm spring weather, Hungary
threw off her despair and fell into line behind the red flag. At the

end of March, Bela Kun declared Hungary to be a Soviet Republic.
His weapons were those unpleasant concomitants of every minority

government revolutionary tribunals, political executions, a strict

censorship and a military police. But his achievements in the direc-

tion of a national awakening and the revitalization of classes which
had been persecuted for generations must be the admiration of

historians of every shade of political opinion. He nationalized the

land; he devised a system of education tp teach people to read and
write. The State made itself responsible for the health of the pro-

letariat, providing insurance against sickness and accident, setting up
free baths and hospitals, and giving a guarantee of maintenance to

willing workers who failed to find employment. In June, the Soviet

Constitution of Hungary was published. The units of local govern-
ment were to be the Soviets of town quarters and of the villages; the

Soviets sent delegates to the City and County Soviets, who in turn

sent delegates to the Central Congress. Full liberty was allowed to
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racial minorities and no religious organization was interfered with,

so long as it confined itself to religion. Hungary's Soviet Constitution

was a perfect embodiment of Bolshevik theory; how nearly perfect
it would have been found in practice no one can say, for a month
after its prosecution Bela Kun was driven into exile.

1

It was not to be expected that the Allied Powers would look with

favour on the Communist experiment in Hungary, At the end of

July they loosed the Rumanian Army on Budapest and for three and

a half months kept it there, murdering and destroying and piling

up the transportable wealth of the city in trains bound for Bucharest.

When at last the Rumanians, acting on orders from Paris, left the

city, Hungary had learned her lesson.

From now on reaction was the order of the day. An Admiral

Horthy, who had commanded the Austrian fleet during the war,
rode into the capital and proclaimed himself Regent for the absent

King. The crippling Treaty of Trianon was signed in June, 1920,
and the humiliated Magyars, having nowhere else to vent their rage,
vented it on the Jews. Bela Kun, the arch-Communist, was a Jew,
therefore all Jews were Communists. Once again there was a Reign
of Terror; there had been an Allied Terror, a Red Terror, a Ru-
manian Terror; now there was a White Terror, and this last, in

which the Jews of Hungary perished, was the most cold-blooded and
merciless of all.

At last, purged by fire, Hungary was admitted by the Allies to the

League of Nations. Horthy was not the man the Allies would have
chosen but he was a bulwark against Communism and his mon-
archist ambitions were easy enough to check; twice in 1921 King
Karl returned to Budapest, and twice the Czechs and Yugoslavs
mobilized on the frontiers and he was forced to flee the country. He
died in exile in 1922, leaving a ten-year-old boy, Otto, as his heir*

Horthy and the Prime Minister, Bethlen, reestablished the feudal

regime of pre-war Hungary, abolishing universal suffrage and secret

ballot, and restoring the great estates so that forty per cent, of the

land was held in estates of over fourteen hundred acres and seventy-
five per cent, of the peasants were landless. To this regime the League
of Nations granted a loan and assistance in the work o financial

reconstruction.

* Here and in one or two other passages in Part I the author has drawn on his

book "Europe Since the War"; it is better to plagiarize than to paraphrase oneself,
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The Plight of Austria. The Allies' intentions with regard to Hungary
were clear enough: she was to be a small agricultural country, power-
less and poor, providing the new States which surrounded her with
cereals in return for a proportion of their surplus manufactured

goods. With regard to Austria, the Allies' intentions were less clear.

Austria too was to be a small country, powerless and poor. But she
could not be expected to feed the two and a half million inhabitants
of Vienna from the mountain and forest lands which were left to

her, and Vienna could not manufacture goods to sell in exchange for

food, because her neighbours would not allow the necessary raw
materials to go into Vienna or the finished articles to go out. There
was nothing for Vienna but starvation. In the winter of 1919-1920
Vienna starved.

The Allies were deeply touched. The American relief administra-

tion set up a soup kitchen in the old Habsburg palace; the British

Parliament voted a large sum for Austrian relief. They were touched

by the plight of the city which had so lately been the most civilized

in Europe, but they did not modify the treaty which was starving
her. Austrians realized that there was no future for them in the

decimated republic. Yet they were barred from joining their cousins

in the German republic. Three of the nine Austrian provinces tried

to evade the ban: in 1921 Tyrol, Salzburg and Styria voted for union

with Germany, only to be snubbed by the Allies. There remained the

possibility of Italian protection it was not attractive, there was a

deep racial and historical antagonism between Austrians and Italians,

but it seemed the only solution. Doctor Seipel, the Catholic priest

who was now Austria's Foreign Minister, proposed a currency and

customs union with Italy, which would make Austria an Italian

protectorate. But neither France nor Yugoslavia nor Czechoslovakia

were anxious to see Italy extending her frontiers into Central Europe.

By way of emphasizing her isolation, the name of the new republic
was changed from German-Austria to Austria, by Allied decree. The
Austrians must learn what defeat meant.

Even by reducing rations to the bare minimum necessary for existence,

and assuming that the farmers would give up for rations every ounce

of surplus, Austria could only hope to feed herself for a few months in

the year. Meanwhile out of some of the poorest resources in Europe,
there was quite the most expensive machinery to keep up. A bureaucracy

disproportionately large for the needs of twenty-five million people now
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administered the affairs of six millions, of whom they themselves formed

no mean proportion. Big railway termini with great staffs of clerks opened
on to stumps of lines thirty or forty miles long. . . . Much of the middle-

class population of Vienna was in a very similar position: a head without

a body. There were doctors enough to cure, professors enough to make

wise, half Central Europe, while inexorable governments barricaded off

from them the people who, God knows, needed both healing and wisdom

sorely enough.
1

In October, 1922, the Allies relented a little. In return for an addi-

tional guarantee that Austria would do nothing to surrender or im-

pair her sovereign independence, they granted her an initial loan of

twenty-seven million pounds and sent a Commissioner-General, the

Dutch Doctor Zimmerman, to supervise the state revenues out of

which the loan was eventually to be repaid. By this method of

artificial respiration the Austrian body politic was to be kept alive for

the next few years.

The German Revolution. The transition of Germany to peace was

infinitely more important. On the future of Germany, which before

the war had been the most powerful, the most progressive, the most

highly organized nation on the continent of Europe, the future of

the world largely depended.
The war was brought to an end by the soldiers, sailors and workers

of Germany, who in the fortnight before the Armistice overthrew

their ruling caste of monarchists and officers. The revolution began on

October 30, with a mutiny of the sailors of the Wilhelmshaven fleet

Quickly the revolt spread to Kiel, Hamburg and Bremen and to the

Baltic coast; in each port the red flag was flown and soldiers, sailors

and workers took power into the hands of their own Rate (which we

should translate as Councils or Soviets). The revolt against war

was echoed at the other end of Germany, where Kurt Eisner emerged
as the leader of a Socialist Republic of Bavaria on November 9. That

same day the revolution broke out in Berlin, Prince Max of Baden,

the Liberal Chancellor, persuaded the Kaiser to abdicate and himself

resigned in favour of Ebert, the head of the Socialist Party, The revo-

lution in Berlin was almost bloodless; only fifteen men were killed

during the whole day, and at the price of those fifteen Uves fell the

1 C. A, Macartney, "The Social Revolution in Austria*'*
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dynasty which had ruled Prussia for five centuries and which had

gradually welded Germany into a united nation. Its fall was followed

by the fall of the twenty subordinate monarchies of the German
States. Germany was now a republic under Ebert, the ex-saddler of

Heidelberg.
But what was a republican Germany to mean? The Socialists were

divided on that point. The Right or moderate wing of the Social

Democratic Party, to which Ebert belonged, wanted a parliamentary

democracy based on the votes of the whole community. The Left or

minority wing of the party wanted a Soviet republic based on the

direct rule of the working class. The extremists, led by Karl Lieb-

knecht, whose nom de plume of Spartacus became the party name
of his followers, wanted a Soviet republic too, but he and his Sparta-
cists wanted to realize it at once; they wanted to seize power vio-

lently, to dispossess the capitalists and to establish a working-class

dictatorship.

So the fall of the monarchy and the end of the Imperialist war

was followed by a civil war between the Majority Socialists and the

Communists (the minority group soon ceased to count). It was a

battle between the short view and the long view. Ebert and his fol-

lowers were thinking of the immediate future; they wanted to hold

a general election for a National Assembly which would draw up a

new Constitution and receive the Allies' terms in the name of the

majority of the German people. They thought that a democratic

Germany would receive lenient treatment at the hands of the demo-

cratic Allies. Liebknecht and the Communists were thinking of the

more distant future. The war, in their view, had been caused by com-

petition between capitalist nations; private capitalists were irre-

sponsible; they were working primarily for profit and to increase

their profit had to find markets abroad their competition for col-

onies and markets had caused the war of 1914 and it would cause

another war in the future, i private individuals were left in control

of the resources of capital. Therefore the private capitalist must be

overthrown in Germany. In the chaos and bewilderment of 1918,

the German people could not be expected to see that, and so there

must be no immediate appeal to the German people, no general

election. The Communists must seize power.

They made their first attempt on January 6, 1919, Spartacus cap-

tured the newspaper offices and a few public buildings in Berlin.
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But the Social Democrats were able to turn out a remnant of the

Imperial Army against them. They were forced to abandon their po-

sitions and the rising was followed by a fortnight of terror in Berlin.

Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, the heroic woman who was

the greatest personal force behind German Communism, were cap-

tured and brutally murdered by police on their way to prison. (The
official report of their death was "shot while trying to escape.")

At the end of January, the elections for the National Assembly
were duly held. Germany voted for the Moderate Socialists and the

bourgeois parties of Liberal Democrats and Catholics (or Centre

Party). It was a moderate and democratic assembly which met at

Weimar in February to draft the Constitution of the new Germany*

The Weimar Constitution. The difficulties of the Weimar Assembly
were appalling, Communism had been outlawed but by no means

crushed; the industrial workers had no intention of accepting a par-

liamentary republic as Utopia; they had not given up the idea of

Soviets. In March there were strikes, followed by street fighting, in

Berlin; strikes in Bremen, a revolt in Halle, with the object of march-

ing on Weimar; a revolt in Brunswick. In Munich, where Kurt

Eisner, the most humane, talented and popular of Minority Social

Democrats, had been assassinated in February, a more serious revolt

took place, and a Soviet Republic of Bavaria was proclaimed. In

April there were strikes in Essen and the Ruhr -the greatest in-

dustrial areas left to Germany. The government, or rather Noske,
who proved himself an organizer of unequalled ruthlessness and

efficiency, broke the strikes by refusing to admit supplies until work
was resumed, suppressed the revolts and wiped out the Bavarian

Soviet with his famous Flying Column. The Republican Govern-

ment restored order, at the price of the lives of thousands of workers.

There was starvation as well as anarchy in Germany in those days.

The population were living on bread and potatoes five pounds a

week was the adult ration. There was a dearth of every kind of fat,

a dearth prolonged by the Allies' blockade. When the Poles occupied
Posen the sugar supply failed. Seven hundred thousand deaths in the

year following the Armistice were put down (by a Copenhagen
Commission which had no cause to exaggerate) to undernourish-

ment. The death rate for children between four and fourteen was

doubled in the year 1918.
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To crown all these difficulties came the news of the Allies' terms

in May. The Government signed, knowing that Brockdorff-Rantzau

was right when he said, "Those who sign this treaty will sign the

death-sentence of many millions of German men, women and chil-

dren."

It is a wonder that any constitution at all could have emerged
from the chaos of these months. One might have expected that noth-

ing but a dictatorship would have been thought fit to weather the

storms to come. Yet the Weimar Assembly showed in this crisis a

respect for democratic principles such as traditional democratic coun-

tries like France, Great Britain and the United States might have

envied. The Constitution which they completed in July abolished

the militarist autocracy which Bismarck and Wilhelm II had set up.

Germany became a parliamentary democracy with a Reichstag
elected by the votes of the whole adult population, male and female,

with a chancellor and cabinet dependent on the support of a ma-

jority in the Reichstag, with an elected president who was to be little

more than a figurehead in normal times, though in times of national

danger he was empowered to declare a state of emergency and to

govern by decree. The Reichstag was not the only House of Parlia-

ment; there was to be a Reichrat which, like the American Senate,

was to represent the various States and which, like the British House

o Lords, would act as a brake on precipitate legislation by the other

house.

The Weimar Constitution was the most democratic that the world

had seen. To give the vote of every individual its full weight, the

principle of proportional representation was introduced by which a

member was returned to the Reichstag for every sixty thousand votes

recorded, instead of a member for every constituency, irrespective

of the extent of his majority, as in England and America. To give

economic interests an opportunity for adequate expression, a Na-

tional Economic Council was set up representing employers and em-

ployees of the great economic groups and corporations, with the

function of advising Parliament on economic and social legislation.

The Constitution affirmed the political equality of men and women
and the completest liberty of worship, of speech, of Press and of

association.

The Weimar Constitution became law in August, 1919. It was

anathema to every section of extremists in Germany. The Commu-
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nists would have overthrown the republic but their driving force was

gone, now Liebknecht was dead. The monarchists actually did suc-

ceed in driving Ebert's Government from Berlin. On March 12, 1920,

the Commander-in-Chief of Berlin, General Baron von Luttwitz,

occupied the city with eight thousand troops and proclaimed a cer-

tain Wolfgang von Kapp to be President of the Republic. Ebert had

virtually no troops at his disposal; the Kapp putsch must have suc-

ceeded if the workers of Berlin had not taken the law into their

own hands. Without waiting for orders from their union leaders,

they went on strike. The life of Berlin came suddenly to a standstill.

There was no water, no light, no trams, no trains. Kapp and his fol-

lowers were stranded; he fled to Sweden and the putsch was over.

The workers had saved the Weimar Republic and its liberal Con-

stitution.

How this great experiment would have worked if the Versailles

Treaty had indeed made the world safe for democracy no one can

say. In fact, the treaty meant the continuation of war in the form of

economic persecution. Only the marvellous stamina of the German

people could have succeeded in working that Constitution for a

decade and more in spite of Versailles.

The Plebiscites. The treaty was applied with the utmost rigour, Ger-

many was cheated of Eupen-Malm^dy by a faked plebiscite: instead

of a free vote by secret ballot, the inhabitants were told that they
were entitled to sign a public protest affirming their wish to count as

Germans. Every pressure was brought to bear on them: "whoever

registers his name in those lists proclaims himself to be a mischievous

and undesirable person'*, announced the Brussels Soir. Only 271 out

of a population of 60,000 signed. Eupen-Malm^dy was awarded to

Belgium.

Germany was also cheated out of Memel-land* An Allied Com-
mission had been put in charge of the district, but when a Lithuanian

force overran it, the Allies calmly recognized the fait accompli and
conferred the sovereignty of Mcmcl-land upon Lithuania* But Eupen-

Malm^dy and Mernel-land were trifles; the important point was what

interpretation the Allies intended to put upon the Silesian plebiscite

and upon their claim to Reparations.
The Upper Silesian plebiscite was held in March, 1931, largely

under the auspices of Frenchmen. The returns showed that forty
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per cent, of the voters wanted to be under Poland, sixty per cent,

under Germany. In the partition based on these votes, Poland was

given a third o the land. This would have been fair enough if the

Polish land had not included at least five sixths of the industrial area.

There was nothing to be said for the partition, except that it deprived

Germany of her next-to-last great mining district. The inhabitants

suffered more than inconvenience.

As everywhere else the [Silesian] annexations threw the entire life of

a large region altogether out of gear. The new frontier dissected nine

railways, creating many dead-ends and large stretches of disused line,

which had to be scrapped, and depriving many districts of this means
of communication. It split up a time-honoured system of roads, a large

proportion of which have since been converted into blind alleys, now
deserted and overgrown by grass and weeds. Farms have been divided

wholesale, the buildings being left in one country and the land in an-

other. . . . The old reciprocal dealings between adjacent communities

on the frontier have been made difficult; all exchange of farm products
and commodities generally is subject to harassing restrictions; trades

and handicrafts by the dozen have been destroyed and scores of prosperous
business undertakings have been ruined, while the purchasing power of

the peasantry in general is said to have been decreased by a third.
1

Reparations. The German Government had said that they could

hope to pay Reparations only if they were left with the Silesian coal

field. The French were not so sure. True, they had taken Lorraine

and the Saar away from Germany, but the Germans still held the

Ruhr, and since 1918 German industrialists had built up huge in-

dustrial concerns combining the resources of the Ruhr and West-

phalia. Hugo Stinnes, who had served his apprenticeship as a pit-boy

and a stoker, had built up a great "vertical trust", combining every

process of industry from coal and steel to the finished products; he

was employing 250,000 men and was a serious rival to the French

ironmasters of the Comiti dcs Forges. Walther Rathenau person-

ally a complete contrast to Stinnes, for he was a man of the widest

culture and deepest philosophical insight had completed a huge

combine, the Allgemeine Elecktricitats Gesellschaft, which was the

greatest electrical concern in the world. France was frightened of a

German industrial revival which might make German rearmament

* W. H. Dawson in "Germany Under the Treaty."
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possible and was determined to use the weapon she possessed in her

claim to Reparations.

It must be admitted that France had cause for uneasiness. Her

original demand at the Paris Conference had been for an "inde-

pendent" Rhineland State that should include the Ruhr and be under

French control She had only abandoned this claim in exchange for

the promise of an American and British guarantee to defend the

Rhine frontier, in case of German aggression. But the United States

Congress had refused to ratify this promise and Great Britain had

held that without the United States she could not join in the guaran-
tee. So France fell back on her claim to Reparations and determined

to demand so huge a sum that Germany would be bound to default

and so provide France with a "moral" claim to interfere in the Ruhr.

At Versailles the total amount to be paid by Germany was not

fixed. Later conferences at San Remo and Spa also failed to determine

the sum, though it was decided that France's share should be 52 per
cent, of the total. Not until May, 1921, in London, was the amount
fixed at 132 billion gold marks. It was an impossible sum; in 1918,

when anti-German feeling was running highest, the British Treas-

ury had agreed that two billion pounds was the utmost that Germany
could pay. The German leaders were in a quandary. Stinncs was

for refusing outright and for letting the Allies do their worst,

Rathenau was for accepting; he was statesman enough to see that

only by making an honest attempt to fulfil the obligations imposed

upon her could Germany hope to break down the Allies' animosity

and to be re-adopted into the comity of nations. Luckily for the

peace of Europe, Rathenau's view prevailed. Germany signed the

agreement, and punctually on August 31, 1921, paid an instalment

of Reparations.

The time seemed ripe for men of business to devise a plan by
which Germany could continue to pay without further crippling her

own industries the goose which laid the golden eggs. In Octo-

ber, Rathenau and the French Minister of Reconstruction, Loucheur,
came to an understanding by which the devastated areas of France

and Belgium were to be restored by German labour and materials,

at the expense of the German Government* It was a reasonable plan
but the French Cabinet turned it down; they had promised the

restoration business to French contractors. The reactionary and im*
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placable Poincare became Prime Minister o France and threatened
to force an immediate payment of Reparations.
At this point it became obvious that a financial collapse was im-

minent in Germany. The strain of the war, the loss of so many assets

under the Versailles Treaty, the drain of wealth to meet the Repara-
tions account, the general uncertainty which encouraged Germans
to send their spare money out of the country, had led to a drop in
the value of the mark. At first this fall had helped industrialists and
financiers who gambled on the foreign exchange, but now it was

getting out of hand. The German Government asked for three years'

moratorium, three years' grace while they put their house in order.

Lloyd George was inclined to grant it England's interests lay in

keeping the avenues of German trade open but Poincare was in-

flexible; he regarded, or pretended to regard, the fall of the mark
as a German conspiracy to wriggle out of Reparations.*

*he Invasion of the Ruhr. Making the excuse that Germany was late

with deliveries of coal and iron, Poincare ordered a French Army
to take possession of the Ruhr on January n, 1923. The Ruhr was
declared in a state of siege and all German officials were replaced by
Frenchmen and Belgians. Poincar was determined to create the

will-to-pay by force. What he created was precisely the opposite
the wilko-resist. The German Government abandoned Rathenau's

policy of fulfilment (that man of vision had been assassinated in

1922) and encouraged the Ruhr miners to refuse to yield a single
ton to France. Ten million men were idle in the Ruhr, living on

scraps of strike pay from Berlin. The French tightened the screw;

they imprisoned all the directors they could lay hands on, shot

seventy-six Germans in street brawls, encouraged their Zouave and

Senegalese troops in breaches of discipline, at the expense of the

inhabitants, instigated and financed a separatist movement all over

the Rhineland.

Meanwhile the confysion in Germany was indescribable. The
Ruhr invasion completed the collapse of the currency; in March,

1922, a dollar was worth 670 marks and in August 4,500 marks, but

by August, 1923, it had reached an astronomic figure. A few Ger-

mans made a good profit (farmers, for instance, were able to pay
off mortgages with worthless marks) but the vast majority were
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ruined. Pensioners, rentiers and investors, everybody living on sav-

ings or insurance money, found their incomes valueless and them-

selves in penury; salaried workers found their salaries reduced to

next to nothing; labourers on weekly wages had to rush to spend

every pfennig the instant they got their pay envelopes, because next

morning prices might be twice as high.

In the autumn crisis came. The British Foreign Minister, Lord

Curzon, attacked the selfishness of French action in a strongly

worded despatch. The French public began to withdraw their sup-

port from Poincare; his policy was losing them good money as well

as the goodwill of the Allies in particular and of the world in gen-
eral. In Germany a new Minister, Strescmann, became Chancellor.

Stresemann was a convert to the Rathenau policy of fulfilment;

realizing that at last he could count on foreign help for the revival

of Germany, he called an end to passive resistance and sent the Ruhr
workers back to their mines and factories. Then his Finance Minis-

ter and Doctor Schacht, the head of the Reichsbank, set about the

stabilization of the currency: they issued a new mark, the Renten-*

mar\t secured on the land and the houses of Germany; and gradu-

ally the German people showed their confidence in the new currency.

It meant the loss of all the money they possessed, for a billion of the

old marks was worth only one Rentenmar^ (There were no savings

left now to divide the middle class from the proletariat the in-

flation and the RentenmarJ^ wiped out the rentier class more surely

than any Communist revolution.) But anything was better than the

uncertainty and the persecution of the years 1919-1923. At the price

of repudiating Germany's debt to Germans, Stresemann convinced

the Allies that the Government was ready to honour her debt to

foreigners.



Ill RECONSTRUCTION IN CENTRAL EUROPE,
1924-1929

A NEW chapter in European history began in 1924. From 1918 to

1923 the Allies had pursued a vindictive policy against the Central

Powers. It had availed them nothing. In 1924 they began at last to

cooperate with Germany in the reconstruction of Europe.

The Dawes Plan and Locarno. The first step was to put Reparations
on a rational basis. Americans had long ago realized that the policy
of "making Germany pay" was ruinous to Germany's creditors as

well as to Germans. The expense of the Ruhr invasion and the col-

lapse of the German currency convinced the Allied Powers of this.

In 1924 a new committee was appointed to decide how Reparations
were to be paid. Significantly, it was a committee not of politicians

but of business men; its chairman was Charles G. Dawes, a Chi-

cago banker. The Dawes Committee made the obvious point that

Germany could pay only if her industries were flourishing. She

must pay therefore a percentage of her national income every year

in goods and in gold, and to enable her to reconstruct her industries

and increase her national income, the Allied peoples must lend her

capital. In the protocol that was signed on August 31, 1924, it was

agreed that Germany should pay a billion gold marks in the first

year and increased instalments in future years, rising to the standard

annuity of two and a half billion gold marks in 1929 and in subse-

quent years; the sources for these payments were to be railway

bonds, industrial debentures and revenue from German indirect

taxes; and a new start was to be given to industry by an immediate

foreign loan of 800,000,000 gold marks. (These loans were increased

until by the end of 1928 they reached the colossal figure of 18,000,000,-

ooo gold marks.)
The next step was to bring Germany back into the comity of

nations. Germany had not yet given her willing consent to the

Versailles terms, nor was she a member of the League of Nations:
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while that was the case, there could be no hope of lasting peace in

Europe. The opportunity for a new agreement came in 1925: Strese-

mann a man of. peace if ever there was one was Germany's For-

eign Minister; Poincare had been defeated at the French elections in

the previous year, and Herriot and Briand, men of more liberal

minds, were in power in France. Stresemann, perhaps on the advice

of the British Ambassador, d'Abernon, proposed a conference, and

German and Allied diplomats met in friendly discussions which

culminated in a meeting at Locarno in October. In a way, it would

be truer to say that the war ended at Locarno in 1925 than at Ver-

sailles in 1919. Now at last it was agreed that Germany should seek

admission to the League of Nations. Both sides recognized the

Rhine frontier as laid down by the Treaty of Versailles, Germany
giving up all claims to Alsace-Lorraine, France abandoning the

idea of a Rhineland State. Most important for the peace of the

future, Great Britain guaranteed to help France in the event of

German aggression on the Rhine; and support Germany, in the event

of French aggression. France would have liked Great Britain to

guarantee Germany's eastern frontier as well, but that Great Britain

would not do; neither would Germany agree to accept the Polish

Corridor for all futurity. For the security of these eastern frontiers,

the new nations of eastern Europe must depend on the support of

France; at Locarno new pacts were made between France and

Poland and Czechoslovakia.

Poland. We must consider now the new States which had risen

from the ashes of the pre-war tsu^pires of Europe* The largest was

Poland. After seven hundred years' existence as a sovereign Power,
Poland disappeared from the map at the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury, as the result of a series of piratical partitions on the part of

Prussia, Russia, and Austria. Subsequent oppression had not been

able to extinguish the Poles' national spirit, nor their language and

traditions, nor their desire for independence. During the World

War, both Germany and Russia promised them independence as the

price of their support, and to make certain of their reward groups of

Poles fought on either side. The most effective Polish contingent
was that led by Joseph Pilsudski against the Russians. Pilsudski was
a remarkable man. He was born as long ago as 1867, of a noble

Lithuanian family of Vilna, and had spent the years of his early
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manhood in incessant agitation against Russia. He was a Socialist

in those days, and knew the bitterness of five years' confinement
in Siberia, o exile in a London slum, and of imprisonment in War-
saw, from which he only escaped by feigning insanity. He was

already a national hero when the war broke out, which he rightly
saw to be Poland's supreme opportunity. He fought valiantly and

cleverly for Germany until 1917, when the Russians collapsed and
the Germans took possession of Warsaw. Then he refused to fight

any more; he had fulfilled his contract; now the Germans must
fulfil theirs by establishing an autonomous Polish State. The Ger-

mans replied by putting him in prison in Magdeburg. There he

would have stayed had not the German Revolution of November,

1918, put an end to their imperialist plans. Pilsudski found himself

back in Warsaw and acclaimed as Chief of State and Minister of

War by a Polish nation in its first rapture of achieved ambition.

Tactfully he abstained from going to Versailles, but sent Paderew-

ski, who as a celebrated pianist would be more likely to plead the

Polish cause successfully before Allied statesmen, who might have

a long memory for ex-Socialists and ex-officers of the German Army.
Paderewski returned with Allied recognition for a Poland with

frontiers on the west through Germany to the Baltic, and on the

east from Grodno to the upper reaches of the Bug. This was not

enough for Pilsudski. The civil war between Reds and Whites in

Russia was offering an opportunity for revenge which no lifelong

enemy of Russia could resist. Pilsudski launched his army into the

Ukraine and overran the country as far as Kiev. But in 1920 a Rus-

sian counteroffensive began; the Bolsheviks rolled his armies back

and advanced to within six miles of Warsaw. Pilsudski was in

despair, but France came to his help with money and with their

most brilliant general, Weygand. Pilsudski attacked again, the Rus-

sians gave way, and in October he signed a triumphant peace by
which Russia surrendered a large slice of the Ukraine. Even now
Pilsudski was not content; he sent an army to capture his native

Vilna, which Paderewski at Versailles had signed away to Lithuania.

The Lithuanians appealed to the League of Nations, but the League
was no match for a determined soldier; Vilna and a big wedge of

territory between Lithuania and Russia became part of Poland. So it

was that the new Poland became a much larger State than had been

contemplated at the Peace Conference. It was far from being a
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national State, for apart from including the German population
of Posen, it contained no less than seven million White Russians

and Ukrainians*

To France, the new Poland appeared as an invaluable bulwark

against Russian Communism on one side and against German re-

vival on the other. France set to work to arm Poland. In the Teschen

area Poland had one important industrial centre; by the award fol-

lowing the Silesian plebiscite she gained another. A Franco-Polish

treaty was signed in 1921, and in 1923 a loan of 300 million gold
francs was made to Poland. The real work of Polish reconstruction

began in 1924, when France sent Marshal Foch, on a complimentary

visit, and an additional 35 million gold francs to Warsaw. The money
was spent in building a new Baltic port, Gdynia, near Dantzig, and

the contracts were given to the French firm of Schneider-Creusot.

Even with this help the Poles did not find it easy to make a

success of self-government, after a century and a half of irrespon-

sibility. The politicians were jealous of Pilsudski; in May, 1923, they
forced him to resign and muddled along without him, bringing
Poland to the verge of bankruptcy. At last, in 1926, Pilsudski, unable

to bear the sight of misgovernment any longer, marched on Warsaw,
carried out a coup d'Stat, and reestablished himself in power. He had

all Cromwell's belief in his own destiny, Cromwell's intolerance of

opposition, combined with Cromwell's hankering after parlia-

mentary forms and reluctance to assume the title of King. France

and Poland too though it cost her half her budget had to thank

him for keeping the peace strength of the army up to a quarter
of a million. The Ukrainians suffered. In spite of Pilsudski's promise
to the Allies in 1923 to grant them autonomy, they were ruled, the

whole six million of them, by Polish officials and police, and they
were deprived of their schools (there were 2,420 Ukrainian schools

in Galicia in 1912; in 1928 there were only 745). Yet it must be

admitted that they could not have expected better treatment from

any other Polish Government. Assuredly it was the spirit of Clemen-
ceau rather than the spirit of Wilson that triumphed in the new
Poland.

Czechoslovakia. Another link in the chain that bound Germany,
Austria and Hungary on the east was the new State of Czechoslo-

vakia, The national history of the Czechs o Bohemia reaches even
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farther back into the past than that of the Poles, and the story of

their reemergence as a national State is no less romantic, though in

quite a different way. The Czechs, like the Poles, had been agitat-

ing for autonomy before 1914, but unlike the Poles they had no
doubt which side to join: they fought for the Allies against their

Austrian masters. On the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian mon-
archy in 1918, some Czechs in Prague declared their independence;

and at Paris, ia 1919, the victorious Powers recognized the new re-

public. The Czech cause appealed to President Wilson because of

the persecution which their race had suffered ever since the sixteenth

century, when they made the mistake of choosing a Habsburg for

their king; because of the eloquence with which Thomas Masaryk
had pleaded their cause in America; and because of the support

which Edward Bendf, the young Czech delegate to Paris, gave to

the idea of the League of Nations. To Clemenceau it appealed for

different reasons. Five sixths of the industrial resources of Austria-

Hungary, and the great Skoda armament works at Pilsen, lay in

Bohemia and Moravia: it was advisable, therefore, to separate those

provinces from Austrian control. By adding to them Slovakia and

the province of Ruthenia, the Czechoslovakian boundaries would
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be brought up to Rumania, and a solid ring of Allied territory thus

formed around Hungary.
Czechoslovakia has been the most successful of all the new nations

that emerged after the war. It was not remarkable for racial unity,

for of the total population of fourteen millions only seventy per cent,

were Czechs and Slovaks; twenty per cent, were Germans, and

nearly ten per cent. Magyars and Ruthenians (Ukrainians), and

these suffered for being in a minority, though not so severely as

the minorities of Poland. The strength of Czechoslovakia lay in its

economic resources. In agricultural products it was self-sufficient,

and in industrial products it was much more than self-sufficient.

Iron ore it had to import, but for the rest, it was one of the greatest

industrial Powers in Europe, exporting coal and machinery, textiles

and' wool produce, porcelain and glass, and shoes millions and

millions of shoes from the town of Zlin, where a self-made magnate
called Bat'a out-Heroded Herod in tyranny, and out-Forded Ford

in efficiency.

None of the political ineptitude of Poland was to be found among
the Czechs. Throughout the post-war period they had only one

President, Masaryk, only one Foreign Minister, BeneSL These men

pursued a policy of quite extraordinary consistency. The first need

of Czechoslovakia was the goodwill of her neighbours. As an in-

land Power, with no natural boundaries except on her Polish flank,

she needed their goodwill for her security. As an exporting Power
she needed it for her prosperity. Immediately after the war, when
she had just wrested herself free from the Austro-Hungarian Mon-

archy, she could hardly expect the goodwill of Hungary. Conse-

quently BeneS made an alliance with Rumania and Yugoslavia.
This Little Entente between the three States who had been granted
most of Hungary by the Treaty of Trianon began with the sole aim
of keeping Hungary down. In 1921 it prevented a restoration o

Karl of Habsburg, and in 1922 it secured the admission of Hungary
to the League, and thereby won her promise not to go to war
without first submitting her case to arbitration. The anti-Hungarian
raison d'itre of the Little Entente was thus largely removed* Benejf

gave a new twist to the alliance by joining in the League effort to

save Austria and Hungary from bankruptcy; now that their re-

vival as an Imperialist Power was blocked, they would be useful as

buyers of Czech goods. Czechoslovakia flourished exceedingly in
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the decade after the war. Perhaps this was the one experiment in

State-making upon which the Paris peacemakers could look back

with satisfaction. Certainly there was nothing satisfactory about the

development of the other two members of the Little Entente,

Rumania, Rumania was doubled in area and in population as a re-

sult of the peace treaties. Never was an increase of territory so ill

deserved. The Hohenzollern King of Rumania was in alliance with

Germany at the outbreak of war; his Ministers would not let him
declare war against the Allies, and for two years Rumania stayed
neutral. Then the "liberal" Minister Ion Bratianu made a bargain
with the Allies: Rumania would fight against Germany in return

for Transylvania, Bukowina and the Banat of Temesvar, as far as

the Theiss. It was an unconscionable demand, but the Allies ac-

cepted it. Rumania fought and was defeated; in December, 1917,

she signed an armistice with Germany, and in the following May a

capitulatory treaty of peace. Luckily for Rumania, her Ministers re-

mained watchful in defeat: on November 9, 1918, two days before

hostilities ended, Rumania declared war against Germany again, and

so was able to turn up at the Paris Conference to claim her reward

as a victorious ally. She got Transylvania, she got Bukowina, she

got her share of the Banat. And she proceeded to take the Province

of Bessarabia, which in 1917 had voted itself an autonomous republic

within the Soviet Union.

The new Rumania had considerable natural wealth some fine

agricultural land and also petrol resources excelled by only three

countries in the world. It was hardly to be expected that in her

suddenly swollen state she would be able to evolve a sound political

system. The Constitution was manipulated so that the clique con-

trolling the electoral machine could always win a majority at the

elections. Minorities were neatly wiped out by a law which laid down
that any party winning forty per cent, of the votes should have

fifty per cent, of the seats, as well as the proportion of the other

fifty per cent, of seats to which its proportion of the votes entitled

it Political corruption reached depths unknown in Europe; and the

only stable things in Rumania were the persistent allocation of

some forty per cent, of the budget to the army, and her adherence

to the Little Entente. There was no sign of improvement until

1928, when the Bratianu clique fell, and the peasant leader Maniu
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became Prime Minister. Maniu did everything that one man could

do to rid the Government of corruption, and he carried through a

great reform the land settlement, by which the big estates were

broken up and divided in small holdings among some of Rumania's

fourteen million peasants. The division of land added to the happi-
ness of the peasants, but it did not by any means increase the agri-

cultural output of the country. Maniu found himself between the

upper and the nether millstone, between the incalculable court in-

trigues of King Carol and the grinding poverty of the people. There

was only one possibility of salvation for democracy in Rumania:

that world prices of oil and agricultural products should rise. I

they did not, there would be nothing but economic ruin and po-
litical dictatorship for Rumania.

Yugoslavia. The Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, or

Yugoslavia, like the other new States of Europe, was the product of

an unnatural union of motives. President Wilson had wished to

liberate the southern (or Yugo) Slav peoples, whose history had

been one of almost unceasing persecution. Clemenceau had wanted

to set up a State which would relieve Austria of her old southern

provinces, and at the same time keep Italy out of the Dalmatian

coast. In the first decade of the new State's existence there were con-

stant quarrels between the Serbs of Belgrade, who imposed their

own King Alexander and a centralized constitution of their own

making upon the new kingdom, and the Croat peasants of the north-

ern and western provinces, who found that they had less liberty

under the new Yugoslavia than under the old Austro-Hungarian

monarchy. The Dual Monarchy had allowed them a degree of

autonomy, as befitted a people who had had a European culture for

many centuries. It is little wonder that they resented the domination

of the Serbs, a people who had been brutalized by hundreds of years
of Turkish rule, and who numbered only forty-six per cent, of the

population of Yugoslavia. A Croat Peasant Party was formed under

the leadership of Stefan Raditch, a voluble idealist with little tact

but with unbounded devotion to his cause. For years Raditch re-

fused to let his party take any part in the political life of the State,

in protest against the purely Serbian interests of Belgrade. The Gov-

ernment replied by putting him in prison in 1925, but soon realized

that this was a false move, and, setting him free, gave him the
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post of Minister of Education. Parliament now became an arena for

battles between Serbs and anti-Serbs; sometimes the fighting was
confined to insults, often it came to blows. The climax was reached

in 1928, when a pro-Government deputy rose in his seat and shot

Raditch. The Croat leader died of his wounds. His people honoured

his memory, mourning him as a national martyr. The main obstacle

to the Serbianizing of Yugoslavia was gone.
The new State was wretchedly poor; the Government was de-

pending chiefly on foreign credits. France was the largest lender,

but she drove a hard bargain in the treaty made with Yugoslavia in

1927, in which it was stipulated that five new divisions, equipped

throughout by the Skoda concern, be added to the Yugoslavian

army. American bankers offered less onerous terms: Mr. Morgan
would put up a loan if the Belgrade Government would grant, as

the Bucharest Government had done, a monopoly of electrical work
to his International Telephone and Telegraph Company.
By the time that the Locarno treaties were signed, Poland and the

Little Entente were all firmly established as sovereign States. They
were all making some progress, however elementary, towards that

parliamentary democratic form of government which had been the

ideal of their benefactors at the Paris Peace Conference. True, they
had unsolved internal problems dissatisfied national minorities,

peasant populations living dangerously near subsistence level,

budgets that would hardly balance because of the huge sums de-

voted to armaments but they were helped by the support of France

and of America. French help showed itself in defensive treaties, in

loans and in guidance in military organization; American support
in private loans, and in the eagerness of American capitalists to de-

velop the new nations' resources. What would happen if the stream

of French and American money should chance to dry up, and if

the prices of agricultural goods were to fall, or foreign markets to

be further blocked by tariffs, the people of the new nations did not

know. They were to find out in, 1929.

Recovery in Germany. Meanwhile the Dawes Plan had been the

beginning of a great economic revival in Germany. The German
industrialists saw a gleam of hope at last, and set themselves to re-

build Germany with a spirit that has never been seen before, except

perhaps by France in 1871-1872, and only once since by the Rus-
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sians under the Five Year Plans. Germany still had some coal left,

and she had the greatest steel, chemical, and electrical works in the

world. Now she had capital as well; in 1924 she borrowed forty-five

million pounds, mostly from America, partly from England. By
1926 her industrial output was only five per cent, below that of

pre-war years. The Locarno spirit made industrial relations with

France easier; in 1926 French and German magnates made an

agreement to exploit steel to their mutual advantage, and in 1927

they made a similar agreement with regard to potash. American

magnates took a hand in financing and reorganizing German in-

dustry. Rationalization was the order of the day; it was not so

much a question of carrying on old industries as of rebuilding

them on new lines and with new machinery. Germany made up for

her lost coal by generating electric power from lignite. She made

up for her lost merchant fleet by building new ships with American

money; soon her liners, the Bremen and the Eurofa, beat the Brit-

ish in competition for the luxury passenger traffic across the Atlantic.

All foreign loans to Germany did not go into these productive
channels. America was overflowing with spare capital at this time,

and bankers had no difficulty in finding clients willing to lend

money abroad. The bankers got a commission on every loan they

raised; consequently they pestered German municipal and local au-

thorities to, borrow money. The Germans naturally did not need

much persuading there was so much building to be done; slum

populations in need of rehousing; children rickety and ailing from
the hardships of the war, the revolution and the inflation, in need

of clinics, swimming baths, recreation grounds, new schools and

workshops and holiday camps. The Germans borrowed and rebuilt

their cities; the Americans lent, and never stopped to think how

swimming baths and schools would ever yield the profit necessary
to pay interest on the loans.

The German Republic was to be seen at its best during those

years 1924-1929. It was the freest republic the world had ever

seen. The Weimar constitution makers seemed actually to have be-

lieved that man develops his own soul most fully when most free

from moral restrictions. They left him free to read, to publish, to

speak and to teach what he would. They left the theatre and the

cinema free from censorship; they did what they could to raise

some of the sexual taboos. To moral freedom they added political
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freedom: they did not destroy their political enemies; they tolerated

them, even encouraged them. They carried toleration to fantastic

limits.

What can be said for a republic that allows its laws to be interpreted

by monarchist judges [asked an American journalist]; its Government
to be administered by old-time functionaries brought up in fidelity to

the old regime; that watches passively while reactionary schoolteachers

and professors teach its children to despise the present freedom in favour

of a glorified feudal past; that permits and encourages the revival of

the militarism that was chiefly responsible for the country's present hu-

miliation? What can be said for democrats who subsidize ex-princes
who attack the regime; who make their exiled Emperor their richest

man, in deference to supposed property rights; who abolish tides of no-

bility only to incorporate them into the substance of the legal name?
. . . This remarkable republic paid pensions to thousands of ex-officers

and civil servants who made no bones of their desire to overthrow it.

It allowed members of deposed ruling families publicly to ally themselves

with anti-republican Fascists. It tolerated the presence of a whole group
of semi-military organizations, Private Armies in the literal sense, Steel

Helmets, Werewolf, Viking Bund, Hitler Storm Battalions, Communist
Red Front ... it put purely defensive republican organizations, the

Reichsbanner and the Iron Front, legally on the same basis as the anti-

republican bands. It permitted the ex-nobility to cluster thickly in the

upper ranks of the anything but republican army and navy.
1

The strength of the Weimar Republic its belief in freedom

was also its weakness. The Germans are the most disciplined of

people; their ideals are Honour and Duty. The Weimar Republic

was born in defeat, nurtured in deference to a humiliating peace; it

knew no Honour. By allowing moral and political freedom, it left

no room for Duty; no duty was encouraged except a man's duty to

himself. So moral emancipation led to decadence, and liberty to

licence. Berlin, at least in its wealthy quarters, became a City of the

Plain, the playground for sexual perverts from every corner of the

world. German industry and finance became a free fair for profiteers

and for immigrant Jews who later became symbolic in German eyes

of selfish disloyalty.

Outwardly, Germany was flourishing during those years 1924-

1929, when Stresemann was keeping the goodwill of the Allies,

1 E. A. Mowrer in "Germany Puts the Clock Back."
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when Reparations were being paid, when the French evacuated the

Ruhr (July, 1925), when industry was climbing back to its pre-war

position. Inwardly, Germany was rotten. With every increase in

rationalization in industry, more men were thrown into the ranks

of the unemployed, into the ranks of the enemies of the Social

Democratic Government of the republic. Every year showed those

enemies stronger, better organized. The membership of the Com-
munist Party grew steadily. The Catholics of the Centre Party
formed a rallying point for all who were disgusted with the moral

laxity of Weimar republicanism. The Nationalists the old con-

servative believers in monarchism preached the old, beloved doc-

trines of Honour and Duty, and were strong in their private army
the Steel Helmets and in a new recruit, Hugenburg, the steel

magnate and newspaper owner. The National Socialists new con-

servative believers in authority preached the same doctrines, with

more stress on the necessity of repudiating war guilt and the Ver-

sailles Treaty, and with more attractive promises to the middle-class

people, whom the inflation had turned into a penniless proletariat;

the Nazi membership had increased steadily from a humble 7 in

1919 to 178,000 in 1929. But in that latter year, when the last Allied

troops were evacuating the northern Rhineland, Social Democracy
in Germany seemed safe enough. Since 1924 the German Republic
had been growing prosperous on capital from abroad; no one seri-

ously suspected in 1928 that that supply would soon be cut off.

Recovery in Austria. In Austria the same processes were at work.

The nation was not an economic entity, but the Allied loans that

began in October, 1922, made some sort of recovery possible. The
Social Democrats had established themselves in Vienna after the

Armistice and remained in power. They defied the Communist
wave which threatened to roll up the Danube from Budapest in

1919, and they defied the reactionary Catholic pressure which the

conservative peasant provinces continuously applied. Vienna was

more than a city; it contained nearly a third of the nation's in-

habitants, and ranked as a province in itself. The Social Democratic

municipal government of Vienna was also a provincial government,
and under the Constitution the Social Democrats could spend half

the provincial revenue on their own initiative and without their

consent the Constitution could not be amended. They made a mar-
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vellous thing of their government of Vienna. They gave pensions
and unemployment insurance to the workers, prenatal clinics and

free medical attention to the mothers, kindergartens and ample play-

grounds to the children. They pulled down the old tenements in

which not one flat in twenty had any water supply, and not one in

twenty-two a water closet and built new blocks of workmen's

flats which were justly admired by architects and town-planners
all over the world. They made Vienna a model city. And they paid
for their work, not by borrowing save for one small' loan they
made no call on public funds but out of the normal sources of

taxation. The old class of public officials grumbled at the loss of

sinecures; the wealthy families grumbled at the high tax on do-

mestic servants; the sportsmen grumbled at the 33^ per cent, tax on
race meetings; but everyone was proud of the new city and year
after year the Viennese returned a Socialist majority at the elections.

The Catholic provinces of Austria were jealous of Socialist Vienna.

They were in a majority nearly two thirds of the national elec-

torate were conservative and Catholic; dearly would they have

liked to overthrow the Constitution and return to Habsburg rule.

The more hot-headed of them were organized in a Fascist private

army, the Heimwehr, under Prince Starhemberg, and there was

always fear of a clash between Fascists and Social Democrats. A
minor clash did occur in 1927, when favour shown to Fascists in

the courts led to a spontaneous strike of Viennese workers. The So-

cialist leader, Otto Deutsch, warned the police, but the latter los*-

their heads and fired on the crowd. Eighty-five strikers and twc

policemen were killed before order could be restored.

Post-war Austria was a strange anomaly. A Socialist capital in a

conservative country, and a prosperous proletariat in a nation that

could never, by the St. Germain Treaty, hope to achieve a healthy

economic life. Austria was living on foreign loans. Her post-war re-

construction was precarious, but no more precarious than the rest of

Central Europe. Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia, Hungary and Ger-

many above all Germany were living on foreign money. Only
Czechoslovakia, thanks to her industrial resources, was in a tolerably

strong economic position, and she depended on foreigners' willing-

ness to buy her goods. A day might come when foreigners would

refuse to lend, when foreigners would recall their loans and raise

their tariffs. And that would be the end of the reconstruction of the
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nations of Central Europe and of their
4 more or less democratic

constitutions.

The day came in 1929. But before we describe the crisis and its

consequences, we must turn aside to events in other parts of Eu-

rope, to the strange developments in victorious France, to the most

undemocratic revival of Italy, to dictatorship and revolution in Spain,
and to the post-war difficulties of Great Britain.



IV VICTORIOUS FRANCE

MORE than any other nation France was responsible for the turns

which the political development of Central Europe had taken since

the war. It is easy to misunderstand French policy, easy to blame it

for wrecking Wilson's peace, for saddling Germany with the un-

bearable load of Reparations, for invading the Ruhr, for building up
a chain of alliances in Eastern Europe suspiciously like that which

had dragged half the world into war in 1914. It is hard to under-

stand that in manoeuvring thus for security France was trying to

defend a culture which, if there is any standard by which one cul-

ture can be compared with another, must be admitted to be the

finest in the modern world. For nearly a thousand years France had

been the most civilized nation in Europe. She was the first to win

national independence. In the seventeenth century, she became the

accepted model for the culture of Europe, her language was the

language of every European Court, her manners in dress,' conversa-

tion and polite behaviour were the standard for whomever had any

aspirations to civility. In the French Revolution she fought for the

ideals of enlightenment, of liberty and equality before the law; and

she gave Europe the example which, in the nineteenth century, led

every State to refashion its constitution on more democratic lines.

It is little wonder that France feels to-day that she is the guardian
of European culture. France is conscious that she has a mission

towards the rest of the world, not a religious mission, like that of

Spain in her imperialist days; not a political mission, such as Eng-
lishmen are conscious of in their essays in imperialism, but a mission

civilisatrice. For France has attained what every other nation is

striving towards, an internal harmony. As Count Hermann Key-

serling says, "This land embodies the one universally intelligible

and universally enjoyable harmony between man and his surround-

ing world which is to be found in Europe." No one who has lived in

France can fail to be aware of that harmony; it is made up of a per-

fect balance between Greek o-ox^pocrw^ and Roman gravitas, pietas

and constantia; between Humanist intellectual inquiry and Catholic
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faith; between deep family loyalty and staunch individualism. The

harmony can be seen, too, on the economic plane. No nation has

achieved such economic balance as France. One half of the popula-
tion devotes itself to agriculture, one half to industry and com-

merce; half are peasants, half townsmen. And agriculture in France

does not mean extensive corn growing, nor industry the manufac-

ture by mass production of a few more or less standardized articles

for export. Agriculture means the intensive cultivation of fruit,

wine, vegetables, as well as cereals; industry the perfection, by in-

herited craftsmanship, of a thousand articles by a million small

manufacturers, as well as the production, by modern methods, of

textiles and metal goods by big industrialists.

Fear of Invasion. All France's policy is directed towards security,

towards preserving intact the territory which has been the cradle

of her culture. France has always been frightened, and with reason,

of invasion. She has never had on her eastern flank a safe frontier,

such as England has in the sea and the United States in the under-

populated expanses of Canada and Mexico. The Industrial Revolu-

tion made France more vulnerable than ever, for her resources of

iron and coal were found to lie within a few miles of that open
eastern frontier. Twice within living memory France has been in-

vaded. The World War was fought largely on French land, over

counties which had housed one eighth of her population and sup-

plied many more with the comforts of life.

It is hard for Englishmen who have not known a serious Invasion

since 1066, and for Americans, who have the oceans between them
and potential enemies, to realize what this means; it is easy for

them to sneer at France's anxiety over her security. They have done

little since 1918 to help her to achieve it. An American Congress

repudiated the guarantee which the President promised at Paris.

An English Conservative Government, as we shall see, rejected one

French security pact and a Labour Government another. Both Eng-
lish and Americans opposed the Ruhr adventure, and if at Locarno

England gave some guarantee of French immunity from invasion,

it was 1929 before America consented to "outlaw war" in the

Briand-Kellogg pact and that pact was not much more than a

pious resolution. A French writer, Leon Bourgeois, had proposed to

Wilson that the League of Nations be equipped with an international
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army to restrain nations from future breaches of the peace, but that

proposal was rejected; a French politician, Aristide Briand, later

made much the same proposal at Geneva, but again it was rejected.

France fell back on a strong army and a new line of subterranean

fortresses, built along her vulnerable eastern frontier.

The reason for English and American apathy towards France's

fear of invasion was partly lack of imagination and partly justifiable

distrust of one group of French interests. Most classes in France were

tolerably contented, the peasants to cultivate their small holdings,
the rentiers to live on their small investments, the small industrialists

to apply their skill to their incomparable products; but one group,
the heavy industrialists, were dangerously ambitious. French heavy

industry dates from the days of the second Empire of Napoleon III

and has preserved an imperialistic outlook. After the war its directors

dreamed a dream: they saw themselves in control of the iron and

potash of Lorraine and of the coal and coke of the Saar and the Ruhr,
all working as a single industrial unit under the Association of

French ironmasters, the Comite des Forges, of which the Schneider-

Creusot firm was the leading member. Their dream was shattered

by the Versailles Treaty, when the Ruhr and the Rhineland were left

in German hands. They determined to achieve their ambition by

pulling political wires.

Bloc National. French political wires are more complicated and to

the outsider more confused than those of other countries, because

they are attached to a more delicately balanced social system. Each

tiny group, social and economic, has its party, and no party can hope
to command a majority in the Chamber without the support of

several others. A Government must depend for support upon a

coalition of parties; and, if it offends any of the widely different

interests which they represent, it falls. In these circumstances it is not

surprising that the average life of a Ministry is only a few months;
Prime Ministers fall and Ministries are reshuffled, as the balance of

power in the coalition shifts to right or to left of the Chamber. This

body cannot be dissolved before the end of its full term of four

years (except by consent of the Senate, which is never given) ; and

Prime Ministers, deprived o the weapon of an appeal to the electo-

rate, must make shift with the members they find before them.

The elections of November 16, 1919, brought into power a coali-
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tion known as the Bloc "National Like most groups which use the

label "National", it was reactionary. The Bloc National represented

an unholy alliance of die-hards, Catholic clericals, the Comite des

Forges and big financial and industrial interests generally. Its policy,

like that of the English Parliament of that time, was to make Ger-

many pay for the damage done by the war. Gradually the balance

shifted to the reactionary side of the coalition. Clemenceau was

blamed for letting Germany off too lightly; he had to resign in

January, 1920, and the fire-eating Millerand became Premier. Eight

months later Millerand was raised to the Presidency, but he con-

tinued to act as if he were leader of the Government; and in Jan-

uary, 1922, he sent a peremptory telegram recalling Briand from the

Cannes Conference, where that long-sighted politician had been

taking a lenient view of the Reparations question. Briand's fall gave

the Bloc National a new and most redoubtable leader, Raymond
Poincare. The policy of Poincare can be gauged from his appear-

ance; he was a square-headed, stiff-bearded man who wore a semi-

military cap and, on occasion, black leggings over his civilian suit.

No one had greater experience: from 1913 to 1920 he had been Presi-

dent of the Republic.

Under the Bloc National, the ironmasters of the Comite dcs Forges

were able to build up a lucrative export trade with the new States

of Europe. Special French banks were formed to open up these

countries, the Banque df

Europe Central for the Little Entente,

Austria and Hungary; the Banque Polonaise for Poland; and the

Banque Franco-Serbe for Yugoslavia. In December, 1923, Poincar

offered large loans to the two latter States for the purchase of muni-

tions and other military supplies. But the Comitt and the Bloc over-

reached themselves in the Ruhr invasion. Poincar resigned the

Prime Ministership, and Schneider the chairmanship of the Comite

des Forges, and an entirely new coalition, the Cartel des Gauches,

came into power in 1924.

Cartel des Gauches. The Cartel was not "Left" in any sense though
in financial matters it might be called Gauche. It was not revolu-

tionary, not even Socialist, but a group of moderate factions repre-

senting the small industrialist, the rentier, the peasant proprietor

and the civil servant a peace-loving coalition. Its first leader was

Herriot, a "man of the people", who had risen through scholarships
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to a professor's chair, and through his genial personality to the may-
oralty of Lyons, an office which he had held for some twenty years.
Its second was Aristide Briand. In foreign affairs the policy of the

Cartel was to seek peace and ensue it by arbitration. At first every-

thing went well. Herriot insisted on the resignation of President

Millerand, who had been behind Poincare in the Ruhr business, and
followed Ramsay MacDonald's lead in giving official recognition to

the Soviet Government of Russia. Briand and MacDonald together
drew up a plan for making the League of Nations an effective in-

strument in preventing future wars. The idea was to invite every
member of the League to sign a protocol promising to submit every

dispute to arbitration. The protocol went further than the Covenant,
for it gave a clear definition of the term "aggressor": the aggressor
was deemed to be the Power which refused to accept arbitration.

At first it seemed that no nation could decently refuse to sign, but

when the Labour Government was succeeded by the Conservatives

in England, the weakness of the plan soon became apparent. The
Powers most likely not to accept the League's decisions were the non-

members, Russia, for instance. The British Dominions would then

be dragged into a war against Russia in which they had nothing to

gain. Great Britain refused her signature, and the Geneva Protocol

was buried. The Cartel was not discouraged by this setback; its

leaders continued to work for peace in foreign affairs and soon had

to their credit the acceptance of the Dawes Plan, the evacuation of

the Ruhr, and the signature of the Locarno pacts.

In home affairs its object was simple: it wanted to avoid additional

taxation. The Frenchman has never paid taxes with alacrity; it has

been said that he will die for his country but will not pay taxes to

it. French Governments paid for the war, not by taxation, but by

loans, loans from Frenchmen and from Great Britain and the United

States. There was no income tax until 1917, and for many years

after that there was no machinery to induce a Frenchman to declare

his income in full. The Government seemed to have no hope of bal-

ancing its budget; Reparations were yielding little; the reconstruc-

tion of the devastated areas had cost France twenty million francs

before a single mark was paid by Germany; and the Ruhr invasion

had proved extremely expensive. Not surprisingly, the franc was

falling in the foreign exchanges. The Cartel leaders were forced,

against their natural inclination, to increase taxation; an extra
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seven and one half milliards were levied in April, 1926. It was not

enough to balance the budget or to save the franc, but it was more

than enough to lose them their majority. In July, 1926, the pound

sterling was worth two hundred and fifty francs. Poincar became

Prime Minister again, at the head of a new coalition, the Union

Nationals.

PoincarS and the Franc, The Union Nationale, which was to rule

France until 1932, was composed of stranger bedfellows than either

of the other two post-war coalitions. Poincar set out to combine the

industrial policy of the old Bloc with the more enlightened foreign

policy of the Cartel. It was a clever idea. He satisfied foreign opinion

by appointing Briand to the Foreign Office; he satisfied radical opin-

ion at home by making Herriot Minister of Education; he placated

reformers at home and abroad by leaving Millerand out of the Min-

istry. But he kept finance in his own hands and called in the re-

actionary Tardieu to support him as Minister of Public Works.

The first necessity for France at that moment was drastic financial

action. Poincare took it. He raised the income tax, he increased in-

direct taxes, he set aside the tobacco monopoly and the estate duties

for debt redemption, he applied the axe in the civil service. By dint

of these sacrifices, and with the help of the Bank of France, he

balanced the budget (for the first time in sixteen years), and he

drove the value of the franc up to 124 to the pound sterling. He
could have driven it up still farther but that did not suit his book.

He kept the franc stable at 124-125, and in 1928 brought France back

to the gold standard with the franc at that level.

It was a smart piece of work. The franc was now fixed at one fifth

of its pre-war level; this meant that of all debts owed in francs, only
one fifth need be paid. The rentiers suffered, being deprived of four

fifths of their income, but perhaps they deserved to lose it; French

citizens, like Florentines in Medici days, had preferred to lend the

Government money for rentes instead of giving the Government

money in taxes. A war has to be paid for somehow, and now the

French citizens were paying in the loss of their loans. Their indi-

vidual losses were more than made up by the general improvement
in the economic condition of the country. By Poincar^s action the

Government was relieved of four fifths of its capital charges. For a
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time French industries were able to undersell other countries in the

markets of the world, and the ironmasters forged ahead.

Briand and the League. France was now in a very strong position;
she had the largest army in Europe and the largest reserve of gold,
her budget showed a surplus, and her heavy industry was flourishing.
There were dangers, of course: Germany might re-arm, Italy under

Mussolini might prove aggressive, Austria and Hungary were show-

ing inclinations to combine once more under a Habsburg mon-

arch, and Russia was always a problem. But at the present moment
all was well The great problem for France was to ensure that those

present conditions would be continued in the future. Briand was
fertile in ideas. He approached America: Paris and Washington had

no quarrels wouldn't Washington sign a treaty of everlasting

peace with Paris? Washington would not. Secretary Kellogg pointed
out that for him to sign a treaty with one single Power would be

invidious; he proposed instead a general treaty which all Powers

would sign, guaranteeing to abstain from aggressive war for ever.

The suggestion was harmless; fifty-three Powers signed the Paris

(or Briand-Kellogg) Pact in 1928 and 1929. It was also quite useless;

there was nothing to stop any nation from making a war which it

considered to be defensive* Kellogg had insisted that the Pact should

contain nothing "which restricts or impairs in any way the right

of self-defence; that right is inherent in every sovereign State and is

implied in every treaty." Within three weeks of ratifying the Pact,

the United States Senate passed a Bill for the building of fifteen new
cruisers at the cost of a quarter of a billion dollars.

Briand now turned to Geneva with a startling proposal. He sug-

gested that the European members of the League should form a

League-within-the-League, a close union for the preservation of

peace which might form the basis for a future United States of Eu-

rope. On Briand's lips the plan seemed unexceptionable; it would

establish "a bond of solidarity which would permit the nations of

Europe at last to become conscious of their geographical unity, and

to realize, within the framework of the League, one of the regional

understandings recommended in the covenant." But there were

certain obvious objections. la the first place France's allies Bel-

gium, Poland and the Little Entente would be members and
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Great Britain's Dominions would not; France would therefore have

six votes in the new Union while Great Britain had one. Secondly, if

Russia and Turkey were to be excluded as non-European nations,

the Union might turn into a French conspiracy for preventing the

revision of the Versailles settlement for all eternity. Briand's plan

fell to the ground, and France reverted for her security to her old

plan of strengthening her army, fortifying her eastern frontier, and

cementing the frontiers of her Allies by loans for military expendi-

ture.

Weakness of the Party System. The Union Nationals was strong

enough to survive Poincare, who retired in 19219, and Briand, who
died soon after. It was strong enough to survive the economic crises

in 1929, 1930 and 1931. Yet it found itself in serious difficulties. The
Government could hardly make ends meet. The French people
have never been rich in the sense that Englishmen and Americans

have been rich, and now they were burdened with taxation heavier

in proportion to national wealth than English or Americans; and the

cost of living was up to four times its pre-war level. The bank's gold
did not belong to the Government; it represented the savings of the

French people (and to an extent, of foreigners) . The depression out-

side France was hitting French industry, indirect taxation was yield-

ing less and less, and yet such was the unsettled condition of Europe
that France felt bound to spend more and more on her military

equipment. At last, in 1932, the Union Rationale was defeated at the

elections and a less conservative coalition, reminiscent of the old

Cartel, came into power under Herriot. But again the old weakness

of the Gauche became apparent; the Gauche could not increase tax-

ation without losing the support of its component parties. Ministry
succeeded ministry, and still the deficit in the budget increased. It

seemed in 1934 as if the affairs of France could not be administered

under the existing parliamentary system. Yet what was the alter-

native? The Communist Party was not much stronger in France

than in England; its support was confined to one or two depart-
ments like Var, to one or two suburbs of Paris, and to the usual

coterie of intellectuals. Socialism was not much stronger; there were

many parties calling themselves Socialist, but only one, that led by
Lfon Blum, professing ideas anything like those of Marx. A more
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likely alternative appeared to be a return to a dictatorial monarchy.
There has always been a faction in France opposed to the Third

Republic for much the same reasons that the Nazis were opposed
to the Weimar Republic because it was born of defeat Centring
round the Action Fran$aise organization, the Royalists have agi-

tated consistently and cleverly; in Charles Maurras they have a

prophet, and in Leon Daudet a publicist; these two have inspired
thousands and entertained hundreds of thousands of young French-

men.

The crisis came with the year 1934. A financier of the name of

Stavisky was caught in the fraudulent issue of some Bayonne bonds

and committed suicide to escape arrest. It then became known that

he had been arrested in 1926 for a fraud involving seven and a half

million francs and had been released pending trial; the trial had

been postponed no less than nineteen times because he had friends

in high places his Bayonne bonds had been recommended by no

less a person than a Cabinet Minister. Now the sewers of French

police and official circles were opened at last and the public recoiled

from the stench; it seemed in those days that the whole Republican
Administration was corrupt. Royalists and Reds made common
cause in rioting in the streets of Paris on February 6, and in the

course of the night fifteen men were killed and thirteen hundred

hurt.

To save the republic, Doumergue, a septuagenarian ex-President,

was recalled from retirement to become the head of a ministry sig-

nificantly called the National Concentration. Doumergue's cherished

idea was the convention of a Constituent Assembly at Versailles, with

the object of carrying reforms to prohibit the proposal of expendi-

ture by private members, to curtail the right of civil servants to

strike, and to empower the Premier to dissolve the Chamber at will.

It was on this last point that the Doumergue plan broke down. The
Left wing of his ministry saw the spectre of Fascism behind the

projected power of dissolution and in November Doumergue was

forced to resign. The impotence inherent in the republican regime
was once more made manifest: its Right wing was suspected of

leanings towards dictatorship and its Left wing of weakness in the

matter of finance. The French people were divided between fear

of Fascism and hatred of voluntary financial sacrifice.
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Church and Republic. In these years the French republican regime
had a new ally in the Catholic Church. Since its foundation in 1871,

the Third Republic had been bitterly opposed to the Church; it had

taken its stand on liberty of conscience and was determined not to

favour any one form of religious belief. Catholicism ceased to be the

established religion of France, the church buildings became the

property of the Communes, the clergy were no longer paid by the

State, monks and nuns lost the right to live in communities on

French soil, and religious instruction in the state schools was for-

bidden. The Pope protested against the paganism of the new

Republic. At first it seemed as if the organized forces of Cathol-

icism might overthrow it, but in 1891 the Pope advised the faithful

to take part in the political life of the State, and to vote at elections

without forming a specifically clerical party. From now on open
resistance to the Republic was confined to a bitter religious Press and

an organization of Catholic Royalists, the Action Franqaise*

The Republic remained officially opposed to the Church through-
out the pre-war period. But four years in the valley of the shadow

of death revived the need of Frenchmen for a transcendental dog-
matic religion. The Bloc National was supported by a considerable

body of men who favoured the claims of the Church; a French Am-
bassador was accredited to the Vatican and religious Orders began
to establish themselves again in France. The Cartel dcs Gauches was

alarmed by these concessions and threatened to recall their Vatican

representative, but the Pope showed himself anxious to make every

possible concession to the Republic. The Action Fran$aisc was

clamouring for the restoration of a Catholic monarch even at the cost

of civil war: Pius XI felt compelled to put the whole movement un-

der the ban of the Church, even though it was the strongest Catholic

organization in France. By a series of decrees, culminating in 1927,

he forbade the faithful to support the Action Fran$aise movement or

to read its paper, under pain of being denied Church marriage and
the other sacraments of religion; and so the old breach between

Church and Republic was largely healed, though the Church re-

mained disestablished. The majority of men and women* espe-

cially of women in France would have liked to see Catholicism

established once more as the official religion, but the anti-clericals re-

tained a majority at the elections by consistently refusing to allow

woman suffrage.
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How important the Church question has been in the post-war his-

tory of France can be seen by events in Alsace and Lorraine. The
Germans had allowed these provinces to keep their own legislatures

and a certain degree o independence. They had allowed them to pre-
serve the Concordat with the Papacy, under which the Catholic

clergy were maintained at the expense of the State, and Catholic

children brought up in the doctrines of their faith in state-aided

schools. After 1918, the French set out to destroy all this. The Bloc

National swept away local independence by abolishing the pro-
vincial legislative assemblies and administering the two provinces

by Parisian officials, ignorant alike of local customs and of the local

German dialects which most of the inhabitants spoke. The Cartel

des Gauches attempted to sweep away the Concordat: it was pro-

posed that the Church should maintain her own clergy and that no

religious instruction should be given in the schools. Here the

French Government had overreached itself. Parents encouraged
their not unwilling children to go on strike and to boycott the

schools. Herriot had to make a compromise by which children were

to be given no religious instruction in state-aided schools, though
time was to be set aside for them to attend religious classes in Church
schools. The Alsace-Lorrainers were not satisfied; a strong faction

among them began to demand national independence, and when

Poincare, himself a Lorrainer by birth, set about suppressing this

autonomists movement by shutting down their newspapers and

arresting their leaders, the autonomiste faction grew, and Alsace-

Lorraine seemed ripe for rebellion. Again the French Government
had to give in; the newspaper offices were reopened, autonomiste

propaganda was tolerated, and Church liberties were not further

threatened.

France has not been happy in her post-war history. Though she

was the dominating European Power, her consciousness of a mission

civilisatrice antagonized the peoples whom she tried to assimilate

to her culture in Alsace, in Syria, and in Africa,
1 and her fear of

invasion kept fear alive in other countries and stood in the way of

disarmament and of the universal peace which it was her dearest

desire to maintain. She had taken her stand on security, on preserving

1 France's Syrian problem is discussed in Part III, Chapter II, her African problems
in Part V, Chapter I.
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the cultural, political and economic balance which the peace treaties

had promised her, and her people had enjoyed more freedom and

more contentment, and had suffered less civil strife and disor-

ganization and less unemployment than those of any other nation

in the post-war period. But her policy cost France dear, and other

countries still dearer.



V - FASCIST ITALY

ITALIANS emerged from the World War a defeated nation. They
were defeated in battle, soundly and roundly put to flight by the

Austrian Army under the German General Mackensen at Caporetto
in October, 1917 3 defeat which even their subsequent recovery,
when stiffened by British and American troops, and their triumph
over an already dead Austrian Empire at Vittorio Veneto, could not

efface from their memory. And they were defeated in negotiation

by the Allies. That was the unkindest cut of all.

Italy had joined the war to win land. In 1914 she was tied by

treaty to Germany and Austria, she was a member of the Triple

Alliance, but the Central Powers would promise her nothing but

part of the Trentino as the price of her arms. England offered a more
substantial bribe: the Trentino and the Tyrol as far as the Brenner,

Trieste and Istria, all the Dalmatian coast except Fiume, full owner-

ship of Albanian Vallona and a protectorate over the rest of Albania,

Adalia in Turkey, and a share of the Turkish and German empires
in Africa, in the eventual partition. So Italy signed the secret Treaty
of London in April, 1915, and in May declared war on Austria.

Prudently she postponed declaring war on Germany for another

fifteen months, but otherwise she did not spare herself. She mobilized

nearly six million men and lost 700,000 killed in battle. So she felt

entitled to her promised reward. More than that, she felt entitled to

Fiume. Wilson had promised self-determination: there were Italians

in Fiume: therefore Fiume would determine to be Italian. But the

Great Powers had other plans. Italy should have the Trentino to

the Brenner, she should have the Dalmatian port Zara and the is-

land Lagosto, but not the rest of the Dalmatian coast, not the Al-

banian protectorate, not much of German Africa, and, above all,

not Fiume. Italian opinion was outraged; Orlando flounced out of

the Council of Four in a rage; and all Italy was up in arms against

their false Allies of the Paris Conference.
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A Frustrated Nation. Italians felt themselves disgraced in the eyes

of the world, swindled by their own politicians. War had cost Italy

dear, draining her of money, saddling her with a budget deficit of

over twelve thousand million lire, forcing up the cost of living. The

political party in power in 1919 was pacifist, its leaders old and

cynical It is little wonder that Italians turned to violence. A crop
of secret societies, blood brotherhoods, terrorist gangs of every sort,

sprang up all over the country in soil traditionally fertile for such

growths. A group of fighters calling themselves Nationalists under

the most popular airman and poet in Italy, D'Annunzio, a fantastic

little faun of a man, flew to Fiume in September and captured it in

defiance of the Powers. They held the town till Christmas, their

heads ringing like the inside of a bell with the clanging notes of old

Roman Imperialism. Then Giolitti, the Prime Minister, sent a war-

ship and drove them out. A group calling themselves by a new name,

Fascists, that had been created in Milan in March, gathered force

rapidly, and took over the thunder and the slogans of the National-

ists in 1920! Groups of Bolshevik-minded workmen fumed in the

factories. There were scores of other groups pursuing private ven-

dettas and individual objects here, there and everywhere in the

peninsula.

At first, it seemed as if no social order could emerge out of this

chaos. At the elections constitutional parties always won majori-
ties the moderate Liberals under Giolitti, the moderate Social-

Democrats under Bonomi, the new Catholic Popular Party under

the priest Sturzo, a really gifted politician. But the moderate parties

were opposed to violence and were wedded to parliamentary meth-

ods. They were powerless against the terrorists.

Throughout 1919 strikes were common. In 1920 the strike move-

ment grew, starting in the Carrara quarries, spreading to railway
workers and printers, and culminating in September in the seizure

by workers of six hundred factories involving half a million em-

ployees. The workers set up Soviets; but they lacked experience in

management, they were deprived of raw materials and foreign

markets, and at last, after seventy-five days of negotiations, they

gave in and surrendered the factories to the owners. This was in

reality the end of the Red Menace in Italy. In January, 1921, the

Communists split away from the Socialist Party. What the Socialists

lost in strength, the Fascists gained. Thirty-three Fascist members,
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including Mussolini, were elected to Parliament in May. They were

not united, they had no discipline. From all over the country news
came of Fascist raids, bombings and assassinations, all pointless

and uncoordinated. Mussolini resigned his leadership of the party
in protest against this indiscipline, but at a party congress at the end

of the year he was reinstated, all Fascists agreeing to accept orders

from him, // Duce.

The March on Rome. It was at this moment that Fascism began to

stand out as the focal point for the new Italy. Mussolini now de-

clared himself to be a Monarchist. His movement claimed to be

the defender of the nation against Bolshevism, and when the Reds
made their last and very feeble fling in August, 1922, the Fascists

beat them up thoroughly and convincingly, with their now familiar

weapons, the bludgeon and the castor-oil bottle.

Now nothing stood between the Fascists and power except the

constitutional parties. As Cabinet crisis succeeded Cabinet crisis,

Mussolini laid his plans for a coup d'ttat. A massed march on Rome
was timed for October 27, the anniversary of Vittorio Veneto, and

squadron upon squadron of Fascists was moved into garrison in

towns near the capital. When the day came, Mussolini's lieutenants,

de Vecchi and Grandi, called on King Victor Emmanuel. The
Prime Minister, Facta, had no alternative but to resign, and when
the Fascists refused to join a Cabinet under anyone but their own

leader, the King bowed to the inevitable: he invited Mussolini to

form a ministry. On October 30 the Duce arrived in Rome (it was

no spectacular "march"; he came in a sleeping car from Milan). He
formed his ministry: fifteen Fascists and fifteen from other parties,

with Mussolini as Minister for Home Affairs and for Foreign Af-

fairs and Prime Minister. There was no fighting; the Fascist troops

left Rome quietly in twenty-four hours fifty thousand of them

and were enrolled later in a national militia. The coup was com-

plete.

Who was this Mussolini? He was totally unknown outside Italy,

and not well known within. The outside world was not much re-

assured when they heard his record. Son of a village blacksmith,

christened Benito after Benito Juarez, the Mexican revolutionary;

a firebrand Socialist in his young days; eleven times imprisoned;
leader of an abortive coup in June, 1914, during which "red days"
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twenty men were killed; editor of the Socialist paper Avanti until

November, 1914, when he was expelled from the party for advocat-

ing war against Austria; then editor of the Popolo d Italia, a paper
directed by himself and founded, it has been said, with French

funds; creator of the Fascist groups; leader of riots against the

Socialists who had once been his colleagues it was not a comfort-

ing record.

What did he stand for? Catholicism presumably, since he damned
the Freemasons. Dictatorship evidently, since he bullied the depu-
ties in Parliament and set up a Fascist Grand Council to initiate all

legislation. But it was a hard question to answer, for no definite

policy was visible beneath the froth of his speeches and proclama-
tions. Not until 1925 did his positive policy begin to emerge. The

intervening years were spent in wiping out opposition.

Terrorism continued throughout 1923, when isolated groups of

Fascists were celebrating their victory by continued bludgeoning
and more forced doses of castor oil. In June, 1924, the particularly

brutal murder of a popular young Socialist deputy, Matteotti, united

the democratic parties against Mussolini. A trial of strength fol-

lowed: the Fascists turned their weapons on the constitutional par-

ties, and by the end of the year by the time that the Dawes Plan

for Germany was being formulated and peace was settling down
over Central Europe all opposition to Mussolini had faded away.

The Corporative State. Now was the time to begin the real work
of Fascist reconstruction of Italy. Mussolini had achieved power by

force; he could hold it only if he succeeded in improving the eco-

nomic conditions of his people. Italy was a poor country; with two

thirds of her land mountainous and sterile, she could not grow
enough wheat to feed her population; with no substantial mineral

deposits and no colonies rich in raw materials, she had to rely on

exports from foreign countries for the stuff of her industries for

coal, iron, petrol, and cotton. To pay for these imports, she exported

mainly wine, olives and fruit, leatherwork, woodwork and glass, the

products of the traditional skill of Italian husbandmen and crafts-

men. The exports were not enough to pay for the imports, and the

balance was made up, before the war, in a rather humiliating way
by the remittances sent back to their families by Italian emigrants,
and by the money spent in the country by foreign tourists. During
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the war the tourist traffic ceased, and after the war foreign countries

had no more use for Italian emigrants. Poverty increased in Italy,

and the resultant dissatisfaction was behind the strike epidemic of

post-war years.

Mussolini's task was to make Italy self-supporting. Somehow agri-

cultural production especially of wheat must be stimulated;

somehow electric power must be developed as a substitute for coal;

somehow the strike bane, which had frittered away the wealth of

the nation, must be stopped. The only solution was to establish some

sort of central control over agriculture, industry, finance and la-

bour, in fact, over the entire economic life of the nation. Mussolini

began by abolishing the old Trade Unions. In their place he pro-

posed to recognize in each local trade one syndicate of employers and

one syndicate of employees. By stipulating that any body with ten

per cent, of the workers concerned on its books might be recog-

nized, and by giving recognition only to pro-Fascist bodies, he se-

cured control over the whole trade. The syndicates were both more

or less than Trade Unions: less, because none but men acceptable

to Fascist headquarters might lead them; more, because they had

power to exact contributions from and to prescribe regulations of

working hours, pay, and discipline for all workers and employees,

whether members of the syndicate or not. They had no right of

strike or lockout; all disputes that could not be settled by arbitra-

tion must be referred to a Labour Court of Appeal, where the judges

were appointed by Mussolini.

The syndicates were intended to look after the interests of local

vocational groups. To link these local interests with the interests of

the national productive forces as a whole, the syndicates sent rep-

resentatives to associations and provincial federations, and these lat-

ter to national confederations. There were thirteen confederations,

one for the workers and one for the employers, in each of the six

branches of national production (Agriculture, Industry, Commerce,
Inland Transport, Sea and Air Transport, and Banking and In-

surance), and one for the liberal professions. The thirteen confedera-

tions were represented in a National Council of Corporations which,

as Mussolini said, "is to Italian national economy what the General

Staff is to an army the thinking brain which plans and coordi-

nates."

If the National Council of Corporations was the General Staff,
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Mussolini was the Commander-in-Chief, with, as his Chief of Staff,

the Minister of Corporations, a Cabinet Minister appointed by the

Ducc and responsible for the whole economic strategy.

Such was the corporative system outlined in the famous Labour

Charter of 1927. The next step was to graft it on to the political con-

stitution of Italy. On paper Italy was still a constitutional monarchy,
with Prime Minister, Cabinet, House of Commons and Second

Chamber, more or less on the English model. Between 1923-1927
Mussolini had transformed this by a series of Acts which gave the

Prime Minister almost absolute power; one Act made him respon-

sible to the King alone, and therefore not removable by a "vote of

no-confidence" in Parliament; another gave the Cabinet Ministers,

whom the Prime Minister nominated, power to legislate by Orders

in Council. The Second Chamber consisted of celebrities appointed
for life by the Prime Minister. And the House of Commons was re-

duced to a mere debating court, for the power to initiate legislation

rested in fact with the Grand Fascist Council. This Council, of

which Mussolini was of course President, had been the power be-

hind the throne since 1922, but it had had no part in the written

constitution until 1929. Then at last Mussolini felt that the time had

come to legalise its position. In May, 1928, he passed an Electoral

Reform Bill: the old system of electing members by constituencies

was swept away: instead, the Trade Corporations each submitted

a list of names to the Grand Fascist Council, which deleted some

names and added others and chose four hundred out of the com-

bined lists (of perhaps three times that number). The nation was

then asked, in a general election, whether or not it approved this

list. Having no alternative, the nation did approve. The four hun-

dred became the Corporate Chamber, the new House of Commons
of Italy.

They had no power. The real political control rested with the

Grand Fascist Council, consisting of Mussolini, his Ministers and his

lieutenants. The Grand Fascist Council met in secret and decided

everything in the present and future policy of Italy. It even chose

Mussolini's successor, or rather it chose three men from whom the

King was to be asked to make a final choice, on the death or retire-

ment of the Ducc.

The Fascist Creed. Such was the new Constitution of Italy, the dry
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bones of Fascism. How shall these bones live? They lived by faith

in the Fascist creed, which was instilled into the people by every
conceivable method of propaganda. The children were compelled
to go to schools where none but pro-Fascists might teach. They were

given no textbooks but those written in the Fascist spirit. They sat

under Mussolini's portrait, and learned to spell out the motto on the

walls: "Mussolini is always right." They chanted in chorus the in-

spiring, and to foreigners surprising, line: "It was Italy that won the

war at the battle of Vittorio Veneto." Outside the schoolroom they
were mobilized in troops, the girls in Piccole and Giovane dltalia,

the little boys in the black-shirted Balilla, and the bigger boys of

fourteen to eighteen in the Avanguardisti. There was no question of

normal children not wanting to join these troops; all their sports and

play life was centred round them.

At eighteen they might be admitted to the Fascist Party. It was

a great privilege; many applied, but few were accepted. Within the

party and without, they heard nothing but Fascist doctrine. All the

newspapers were controlled by the party: they were all the same,

the front page of each filled with verbally identical statements of

Fascist policy and accounts of Fascist celebrations; the only differ-

ence between one paper and another was the serial story and perhaps
the scraps of local news. All the university professors were Fascist

in sympathy; in 1931 they were induced to take this oath: "I swear

to be loyal to the King, to his Royal successors, and to the Fascist

regime, and to observe loyally the Constitution and other laws of the

State: to exercise the position of teacher and to fulfil my academic

duties with the idea of forming industrious citizens, upright and

devoted to the Fatherland and to the Fascist regime. I swear I do

not belong to and never will belong to associations or parties whose

activities cannot be reconciled with the duties of my office." Thus

there was no chink in the armour of Fascist faith in which the young
Italians were clad.

The Fascist creed may be summarized as follows: "I believe in

the State, apart from which I can never attain full manhood. I be-

lieve the sacred destiny of Italy to be the greatest spiritual influence

in the world. I will obey the Duce, for apart from obedience there is

no health." This creed was expounded by Mussolini ex cathedra?*

1 In a contribution to the "Enciclopedia Italiana." English translation published by

the Hogarth Press as "The Political and Social Doctrine of Fascism.'*
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He was particularly clear on what Fascism is not. It is not inter-

nationalism: "all international creations (which, as history demon-

strates, can be blown to the winds when sentimental, ideal and prac-

tical elements storm the heart of a people) are also extraneous to the

spirit of Fascism even if such international creations are accepted
for whatever usefulness they may have in any determined political

situation." It is not Socialism: indeed, it is "the emphatic negation
of the doctrines which constituted the basis of the so-called scientific

Socialism or Marxism: the doctrine of historic materialism, accord-

ing to which the story of human civilization is to be explained only

by the conflict of interests between various social groups and with

the change of the means and instruments of production. ... It also

denies the immutable and irreparable class warfare which is the

natural filiation of such an economistic conception of industry." It

is not Democracy as Western nations understand it: "Fascism denies

that members, by the mere fact of being members, can direct human

society; it denies that these members can govern by means of

periodical consultations; it affirms also the fertilizing, beneficent and

unassailable inequality of man, who cannot be levelled through an

extrinsic and mechanical process such as universal suffrage." And
it is not Pacifism: "Fascism above all does not believe either in the

possibility or utility of universal peace. It therefore rejects the

pacifism which marks surrender and cowardice. War alone brings

all human energies to their highest tension, and imprints a seal of

nobility on the peoples who have the virtue to face it. All other tests

are but substitutes which never make a man face himself in the

alternative of life or death. A doctrine which has its starting-point

at this prejudicial postulate of peace is therefore extraneous to Fas-

cism."

Church and State. The Italians who adopted the Fascist faith

so readily were also of course Catholics, brought up in the Cath-

olic faith. Could the two be reconciled? Mussolini, in spite of what

he said about war, believed that they could. Pope Pius XI for

his part was grateful to Mussolini for suppressing Bolshevism and

Freemasonry, and for restoring religious teaching in the schools.

The existing relations between the Holy See and the Italian State

were recognized by both sides to be absurd. When Italy became a

united nation in 1870, the Holy See was deprived of its lands, and
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the Pope felt obliged to refuse to recognize the ruling House of

Savoy and consider himself "the prisoner of a usurping power.*' To
put an end to this anomaly, Mussolini opened negotiations with the
Vatican in 1926, and at last, after discussions dragging over two and
a half years, a Treaty and Concordat was signed in 1929. The Pope
was recognized as the temporal sovereign of the Vatican State, a

tiny walled city of a hundred acres and some six hundred citizens,
and Catholicism was admitted to be the sole religion of the Italian

State, which bound itself to enforce among its Catholic subjects
the Church's laws regarding marriage and morals. In return "the

Holy See declares the Roman Question definitely and irrevocably
settled and therefore eliminated, and recognizes the Kingdom of

Italy under the Dynasty of the House of Savoy, with Rome as the

capital of the Italian State,"

But the line between the things that are Caesar's and the things
that are God's is not to be drawn by a stroke of the pen. Within a

few months after the signing of the Concordat, Church and State

were in dispute again over the thing on which each set most store

the right to teach the young. The Holy See complained that the

Fascists, by absorbing the Catholic Boy Scouts into the Balilla, were

diverting boys to military training and keeping them away from
the services of the Church. At fourteen the children took an oath:

"I swear to execute the orders of the Duce without discussion, and
to serve with all my force, if need be with my blood, the cause of the

Fascist revolution." The Pope declared with some reason that "tak-

ers of this oath must swear to serve with all their strength, even to

the shedding of blood, the cause of a revolution which snatches the

young from the Church and from Jesus Christ, and which in-

culcates in its own people hatred, violence and irreverence, with-

out respecting (as recent events have proved) even the person of the

Pope. . . . Such an oath, as it stands, is illegal." Mussolini replied

by ordering the societies run by Azzione Catolica to be shut. Now
Azzione Catolica was a Church institution which organized recrea-

tion clubs for boys and girls, evening classes for adults, and social

clubs for workers all over Italy; its suppression would mean the loss

of a great part of the Church's educative influence.

Throughout the summer of 1931 the deadlock continued. At last

a compromise was reached. Mussolini allowed Azzione Catolica to

reopen on cpndition that the youths* clubs confined themselves to
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religious instruction and did not continue to organize games or

recreations. In other words, they were to abandon the side of their

activities which made them most attractive to the young. The truce

was a triumph for Mussolini: but he can hardly have imagined that

it was likely to lead to lasting concord between the Fascist State

and the Holy See.

Foreign Policy. It was not to be expected that the other nations of

the world would look with approbation on the Fascist revolution.

Not only had Mussolini thrown over the system of parliamentary

democracy, which was accepted by the Powers at the Peace Con-

ference as the last word in political organization; not only had

he indulged in a great deal of bloodshed and bombast, but he had

also shown every inclination to play an active and independent

part in international politics. At the beginning of his "reign" he

rapped the knuckles of Greece, insisting on a heavy indemnity for

the murder of four Italians in Corfu, and shelling the island with-

out reference to the League of Nations until it was paid. He re-

fused to accept the Allies' creation of a Free State of Fiume, and

made a private arrangement with Yugoslavia, by which most of the

province and part of the port became Yugoslavian, while Fiume it-

self went to Italy. He upset the Allies' creation of an independent

State of Albania by lending its wretched inhabitants a sum which

they could never hope to repay, in return for which they accepted

Italian financial and military control'.

All this did not matter very much. The Great Powers were not

concerned about Greek knuckles, Fiume was not important, now

that it was a port without a hinterland, nor could one feel much

concern for Albania, a patch of mountains with less than a million

inhabitants, and those the most barbarous in Europe. What did

matter was Mussolini's attitude towards France.

There were a million Italian subjects living as labourers in France;

the French Government wanted no Fascist interference with them.

There were more Italians than Frenchmen in the French colony of

Tunis; France was naturally alarmed at Italy's claims to extended

territory in Libya and North Africa in general. Worst o all, the

Fascists opposed the French policy of alliance with the Little En-

tente, which they called "a military alliance under a French gen-

eral." Mussolini wanted to build up Italian trade with Yugoslavia
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and Rumania. The chief partner in the Little Entente, Czecho-

slovakia, wanted to preserve these markets for her own exports.

And France backed Czechoslovakia. Denied a clientele in the Little

Entente, Mussolini turned to Austria and to Hungary. Now that

there was no question of those Powers threatening Italy as a com-

bined empire, Mussolini was anxious to make what profit he could

out of posing as their protector. Hungary was willing enough
it was gratifying to find someone who would sell her arms in these

days, when she was ringed round by enemies. Austria hesitated at

first, remembering the brutal way the 250,000 Austrians in the South

Tyrol had been deprived of their language and "Italianized" by
force, but when her Catholic rulers found themselves threatened by
Prussian propaganda as well as by Viennese Socialism, they were not

sorry to accept the support of Catholic Italy, and to let the Heimwehr
be organized on Fascist lines.

The real menace of Fascism to the rest of Europe lay in its un-

abashed militarism. Mussolini developed the armament factories and

stiffened the army with the Fascist militia as shock troops, and with

an annual levy of some 200,000 conscripts young men who were

drafted into the army for short terms of service on reaching the age
of twenty-one. He encouraged General Balbo to organize an im-

pressive air force of fifteen hundred fighting planes, and he went

so far as to claim naval parity with France. Of course, he was loud

in his insistence upon disarmament, by which he understood the

right of Italy to be as strongly armed as any Great Power (it must be

remembered that before the Fascist regime Italy did not rank as a

Great Power).

Economic Development. Mussolini had set out to make Italy self-

sufficient. He went a long way towards success. By 1932, Italy was

producing enough wheat to feed her forty million people; the Duce

had stimulated production by land reclamation, by wholesale manu-

facture of fertilizers, and by patiently training the farmers in modern

methods. The dependence upon foreign control was considerably

reduced by building hydro-electric generating plants, by distributing

the current through a nation-wide grid system, and by electrifying

many of the railways. The export trades were built up by commercial

treaties with foreign Powers and by state aid for industry; in one

branch particularly that of motor manufacture Italy made a
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great name for herself and Italian cars enjoyed a reputation all over

Europe as the most reliable products on the market.

The secret of this economic development lay in the central control

over industry and commerce made possible by the structure of the

Corporative State, in the centralization of finance under the Bank

of Italy, and in a huge programme of public works. There is a great

deal to be said against heavy expenditure on public works, the main

objection being that they are wasteful. Mussolini knew that, and dis-

regarded it. His object was to make Italy an efficient, modernized

State, and it was an object which Italians thought worth while to

pay for. In the first decade of Fascist rule no less than 18,000,000,000

lire were spent on public works. This money went to quadruple
the horsepower of electric plants, to build 6,000 kilometres of roads,

11,000 schools, and 50,000 tenement flats; a million lire went on new

aqueducts, and 1,617,000,000 on rebuilding ports.
1

It cannot be de-

nied that Fascist rule made the best of a bad job in rendering pro-

ductive the poor land of Italy.

The Fascist Dictatorship. As the price of this emergence as a Great

Power, the Italian people sacrificed more than money; they sacrificed

what in democratic countries would be called their liberty. In 1934,

twelve years after the march on Rome, there was still no freedom of

speech, no freedom of the Press. The Grand Fascist Council was still

the supreme directing body of the State. An extraordinary court--

the Special Tribunal for Defence established in 1926 for the trial

of "anti-Fascist offences", still existed; its judges were colonels of

the militia and higher military officers, and it had power to sentence

culprits to terms of imprisonment up to thirty years, and to condemn
to death anyone found guilty of the following rather vaguely

phrased offences:

(i) "Attempts against the life, the integrity, and the personal liberty oi

the King, the Regent, the Queen, the Crown Prince, and the Heac
of the Government."

(ii) "Attempts against the independence and the unity of the Father-

land."

(iii) "The violation of secrets concerning the security of the State."

1
Figures from the Minister of Public Works' speech on the Budget Estimates foi

1933-1934.
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(iv) "Attempts against the internal peace (armed revolt, civil war, sabo-

tage and looting)."

It was officially announced that the number of men serving sen-

tences for anti-Fascist offences in the month of October, 1932, was

1,056. The number who had paid the death penalty was not an-

nounced.

Meanwhile the Fascist Party itself had grown by 1934 to a body
of a million and a half men, acting as a sort of semi-official police,

besides a large women's contingent, and between two and a half

and three million children and youths. No other party, no political

"opposition" of any kind was tolerated.

The Fascist Revolution will have much to answer for at the

tribunal of posterity, but it will be able to plead this in its defence:

in place of the corruption and stagnation of pre-war Italy, in place

of the dissension and humiliation of post-war Italy, the Fascists put
an Italy united and alert, as proud of her present as of her distant

past, and intensely hopeful for her future. The first of all Fascist

mottoes "Combattere, Combatteret Combattere" had carried her

a long way. A score of years ago Mussolini wrote in his newspaper,

"If the neutral attitude continues, Italy will be a nation abject and

accursed ... the barrel-organ man, the boarding-house keeper
and the shoe-black will continue to represent Italy in the world; and

the world of the living will once more give us a little compassion
and much disdain." The neutral attitude did not continue, and the

Fascism attitude which took its place aroused varied reactions outside

Italy; among them there was perhaps a little compassion, but cer-

tainly no disdain.



VI - THE QUICKENING OF SPAIN

A HISTORY beginning with the year 1918 is bound to be misleading.
It must inevitably give the impression that the changes and chances

of this wicked world were caused by the war. Actually, of course,

they were the outcome of causes lying much farther back in history,
causes which the war did no more than precipitate. The truth of

this can best be illustrated from the history of a neutral nation.

Ever since the seventeenth century, when she was the mistress of

"the Empire on which the sun never sets", Spain had been in decline.

She had exterminated her middle class the Jews and Moors who
were building up her commercial prosperity; she had sterilized her

most promising sons by ordaining them to a celibate priesthood,
and she had expatriated her most energetic by sending them abroad

on the impossible errand of holding together an overgrown empire.

Consequently, the enlightenment which brightened the rest of Eu-

rope in the eighteenth century left Spain in the dark, and the demo-
cratic revolutions of the nineteenth found but the faintest echo in the

Peninsula. That echo, though faint, was persistent. Half a dozen
times Spaniards in need of some degree of self-government suc-

ceeded in imposing a constitution upon their Bourbon-Habsburg
sovereigns. Once they expelled a monarch the disreputable Queen
Isabella and elected a constitutional ruler, Amadeo of Savoy; and
when Amadeo proved a failure, the Cortes (Parliament) voted a re-

public. But the republic could not raise money to pay its servants and
it was opposed by the very classes who should have been its most
staunch supporters, by the Catalans who wanted autonomy and

by the peasants who wanted land; in December, 1874, it collapsed
after a brief and inglorious existence of twenty-two months.

The Monarchy: its Friends and Enemies, The Bourbon-Habsburgs
were restored in the person of Alfonso XII. There was a constitu-

tion, of course; the King must govern through his ministers, who
were responsible to the Cortes; but the elections of the Cortes were
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invariably faked by every method known to Spanish ingenuity
false returns, intimidation, bribes, miscounts and the rest. When Al-

fonso's posthumous son reached the age of sixteen and took the

solemn oath to keep the constitution, in 1902, Spaniards hoped for

better things. But Alfonso XIII had been brought up among priests,

soldiers and nobles and knew no other friends. These three forces of

Church, Army and Nobility were enough to keep the rest of Spain
in subjection. The Church had quite peculiar privileges: besides be-

ing the largest landowner and the richest corporation in the king-

dom, it had control of the whole educational system; it took its

educational duties seriously, but not half the men and women of

Spain were taught to read or write. The Army, too, held a peculiar

position: when the Spanish-American War of 1898 ended in the loss

of the last of the Spanish overseas possessions, the officers were main-

tained as a privileged caste in Spain. The military budget was in-

creased and most of it was spent on officers' salaries one member
of the army in every seven was an officer. As for the nobles, or land-

owning class, they had almost feudal rights; they might arrange the

terms of their leases to farmers and might cultivate or neglect their

estates as they chose. Many of them were content to develop their

land just enough to secure an income for themselves and in total dis-

regard of the welfare of the community in general and of the labour-

ers in particular; on some of the great estates peasants worked for

nothing but their keep, and on most for no more than three pesetas

a day.

In spite of these formidable allies, the old regime was not in a

secure position. Its enemies may be divided into three groups. First,

there were the Intellectuals, the leading university professors, who to

Spaniards the people of all the world most susceptible to the sway
of ideals and the spell of personality assumed the proportions of

national prophets. Miguel Unamuno, the patriarchal rector of Sala-

manca University, and Jose Ortega y Gasset, the young professor of

metaphysics at Madrid, led an intellectual renaissance which went

far to open the eyes of the younger generation to the possibilities o

a nation united in spirit and strong in liberal institutions. Secondly,

there was the force of regionalism. Racially Spain is not a united

nation: the Catalans of the east and the Basques of the northwest,

to name only two minorities, have each their own language and

traditions, distinct in every way from those of the Castilians of Ma-
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drid. They would long ago have followed Portugal into independ-
ence were they not economically dependent on the great Castilian

plateau. The Catalans had actually been promised autonomy in some

of the early constitutions, but promises had been followed by re-

pression and repression by increased antagonism; it would need

heavy concessions by Alfonso XIII to make them loyal subjects of

Madrid. Thirdly, there was the Labour Movement. Strictly speaking,
it was not a movement at all, for the workers were striving in so

many different directions that their efforts led to a state of high ten-

sion but to no progress at all. Some were Syndicalists wanting gov-
ernment by great corporations of workers and peasants; some were

Socialists wanting a central government owning the means of pro-

duction; a few were Communists and a great many were Anarchists.

What the Anarchists wanted it is difficult to say: they talked of

abolishing all coercive authority, and acted by murdering employers
and ministers and attempting the murder of Alfonso. The Syndical-

ists were strongest among the ironworkers of Bilbao and the textile

and other operatives of Barcelona; they ended by making an alliance

with the Anarchists and forming a "National Confederation of La-

bour." The Socialists were strongest in Madrid and had the Trade

Unions and the "General Union of Workers" behind them. The
Communists were strong nowhere.

Such was the condition of Spain in 1914: a poor, sparsely popu-
lated country owned by conservative landowners and capitalists,

taught by a conservative Church, policed by a conservative army,
and threatened by radical professors, regionalists and bitterly divided

workers. The strength of the monarchy lay in the fact that its allies

were united and its enemies were not.

When the World War broke out, Alfonso did a thing for which

he deserves the praise of posterity: he kept Spain neutral. He had

every excuse for declaring war on either side; his mother was Aus-

trian and his wife English; a Court faction wanted war against the

Allies, and the intellectuals wanted war against the Central Powers

Unamuno, Ortega, a young playwright and civil servant called

Manuel Azana, and others even sent a delegation to Paris. But

Spain remained neutral and made a fortune out of it. Orders flowed

in from every country, Spanish industry under this sudden stimulus

organized itself on modern lines, employers became millionaires, em-

ployees had a first intoxicating taste of high wages, and Spain
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emerged into the post-war period in a state of most enviable pros-

perity. The war had given her a favourable trade balance, had quad-

rupled the gold reserve in the Bank of Spain and had enabled the

Government to wipe off most of its external debt. Nor did the boom
end with the war; Spain enjoyed a full share of the general boom of

1919 and 1920.

The unexpected prosperity upset the delicate social balance of

Spain. Sudden industrialization led to a vast increase of labour un-

rest. Strikes broke out all over the country; in 1917 a most serious

strike was followed by the arrest of the leaders, who were condemned
to perpetual imprisonment, but so great was the public outcry that

they were liberated, and at the next elections were triumphantly
returned to the Cortes. In 1921, when a slump came and foreign
orders fell off and workers had to be dismissed and wages cut, the

unrest became critical. Alfonso saw only one way out, the old way
so dear to mediaeval monarchs : a small war against an insignificant

neighbour, a military expedition which would divert public atten-

tion from internal troubles. Alfonso's plan was for a sudden offensive

against Abd-el-Krim, who was leading a revolt of the tribesmen of

the Riff Mountains against the Spanish conquest in Morocco. He
took a personal part in planning the offensive, appointing a sub-

ordinate general, Silvestre, to command it, and corresponding di-

rectly with him over the heads of superior officers. A magnificent

expedition made its way into the Riff Mountains in the summer of

1921. And in July, at the battle of Anual, it was routed by Abd-

el-Krim, routed and disgraced beyond any hope of concealment:

ten thousand Spaniards were killed, fifteen thousand taken prisoner,

Silvestre committed suicide, and the whole equipment of the expedi-

tion was captured.

The scandal of this failure could not be hushed up; a Commission

of Enquiry was eventually appointed and there seemed every proba-

bility that the King's responsibility for the dSbdcle must sooner or

later be exposed. Alfonso kept his head. He knew that there was a

captain general of Catalonia who was anxious to make himself

Dictator. Primo de Rivera, the captain general, was popular with the

moneyed interests in Barcelona for his suppression of anarchists

(who had murdered one hundred sixty employers in that city alone

in 1922-1923); he was popular with the army; he had not been in-

volved in the Riff episode. Alfonso quietly paved the way for a
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oup d'etat by Prime de Rivera. He forced the resignation of the

ivilian Minister of War, Alcala Zamora; he brought pressure on the

'oreign Minister to leave Spain; he refused to allow the Cortes to

leet. On September 14, 1923, Primo de Rivera proclaimed a director-

hip not a dictatorship, that would be too crude, but merely the

*mporary suspension of the constitution and the direction by him-

df of the governmental machine until better times should come.

Then Alfonso accepted the fait accompli; the responsibility for the

reach of the constitution and for what was to follow would rest with

tie General, not with the Crown.

"he Dictatorship, 1923-1929. Primo de Rivera made a most excellent

)ictator. He was a big, bluff Andalusian, a talker and a worker and

leader, generous and shrewd and ignorant the sort of personality

lost likely to appeal to an illiterate, hero-worshipping people, sick

f lobbying politicians and spineless government. He established

imself as a national hero by avenging the disaster of Anual. In 1925
Le made an alliance with France for a joint attack on the Riff; the
' rench bore the brunt of the fighting and Abd-el-Krim surrendered,

'rimo de Rivera could now turn to more constructive work. He
.elped the industrialists out of the slump by protecting their indus-

:ies against foreign competition. He gave employment by lavish

xpenditure on public works, especially on roads and railways,

/hich improved the value of the agricultural estates whose products
Dund new markets through the new transport facilities. He made
clean sweep of the old gang of politicians.

Men like the new Minister of Public Works, Don Rafael Benjumea,
rho, for his expertise and enterprise in planning the great hydro-electric

.ght and power scheme at Malaga, had been ennobled as the Marquis of

Juadalhorce, or the new Minister of Finance, Don Calve Sotelo, were a

ovelty in Spanish politics. Given, a very free hand in expenditure, the

Minister of Public Works made the face of Spain the curious m&lange
aat it is to-day of medievalism and modernism. Where one village con-

ucts scientific agriculture with light and power from the high-tension

apply of a hydro-electric plant that would be the envy of America or

Lussia, and the next keeps its Roman oil-lamps, its Iberian ploughs and
:s Moorish irrigation. Where donkey pack-trains patter over a network

f speedways that are the joy of the foreign motorist, and the country

eople go to market, some in comfortably cushioned motor-buses and
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some on gaily caparisoned mules. Where oases of modern irrigation,
afforestation and intensive cultivation adorn like jewels the naked beauties

of bare despoblanda and arroyo. The railways got new rolling stock and
rails and ran to time. The ports were re-equipped and shipping delays
reduced. The telephone system was extended and equipped with auto-

matic exchanges. The ancient River-Guilds with their collective control

of water rights were reorganized with Charters as Hydrological Confed-

erations (1926), and led by the Confederacion del Ebro extended every-
where enterprises for irrigation, electrification and sanitation . * . The

financing of this national re-equipment was ably attempted and might
have been achieved had the system survived. It was affected pardy by

exploiting the economic power of the State in monopolies; partly by

pressure against tax evasion, especially in the land taxes (Decree, Jan. i,

1926) ; pardy by raising tariffs, and prices, partly in the end by borrowing
from foreign banks. For Spain's credit abroad was greatly improved by
the initial success of the Dictatorship. And as the drain of the Moroccan

War was ended and the debts of the new enterprises were not yet due

the Budget that had been annually in deficit was nominally balanced

in I927.
1

Between Primo de Rivera's dictatorship and Mussolini's there are

obvious parallels. In October, 1923 a year after the march on Rome
and a month after the Spanish coup, the General paid a visit to the

Duce: "You are living through what we are living through," said

Mussolini; "as we have lasted out you will last out." The methods

which Primo de Rivera subsequently adopted might as well be called

Fascist. He created a party of young. middle-class men, the Union

Patriotica, which was not unlike the Fascist Party. In 1926 it became

apparent that the General intended to supersede the Constitution of

1876 by a corporative State. His Council of Ministers was composed
of U.P. men and of two eminent soldiers. The Labour Law which

he decreed in December, 1926, strongly resembled the Italian Labour

Charter of 1927, for it divided the trades and professions of Spain
into twenty-seven potentially self-governing corporations. He began
to organize elections for a National Constituent Assembly which

was to consist of elected municipal deputies and provincial deputies

of nominated U.P. men, Government officials and "celebrities"

from various walks of life. His foreign policy, too, showed the Musso-

lini touch, especially where the League of Nations was concerned.

When there was a question of Germany's being granted a permanent
1 Sir George Young in 'The New Spain."
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seat on the Council, he claimed a similar right for Spain; and when
his claim was refused, he retired from the League in a huff, for two

whole years. Then he protested against the international regime of

Tangier and managed to secure fuller Spanish representation on the

governing body.
The parallel between the Spanish dictatorship and the Italian was

more obvious than real. Primo de Rivera's Government lacked the

very life-spring of Fascism: the spirit of the nation was not behind

it. It was a reconstruction, not a revival. At the very beginning it was

popular with all classes, because anything seemed preferable to the

old gang; later it remained popular among capitalists and land-

owners because it put money in their purse. It never really captured
the imagination of the people. The intellectuals opposed it and the

General replied by banning their newspapers, shutting their clubs,

dismissing their leaders from the university chairs and exiling

Unamuno and Ortega and others; when they returned they were

avowed Republicans. The Catalans opposed it the General had

forbidden the teaching of their language in the schools and had

lumped the Separatist leaders, together with Syndicalists and Com-

munists, as outlaws. The Army began to drift into opposition, sick

of the special-constable r61e it was being made to play; there was

actually a rising of the artillery corps against Primo de Rivera. The

ordinary man soon began to hate the dictatorship; he was spied upon,
his letters opened, his telephones tapped, his whole life complicated

by a hundred petty restrictions. Only the Church remained a

staunch supporter of the General, and this support merely increased

his general unpopularity. When he proposed to give the diplomas
of certain Catholic colleges the status of university degrees, there was

such an outcry among undergraduates that the proposal had to be

dropped.
The day of reckoning came at last. In 1929 the first year of the

world slump the peseta, weighed down by the public-works ex-

penditure, began to fall rapidly; it was obvious that Spain was in for

a financial crisis, The country was clamouring against the Dictator.

The Army refused to pass a vote of confidence in him. And Alfonso

realized that the time had come to drop the pilot. On January 28 he

asked for Primo de Rivera's resignation; and the General, exhausted

by eight years' herculean work, gave it.

Alfonso's immediate anxiety was to dissociate himself in every way
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from the policy of the dictatorship. He announced that the consti-

tution was restored and appointed new Ministers. But the new
Prime Minister, Berenguer, was another General, and the people
saw no difference between the Government of Primo de Rivera and

the Government of King Alfonso and Berenguer, except that the

latter was less efficient. The new regime was a failure, and its failure

meant the fall of the Crown. For the first time, the various radical

elements in the community began to combine. The intellectuals, who
now called themselves Republicans, came to an understanding with

the Catalan Separatists in the summer of 1930: there would be a

revolution and a Second Republic would be established with a con-

stitution giving home rule to Catalonia. Then a third revolutionary

element joined the conspiracy: in October the Socialist leaders signed
a pact with the Republicans. Some of the army officers were sounded:

they seemed willing enough to join.

The Revolution. The revolution was timed for October 28, but

news of it began to leak out in the Madrid papers and the Govern-

ment ostentatiously organized resistance. The day was postponed
until December 15. Again there was a setback: three days before the

appointed time, a couple of officers in the Jaca garrison, unable to

control themselves any longer, hoisted the flag of the republic. They
were arrested and, very properly, shot. Their fate discouraged other

garrisons and on December 15 the Army did not "come out" as ar-

ranged, nor was there a general strike in Madrid. In the provinces

there were strikes and riots in plenty, but they were easily broken:

sixteen Socialists were killed and nine hundred and fifty-two im-

prisoned. The Republican leaders were shut up in the model prison

at Madrid. Here they formed a "revolutionary council" and drew

up a basis for their projected republic which came to be known
as the "prison programme." So general was the support they received

from outside the prison that the Government felt obliged to ne-

gotiate with them. It was arranged that "free" elections for a new
Cortes would be held, to be preceded by equally free local elections.

The prisoners were released and Republicans and Socialists joined

forces, making it clear that a vote for one of their candidates at the

municipal elections meant a vote for a republic.

Now it was the Republican factions that were united and the

Monarchist factions that were not. The results showed sweeping Re-
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publican gains in the towns. Alfonso shrugged his shoulders, and

proposed to wait for the verdict of the Cortes elections. But events

moved too fast for him. The Commander of the Civil Guard, Gen-

eral Sanjurjo, refused to be responsible for the loyalty of his troops.

The Republican leader, Alcala Zamora, announced his terms: the

King must leave Spain on April 13. In the evening the Spanish Re-

public was formally proclaimed in Madrid and at night Alfonso fled

the country.

It was a strangely peaceful revolution. The Monarchists offered

no resistance, the Army had already deserted the Crown, and the

Primate of the Church fled, to Rome. On the revolutionary side there

was no vindictiveness; the Royal family was allowed to leave the

country unmolested and the only people to suffer violence were the

Jesuits and monks who had infested Spain under the patronage of

the monarchy. Some two hundred church buildings were burned

and gutted, but the Church escaped lightly, for not a single priest

was killed. The Spanish people quietly elected the new Cortes to

draw up the Republican Constitution, which would of course satisfy

all complaints and establish Utopia for every class of the community.

The Republic: Constitution and Reforms. The Republican Constitu-

tion which became law in December, 1931, was a compromise. It

was bound to be so, for the factions which had agreed to abolish the

monarchy could agree on very little else. The new Government was

composed of Liberals of varying shades of opinion and of Socialists

the latter being in a minority. The Constitution contained many
soundly Socialist precepts; it began with the declaration that "Spain
is a workers' Republic" and went on to give special recognition to

organized labour; it was also remarkably internationalist in tone,

for it insisted (Article 7) that "the Spanish State will accept the

universal norms of international law, incorporating them in its

positive law", and added (Article 65) : "All international agreements
ratified by Spain and incorporated with the League of Nations, hav-

ing the character of international law, shall be considered an essen-

tial part of Spanish law which shall accommodate itself to them*"

But on the whole it was no more advanced than the German Consti-

tution of 1919 and other post-war attempts to give expression to Brit-

ish constitutional practice. Legislative power was vested in an elective

Cortes of one Chamber, to which the Cabinet was responsible; the
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President had a limited right of veto and no real power: a Tribunal

o Constitutional Guarantees was set up to defend the rights of in-

dividuals and of regions. These regions were given the right to apply
for a self-governing statute. In brief, the Constitution was to mean

anything or nothing, according to the statutes which should subse-

quently be passed by the Cortes.

And here the trouble began. What was to become of the Church?
The leader of the Government, Alcala Zamora, and the Minister of

the Interior, Maurer, were practising Catholics and opposed to at-

tacks upon the Church. The Socialists wanted to confiscate the

Church wealth. In October Zamora and Maurer resigned, the former

to be mollified with the decorative and powerless position of Presi-

dent of the republic. It was left to the new leader of the Government,

Azana, who was to prove himself a most subtle and effective states-

man, to work out a compromise. The Church was forbidden to take

part in education; it was forbidden to take part in trade; it was de-

prived of the state grant for priests' stipends. But the Religious
Orders were not expelled from Spain and most of them continued

their work unmolested. Even the Jesuits, who were most generally

loathed, were not seriously persecuted; their Society was declared

"dissolved" and property worth six million sterling was confiscated,

but most of the three thousand Jesuit priests, novices and lay brothers

stayed in Spain, and fourteen million pounds of theirs which was

vested in private persons was not touched. Clericalism remained a

strong force in Spain, and the Constituent Cortes had no hesitation

in giving the vote to women, though it was generally supposed that

their vote would be influenced by priests.

Then there was the Catalan problem. An independent Catalan

Republic had been proclaimed by Colonel Macia early in 1931. This

was all very well for the cultural aspirations of Catalans, but it would

not help them to earn their daily bread: their capital, Barcelona, was

the industrial capital of Spain and they were economically as de-

pendent on Castile as Castile on them. Obviously they must have

some federal connection with the Madrid Government. A com-

promise was reached in September,' 1932, when the Madrid Cortes

conferred upon Catalonia the status of Generality with its own Par-

liament, Executive Council, and President. No one imagined that

this was the end of the trouble. The Catalan question was bound up
with the whole regional question and the solution which seemed so
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simple on paper an Iberian Federation consisting of Castile, Cata-

lonia, the Basque provinces, Andalusia, Portugal, and semi-Portu-

guese Galicia was still very far from realization.

In spite of compromises, the Republic did more for Spain in

eighteen months than the monarchy had done in half a century.
The army problem was solved smoothly and quickly by Azana. He
gave the officers generous pensions for early retirement and so got
rid of ten thousand out of twenty-two thousand of them; and he

passed an Act subjecting officers to the same laws as civilians. The
old bogey of a privileged military caste was laid for ever. The edu-

cation problem was tackled squarely by the Socialist Minister, De
los Rios. Spain, as we have said, was an illiterate country, in which
half the people could neither read nor write; in 1930 there were

forty-five thousand children in Madrid receiving no schooling at all.

The Minister was handicapped by lack of money, though the Budget
allowed him three times the sum usually allocated to education under
the monarchy, and he had to train teachers before he could open new
schools or banish the clergy from the old ones. Yet he was able to

report in December, 1932, that he had opened ninety-five hundred
new law schools and had raised teachers' salaries by fifty per cent.

The economic problem was more difficult. The republic could not

hope to do much for the Spanish export trade in a time of world

depression, but it was able to continue the work of Primo de Rivera

to make industry more efficient. It reestablished the Dictator's Plan-

ning Commission; it carried on his electrical power schemes, it

nationalized the railways and it brought the Bank of Spain under

government control by appointing government nominees to its

board of directors. And it was able to do something for the workers

by adopting the eight-hour day, providing sickness and accident pen-
sions, and setting up mixed juries of workers and masters to settle

terms of employment. Industry was less important to Spain than

agriculture. Here the problem was twofold: in the north the land

holdings were too small to be economical; in the south they were
too large. The Republican Government brought the small holders

into "Communities", with the right to decide by majority vote

whether their holdings should be worked collectively; and the com-
munities were put under the Ministry of Agriculture and given
state credit for fifteen million pesetas. The great estates of the south

might well have been brought under government control, but vested
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interests proved too strong. The estates of the Crown and of most
of the grandees were confiscated, but there remained vast tracts which
defied confiscation and remained only half developed.

Yet, taken all in all, the republic made a good start. At a time

when other nations were increasing armaments, reducing salaries,

and supporting millions of workless men, Spain had reduced her

army, increased salaries and wages and kept her unemployment
figures down to half a million. And the republic had proved itself

strong enough to withstand thunder from the Left and from the

Right. The trouble on the Left was the old explosive force of An-
archism. The Spanish anarchists had inherited a tradition of terror-

ism and of resistance to any form of authority. Now they were work-

ing in some sort of collusion with the organized Syndicalist Trade
Unions. In January, 1932, there were serious anarcho-syndicalist

risings in Catalonia and in Seville, which were put down only after

serious bloodshed. That storm passed, but the explosive forces re-

mained. Every failure of the Socialists to control the Cortes sent more
workers out of the Socialist Unions into the Anarchist and Syndi-
calist ranks. The thunder from the Right was comparatively harm-

less. In August, 1932, General Sanjurjo, the very man whose desertion

of the Crown had hastened the fall of Alfonso, proclaimed himself

Captain General of Andalusia and head of a Provisional Government

at Seville. The Army was not impressed, the soldiers remained loyal

to the republic, and the volatile General was put in prison.

Having survived these shocks, Azafia's Government felt safe, in

August, 1933, in repealing the Law of Defence of the Republic, which

had suspended the constitution's guarantees of individual liberties in

order to give the republic a firm hand against terrorists.

Reaction, 10,33-1934. But if the republic was safe, the principles for

which it stood were not. The Revolution of 1931 was made in the

old cause of "Liberty", by Liberals and Socialists, the former thinking

of spiritual liberty, the right of all men to education and the free ex-

pression of opinion, and the latter of economic liberty, the use of

means of production in the interest of all rather than in the interest

of private owners. If the Revolutionary Government had taken a

really firm line in 1931 and 1932, it could have put the Church out

of action as an enemy of spiritual liberty and expropriated the in-

dustrialists and landowners. Rightly or wrongly, Azafia and his
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followers felt that such coercion and the bloodshed it would entail

was not justifiable in the cause of liberty. They preferred to go to

work steadily on their reforms, trusting to popular support to keep
them in power until the reforms were completed.

Popular support usually goes to the party that promises quick re-

turns; the Socialists in the Azafia Ministry had gone far enough to

antagonize capitalists, but not far enough to win over the whole

working class. In the autumn of 1933 a formidable alliance sprang

up to fight them in the coming elections. It called itself "the Anti-

Marxist Coalition" and consisted of the strong Agrarian Party led

by Gil Robles, which stood for "the preservation of landed property
and the defence of the Catholic religion", the Basque Nationalist

Party, which had been created by priests in the nineteenth century
and had always wanted to see a (Carlist) branch of the Royal house

ruling Spain, and the so-called Radical Party led by Lerroux, which
had the support of bourgeois and property-owning classes. In the

elections that followed, priests exerted themselves to win the

women's vote for the "Anti-Marxists" and Lerroux became Prime
Minister. His policy was quite simply to undo all the anti-Catholic

and anti-capitalist work of the revolution. The methods he proposed
were:

(1) To resume payment of state subsidies to rural clergy.

(2) To close no more primary or secondary schools conducted by mem-
bers of Religious Orders.

(3) To abolish the law confining workers to the districts in which they
were registered (the old system of moving workers in gangs from place
to place had the double advantage of breaking strikes and providing
electoral majorities wherever such were needed).

(4) To abolish the law setting up mixed juries for labour disputes.

From the beginning of 1934 onwards, Spain was drifting towards
civil war. The union of the Right-wing parties in the "Anti-Marxist

League" and the announcement of Lerroux' reactionary policy led

to a combination of all the parties of the Left in a union vowed to

defend the early Republican legislation, by insurrection if necessary.
This threat led to the resignation of Lerroux in April, but his suc-

cessor, Samper, was every whit as antagonistic to the Left wing. In

the course of the summer, the Catalans joined the Left Alliance: they
had passed a Bill against landlordism, . permitting peasants to buy
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their land after eighteen years of continuous cultivation, and this

had been overruled by the Tribunal of Constitutional Guarantees.

In September the Left Alliance was completed by the entry of the

Communists.

There was insurrection in the air when the Cortes reassembled on
October i. Nothing could have averted it except wholesale conces-

sions. The Right refused to yield an inch. Samper resigned to make

way for Lerroux, and the latter threw down the gauntlet by adding
three Catholics to his Cabinet. The challenge was accepted: on Oc-

tober 5 riots broke out all over Spain, reaching their climax in

Barcelona and in the Asturias. The Army and police remained loyal

to Lerroux; the insurrection was put down and the Left Wingers
retired to lick their wounds, re-collect their forces, and contemplate
the Catholic Capitalist Government cutting the claws of the legisla-

tion of the Liberalist-Socialist Constituent Assembly of the Republic.



VII THE DIFFICULTIES OF GREAT BRITAIN

THE history of Great Britain would be better understood if there

were no maps; the seas which separate the islands from the continent

give a misleading impression of isolation and self-sufficiency. Great

Britain is more closely connected with the outside world than al-

most any other nation; economically she is the most dependent of

the major Powers. She does not grow half enough food to feed her

forty-five million inhabitants, she does not produce more than a

fifth of the raw materials of her industries. The United Kingdom
must buy food and materials from abroad, and there is no question
of her relying solely upon the Empire little more than half her

imports come from imperial sources; she has to rely not only on the

Empire, but on foreign nations in Europe, Asia, Africa and America

for the necessities of life.

To pay for food and raw materials, Great Britain sells manufac-

tured goods and minerals: cotton goods, above all; then iron and

steel, machinery, coal, woollen goods and chemicals. One person in

five of the occupied population is working for the export trades, yet

there are never enough exports to pay for the imports. The balance

must be made up by performing services for foreigners by ship-

ping, by banking, moneylending and insurance work and by the

investment of British capital overseas. The importance of these "in-

visible exports" can best be illustrated by figures: the Board of Trade

estimated that in the year 1929 Great Britain's income from shipping
was *3 million, from short interest and commissions ^65 million,

and from interest on overseas investment 250 million.

This dependence on foreign markets makes Great Britain sensi-

tive to every economic shadow that passes over the face of the earth.

Smoke from a new foundry in China darkens the prospect for Eng-
lish ironworkers; the sinking of a new shaft in a Polish coal field

makes heavy the heart of English mineowners and shippers; bank-

ruptcy in Argentina or in Austria, in Russia or in Peru, means
loss of dividends for English investors and loss of orders for English
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industrialists; and empty pockets in Germany mean empty larders

in England for what Germans cannot buy, some English manu-
facturers cannot sell, and so must cut down expenses and dismiss

workers. Great Britain is dependent on the outside world: her hope
for the future is that the outside world should continue to be de-

pendent upon her.

Post-War Depression. When the Armistice was signed, no English-
man doubted that his country would resume her pre-war position
as the wealthiest of nations, the factory and the banker of the

world. A wave of optimism swept over the country: buyers releas-

ing the tension of four long years poured out their savings in in-

discriminate spending; takings swelled and trade boomed. The

optimism lasted for over a year, and then it began to be realized

that all was not well after all. Men could not find work; in Janu-

ary, 1921, there were over a million unemployed. Something must

have gone radically wrong. In cold fact, each of Great Britain's

four great sources of revenue was drying up. Her exports were

falling. Foreign countries had less need of British manufactured

goods; they had begun even before the war to set up industries

for themselves, and the war had hastened the development; Japanese
and Indians had built their own cotton mills; Australians were

weaving the wool of their own sheep; there was less demand for

British coal Germany had just delivered two million tons to

France by way of Reparation payment; and France, not needing
so much, had sold coal cheap to Holland, the Scandinavian coun-

tries and Italy, who were accustomed to buy from Great Britain.

Shipping suffered with the coal industry; reduced coal exports

meant reduced freights for outgoing British steamers. It is true that

by confiscating the German mercantile marine the British had se-

cured the luxury passenger traffic across the Atlantic (the German

ships appeared under new names as the Berengaria, Homeric, Ma-

jestic) but this meant loss of contracts for British shipyards; in

1921 two thirds of the men engaged in the shipbuilding industry

were out of work. Britain had lost, too, many of her overseas in-

vestments; in Russia, for instance, the Bolsheviks had repudiated

all debts incurred under the Tsarist regime, and by 1921 Great

Britain had given up hope of expelling the Bolsheviks by force.

Finally, a great deal of the financial business of the City of London
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had been lost during the war to New York, which was fast be-

coming the banking centre of the world.

It was a sad situation but nobody thought it very serious. Given

time, the world would shake down to peace conditions and Great

Britain would return to her pre-war supremacy. Lloyd George

gradually withdrew the Government control over industry that had

been imposed during the war, and then cajoled his Coalition into

passing a few mild but startling reforms. He suggested some tariffs

in the 1919 budget and in 1921 passed a Safeguarding of Industries

Act to protect "industries indispensable in the event of another war"

and to make it difficult for countries with depreciated currencies

to sell goods in England. He made a commercial agreement with

Russia whereby England swallowed her pride, in the hope o

making a little money out of trade with the Soviets; in this sup-

per with the Devil, England kept a long spoon, stipulating that

the Soviets should refrain from propaganda against British capi-

talism. And he did something for the unemployed. Back in 1911

Lloyd George had adapted from Bismarck an insurance scheme,

by which the employees, the employers and the State each made
a contribution to a fund out of which premiums were paid to men
who failed to find work. The fund was adequate for normal con-

ditions but with the million unemployed of January, with the nearly

two millions of July, 1921, it could not deal; such figures seemed

in those days fantastically abnormal. Lloyd George increased the

State's contribution to the fund and so provided a pittance for in-

sured workers for fifteen weeks of unemployment. This "dole",

as it was unhappily called, was enough to keep the workers from

starvation and from thoughts of revolution; but it did nothing to

cure the basic diseases of England's economic condition.

By 1922 the Conservatives had had enough of Lloyd George. A
brilliant opportunist of his calibre was the very man to lead the

country through a war, but he was not, in their opinion and in

the opinion of Liberals in Asquith's following, steady enough for

a peace-time leader. They withdrew their support and a Conserva-

tive Ministry was formed, backed by a strong majority at the elec-

tions of 1922.

The Recovery of the City. The Conservatives had a plan. In their

view, the first necessity was to restore the position of London as
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the banker of the world. Once that supremacy was reestablished,

and once English money was being invested profitably on the old

scale in foreign countries, the financial recovery of the country
would be complete. Even the export trade would revive again, for

the increased value of money would mean lower prices, which in

turn would lead to lower wages; and if the industrialists were pay-

ing lower wages, they could sell their goods more cheaply abroad.

As for the home market, it would need protection by tariffs from

foreign goods turned out by too cheap foreign labour.

It was an attractive plan but things seemed to go wrong with

it from the first. England owed a huge debt to the United States

and was herself owed a huge debt by European countries. In 1922
it was hinted in the Balfour Note that England would excuse her

debtors if America would write off England's debt. The United

States declined to take the hint and in negotiations with Baldwin

in the early months of 1923 fixed the English debt at ^2,200 mil-

lion, which Baldwin agreed to pay off in instalments of three per

cent, for the first ten years and three and one-half per cent, for the

following fifty-two years. England had saddled herself with a huge
debt to be paid largely by taxation, the weight of which would fall

on industry, which would thus be put under a heavy and lasting

handicap.
The Conservatives were not unduly depressed; this cloud had a

golden lining. By agreeing to pay her American debt, England had

won back her reputation for stability and honesty. The next step

was to return to the gold standard by bringing- the pound sterling

up to the same value in relation to the dollar as it had held before

the war. This would mean heavy sacrifices because England was

not really as well off now as the United States. But it kept up ap-

pearances and the confidence of the world in the City of London

returned. London was once more the world's banker.

The First Labour Government. Before April, 1925, when the gold

standard was officially reestablished, Conservatism had suffered

a setback. Baldwin had wanted to impose additional tariffs and

felt that he should make certain first of the country's consent. At

the elections of 1924 the Conservatives won 258 seats, the Liberals

157 and the Labour Party 191. Both the latter parties were opposed
to tariffs, and, because their combined strength was greater than
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that of the Conservatives, Baldwin had to resign. A Labour Gov-

ernment came into power, supported by the Liberals.

It was a startling thing for aristocratic England to be ruled by
a Labour Party, particularly startling for her Prime Minister to

be Ramsay MacDonald, a Highland crofter's son who had been a

notorious Socialist before the war and during the war a pacifist

and an advocate of a lenient peace. But the Labour Party which

he led was not Socialist in any Moscow sense; its support lay in

the members of the Trade Unions, and they wanted to retain the

capitalist system modified only by higher wages, shorter hours, state

ownership of the railways and mines, and a levy on capital. Even

these mild reforms MacDonald "was not in a position to put

through, for they were opposed by the Liberals, and without the

Liberal vote he could do nothing. The only remedy for the slump
which he was free to apply was to lend money to Germany and

Russia, so that those countries could afford to buy British goods.

For the economic revival of Germany, he secured the ratification

by Parliament of the Dawes Plan. But public opinion was against

his Russian policy, passionately against it. It was one thing to make

money out of the Bolsheviks by trade but to trust them to pay
back British loans was quite another. A terror of Bolshevism, remi-

niscent of the Popish terrors of Stuart days, swept over England.
MacDonald was forced to appeal to the country.

On the eve of the elections the Foreign Office produced a copy
of a letter purporting to have been written by the Bolshevist leader

Zinoviev, urging Communists in England to preach revolution.

This doubtful document was published with alarmist comments

in the newspapers. The Trade Unionists were unimpressed and re-

turned 151 Labour members, but other electors saw red and, desert-

ing the Liberals who had flirted with MacDonald and "Socialists",

stampeded into the Conservative camp. Baldwin returned to power
with a large majority over all other parties combined.

The Stride of 1926. The old problem still remained: how was Eng-
land to get back her pre-war sources of revenue? The return to

the gold standard meant money for City financiers but it meant

hard times for the industrialists. England had agreed to pay twenty

shillings for every pound she owed, while other countries were

paying a mere fraction of their debts France, for instance, paid
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only twenty centimes in every franc. The money had to be found

by taxation, which meant higher costs for English goods and still

less orders from impoverished Europe. Yet there was an immediate

necessity to reduce those industrial costs somehow. All sorts of

methods were suggested but only two seemed obviously practicable.

The first was to cut down wages. In England, wages were relatively

high but not so high as in the United States, whose industrialists

were none the less able to compete successfully with English pro-
ducers. The second was to make English industry more efficient

by reorganization. The great exporting industries were still or-

ganized on the individualist lines of the nineteenth century; in

the Lancashire cotton business no less than seven hundred spin-

ning and twelve hundred weaving companies were competing
with each other; the iron and steel industries were antiquated in

comparison with those of America and Germany; and the coal in-

dustry had to earn royalties and profits for fourteen hundred in-

dependent coal producers, many of them operating mines too poor
ever to be worked economically. Clearly there was room for re-

organization.

The crux of the problem lay in the coal industry, where the own-

ers were as strongly opposed to reorganization as the miners to

wage reduction. In 1921 the miners had threatened a strike and the

great Unions of Railwaymen and Transport-workers had agreed

to stop work in sympathy with them. On that occasion a general

strike was averted by Lloyd George's skilful dissuasion of the two

Unions from their sympathetic strike; but the miners stopped work

on April i and stayed out till July 4; the total cost of this stoppage

to the State was estimated at ^250^00,000. In 1925 the quarrel

arose again. This time it was the owners who took the initiative

by announcing a cut in wages, to begin in July. Baldwin came to

the rescue by granting the industry a subsidy (which was to cost

24,000,000) to carry it over until the following April, by which

time it was hoped that the dispute with the miners would be set-

tled. But it was not settled. A Royal Commission of Inquiry was

appointed; it reported that the mineowners were being paid too

much in royalties and the miners too much in wages. The Govern-

ment took no notice of the recommendation that the royalties

should be nationalized but supported the owners in demanding a

thirteen and one-half per cent, cut in miners' wages. The Trade
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Union Congress supported the Miners' Federation and threatened

a strike unless the mineowners gave in by May 3. The Govern-
ment insisted that this threat should be withdrawn. A deadlock

followed, and on the morning of May 4 the strike began. Nearly
one sixth of the working population of England, Scotland and
Wales went on strike. It was not by any means a general strike

the workers in essential services such as sanitation, domestic light-

ing and retail food distribution stayed at work but the situation

was serious enough: with no dockers working and no trains run-

ning, England would soon starve if food supplies could not be

distributed from the ships in the ports; and with two and a half

million workers on strike, rioting might break out at any moment.
The marvel is that there was no fighting. Tanks were moved

up to London and ships and soldiers were posted at strategic posts
and 250,000 special constables were enrolled; but the strikers pre-
served a laconic good-humour and awaited developments with
hands in pockets. Soon it appeared that the Government held the

whip hand. They controlled the B.B.C. and published a news sheet.

The public began to look on strikers as blackguards and on A. J.

Cook, the miners' leader, as the devil incarnate. Of the other side

of the case the public heard nothing. The middle class rallied to the

Government in the spirit of Fascism at its best and there was no

difficulty in finding volunteers to unload the ships and run an

emergency service of trains, lorries and buses. The strikers had

everything against them, even the law: on May 6 Sir John Simon,
one of the greatest lawyers of the day, declared that every working
man who went on strike was liable to be sued for damages, and

every leader "who advised and promoted that course of action was
liable in damages to the uttermost farthing of his personal posses-

sions"; and on May n his opinion was confirmed in a judgment
given by Mr. Justice Astbury that the strike was "illegal and con-

trary to law." And so, on May 12, nine days after the strike had

begun, the Trade Union Council gave in unconditionally. All ex-

cept the miners went back to work.

In the general relief at the passing of a revolutionary situation

it was forgotten that nothing whatever had been settled. The coun-

try had lost perhaps ^150 million by the stoppage and, what was
much worse, it had lost the opportunity of reorganizing her in-

dustries on lines on which every other manufacturing country had
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reorganized its industries since the war. As for the coal mines, they
remained at a standstill until December, for the miners held out

for seven months after their desertion by the Trade Union Council.

Then they had to accept the reduced wage.

The Commonwealth. Great Britain remained in the doldrums. Her

prestige abroad was high, but her position of most prosperous
nation was lost to the United States. All efforts to revive export
trade with foreign countries failed. There remained one other po-
tential outlet: the Empire. The Dominions had shown a close sense

of unity with the Mother Country during the war. There seemed

a possibility that they might unite with Britain in a closer com-

mercial connection, by which their raw materials would be given

preference in British markets and British manufactured goods

preference in the Dominions. Conservative politicians were en-

thusiastic over the idea. Austen Chamberlain's "tariff budget" of

1919 and the Safeguarding of Industries Act of 1921 made excep-

tions in favour of Empire goods, and, though these preferences

were repealed by MacDonald's Government, they were restored

and augmented by Baldwin between 1926 and 1929. But the Domin-

ions had no intention of sacrificing their own interests in the cause

of imperial unity. After all, the natural outlet for Australian wool

was in the Far East, the natural outlet for Canadian wood pulp,

paper and fish was in the United States. And sentiment was in-

creasingly strong against any close connection with Britain. The
Dominions and even India sat as independent Powers in the League
of Nations. They continued the practice begun during the war of

meeting with British Ministers in Imperial Conferences, and from

these meetings it emerged quite clearly that the Dominions would

not let London dictate to them. At the Conference of 1926 a new
formula was found to express inter-imperial relations: the Domin-

ions and Great Britain "are autonomous Communities within the

British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate one to an-

other in any aspect of their domestic or external affairs, though
united by a common allegiance to the Crown and freely associated

as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations." This very

vague definition was confirmed with equal vagueness in the Statute

of Westminster of 1931. It might have been expected that the Statute

would confirm or deny the right of members to secede from the
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Commonwealth at will, but it did neither; in fact, it recognized
no official bond between members except the Crown, and that might
mean anything or nothing; for the King, being a Constitutional

Monarch, must rule by the advice of his Ministers in Dublin and

Canberra as much as by the advice of his Ministers in Westminster;
and if the former were to advise the secession of their nation from

the Commonwealth, presumably His Majesty could put nothing
in their way.

British Ministers were not distressed by the new official status of

the Dominions. They counted on the military and commercial

advantages which they could offer to hold those nations to the

Mother Country. They counted without the possible spiritual dis-

advantages of that connection. The Irish above all people (except

the Indians) were conscious of those spiritual disadvantages.

Irish Nationalism. In all this book little will be said of spiritual

values. Religion will scarcely be mentioned; rarely in the post-war

period has it come near enough to the surface of events which it

is the business of the contemporary historian to skim. Only one

form of religion has risen and broken in great waves over the post-

war world. It is called Nationalism and arises whenever a people
united by historical tradition becomes conscious of being persecuted
and exploited in the interests of foreigners. It is violent and irra-

tional, leads to murder, war and political insanity. It is uneconomic

and irrational, leads to tariffs, reprisals and artificial barriers be-

tween race and race. It is indefensible except on the ground that it

keeps alive the sense of pride and continuity with the past, with-

out which all political associations are hollow. And it would be

negligible except that it has swayed the course of post-war history

in Germany, Italy, and in Eastern Europe, in the Scandinavian and

East Baltic countries, in Turkey, Egypt, Persia, India, China,

Mexico, and in scores of other national communities besides. Its

workings in Ireland, that tiny country of three million inhabitants,

may be taken 'as typical of all the rest.

Since the thirteenth century the Irish had been subject to raids

from England. In the seventeenth century the north of the island

was planted with English and Scots colonists. Later Cromwell and

William III tried to force Ireland to become dependent upon Eng-
land. In the nineteenth century Mr. Gladstone tried a new policy
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with the old object: the Irish were to be given Home Rule on the

condition that they continued to provide England with the raw

materials she so badly needed. The Home Rule Bill was still be-

fore Parliament when war broke out in 1914; it was postponed un-

til the end of what everyone supposed would be a very short war.

But when the seasons passed and there was still no sign of peace,

some Irish patriots grew impatient and determined to strike for

liberty while England was occupied in other parts of the world. It

was a mad, mad escapade, for the rebels were only a handful and,

though they proclaimed a republic on Easter Monday, 1916, and

defended themselves in Dublin Post Office for nearly a week, the

rebellion was easily suppressed. The English executed fifteen of the

leaders, including Patrick Pearse, the schoolmaster who had in-

spired the rising. They almost executed a lean crow of a man who

gave his name as Eamon de Valera, but reprieved him because he

had been born in America and it would not have done, in 1916, to

have complications with Washington.
Nationalism smouldered on in Ireland, flared sullenly in 1918,

when England extended military conscription to the Irish, and

burst into conflagration in 1919. For three years the Republican

Party, led by de Valera, was at open war with the English Black-

and-Tans. Perhaps open war is the wrong phrase; it was a war of

night raids, ambushes and surprises. The English could easily have

blown Dublin to pieces but it was not a question of destroying

a city but of rounding up a few leaders like young Michael Col-

lins, whom nobody would betray and who slipped through Black-

and-Tan fingers again and again. At last, in December, 1921, a

delegation led by Arthur Griffith and Michael Collins came to

London and negotiated a treaty with Lloyd George. Ireland, with

the exception of the Northeastern Counties, was to become a Free

State, with the status of a Dominion within the British Empire;
she was to have her own Parliament and there was to be no com-

pulsory connection with England, except that her Ministers were

to take an oath to the King and accept the King's nominee as

Governor-General; and that ^5 million per annum were to be

paid by way of annuities for land hitherto held by Englishmen
in Ireland.

The delegation returned triumphantly to Dublin with the peace.

To their astonishment, de Valera and the Republican Party would
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have nothing to do with it: they insisted on complete independence.
In vain, Collins pleaded that the Free State Treaty gave them the

substance o independence without the shadow of a republic. De
Valera stuck to his point and a civil war followed between Re-

publicans and Free Staters between the very men who had done

most for Irish Nationalism. The civil war did not end until 1923
when Arthur Griffith had died and Michael Collins had been killed

in an ambush and fifty Republicans had been executed for treason.

It was 1927 before the Republican Party agreed to recognize the

Free State and de Valera and his party took their seats in the Dail.

From 1922 until 1932 the Irish Free State built up a moderate

prosperity under the government of William Cosgrave. There were

troubles over the boundaries of Northeast Ireland (which were so

drawn as to cut one sixth of Irish territory and one third of Ire-

land's population out of the Free State), but for the most part re-

lations with England were good. English companies built factories

in the Free State; English money was invested in Free State con-

cerns. The Cosgrave Ministry reorganized local government and

harnessed the water power of the Shannon in an electric-power

scheme. Yet something was missing in the new Free State; in

February, 1932, the Irish electors turned Cosgrave out and put de

Valera in his place.

The policy of de Valera was what it had always been: a com-

plete break with England. He held that the English might enrich

Ireland physically but that their intervention was fatal to the spirit

of Ireland; that the Irish are a Catholic agricultural people with a

Celtic language and a glorious Celtic tradition; that English ma-

terialism and English industrialism break down the religious and

traditional way of life of the Irish and make their language and

their history meaningless. His first concern was to repudiate the

treaty which had made Ireland a British Dominion. He refused

to take the oath to the King, he forced the resignation of the

Governor-General and proposed and secured the appointment of a

retired village grocer in his stead. Most serious of all, he withheld

the ^5 million land annuities.

The British Government was determined to bring de Valera to

his senses. They put heavy import duties on Irish products. At first

these duties played right into de Valera's hands, for they hit the

very section of the Irish community which was most opposed to
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republicanism, the graziers whose big ranches de Valera was
anxious to convert into tillage farms. He set about trying to make
Ireland self-supporting by bringing pasture lands under plough, by
growing enough sugar beets to satisfy domestic needs, by planting
tobacco crops and setting up small cement and paper factories. The

big English industries he taxed out of existence. Many English

companies were forced to remove their works to England.
All this meant short rations and tight belts for the Irish people.

The English had been model employers; Ireland had never been

prosperous enough to afford to throw away much revenue, and a

customer as convenient and rich as England could not be found

again in a day. As the British Government piled tariff on tariff,

increasing numbers of Irishmen began to wonder if Republican
Nationalism was worth the sacrifice. There was a conflict between

the heart and the belly of Ireland. At the end of 1934 that conflict

was still undecided. Why, asked the outside world, did the British

Government not let Ireland go; why must they insist on that treaty

of 1921 ? The answer is partly that the British, too, have their pride;

partly that a future alliance between Ireland and a foreign Power

might be dangerous to Great Britain; and partly that in 1929 Ire-

land bought five per cent, of Britain's total exports and supplied

four per cent, of her imports a contribution to British economy
as great as that of Canada and greater than that of New Zealand.

The Situation in 7929. When 1929 and the time for a general elec-

tion came, none of England's problems had been solved. The City

of London was doing good business, speculating in a big boom
on the New York Stock Exchange and in a little boom in dirt-track

shares at home. Some new light industries established near London

wireless, gramophones, domestic appliances and the like were

flourishing. But the heavy industries, which for a century had been

the backbone of the country's wealth, were stricken. "We do not

see," said the Industrial Transference Board's Report for 1928, "how

the heavy industries can give a living trade to those who are at

present attached to them, or to all those who would normally look

to them for a livelihood during the next few years." Over a quar-

ter of the men normally engaged in mining and engineering were

unemployed and a fifth of those engaged in shipbuilding. In all

the last eight years the total of insured workers unemployed had
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never sunk below a million. In these circumstances it was strange

that Baldwin should have chosen to fight the election on the slogan

"Safety First." If safety meant stagnation, the industrial North at

any rate was sick of it: the Conservatives were defeated, winning

only 260 seats to Labour's 287.

Ramsay MacDonald became Prime Minister at the head of a

second Labour Government. But still there was no clear Labour

majority; there were fifty-nine Liberals in the House on whose

votes Labour was still dependent. The Government had to find

money to keep the unemployed from starvation, money for the

American debt, money to pay five per cent, interest to holders of

two billion pounds of War Loan, and to find it by methods that

would not offend the susceptibilities of Liberals. The task would

have been difficult at any time, but in 1929 it was hopeless:

in that year the economic depression which had been hovering
over the world since the war deepened into a crisis.



VIII THE GREAT DEPRESSION, 1929-1934

THE oddest thing about the world at the beginning o 1929 was
the general mood of optimism that prevailed. Apparently a suc-

cessful recovery had already been made from the greatest war in

history. Germany was on her feet again, the newly created States

had established themselves, nearly every nation had balanced its

currency, machines were producing more goods, with less human
effort, than ever before, Soviet Russia had launched a plan to lift

her one hundred sixty million people out of mediaeval squalor in

five years and the President of the United States was promising
the immediate abolition of poverty. "In 1929," wrote Sir Arthur

Salter, "while some countries had lost in relative position, the

world as a whole was well above all earlier standards and seemed

to be advancing at an unprecedented pace to levels of prosperity
never before thought possible."

There was never a greater illusion. Within a short two years

Germany was on the verge of revolution, new States had abandoned

democracy for dictatorship, nearly every nation had a fluctuating

currency, machines were idle and warehouses stocked with goods
which no one could buy, Soviet Russia was in difficulties, the finan-

cial structure of the United States had collapsed, five South Amer-

ican republics had suffered revolutions, a war was brewing in the

Far East, the corn harvest was being burned on the Canadian

prairies, the coffee crop was being burned in Brazil, the trade of

the world had dropped by one half.

What had happened? It is appallingly difficult to say. In the

old days before the war, the capitalist system had been subject to

tidal movements increasing prosperity rising to a boom, bursting

and falling to a slump, after which recovery would gradually set

in again. The slump of 1929 was one of these tidal movements,

part of the trade cycle; at the same time it was more than that. The
war had left a legacy of economic dislocation. First, the frenzied

rush to produce raw materials especially rubber and tin led to
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overinvestment in those crops; when they came to fruition and the

increased produce was put on the market, there was naturally a

fall in prices, a slump. Secondly, heightened competition led to

rationalization; scientific organization of industry to reduce costs,

and this involved employing less workers; having less money to

spend, the workers could not buy up the stocks of new goods and

this, too, meant a fall in prices. Thirdly, the war upset the world's

financial balance; war debts and reparations left the United States

and France the creditors of the world; sixty per cent, of the total

gold supply silted up in the cellars of Paris and New York banks:

quite simply there were too many goods in the world and not

enough money for the needy to buy them with.

The slump (and the crisis which ensued) was not confined to

a country or to a continent; it was a world crisis. The story of its

development is not easy to tell, for it was precipitated by no dra-

matic event; there is no pistol shot in Bosnia on which to raise

the curtain; the whole world is its stage and every man and woman
actors. It is a drama not of the conflict of personality or of ideals,

but of the creeping loss of confidence, a creeping fear swelling to

hysteria and sinking to cynicism, and transmuting itself at last to

a guarded hopefulness.

For clarity's sake, we shall confine ourselves in this chapter to

Europe, leaving the rest of the book to account for the crisis in

other continents, and coming at the end to the steps taken by
the world in collaboration to rise out of the great depression.

The Slump. As far as Europe was concerned, two things were

wrong with the much vaunted prosperity of the post-war decade.

In the first place, Europe had lost her monopoly of mechanical

production- Countries like Japan, India and the British Dominions

had learned, during the stress of the war years, to manufacture

their own industrial goods instead of importing them from France,

Germany and Great Britain. Countries like Canada and Soviet

Russia were producing cereals with modern machinery and, in the

case of the latter, with state subsidies; they could turn out grain
at prices with which the peasant countries of Europe could not

hope to compete. The people of Eastern Europe Rumania, Bul-

garia, Hungary and, to a lesser degree, Poland and Yugoslavia
lived by exporting agricultural produce; costs of production here
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were high, particularly now when land had been divided among
peasants who were farming uneconomically small holdings by

primitive methods, and who were loaded with a heavy weight of

debt to pay off the sums for which they had agreed to buy their

land. Being unable to export on the old scale, the Eastern nations

were forced to buy less from abroad and had to restrict imports

by tariffs; and these restrictions weighed heavily on the industrial-

ized nations of Europe who had looked to them for markets. The

poverty of the peasant countries reacted on the rest. And the policy
of tariff restrictions was given additional impetus by the inflamed

nationalism of the new States which had sprung from the loins of

the old Habsburg and Roman empires.
The second thing wrong with the prosperity of the post-war

decade was that Europe, as we have seen in Chapter III, was living

on borrowed money. Between 1924 and 1928 Germany borrowed

^750 million from foreign investors. She was entirely dependent
on this borrowing without it she could not finance the industries

whose profits paid the instalments on her Reparations account. Un-
der the Dawes Plan, it was calculated that she had to pay 80 marks

every second, 288,000 marks every hour, for an unlimited period!

In 1929 a new Reparations plan was evolved by a committee under

the chairmanship of Owen D. Young, an American banker. It did

at least limit the period to fifty-nine years and fixed the total

amount to be paid at 25,000 million dollars but in one respect

this Young Plan was worse than the Dawes Plan: no remission of

payment was allowed in the event of a fall in world prices. It was

obvious that Germany could pay only if she could continue to

command high prices for her goods and if she could go on bor-

rowing capital from investors in the United States. Even before

the Young Committee met, Americans had developed a blind faith

in the future of their own industries and were investing their money
at home rather than abroad. Then in October, 1929, a catastrophe

happened: stocks on the New York Exchange suddenly slumped
and investors lost most of the money they had paid for their shares.

The collapse hit the world in its two weakest spots. It hit the bor-

rower, for America could no longer afford to lend. Her invest-

ments in Germany, which had reached a billion dollars in 1928,

dropped to five hundred fifty million in 1929, and in the last

months of that year she began calling in her short-term loans from
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Germany. And it hit prices, for America the richest nation in

the world could no longer afford to buy on the old scale; and
in 1930 she imposed the highest tariff in her history. World prices

dropped and dropped, until they stood at roughly half the level

of 1928. This meant that every debt in the world was doubled: the

village cobbler, who owed five pounds and could have paid it oE

by making five pairs of shoes when the price was a pound a pair,

now had to turn out ten pairs; the farmer who had paid the interest

on his mortgage with a hundred bushels of wheat now had to pay
two hundred.

Crisis in Germany and Austria, 1931. It meant hard times for every

debtor; for Germany, the heaviest debtor of all, it meant ruin unless

she could persuade her creditors to lighten her burden at once.

Unfortunately she no longer possessed the one statesman who

might have succeeded in such persuasion; Stresemann had died at

the early age of fifty-one, in the very month of the Wall Street

crash; and in the following month Briand, who had guided France

into cooperation with Germany, fell and Tardieu became Prime

Minister Tardieu who had condemned the framers of the Ver-

sailles Treaty for being too lenient.

The year 1930 opened gloomily for Germany. The anti-Republi-
can parties Communists, National Socialists and the rest were

becoming stronger and more strident every week. When the last

Allied troops evacuated the Rhineland, they raised a howl of execra-

tion against France, instead of making it an occasion for congratula-
tion and peaceful overtures, as Stresemann would have done. The
new Chancellor Bruning, who was leader of the Catholic Centre

Party, in June advised President Hindenburg to dismiss the Reich-

stag and to govern by decree, as he was entitled to do in an emer-

gency under Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution. Bruning hoped
that decree rule would keep Germany from revolutipn and screw

economies out of her people until the Powers could be induced to

withdraw their pressure. In his view, Reparations were at the root

of the whole crisis; if only the Powers would give Germany a

breathing space by foregoing their claim to Reparations, bankruptcy

might be averted and the republic saved.

France was convinced that Germany was exaggerating her dis-

tress. When Bruning made the very reasonable proposal of a Cus-
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toms Union with Austria, as a step towards trade recovery, France

forbade it peremptorily on the ground that any form of Austro-

German union was contrary to the Versailles Treaty. The failure

of the Customs Union precipitated a general financial crisis. In

May, 1931, the Credit Anstalt, the greatest of Viennese banks, could

no longer meet its liabilities. The Credit Anstalt owned eighty per

cent, of Austria's industries; its failure would mean national bank-

ruptcy and the loss of every shilling invested in Austria, unless

foreigners came to her rescue with credits. Germany and Great

Britain advanced money, but neither was in a position for alms-

giving. A run on the German banks began and ^26 million was

withdrawn from the Reichsbank in one week.

Now it was Germany's turn to face bankruptcy. The President

of the United States had proposed to suspend Reparations pay-

ments for twelve months. The French delayed in giving their con-

sent to this moratorium until July; and then it was too late. On
July 13 the great Darmstadter bank failed and every bank in Ger-

many had to be closed for two days. But the world had no eyes for

conditions in Germany, for now it was the City o London that

was in peril.

Crisis in Great Britain. The City of London is the world's bank-

ing centre; it holds deposits for every country in the world. In the

ordinary course of events, there is no danger of a sudden simul-

taneous recall of many of these deposits. The City is safe in lend-

ing money to foreign countries for long terms, though most of the

money in London is deposited for short terms. But in the crisis of

1931, when nearly every nation was feeling the danger of a run

on its banks, nearly every nation began to recall its reserves from

London. In July the Bank of England had to borrow ^50 million

from New York and Paris, and by the end of the month that sum
was rapidly disappearing. Early in August the Governor of the

Bank felt obliged to ask the Government to borrow ,80 million

more, declaring that without it the Bank would be unable to main-

tain its necessary reserve of gold. Ramsay MacDonald agreed, but

then a difficulty arose: American bankers seemed unwilling to

make the loan, unless Great Britain consented to balance her

budget.
The Labour Government found itself in a quandary. In his
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budget of the spring, the Chancellor of the Exchequer had gambled
on an improvement in trade, but trade had slumped, and the

Hoover moratorium had deprived Great Britain of 11 million

in Reparations payment, and unemployment figures had risen to

nearly three million. What was worse, a Committee on Finance

and Industry had exposed (the Macmillan Report, July 14) the

weakness of London's financial position, the vulnerability of a

structure based on borrowing for short terms and lending for long

ones; and a Committee on National Expenditure had declared (the

May Report, July 31) that an economy of ^96 million should be

made forthwith by wage reductions and, above all, by cuts in Un-

employment Insurance. So it came to this: the Labour Govern-

ment must give less much less to the unemployed if it was

to get the loan from America. MacDonald knew that his colleagues

would not agree to reductions in the "dole", so on August 23 he

resigned and the Labour Government was at an end.

Everyone expected that the King would now ask Baldwin to

form a Conservative ministry. Everyone was wrong. The King re-

ceived MacDonald in Buckingham Palace on August 24 and Mac-

Donald emerged from the interview as Prime Minister of a non-

party Government. He formed a Cabinet of four Labour members,
two Liberals and four Conservatives, It was called a National

ministry, but this was a misnomer, for the Labour Party repudiated

it and expelled MacDonald and his three colleagues from their

ranks. It was intended to convince the world of the stability of

Great Britain, but in this it was hardly successful, for the drain

of money from the Bank of England continued. At last the fact

became obvious that England could not go on paying her foreign

creditors in full; on September 21, 1931, an Act was rushed through

Parliament, relieving the Bank o its obligation to give gold in ex-

change for notes.

Great Britain was off the gold standard. The pound sterling was

no longer equal to twenty shillings' worth of gold. This was enough
to plunge the exchanges of the world into chaos. Many countries

had large deposits in London, held British securities, conducted

their foreign trade largely in terms of sterling: there was no al-

ternative for them but to follow Great Britain off gold. By the

end of 1931 India, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, the Rho-
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desias, Austria, Japan, Portugal, Rumania, Chile, Greece, Siam and

Persia had abandoned the gold standard.

In the last months of 1931 the world crisis reached its climax.

Prices touched their lowest point; in finance and commerce there

was a maximum of dislocation; everywhere, except perhaps in

France, there was acute alarm; in many countries there was actual

panic and nowhere, in this dark winter, was there sign yet of con-

structive means for lifting the great depression.

Nazi Germany. There is a limit to what any people can endure;

by the beginning of 1932 Germans had reached that limit. They
had suffered four years of war ending in defeat, then the revolu-

tion, then the inflation; then an excrescence of prosperity that had

no roots, because it was built on loans, and no fruits, because the

industries in reorganizing themselves left two million men with-

out work and the profits were owed to foreigners; and now bank-

ruptcy, now a collapse that left half the young men between the

ages of sixteen and thirty-two without work and without the pros-

pect of work. It is no wonder that the people of Germany were

ready to rebel against the two forces which had brought them to

this plight, against the Powers who had drawn up the Versailles

Treaty to impose debt and humiliation upon them, and against the

Social Democrats of the Weimar Republic who had given them

liberty instead of leadership, profiteers instead of prophets, chaos

instead of content. The only question was which party was strong

enough to overthrow the republic and force a modification of Ver-

sailles. The Communists still had a following among working men,
but they seemed to want the prosperity for a class rather than for

the community, and their international sympathies seemed insane

to the generation of Germans which had known nothing but the

hatred of other nations. The Nationalists also had a following, but

they too stood for a class, for the prosperity of the eastern land-

owners and of the western industrialists. There remained only one

possible saviour for Germany: the National Socialist Party.

The history of the party is the history of one man. Adolf Hitler

was born in 1889, the son of a customs official in the village of

Braunau on the Austrian side of the Inn. He was left an orphan

at twelve and went to Vienna, hoping to be given a scholarship
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.at the Art School. He was rejected and drifted into casual labour,

picking up a living as a builder's mate, as a house-painter, anything.
The workmen despised him and he left Vienna for Munich. Luck-

ily the war broke out and he found himself in the German Army,
with comrades and a cause; he fought well and was made a cor-

poral, decorated and honourably wounded; but when peace came
he found himself back in Munich, a penniless nobody as before.

In 1920 he found a political group with six members and no pro-

gramme. Hitler became the seventh member and drew up a pro-

gramme in twenty-five points anti-Jew, anti-profiteer, anti-for-

eigner, anti-Weimar, anti-Versailles: to-day the points are the gospel
of Nazi Germany.
The party grew; it appealed to the shopkeepers and young men

of the lower middle class, who were left in the cold by Bavarian

Communism; some money was put up by western industrialists

who disliked Ruhr Communism; a few intellectuals joined the

movement, notably Joseph Gobbels, a young doctor of philosophy
of Heidelberg. Then Hitler had a stroke of luck; he fell in with

the ex-Marshal Ludendorff, who offered to lead a march on Berlin

in imitation of Mussolini's march on Rome. It was 1923, the time

of the Ruhr invasion, and the republic seemed to be tottering. But

the Nazi marchers were held up by the military when only a few

miles out of Munich. Most of the leaders escaped (one of them,

Goring, very narrowly he was badly wounded and had to be

carried on a stretcher over the mountains into Italy) but Hitler was

arrested and condemned to five years' imprisonment, of which he

was made to serve only a few months.

Any hope that the Nazis had seemed to disappear when the

Dawes Plan began to bring some prosperity to the German Re-

public. In May, 1924, the party won 1,900,000 votes and 32 seats

in the Reichstag; at the December elections it polled only 900,000

and had only 14 seats.

At those latter figures it stayed until the great depression brought
new strength to enemies of the republic. In September, 1930, nearly

six and a half million Germans voted Nazi. From this moment
Hitler never looked back. His party had 107 seats in the Reichstag,
an admirable organization centring on the Brown House at Mu-
nich, a considerable private army of ex-soldiers and unemployed
vouths, and a growing body of support all over Germany.
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It is a wonder that any German could resist what Hitler offered

at this time. A doctrine combining Nationalism and Socialism is

enough to go to the head of any hungry and humiliated country.
In place of the humiliation of Versailles and the stigma of war

guilt, Hitler taught that the Germans were the elite of the Aryan
stock, the chosen people of the white race whose civilization the

whole world was aping. In place of the rationalization of the re-

public which had led to unemployment all over the land he
offered work to all classes for the common cause, work to build

a third Reich more glorious than the Holy Roman Empire of

the Hohenstaufen, more glorious than the second empire of the

Hohenzollern. In place of the unsatisfying sex-equality introduced

at Weimar, he offered the man his traditional position as head of

the household and the woman hers with Kinder, Kuche und Kirche

(which would have the double advantage of removing women
from the labour market and of increasing the birth rate). And he

offered to all Germans an enemy, an enemy on whom the defeated

nation could vent its desire for revenge; he offered up to them the

Jews, the very embodiment of Communism, Profiteerism and In-

ternationalism.

Meanwhile Heinrich Briining had antagonized every class by

piling on taxes in the attempt to meet Germany's external debts. It

was obvious that he was losing every semblance of popular support.

The old President cast about for someone to replace him. There

was no one he could trust except his own peers, the barons of the

Herren Klub. These gentlemen were much more attached to the

monarchy than to the republic, but they hated Social Democracy
and they hated National Socialism, and in those days anything
seemed better to Hindenburg than Socialists or Nazis. He called

in Von Papen, who formed a "Barons' Cabinet." They had no

pretence to popular support, but they had a clear-cut policy Na-

tional Socialism without the socialism. With shrewd understanding
of the weakness of the Social Democrats (which lay in their shrink-

ing from violence) Von Papen turned them out of the government
of the State of Prussia which they had controlled for a decade.

In 1920 a similar coup on the part of Kapp had been frustrated by
a general strike; now not a hand was raised to help the Prussian

Socialists. Von Papen won another moral victory in July, this time

over the Allied Powers: at the Lausanne Conference, Reparations
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were virtually cancelled. It mattered little to Germany that ratifica-

tion of this depended on America's waiving her claim to war

debts: the point was that the Barons' Cabinet had removed a load

from Germany which Republican ministers had been powerless

to shift.

The barons still had the Nazis to face. At the July elections,

Hitler's party won 13,733,000 votes and 230 seats in the Reichstag.

It was necessary now to make some concessions to Hitler, so the

President condescended to receive him and offered him a seat in

the Cabinet. Hitler refused: he would have complete control or

nothing. Von Papen now braced himself for a duel with the Nazis;

he dissolved the Reichstag by presidential decree as soon as it met

and proceeded to steal Hitler's thunder by establishing a Nation-

alist dictatorship. The Press was censored, the wireless was mo-

nopolized, the State of Prussia was put under the virtual control

of the Central Government, Communists were imprisoned and

Jews were dismissed from public positions. So successfully did Von.

Papen take the words out of Hitler's mouth that at the November

elections the Nazi vote dropped by two million.

The Nazis now prepared for a military coup . As a last resort,

the President replaced Von Papen by General Von Schleicher, who
had control of the Reichswehr and was thought to have influence

with the Trade Unions. It was no use: on January 30, 1933, the

President had to confer the chancellorship upon Hitler.

Two gigantic tasks lay before Hitler: the first was to "Nazify"

Germany, to replace the democratic republicanism of Weimar by

the National Socialist Reich; the second was to improve the eco-

nomic condition of the country so that it could support its sixty

million people.

The first task proved the easier. On February 27 the Reichstag

building was burned to the ground. Communists were blamed for

the outrage. As a piece of political propaganda, it was as effective

as the production of the Zinoviev letter in England in 1924, for, at

the elections which were held a few days later, the Nazis won a

record majority. On March 23 the new House passed an Enabling

Bill, conferring dictational powers on Hitler for four years.

The Nazis set to work to disarm their enemies. Trade Unions

were abolished and Communists jailed, mauled and sometimes

tortured, as had happened after the Fascist coup in Italy a decade
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ago. Social Democrats acknowledged Hitler or expiated their sins

in internment camps. The Catholic Centre Party was dissolved;

Hitler had no quarrel with Catholicism and sent Von Papen to

make a concordat with the Pope, but he had no more intention

than Mussolini of tolerating Church interference in politics or in

secular education. The Lutheran Church was compelled not to

preach against National Socialism. The work of centralization begun

by Von Papen was completed. The component States of Germany
lost their liberties and were brought under Nazi control; and Press,

theatre, and lecture room and radio were converted into Nazi

mouthpieces. As for the Jews, they were persecuted. There was no

bloody pogrom such as had been common in Russia in Tsarist

days, but there was bullying and a cruel boycott of Jews of the

trading class and the dismissal of Jews from the professions. One
German citizen in a hundred was a Jew and perhaps one doctor,

lawyer, architect and scientist in ten; the persecution cost Germany
dear.

By 1934 Germany was "Nazified." There was not one organized

body left that was not nominally Nazi. Hitler contemplated dis-

banding his private Brown Army, which he no longer needed. The
Brown leaders threatened to resist and on June 30 Hitler had them

shot and took the opportunity to kill off various prominent men
in other walks of life including Von Schleicher, whom he sus-

pected of plotting against the regime. Then, in August, the old

President Von Hindenburg died and Hitler declared himself Presi-

dent as well as Chancellor; his move was confirmed in a plebiscite

by ninety per cent, of the German people: Hitler was at the height

of his power.

Hitler, Goring and Gobbels had done for Germany what Stein,

Scharnhorst and Humboldt had done for Prussia after the Na-

poleonic War. They could pride themselves that a new spirit was

alive in the land, a new elation, a new pride, an almost pre-war

arrogance. But the continuance of this spirit, and of Nazi rule,

depended on Hitler's ability to solve the economic problem. Ger-

mans still lacked food and comforts: the burden of Reparations

had gone but the interest on foreign loans had still to be paid, and

export trade was blocked by tariffs. Hitler ^did what he could to

relieve distress. He worked out schemes to send townsmen back to

the land, establishing families here and there on small farms; he
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stretched the system of private charity to breaking point; he re-

placed Jews by German professional men; he sent young men of

every class to labour camps where, instead of loafing the streets,

unemployed, they did useful work in the open air and learned

to respect their fellow men. All this was good for morale but it

buttered very few parsnips. When the winter of 1934 set in, there

was no prospect of any improvement in the economic condition.

Before any considerable recovery could take place, Germany
needed the Saar industrial area and also the goodwill of the other

Great Powers. For the Saar she would have to wait until the

plebiscite of 1935; as for the Great Powers, they showed less good-
will every month. They knew that it was largely their ill treatment

of Germany that had driven the people into National Socialism,

and this knowledge made them angry, not with themselves, but

with Hitler. Their anger took strange forms. The French, who
had armed to the teeth since the war, opposed on moral grounds
the Nazis' claim to be allowed to rearm; and, forgetting that anti-

Semitism had all but wrecked the French Republic in 1900, they
condemned the Nazis as barbarians for their treatment of the Jews.

The Americans, who consigned ten per cent, of their own citizens

to menial occupations and to lynch law because they were Negroes,
denounced the Nazi doctrine of race purity. The British, who had

stifled criticism and interned aliens during their war crisis, con-

demned the Nazi for taking similar precautions during their peace
crisis. And the Italians, who had forced Italian nationality and

Fascism upon 250,000 Austrians in the Tyrol, opposed Hitler's claim

to be allowed to extend German nationality and National Socialism

to the rest of Austria.

Dictatorship in Austria. In Austria, as in Germany, democracy

collapsed under the strain of the crisis. The little republic was

bankrupt and divided against itself at a time when its only hope

lay in unity. The Socialists of the city of Vienna found themselves

surrounded by enemies. On the north Hitler was demanding a

Nazi Austria; on the south Mussolini was demanding a Fascist

Austria; within the republic itself the Catholic leaders were persuad-

ing the peasants that they must arm themselves for defence against

the Nazis of Germany and the Socialists of Vienna. At last the

Chancellor, Dollfiiss, himself a Catholic of peasant stock, was in-
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formed by the Heimwehr the private army of Austrian Fascists

that they would cease to support him unless he took from the

Socialists the rifles which they had kept, unused, since 1918. The
Socialists had the alternative of giving up their arms after which
their fate could only be that of the Italian and German Socialists

or of resisting. They shut themselves in their tenements, those new
buildings which were a model to the world, and the Heimwehr
and the Austrian Army levelled heavy artillery on them. The tene-

ments were partially destroyed, women and children were killed

in their homes. After four days' fighting in the city it was Febru-

ary* 1934 -"-dta Socialists gave up their arms, and their leaders fled

over the frontier into Czechoslovakia. The Heimwehr and the

forces of Fascism now held the whip hand all over Austria. They
were able to keep order though they could not prevent, the

assassination of Dollfiiss by Nazis in July but for the rest of 1934
they could do nothing to improve the economic condition of the

country. A union with Hungary by means of a Habsburg restora-

tion might have set the wheels of commerce turning again, but it

was banned by the Little Entente.

Recovery in Great Britain. Of all the countries of Europe, Great
Britain made the best recovery from the crisis of 1931. The Emer-

gency National Government which was set up in August amounted
to a dictatorship. It abandoned the gold standard, which it had

promised to maintain, and it passed an Economy Bill "which, by a

momentous and unprecedented change of constitutional practice,

did not specify the economies to be made, but empowered the sev-

eral Ministers to effect them in their own departments with such

arbitrary modifications of existing contracts as were required, merely
by magisterial fiat."

* But the country approved of these measures:

at a general election held in October, the Liberals united with the

Conservatives against Labour, and the most respected public figures
and all the great newspapers except two urged the electors that

it was their duty to vote for the National Government, by which

they meant the coalition of Conservatives, Liberals and the handful

of ex-Labour leaders who had followed MacDonald. The Nation-

alists tried tb scare the poorer people by hinting that the Labour
Government had designs upon the money they put in the Post-

1 Lord Passficld in the Political Quarterly, January, 1932.
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office Savings Bank. The Labour vote dropped from thirty-six to

thirty per cent, of the total votes cast, and by a strange anomaly
of the British system of single-member constituencies, this involved

the loss of two hundred and fifteen Labour seats in Parliament.

The National Government found itself supported by ninety-one

per cent, of the House and with every prospect of five full years in

power.
The object of the new coalition was to help the British producers.

Normally, most producers worked for foreign markets, but now
the great depression had swept away most of that foreign trade.

There was little that a Government could do to recover it, but that

little the Nationalists did. The pound was not allowed to fluctuate:

an Exchange Equalization Fund was used to keep it steady at a

poirtf not too far below its old standard. The steadiness of the pound
meant that foreigners could contract to buy British goods without

too much risk of prices rising in the meantime; the cheapness of

the pound meant that they could afford to buy more easily than

when it had stood at its 1925-1931 rate. Then the Government con-

verted the ^200 million of War Loan from 5 per cent, interest

to 3^2 per cent. Rentiers lost a large fraction of their incomes, but in

future investors felt more inclined to invest their money in in-

dustrial stocks there was more capital available for industry. One

weapon the Government had for stimulating the export trade:

certain nations, notably Denmark, the Scandinavian and East Baltic

States, lived largely by selling goods to England; the Government

announced that it would not allow these goods into the country
unless the States concerned undertook to take a definite amount

of English products in exchange. By this system' of international

barter, the British export and shipping industries were saved from

stagnation.

In the days of her prosperity, Great Britain had not bothered

much about the home market; the business of selling goods to

forty million Britons was petty compared with the opportunities

of sales to the thousands of millions of foreigners. But now, in the

world-wide depression, the home market offered possibilities which

the National Government did its best to develop. It kept cheap

foreign goods out of the country by tariffs (thus abandoning all

allegiance to the Free Trade gospel of the nineteenth century and,

incidentally, losing the support of a group of Liberals in the coali-
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tion). It gave subsidies to help the shipping industry and producers
of wheat, milk and beef, and it carried out a really important re-

form of British agriculture.

The instruments of the reform were Marketing Acts which were
an attempt to organize producers to raise and distribute their own
products in combination, instead of by cutthroat competition. The

machinery had been set up by the Labour Government in 1931; it

was elaborated by Major Walter Elliot, the Conservative Minister

of Agriculture, in 1933. The Acts empoi&ered two thirds of the

producers of any one commodity to plan the quantity, quality and

price of their product. Their plan was to be subjected to criticism

by various committees and government departments and finally to

be submitted in the form of a Bill for the approval of Parliament.

In 1933 and 1934, Marketing Acts were passed for hops, milk, pigs,

bacon, potatoes and other commodities.

The Marketing Acts were the most remarkable experiment un-

dertaken in England in post-war years. At last the effort was being
made to plan the production and wholesale distribution of food

according to the needs of the community. Every sort of difficulty

beset the experiment in its initial stages. It was obvious, for instance,

that producers, being thus officially encouraged to form monopolies,

would use their new powers to force up prices in their own in-

terests. This is what happened in the case of pigs and bacon, for

which producers charged a higher price, thus depriving the poorer

classes of a food for which they could find no wholesome substitute.

It was some time before the producers realized that their selfish

policy was harming themselves by killing the demand for their

product. The weakness of these first Marketing Acts and subsidies

was the
1

scant attention paid to the consumer's point of view. It was

easy to summon a committee of representative producers, but who
is to be called a representative consumer? The British Govern-

ment, like the American, had yet to develop a technique for plan-

ning agriculture in the interests of the man who eats as well as for

the man who grows.
Great Britain had made a considerable relative recovery. No other

country in the world in 1934 was so prosperous, none so stable, none

so confident, none had weathered the crisis with so little panic, so

little oppression. But this recovery was only relative. It was achieved

at the expense of the taxpayer, whose burden was increased; of the
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teachers, civil and military servants, who suffered cuts in their

salaries; of the poorer classes, who had to pay more for their food;

and of the unemployed, who suffered cuts in the dole which brought

their standard of living below that which the British Medical As-

sociation considered necessary for the maintenance of health. Above

all, it was achieved at the expense of the foreigner: bankers and

business men of nearly every nation who had deposited money in

London for safe keeping lost twenty per cent, of their savings when
Great Britain went off the gold standard; exporters lost more than

that percentage of their trade when Great Britain piled tariff upon
tariff, quota upon quota; the United States had an especial grievance

when the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 1934 refused to pay the

bulk of his American debt at the very time when he was gloating

over a considerable budget surplus.

The nature of the recovery in other countries was the same in

varying degrees as that of Great Britain. Almost every nation was

a little better off in 1934 than in 1931. But the partial recovery had

been attained by negative methods. The depression that became

intense in 1929 and reached a crisis in the winter of 1931 drove every

European nation into its shell, arming itself by tariffs, currency

restrictions and armaments against every other nation; and this

manoeuvre tended to retard the restoration of financial and eco-

nomic intercourse between nations. No one imagined that there

could be any real recovery until international trade was restored.

Europe under Dictatorship. How much and how little was done by
Great Britain and the other European nations towards an inter-

national solution of the depression will be considered at the end of

this book. All that remains to 'be noted here is that parliamentary

democracy proved inadequate to deal with the emergency, and that

there arose in nearly every nation a form of dictatorship, more or

less severe, according to the suddenness and intensity of the crisis.

In Germany and Austria democracy gave way to tyranny. In Po-

land all but the faintest shadow of parliamentary rule was lost in

October, 1929, when Pilsudski, nominally only Minister of War,
sent a body of soldiers into the lobby of the Chamber to remind
the delegates of their limitations; his position as dictator was "legal-

ized" at the elections of the following December, before which he

had taken the precaution of imprisoning the leaders of the opposi-
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tion. In Yugoslavia King Alexander made the murder of the Croat

leader, Raditch, in the Chamber, an excuse for dismissing Parlia-

ment and suspending the Constitution; he ruled Yugoslavia as a

dictator, largely in Serbian interests and to the great discontent of

Croats and Slovenes, until October, 1934, when he himself was
murdered at Marseilles. In 1931 his brother-in-law, King Carol of

Rumania, took a similar step towards dictatorship when he dis-

missed Maniu and replaced him as Prime Minister by an old man
who had been the royal tutor. Hungary, not having shared in the

prosperity of 1925-1929, did not feel the sudden contrast of the

depression, but in 1931 the arrogant Count Bethlen had to resign

in favour of a minister who was more inclined to truckle to France,

and in 1932 the Francophile was succeeded by Julius Gombos, who
was prepared to accept help from Italy upon Italy's terms. Czecho-

slovakia, being a more self-sufficient state, fared a little better.

Masaryk and Benes kept their seats and the Constitution was not

altered, though no attempt was made to allow that free expression
of opinion which older democratic States regarded as the essence

of democracy. In France and Great Britain democratic government
stood the strain, but only at the price of setting up National Govern-

ments which meant the virtual elimination of parliamentary op-

position.

It was a far cry from 1929, when the map of Europe had been

redrawn to make the world safe for democracy. But the disease

which had broken out in 1929 was not a visitation of Providence;

it was the direct outcome of human mistakes, and the cure would

come as soon as men's vision should be extended from their own

jobs or lack of jobs to the world, conditions which had made

the history of the post-war years what it was.





Part Two THE SOVIET UNION





I THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION

THE Russian Revolution is the salient event in the history of the

post-war world. Most of the difficulties in understanding it have

come from thinking of Russia as a European country. A child is

incomprehensible if judged by adult standards; Russia is incom-

prehensible if judged by European standards. Russia is largely

Oriental; her revolution is one of many Oriental revolutions which

have taken place in the twentieth century against the exploitation

of the Western Powers and of the privileged classes: it is only from

that angle that Bolshevism can be understood.

Tsarist Russia. In the nineteenth century Russia was a vast empire
of peasants and landowners. The peasants were serfs, tied to the soil;

the landowners were owners of the serfs and used to bequeath them

in their wills, like so many heads of cattle. In 1861 a decree of

Tsar Alexander II made the serfs free men and allowed them to buy

plots of land on the instalment system and to work for the lords,

for wages to pay of! their debt. "It is better," said Alexander, "to

abolish serfdom from above than to wait until it is abolished from

below."

If Russia had remained a purely agricultural country, there would

have been no revolution, but towards the end of the century a

policy of industrialization was adopted: Count Witte made a treaty

with France; a treaty with Great Britain followed in 1906; and

French and British capital began to pour into Russia to finance

industrial development. It was the policy of the Tsarist Govern-

ment to encourage foreign investment in Russian industry rather

than to import industrial goods from Western Europe. Mining and

metal works were developed in the Ukraine and in the Donetz

area, and light industries round Moscow and Petrograd; munition

factories sprang up to equip Russian armies for the war against

Japan in 1904, and by 1906 Russia was producing nearly all the

material needed for the expansion of her railways. By 1914 two and
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a half million workers were employed in urban industries and in

mining. The conditions under which they worked are indescribable.

Herded in barracks or in slums, which grew like fungus round the

factories, with little state interference to mitigate and no tradition

to sanctify their misery, this new proletariat turned naturally to

thoughts of revolution. A few intellectuals took up their cause,

formed in 1897 a Socialist Party, and affiliated themselves with the

Socialist or Social Democratic parties of the older industrial nations,

which had organized an International Working Men's Association

under the guidance of Karl Marx as early as 1864. This First In-

ternational had broken up after the failure of the Paris workers to

establish a Commune in 1871, and it was succeeded by a less bel-

licose Second International

The life of the Russian Socialists was tragically hard. In Eng-
land they would have harangued audiences in Hyde Park, petitioned

Members of Parliament, organized Trade Unions, published So-

cialist periodicals; but in Russia all these peaceable methods of

agitation were forbidden. There was no freedom of assembly or of

speech or of publication; and the Tsar had a formidable police

organization, the Ochrana, devoted to rooting out revolutionaries.

The Russian agitators were driven underground, to concealed print-

ing presses and to secret meetings behind locked doors. When caught,

their punishment was death or exile to Siberia. Vladimir Ilytch

Ulianov, the school-inspector's son whose nom de flume was Lenin,

was exiled to Siberia in 1896 for three years, and later went to

Europe and remained an exile until 1917. Lev Davidovitch Bron-

stein (Trotsky), the son of a Jewish farmer, was exiled at the age
of eighteen for organizing a party of workers in Odessa, Joseph

Djugashvilli (Stalin), the Georgian, was imprisoned and escaped
a dozen times before he was put away for four years in eastern

Siberia. Worse misfortunes overtook most of the Russian revolu-

tionaries. Adversity made heroes of them; they gave themselves

up to their vocation with all the devotion of priests.

The Ochrana was the most efficient department of the Tsarist

Government. The other departments were almost criminally negli-

gent. They let Japan trounce Russia in 1905. This defeat gave a

glimmer of hope to the workers and peasants. Here and there, over

the vast face of Russia, spontaneous insurrection broke out, strikes

in towns as far apart as Warsaw and Kovno, Riga and Tiflis, and
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in the countryside raids on manor houses and destruction of farm

machinery. In Petrograd the strikers formed a Soviet or Council

of Workers, and Trotsky, who had slipped back from Europe, was

elected at the age of twenty-five to be its president. The Soviet pro-
claimed the Tsarist debts void and then succumbed: early in Decem-

ber, its leaders were arrested. In Moscow, the Soviet declared a

general strike on December 19 and workers captured all but the

central portion of the town, but their rising came too late. The
Tsarist troops were back from Manchuria and the revolt was sup-

pressed.

The revolutionary leaders found themselves in exile again. The
moral they drew from the 1905 failure was that revolution in one

single country could not succeed. There must be a revolution of the

workers in every country. Capitalist industry had brought the same

evils wherever it touched, the same profiteering by capitalists, the

same slums, semi-starvation and degradation for the working class.

The only solution, as Marx had said, was the overthrow of the

whole capitalist system by the workers of the world. Spontaneous

rising would be put down; the eventual revolution must be made

by a disciplined revolutionary party acting through the workers'

own organizations. The Russian rebellion of 1905 had brought the

workers' organizations into existence in the form of Soviets. But the

revolutionary party had not been ready in 1905. Two years before,

the Russian Social Democrats had split: a majority (Bolshevik!)

had declared for a small party limited to whole-time workers and

devoted to violent revolution; a minority (Mensheviki) had de-

clared for a large party, including sympathisers as well as revolu-

tionaries, and devoted to more gradual methods. Quarrels between

the Bolsheviks led by Lenin and the Mensheviks led by Martov,

with Trotsky steering an independent course between them, con-

tinued until the World War broke out in 1914. Then Lenin was

proved to be right. The Social Democratic parties of Britain, France,

Belgium, Austria and Germany were of "Menshevik" mentality;

they had all sworn not to join in the war which everyone knew
to be coming, yet they all broke their words: Trade Union leaders

in Britain urged their members to fight against Trade Unionists

in Germany and vice versa. Lenin had to watch the workers of the

world lose their opportunity of combining against the capitalists

who, he believed^ had demonstrated the fundamental viciousness
''' :
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of their system by making the war. He did not despair but worked

hard to keep in touch with the Bolshevik groups in various parts

of Europe.

The Revolutions of igij. Marx had predicted generations ago that

in the capitalist weakness which would follow war the workers'

chance would come. It came in March, 1917, in Russia, and so

suddenly that nobody was prepared. A strike broke out in Petrograd,

following a demonstration of women workers on International

Women's Day. By the third day of the strike two hundred and

forty thousand workers were parading the streets of the capital.

The Cossacks were called out to drive them back to work, but the

Cossacks preferred to fraternize with them. Other troops deserted

to the workers and helped them to capture the police stations. The
Tsar's train was held up outside Petrograd and the "Little Father"

was barred from his capital.

The Government was paralysed. As Denikin, the future White

general, said: "Owing to the unrestrained orgy of power in which

the successive rulers, appointed at Rasputin's suggestion, had in-

dulged during their short term of office, there was in 1917 no political

party, no class, upon which the Tsarist Government could rely.

Everybody considered the Government as the enemy of the people.

Extreme Monarchists and Socialists alike, the united nobility, labour

groups, Grand Dukes and half-educated soldiers all were of the

same opinion." But there was no agreement as to what should take

its place. Now, as in 1905, the workers failed to take advantage of

their insurrection. To get rid of the Tsar was one thing, but to

rule Russia themselves was another. They elected Soviets, but the

members they chose were mostly Mensheviks and supported a Pro-

visional Revolutionary Government of Liberals not revolutiona-

ries but moderate reformers, the old middle class with a Prince

Lvov at their head. It was a ludicrous situation: the workers

put the capitalist bourgeoisie into power without making any stipu-

lations about landownership or for an eight-hour day; the only

condition they made was that the Left-wing parties should be al-

lowed to conduct their propaganda unmolested. As Trotsky has

said in his great "History," "the revolutionaries were begging the

liberals to save the Revolution . . . the liberals were begging the
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monarchy to save liberalism." But at the time the absurdity of the

situation was not realized. The Socialist leaders seemed pleased

enough with the course the revolution was taking. They were rudely
shaken out of their complacency by Lenin. He was in exile in

Zurich when the news of the March Revolution came; weeks passed
before he could arrange with the German Government for leave to

cross Germany, though at last the Germans agreed and provided a

railway coach for the transport of Lenin and other revolutionaries,

thinking that their presence in Russia would strengthen the peace

party in that country. In April, Lenin reached the Finland Station

of Petrograd, to find a huge crowd of Socialists waiting to welcome

him. They thrust a bouquet into his arms and crowded round him,

calling for a speech and expecting the squat little man to congratu-

late them on the way they had overthrown Tsardom. Instead of

congratulation, they heard a speech of the most withering and

contemptuous abuse. They had betrayed the revolution by setting

up a Government of capitalists; the Provisional Government must

be destroyed and all power taken in the hands of the Soviets. There

must be another revolution aimed at giving "Power to the Soviets,

Land to the Peasants, Bread to the Starving and Peace to all men."

The Bolsheviks thought that their leader was mad. After all, he

had spent his life in exile and was completely out of touch with

realities in Russia. They continued to support the Provisional Gov-

ernment and waited for Lenin to moderate his views.

The life of the Provisional Government depended on its success

in conducting the war. Failure to organize Russia for war had been

the cause of the downfall of the Tsar. The magnitude of that failure

cannot be exaggerated. Russia was the first power to mobilize in

1914; millions of men were rushed to her western front, but so ill-

armed, ill-clad, ill-fed, with such scanty provision for health, equip-

ment and reinforcement, that they had died like flies in the marshes

of Prussia and the trerickes of Poland; at last they had begun to

desert: it is said that over a million Russian soldiers left the lines

to make their way back to their villages in January, 1917. Yet the

Provisional Government was determined to carry on the war. They
had more enthusiasm but not much more competence than the

Tsarists. They organized a great offensive for June, but the Kron-

stadt sailors mutinied, whole regiments mutinied; the offensive was
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a complete failure. The news of the failure made Petrograd seethe

with revolt. Sailors and soldiers poured into the capital and joined

the factory workers in the cry of "Power to the Soviets" and "End

the War." The Provisional Government was equal to this crisis.

It put the blame for the demonstrations on the Bolshevik faction,

convinced the demonstrators that Lenin was a German spy and that

the peace agitation was part of a plot to betray Russia to the Ger-

mans. The Bolsheviks went into hiding. The Provisional Govern-

ment reorganized itself, with Kerensky, a lawyer with oratorical

gifts, in place of Lvov.

In the late summer and early autumn, the revolution languished.

Lenin and some Bolshevik leaders were in hiding, others were in

prison. Party members in the Soviets were urging them to strike

at once at the Government. Lenin held them back; he knew that the

time was not yet, that he must wait until Kerensky had dug his own

grave and public opinion come round to the Bolsheviks.

At last he gave the word. An Imperialist general, Kornilov, had

attempted a couf d'Stat; his failure had demonstrated the weakness

of the forces of reaction, and subsequently the Bolsheviks won a

majority in the Petrograd Soviet. On October 23, Lenin announced

at a secret meeting of Bolsheviks that the party would seize power
in fifteen days. The two weeks passed in a flash; there was hardly
time to organize a few hundred young men into a secret "Red

Guard", to arrange with munition workers to steal bombs and

machine guns, to sound telephone operators, and to warn friends

in the police and in the Aurora, 'the battleship whose Bolshevik

crew had brought it up the Neva to Petrograd. The Bolshevik head-

quarters were in the Smolny Institute once a school for the daugh-
ters of the nobility. It was crowded with delegates up for the Soviet

Congress, with professional revolutionaries back from exile, with

Red Guards and with arms and equipment, with messengers and

reporters and the curious of every description. Somehow through
the confusion orders came for the insurrection; somehow they were

carried out There was nothing startlingly dramatic about the Bol-

shevik couf of November 7:
1 the capital fell into their hands as

1 October 25 by the Julian calendar, which was still the official calendar of Russia.

Following this dating, the events of those days became known as the October Revo-

lution.
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if it had been Bolshevik all along. The insurrection began in the

small hours, when at about 2 a.m. Bolshevik detachments began
to occupy the strong points. At five o'clock the Provisional Govern-

ment ordered the Bolshevik Press to be seized: the machine rooms

were raided by police and some machinery destroyed. But the

Aurora refused to obey orders to leave the river and provided the

Bolsheviks with reinforcements and a broadcasting station. At ten

o'clock there was a broadcast from Smolny, announcing the insur-

rection, and in the afternoon the Soviet Congress met and was

carried away by a speech from Lenin, justifying the insurrection

and explaining the aims of the revolution. Later in the afternoon,

the troops in the Peter and Paul Fortress went over to the Bolsheviks

and in the evening, when the Provisional Government tried to cut

Smolny out of the telephone system, the attempt was easily resisted

and the men who were sent to arrest Lenin were themselves easily

arrested. There remained only the Winter Palace, the government

headquarters where the Kerensky Cabinet was in session. It was

surrounded by Bolsheviks and by a huge crowd of nondescript

spectators. In the dark, someone opened a back door and the crowd

began to surge in till all was confusion inside; the Provisional

Government melted away. Soon after midnight the Bolsheviks were

in complete control of the capital. So little blood had been shed

that the foreign correspondents in Petrograd could not realize that

anything important had taken place.

The insurrection spread to Moscow; here there was fighting, but

it was soon ended, and the Soviets and the Bolshevik Party took

control of the city. It spread to the country districts. A decree of

Lenin had given the land to the peasants; they raided the manor

houses, set up Soviets, divided the land among themselves. Later

the Bolshevik Government were to suffer for this step, were to

regret that they had not nationalized the great farms, instead of

allowing them to be partitioned into uneconomic holdings by in-

competent peasants. But in 1917 there was really no alternative:

only by satisfying the peasants' land hunger could they be won over

to the revolution.

Satisfying the food hunger of the town workers was a more dif-

ficult matter. The economic system of the country had broken down

under the pressure exerted by Kerensky in organizing the summer
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offensive. The Bolsheviks had to confiscate supplies and ration them

out to workers, improvising a system on the lines of those already

in operation in other belligerent countries.

The Treaty of Brest-Litovs^ The greatest of all Lenin's difficulties

was the war. Somehow the mad loss of life on the German front

must be stopped. An armistice was signed on December 15 and

Trotsky was sent to Brest-Litovsk to negotiate a treaty. The dele-

gates of Imperial Germany knew that the Bolsheviks' surrender

was unconditional. Trotsky had no bargaining power; he had only
his own superb effrontery and rhetorical talent. He kept the Con-

ference alive, arguing and procrastinating, while the Press of the

world was filled week after week with reports of his speeches. After

Brest-Litovsk the world was no longer able to ignore the aims and

achievements of the Bolsheviks.

At last the evil hour could be postponed no longer: the German
terms must be accepted or Russia would be further invaded. The
terms were terrible: the surrender of Armenia, of the Ukraine and

of all the Baltic States in other words, Russia was to be deprived
of a quarter of her population and of her rich farm lands, a third

of her factories and three quarters of her iron industry and coal

fields. The Bolsheviks wanted to refuse to sign but Lenin krjew that

no price was too high to pay for peace; he also knew that Germany
would not be strong enough to enforce her terms. By a great effort,

he secured a majority of one for acceptance. A few months later,

Imperial Germany collapsed and the treaty was a dead letter. But

by that time Russia had lost Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania

and a large part of Poland. These she has never regained.

The Civil War. Peace with Germany meant war with the Allied

Powers. The Allies had huge ammunition dumps in Russia; they

could not stand by and watch these fall into German hands. What
is more, they had huge investments in Russia, and the new regime
had repudiated the debts of the old; the fortunes of thousands of

British and French shareholders depended on the overthrow of

the Communists. So the Allies got into touch with the counter-

revolutionary leaders and sent them reinforcement. No one doubted

that the Communists would be defeated. In 1918 every hand was
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against them. In the west there were armies of seventy-five thousand

Poles and seventy thousand Rumanians, to say nothing of a Ger-

man army which had set up a Cossack Government in the Ukraine,

with the intention of making it an independent State under Ger-

man tutelage. In the north there were fourteen thousand British and

counter-revolutionary (White) troops round Murmansk, and thirty-

two thousand round Archangel. In the south French troops were

massing in Odessa and round Batum, and a White army under

General Denikin was besieging the industrial towns of the Don.

In the east White Russians held the line of the Urals, helped by

fifty-five thousand Czechs. These Czechs were in arms on Russian

soil at the time of the Revolution; the Bolsheviks had promised
them a safe conduct home by the Far Eastern route, but when it

became obvious that their arms would be used by the White forces,

the promise was withdrawn. The Czechs found themselves scattered

in a hundred and ninety trains along the length of the Trans-

Siberian Railway. They determined to fight their way home; thanks

to them, the White armies kept control of the railway. Away in

Siberia, Admiral Kolchak was organizing the White armies; he

was in touch with the Japanese, who were pushing westward from

the Pacific Coast, and was helped by British and Americans, the

latter having undertaken to clothe and equip one hundred thousand

of his troops.

The Bolsheviks' position appeared hopeless but it was not so bad

as it seemed. The foreign Powers, after raising the hopes of the

Whites, began one by one to desert them. The defeat of the Ger-

mans in Western Europe entailed the withdrawal of their troops

from the Ukraine and the collapse of that new-born republic. The

French now hoped to make the Ukraine a French protectorate and

the Black Sea a French lake, but in April, 1919, orders came from

Paris for the French forces to evacuate Russian territory within

three days. Before they left, the French had time to destroy thirty

White submarines, to prevent their falling into the hands of the

Bolsheviks, or incidentally of any other Russian Government.

The British were the next to desert their White allies; very success-

fully the British troops, which had been increased to twenty-eight

thousand, evacuated North Russia in the autumn of 1919, The only

army of a major foreign Power now left in Russia was that of
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the Japanese, and they were obviously more intent on seizing

Vladivostok and the Chinese Eastern Railway than on cooperating
with Kolchak.

Now it was a straight fight between the Bolsheviks and the White

forces. In June, 1919, Trotsky had been put in command of the

Red Army. He was no soldier but he had a genius for organiza-
tion. Out of the remnants of the old Imperial Army, out of factory

workers and peasants, he created a force that was worth the name
of an army. Its numbers were estimated at four hundred thousand,

which included thirty thousand ex-Imperial officers. He had war ma-

terial and munitions in plenty; the difficulty was in finding transport
the railway system had crumbled under the strain of war. Yet

somehow Trotsky got his men into position and succeeded in con-

ducting a war on sixteen fronts. He himself spent two and a half

years in the train, which was the Red General Headquarters, dash-

ing from front to front with news, plans, equipment and encourage-

ment, and with the incalculable restorative force of his own per-

sonality. "Lenin," wrote Lunacharsky, "is perfectly fitted for sitting

in the President's chair of the Soviet of People's Commissars, and

guiding with genius the world revolution, but obviously he could

not handle the titanic task which Trotsky took upon his shoulders,

those lightning trips from place to place, those magnificent

speeches; fanfares of instantaneous commands, that role of continual

electrifier, now at one point and now another of the weakening

army. There is not a man on earth who could replace Trotsky
there." Not all the Soviet leaders were loyal to the Commander-in-

Chief : Stalin disapproved of his use of ex-Imperial officers and urged
Lenin to recall him, but Lenin gave Trotsky full backing.

In 1919 the White offensive began. Before the spring came Kol-

chak began his drive towards Moscow. In the summer Denikin

advanced from the south, until a third of Russia lay behind his lines.

In the autumn Yudenitch was advancing from the White Sea on

Petrograd. Lenin was for abandoning the city, but Stalin succeeded

in scraping together an army and Yudenitch turned tail: by Febru-

ary, 1920, the Reds were in possession of Murmansk and Archangel,
where they executed five hundred White officers and buried them

in a common grave; Yudenitch escaped with his private fortune in

a British ship. In the same month Kolchak was captured and shot.

Denikin's offensive had no greater success; his far-flung lines were
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pierced and soon nothing was left of his army but a sorry detach-

ment under Wrangel in the Crimea.

The White generals had failed; divided command, mutual jeal-

ousy, half-hearted foreign allies and contradictory aims had ruined

their cause. The Red Army had the advantage of a single command,
of fighting on inner lines and, above all, of a crusader's enthusiasm

for a new social order.

In the spring of 1920 there remained in the field only one power-
ful enemy of the Soviets: the Poles. The two best generals which

the Red forces had produced, Budenny and Tukhachevsky, were

sent against them; but in May Pilsudski captured Kiev and in June
he drove Budenny's cavalry out of the Ukraine. The Communists

rallied and began a great drive on Warsaw: Pilsudski saved his

capital in August and drove Tukhachevsky back by "carrying

through a manoeuvre so dangerous as to necessitate not only genius
but heroism." The Reds lost one hundred and fifty thousand men
in two months. In October, 1920, peace was signed with Poland.

Communism had emerged victorious from the Civil War.

War-Communism. The Allied troops came home with shocking
tales of the barbarity of their enemies. They had no admiration for

their White allies, whose cruelty was as unforgivable as their in-

competence "The deeds of the two White chieftains, Atamans

Semynov and Kalmykov, would have done credit to Genghis Khan,"
wrote the historian of the White Armies but for the barbarity of

the Reds no words were strong enough. All the old stories of

prisoners tortured, women raped and babies butchered, which had

been told of the Bosches in 1914-1918, were told again now of the

Bolsheviks. This time there was some truth in them. The Bolsheviks

in their revolution, like the French in theirs, used Terror as a

weapon. In September, 1918, an Extraordinary Commission for

Combating Counter-Revolution (Cheka) was set up on the lines

of the Tsarist Ochrana. Soon it had agents and spies in every part

of Russia and everyone who could not prove himself a sincere

revolutionary Was liable to be shot. The numbers of those who
died in the Red Terror can never be known and for that reason

they will always be exaggerated; the least incredible estimate is

that which puts the number officially executed in 1918-1919 as

seventy thousand.
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To win the war the Bolsheviks had resorted to a system of gen-
eral conscription which they called War-Communism. It bore no

relation to Communism, the system which they hoped ultimately

to establish. Under Communism there would be no class distinc-

tions, no dictatorship. Under War-Communism dictatorship was

carried to its farthest extreme. All supplies were declared state prop-

erty and one economic function after another was brought under

the control of the Government. Foreign trade was taken over by
the State, debts were repudiated and private property nationalized,

the grain of the peasants was requisitioned on the payment of

nominal sums and on pain of death. By July, 1918, the system was

complete. Thanks to it, the Bolsheviks were able to win the civil

war, but it lost them the support of the peasants, who had not

evicted their landlords in order to put in their place taskmasters

a thousand times more severe. The peasants suffered atrociously. It

is estimated that millions died of starvation in 1921, when the harvest

was ruined by an unprecedented drought. They began to slaughter

their cattle and to refuse to sow the spring crops. Outbreaks against

the Bolsheviks occurred in various places in the spring of 1921 and

spread even to the sailors of Kronstadt, who had been among the

first supporters of the revolution.

The New Economic Policy. Lenin had no alternative but to abandon

War-Communism and to re-introduce part of the old capitalist

system of private trading. Step by step and against the opposition

of most of his own supporters, who protested that this was con-

trary to orthodox Marxism, he introduced the New Economic

Policy. Compulsory grain collection from the peasants ceased; in-

stead they were asked to pay a definite tax in kind and were al-

lowed to sell their surplus products in the open market, as of old;

government control of industry relaxed; small firms began to manu-

facture for profit in the old way and concessions were allowed once

again to foreign companies; the great industries were encouraged
to organize themselves into trusts and were allowed to manage -their

own affairs, subject to a vague supervision by the Supreme Eco-

nomic Council of the Soviets, to which they handed over any profits

that remained when they had set aside reserves for development
work and for a new standard of welfare for their workers. Distribu-

tion by private agencies on a profit basis was allowed to begin again,
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and a new currency based on the chervonetz was put into circula-

tion in place of Tsarist roubles and the ration cards of the War-
Communism period. But here, as in industry, the N.E.P. did not

involve a complete return to competitive capitalism. The Govern-

ment encouraged Cooperative societies for distribution and soon

these grew to enormous dimensions, with their own factories at

home and agencies in foreign countries. Finance too was under

government control; Gosban\, the State Banking Institution, was

set up in 1921 with control over the other banks and financial

agencies of Soviet Russia.

The N.E.P. was even further than War-Communism from the

Marxian ideal. Private capitalists (Neprnen) grew rich on in-

ordinate profits. Clever peasants added acre to acre and herd to

herd until some were as wealthy and employed as many labourers

as the old landlords; the villagers were dividing themselves into

two classes, Kulaks or rich peasants, and Bedniaks or paupers.

The Government tried to level the classes by heavy direct taxa-

tion, but this method made enemies and brought in little to the

treasury. Yet the N.E.P. served its purpose well; it was intended

to give a breathing space while the Bolsheviks laid their plans and

organized their forces for a drive towards State-Capitalism which

was to be the next step towards the Communist goal. The country

recovered from the famine of the Civil War years, the peasants

lived well, and in the towns there was food for all who had money
to buy. The export trade of Russia picked up again, rising in value

from 1.4 million roubles in 1920 to 20.2 million in 1921, 81.6 million

in 1922, 205.8 in 1923. Economic recovery had been achieved. The
Communists were established in power; it remained for them to

establish their revolution.



THE UNION OF SOCIALIST
SOVIET REPUBLICS

IN 1923 the new political constitution was proclaimed. Instead of

an empire ruled by a Tsar and an aristocratic caste, Russia became

a confederation, a Union of Socialist Soviet Republics. The con-

federation included seven republics: a few words about each are

necessary to give some idea of the immensity and diversity of the

Soviet Union.

The Republics. By far the biggest unit is the Russian Socialist

Federated Soviet Republic. It stretches from Smolensk to the Pacific,

from Leningrad (Petrograd) to the Caucasus and comprised at the

census of 1926 over a hundred million inhabitants. Within its

boundaries are seven "autonomous States", ranging in size from

the vast Yakutsk Republic in Eastern Siberia to the tiny Crimean

Republic, and in character from the Oriental Buriat-Mongolian

Republic to the German Republic on the Volga, which includes

the descendants of the German colonists who were settled there by
Catherine the Great in the eighteenth century.

Bordering on the capitalist States of Europe are the White Russian

S.S.R., with nearly five million inhabitants, and the Ukrainian

S.S.R., with nearly thirty million. The Ukrainians are not Russian

in race or language and are not conspicuously Communist in con-

viction. It might be thought that the best solution would be for

them to become an independent nation, but the land they inhabit is

so fertile and so rich in minerals that it has always been the object
of jealousy on the part of neighbouring States. At the close of the

World War, Germany and France, Poland and Rumania, as well

as Russia, all had designs upon the Ukraine. The capital, Kiev,

together with most of the territory, was conquered by the Red

Army, and the Ukrainian S.S.R. was set up. Conquest has been

justified by the fact that the Ukrainians in the U.S.S.R. have fared

much better than their brothers in Poland and in Rumania,
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The Trans-Caucasian S.F.S.R. is equally un-Russian in race and

language. It includes Azerbaijan, Georgia and Armenia, three

distinct nationalities. In each area there was a movement for in-

dependence when the Tsarist and Ottoman empires broke up under

the strain of war. But, like the Ukraine, the Trans-Caucasian coun-

tries were far too rich to be allowed independence by the Great

Powers: Georgia has some of the most valuable manganese deposits

in the world; Azerbaijan includes the oil region of Baku. Like the

Ukraine, the Trans-Caucasian peoples were conquered by the Com-

munists, and if we compare their subsequent treatment with that

accorded by the capitalist Powers to the Kurds of Mosul (see page

199) we cannot greatly regret the conquest.

The three remaining republics of the U.S.S.R. are less important.
The Uzbek S.S.R. covers the mountain region north of Afghanistan,
the Turkoman S.S.R. marches with Turkey, and the Tadzhik S.SJEL

with British India. They are remote from Moscow in every sense;

their country is mountainous, their habits barbarous and their re-

ligion that of Mahomet. It must go to the credit of Moscow that

there are tribes in Afghanistan and Persia and in the Northwest

Province of British India who are envious of their lot.

The Tsarist regime had attempted to iron out all national dif-

ferences; the Soviet regime encouraged them. Each of the republics

and their component States has cultural autonomy, the right to use

its own language and to manage schools, public health, and the

Press on its own lines and under its own control. There is nothing
in the Constitution of 1923 to prevent a member-republic from

seceding from the U.S.S.R., just as there is nothing to prevent a

neighbouring State, such as Finland, for instance, or Turkey or

Chinese Mongolia, from joining it. But in practice it may be doubted

whether secession would ever be permitted. The Soviet Union has

gone a long way to solving the nationalist problem; but it has not

yet solved it. Nation groups are allowed to preserve their own cul-

ture, but they must develop their economic resources for the good
of all. Their relation to Moscow may be compared, very roughly,

to that of Wales to London: the Welsh have their own University

and their own Church; their language is taught in the schools and

broadcast on the radio; but their coal fields are developed in the

interests more or less of Great Britain, and their prosperity rises

and falls with that of the United Kingdom.
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The Soviets. The binding force of the Union is not, therefore,

identity of race or religion, but common allegiance to the principles

of Marxist Communism. "The Marxist theory", according to

G. D. H. Cole, "lays down that the transition from a capitalist to

a communist society must be carried through by a dictatorship of

the proletariat (i.e., the wage-earning classes) acting upon social in-

stitutions evolved by the proletariat itself. This is the method by
which the revolution was in fact achieved; and the theory forms the

basis of the Constitution of 1923, though only part of it is actually

expressed in that Constitution. It was the revolt of the Russian

proletariat, aided by the disaffected army, that made the revolution;

the institutions which it evolved were the Soviets, or Councils of

Workmen, Soldiers and Peasants; and the instrument of proletarian

dictatorship was, and is, the Communist Party."

The Soviets are the basis of the whole structure. Beginning with

small-town, rural and factory Soviets, and mounting through dis-

trict, provincial and large-town Soviets, the system reaches its apex
in the Council of Soviets, which meets once a year and is in theory

the supreme legislative body. This Council, together with the

Council of Nationalities, elects a Central Executive Committee

which, in turn, elects a Presidium which controls the Council of

People's Commissars, or heads of government administrative de-

partments. The office of President of the Council of Commissars is

the nearest to that of President of the Union. Lenin held this office,

but his power was derived not from it but from his personal con-

trol over the Communist Party; the new President, Kalinin, is no

more than a figurehead, an ex-peasant who is useful for perform-

ing public functions, such as laying foundation stones and delivering

set speeches on anniversaries.

About the Soviets two points are worth noticing. First, they are

not elected by the usual democratic method of secret ballot. Their

election follows more closely the Quaker method of ascertaining
"the sense of the meeting" than the parliamentary method of count-

ing votes cast for opposing candidates. No two elections are alike,

but members are usually elected something after this fashion: the

chairman of the Soviet calls a public meeting, announces the names
of nominees for vacant places, delivers a speech praising the Soviet's

past work and outlining its future policy, answers questions, asks

for additional nominations, and if none is given (this is generally
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the case) calls for a show of hands in favour of his nominees, and

if these hands are a majority of the meeting, declares the new men
and women members of the Soviet.

Secondly, in the Soviets, the town workers have stronger repre-

sentation than the peasants; for instance, the Central Congress o

Soviets includes one member for every twenty-five thousand town
workers and only one for every one hundred and twenty-five thou-

sand peasants. The revolution was made by town workers for town
workers: we shall see later some of the difficulties that were ex-

perienced in bringing the peasants into line.

The Communist Party. Like most written constitutions, that of the

U.S.S.R makes no mention of organizations which are the vital

force of the State. The Communist Party is not mentioned, yet ever

since 1917 it has exercised a dictatorship over the whole Union. It

is not a political party in the parliamentary sense: it is a society of

devotees to whom the nearest parallel is the Society of Jesus. The

Communists, like the Jesuits, are carefully selected, serve an arduous

novitiate, take vows of poverty and obedience. Their numbers vary,

but two million or one in every eighty of the population may be

taken as an average for the year 1934. They are recruited sometimes

from adult workers, who offer themselves for membership and

survive a preliminary examination and a period of probation; more

usually from the Komsomols, or junior branches, which include

people from the age of sixteen to twenty-four and which, in turn,

are largely recruited from the Pioneers, the children's organization.

The discipline of the Party is unbelievably strict: a high standard

of personal behaviour and of service is demanded; a low salary

was, until 1934, insisted upon; and at frequent intervals the records

of members are examined and the weaker brethren expelled. No
other party is allowed to exist.

In theory, there is no reason why the Communists should have

power in the Soviets, but in practice they invariably do. The Com-
munists are the keenest public servants and it would be unthink-

able not to elect at least one or two to every Soviet. Public admin-

istrative appointments also must be given largely to Party members,

since they, more than anyone else, have tried to fit themselves by

voluntary training and discipline for such positions. And so it comes

about that the real ruling body in Russia is not the Council of
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Soviets but the Congress of the Communist Party; and the real

executive is not the Central Executive Committee but the Com-
munist Politburo. The present Secretary o the Politburo is Stalin;

he holds no other official post, yet he is in fact Dictator of the

U.S.S.R.

The Collectives. In its actual working, the constitution of the U.S.S.R.

is both more democratic and more dictatorial than the above

description suggests. Certain institutions which have been created

spontaneously by the will of the people play a tremendous part in

the life of the Union. Since the period of War-Communism, the

general control of industrial policy has been exercised from above,

by the factory managers, the company trustees and the Govern-

ment. But the Trade Unions which were formed in Tsarist days

have grown in strength until they have come to take over the work
of the Ministry of Labour, and so to be a part of the government
machine itself. The Consumers' Cooperatives, too, have grown from

a position no more important than that of the Cooperative societies

in Great Britain to the point of controlling the greater part of re-

tail distribution.

A more interesting democratic organ is that which, for want of

a better name, is known as the Collective. In every factory and

mine and workshop, in every ship and big farm, in every college

and public institution, a workers' committee forms itself by some

means amounting to election; these committees, or Collectives,

speak in the name of the whole body of workers and hold them-

selves responsible for discipline and for the maintenance of the

esprit de corps of the institution. They criticize the work of the

labourers and of the managers, pillory the slack and praise the

efficient; they suggest improvements in the methods and conditions

of the work and suggest modifications in the plans sent down by
the Government. Their functions are difficult to describe and their

importance difficult to exaggerate. The nearest parallel to the Col-

lectives in the Western world is not a very well-known one: they
are what the body of prefects is in a British public school.

The O.G.P.U. Over against these democratic organs and the com-

parative autonomy of the republics must be set one instrument of

dictatorship whose work has shocked the outside world into ignor-
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ing almost everything else good or bad in the Soviet Union.

The Constitution of 1923 established a United State Political

Department (O.G.PU.) to take the place of the Cheka and to

"combine the revolutionary efforts of the united republics in the

fight with political and economic counter-revolution, espionage and

banditism." The O.G.P.U. has a great central office (Lubianka) in

Moscow; it has troops of its own, general control over the police

forces of the Union, and rights of interference in the autonomous

republics which are denied to the official Central Government. Its

officials have extraordinary privileges special shops which are al-

ways well-stocked, special compartments on every train and most

extraordinary powers. In every corner of the Union and in every

walk of life there are secret agents of the O.G.P.U., men and women
who have been scared into spying on their neighbours and acting

as informers on their friends, by threats of conviction as counter-

revolutionaries. When a culprit has been convicted by the O.G.P.U.,

the usual punishment is solitary confinement, followed by a term

of compulsory labour. It has been estimated that two hundred and

fifty thousand political prisoners were forced to work on the con-

struction of the White Sea Canal.

Horror of the O.G.P.U., and exaggeration of its cruelty is even

more general inside the Soviet Union than outside. Allan Monk-

house, who was himself a victim of the O.G.P.U., may be quoted
in evidence of that:

In Moscow one frequently hears fantastic tales of physical tortures to

which the O.G.P.U. are reported to subject their victims. Many of these

alleged tortures completely eclipse the horrors of the Spanish Inquisition,

but it is my own conviction that such methods are not used by the

O.G.P.U., and, in fact, I very much doubt whether many of their re-

puted victims are ever shot. The O.G.P.U. have a definite purpose in cir-

culating such wild stories of their methods, and there is little doubt

that, when they detain their own nationals for questioning and examina-

tion, the mere existence of these rumours is in itself sufficient to so

terrify their victims as to make them comply readily with the examiner's

demands without the O.G.P.U. officers themselves resorting to anything

other than a little exaggerated politeness and firmness. Whether torture

and the extreme punishment are used or not, one thing is certain, and

that is that the O.G.P.U. have struck terror into the hearts of the whole

populace. Every dweller in the U.S.S.R. walks in fear of those who pre-
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side at the Lubianka and their agents. The mere name of the O.G.P.U.

is seldom referred to audibly and openly.
1

Lenin Dies. Before the Constitution of 1923 was actually published,

the Russian revolution had lost its guiding hand. Lenin had not

made the revolution it would have happened if he had never

lived but he had led it. Under his guidance, the old Russian Social-

ist Party had focused the opposition to Tsarism; under his guidance
it had split and the Bolshevik faction had branched off to become a

really revolutionary party. His genius had chosen the moment for

insurrection, so happily, that the capital fell into his hands without

bloodshed. He, Lenin, had taken Russia out of Imperial war; he

had won the peasants to the revolution by giving them the land;

he had steered the country through the period of Allied interven-

tion and of civil war; and at the end of it, he had reversed the

policy of War-Communism and by his New Economic Policy had
saved Communism from a counter-revolution and the people from
starvation. It was this last tremendous task that broke him. Ever

since 1917 he had worked unremittingly, keeping the general line of

Communist policy clear in his mind, while he held together his

group of quarrelling, temperamental Commissars, waded through a

mass of detailed work which would have overtaxed the energies of

a whole department, and maintained a good-humoured and in-

tensely human relation with the thousands of men and women who
came into contact with him. In appearance he was almost insignifi-

cant a stout, unobtrusive little man with bald head and reddish

beard, quiet and good-tempered in manner, neat and puritanical in

habits yet there was a spiritual force in him that made him stand

head and shoulders above his fellow workers. It was unthinkable

that the revolution should be without him; it was unthinkable that

he should die. Yet he had been shot in 1918 and the assassin's bullet

was still in his neck, while he went on working year after year
at a pitch which even an unwounded man could not keep up. In

May, 1922, he had a stroke, recovered and, in spite of the insistence

of doctors that he should rest, went back to work. In March, 1923,
he had another stroke; this time the effects were more serious:

Lenin was left with his right side paralysed and the power of speech

gone. There was no alternative now but to retire to the country.
1 "Moscow, 1911-1933."
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From his retirement he still dictated the main lines of policy, pre-

venting Stalin from persecuting the non-Russian nationalities, guid-
ing the New Economic Policy, persuading the Congress of Soviets

to adopt the principle of state planning for industry. In January,

1924, he died. Russia is still mourning him with a spontaneous and

unflagging sincerity.

Stalin versus Trotsfy. Who was to succeed Lenin? In the inner

circle of the Communist Party four men stood out. Of these, three

seemed to lack the qualifications for leadership. Zinoviev was a
fine politician, Kamenev a magnificent orator, but both were un-

stable; Stalin, the Secretary of the Party, was stable enough but was
unknown; "a useful servant," somebody said, "but no master." The
fourth, Trotsky, was a born master. He was known all over the

world as a writer and a war lord, as an orator and an organizer.

Every Russian was familiar with his fiery, brilliant personality, and
his portrait was hanging in millions of homes, side by side with
that of Lenin. Trotsky, everyone expected, would succeed to the

leadership of Russia. But Trotsky had many enemies; he made
enemies as naturally and as carelessly as Lenin made friends. Long
before Lenin died. Communists had been working to manoeuvre
him out of position. In January, 1924, the reins of government were
taken over by a triumvirate of Zinoviev, Kamenev and Stalin.

Throughout that year Trotsky was ill with some nervous disturb-

ance that kept his temperature above normal, and when he re-

covered, in 1925, his office of Minister of War was taken from him
and he was given work in the electrification and scientific depart-
ments. Here he felt that he would have great scope: had not Lenin's

formula been "Electrification plus Soviets equals Communism"?
But the triumvirate seemed actually to be working away from
Communism. The N.E.P. had brought foreign concessionaries

back into Russia and had allowed individual traders (Nepmen) to

make private fortunes. In the country districts the Kulaks were

hoarding grain and evading taxation and were beginning to emerge
as a new landowning class, hiring labour and growing rich, as the

old aristocratic proprietors had done. Trotsky accused the Party of

aiding and abetting Kulaks and Nepmen. He accused them of aim-

ing at State-Capitalism instead of at a permanent Communist
revolution. Trotsky and his friends formed an opposition within
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the Communist Party. They took their stand on the old policy o

revolution, not only for Russia but for the whole world, with the

old slogan, "Workers of the World Unite."

Meanwhile, Stalin was establishing himself at the head of the

Communist Party. He saw clearly that the time for world revolu-

tion was not yet. Turkey had repudiated Communism; the British

General Strike of 1926 had failed; the Chinese Revolutionary Party
had expelled the Communists in 1927. The Soviet Union had its

own problems, problems so weighty that they could not be solved

if energy were wasted in foreign intervention. Above all, they could

not be solved if there was dissension within the Party. Stalin soon

out-manoeuvred Zinoviev and Kamenev. Then, in 1927, he had

Trotsky expelled from the Party.

The new Dictator of Russia was not a prepossessing character.

He was a beetle-browed Georgian with a reputation for persever-

ance and ruthlessness. Born in 1879, a cobbler's son, he had been

intended for the priesthood, but had been converted to Marxism
at an early age and had become a disciple of Lenin, whom he had
followed with the silent devotion of a dog until his master's death.

It was Lenin who gave him the nickname of Stalin, "man of steel."

The part he played in the Revolution of 1917 was insignificant, but

during the civil war he distinguished himself by organizing the

defence of the city of Tsaritsin, which would otherwise have fallen

a prey to the Whites (the town was later renamed Stalingrad) ; he

fought against Kolchak in Siberia; he organized the army which
saved Petrograd from Yudenitch, and he drove Denikin from the

Donetz Basin by promoting a certain Sergeant Budenny to the head
of his newly formed Red Cavalry. After the civil war, he worked
on steadily and inconspicuously in the interests of the Party; when
the Kronstadt sailors mutinied in 1921, it was Stalin who was sent

against them and who placed the machine guns which forced their

surrender. Lenin rewarded him with the post of Secretary to the

Communist Party. The post had previously been offered to Trotsky,
who refused it as giving too little limelight to his genius.

Towards State-Capitalism. Stalin worked steadily to bring the

economic life of the country under government control. Industry,

by the N.E.P., was left in private hands. Gradually difficulties were

put in the way of obtaining raw materials and the private producers
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began to combine in trusts; and after a time the trusts were amal-

gamated in nineteen great syndicates, controlling the greater part
of Russian industry. When centralization had reached this point,

it was not difficult for the Government to assume control. It was
found that the syndicates had machinery for distributing their prod-
ucts which overlapped the similar machinery of the Consumers' Co-

operative societies, so the business of marketing was left to the

Cooperatives and the syndicates turned themselves into combinations

confined to the business of planning and controlling finance and

manufacture. A further step in centralization had thus been

achieved.

Certain industries remained outside the trusts but these soon

began to come in. Small crafts and peasant industries were in-

duced to join Producers' Cooperatives through which they bought
their raw materials and to which they sent their work for market-

ing; peasant manufacturers who persisted in selling their own work
in the open market were in danger of being branded as Kulaks. In

a similar fashion the old Trade Unions, which had been formed

under the Tsarist regime, were expanded, by the grant of price

reductions and other privileges to members, until they came to in-

clude the vast majority of industrial workers. The foreign com-

panies who had been granted concessions under the N.E.P. were

not encouraged to retain them; instead, foreign firms were invited

to import machinery and to sign technical-aid contracts to supply

engineers and expert supervisors to set up and run the machines under

the Soviet system.

The N.E.P. began to emerge as a system of State-Capitalism. But

in certain essentials, the system differed from that of any country

which can be called capitalist. The whole conception of profit was

different. Under the Soviet system, all profits were handed over to

the State and the State returned only twelve and one-half per cent,

of the sum for the disposal of the trust. The whole conception of

price was different: instead of leaving prices to be fixed by the

"eternal and immutable law of supply and demand", or by agree-

ment among employers, the State undertook to fix prices. In some

cases the price fixed was below cost of production; in most cases

it was far above, in order to leave profits for the State. In this way
high prices formed an indirect tax paid by the consumer, though it

must be added that grants paid out by the State to industry
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amounted in many cases to much more than the profits paid in.

Within the factories themselves a strange method o control

had come into being. Direct control lay with the manager and di-

rectors of the trust, who might or might not be Party members.

On the other hand, some degree of control lay with the Collective.

When disputes arose between the management and the Collective,

there was a third body to be consulted: the factory branch or cell

of the Communist Party, whose business it would be to remind

both managers and workers of their mutual duty to the interests of

the revolution, as interpreted by the Communist Party.

All this was a long way from Socialism. A decade after the

revolution the Bolsheviks had got no further than overthrowing
the capitalist State and putting a Bolshevik dictatorship in its place.

The revolution was proceeding on lines very different from those

contemplated by Marx, who had expected it to take place first in a

developed country like England, rather than in a backward country
like Russia, and who had imagined that it would spread rapidly

over the industrialized world. By the end of 1927 there was little

life in Communism outside the Soviet Union.

Within the Union, Marx' works were read like a Bible. The
"Communist Manifesto" of 1848 was the gospel of the Russian

Revolution as Rousseau's "Contrat Social", written a hundred years

before, was the gospel of the French Revolution. Lenin had estab-

lished himself as the inspired exponent of Marxism. The struggle

between Stalin and Trotsky took the outward form of a fight be-

tween two interpretations of Marxism and Leninism. The victory

of Stalin meant that Stalin's interpretation was taken henceforth

as orthodoxy, and doubts as to the directness of its inspiration con-

stituted heresy, which was as deadly a sin in Soviet Russia as in

Mediaeval Christendom.
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THE Communist leaders had known from the beginning that un-

less they could organize Russia's natural resources, they would be

at the mercy of the capitalist Powers. "If we are not able to organize
our heavy industries," Lenin had said, "then, as a civilized State,

let alone as a Socialist State, we will perish." He had made the

development of electric power one of his first objects, setting up a

State Commission for the Electrification of Russia in 1920 and con-

ducting untiring propaganda for electrical development.

The Method of Planning. Nothing came of these schemes during
his lifetime, but the idea of the necessity of industrial development
took root in the Communist mind, and in 1925 the first machinery
for state economic planning was put into operation. Each factory,

mine and trust was asked to prepare annual estimates of their pro-

duction and capacity. These estimates were checked and corrected

by the Economic Councils of the other respective republics, which

then submitted them to the various departments of the Supreme
Economic Council of the U.S.S.R. a body which was in fact the

Council of Commissars. There was then instituted a body of ex-

perts numbering some seven hundred in all known as GOS-

PLAN, whose function it was to correlate all the plans, weld them

into a practicable industrial scheme for the whole Union, and sub-

mit them again to the Supreme Economic Council. The latter would

then confirm the State Plan and send the figures back to the mines,

factories, etc., as their objective in production for the coming year.

By 1928 this machinery was in working order. Stalin had now

got rid of Trotsky and of all other opposition within the Party

ranks; he was now able to launch a great economic offensive with

a threefold object. The first was to make the Soviet Union self-

supporting: "We must," he said, "undertake the transformation of

the U.S.S.R. from an agrarian and weak country, dependent upon
the caprices of the capitalist countries, into an industrial and power-
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ful country quite independent of the caprices o world capitalism/'

The second was to reorganize the agricultural system on the basis

of large mechanized farms instead of small peasant holdings. The

importance of this was political as well as economic: not only would

it increase agricultural production; it would also eliminate the peas-

ant proprietor, who was a natural enemy of Communism. The third

object was to teach the peasants and workers of Russia to read and

write; quite apart from the cultural advantages of literacy, a cer-

tain standard of education was necessary, if the people were to be

able to play their part in an industrialized State.

The Plan in Industry. The scheme seemed fantastic in its immensity,
but the figures were ready, the maps prepared and the Communist

Party drilled to perfection for its coming economic offensive. The
first campaign was called "The Five Year Plan", and was launched

on October i, 1928. Listening to the Party orators who harangued
them in every spare minute, the workers were at first sceptical. They
were asked to subscribe a week's wage, a month's wage, to the state

loan which was to form the initial capital of the venture, for the

Soviet Government was not in a position to raise loans abroad, as

other backward countries could, to finance economic development.

Gradually the idea took hold of the people. Russia, after all, was in

peril; the capitalist Press was fulminating against her, hinting at

armed intervention, attempting boycott. An attack of war fever

seized the workers, and they set to work to fulfil the Plan in the

spirit of soldiers defending their fatherland. They subscribed to

the state loan, they worked overtime without additional pay, they
ostracized slackers, they competed with the workers of other fac-

tories in reaching the production figures of the Plan; they prepared

counter-plans in which they undertook to exceed the control figures.

The Communist Party took every advantage of this 6lan and kept
it alive with the utmost ingenuity. It was announced that the

tempo would be increased and a new slogan, "The Five Year Plan

in Four", appeared all over the country, urging the fulfilment of

the Plan by the end of 1932. Prizes were offered for keen workers

in the form of a decoration and the title of Shock Worker, which

carried with it extra rations, holidays at the seaside and free passes

on the railways. The Plan swung forward on the crest of a great

union-wide effort o workers.
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Foreign powers were sceptical. There was something ridiculous

about the Russian bear going through the antics of industrialized

Americans. But they lent their best engineers and industrial ex-

Mining areas

cetdrei

ofEconomic
Kegiczts

perts, and soon reports came in that the Plan was succeeding. A
great electric-power station sprang up at Dnieperostroi, where, by a

marvellous feat of engineering, the river was dammed to turn giant

turbines. Away in the Urals a new town, Magnitogorsk, arose, with

accommodation for one hundred and eighty thousand workers, and a

huge new steel plant began working in full bkst, with coal brought
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from the Kuznetsk mines, two thousand kilometres away. At Stalin-

grad, engineers from Detroit were supervising a new factory capable

of turning out many thousand tractors in a year. Away in Trans-

Caucasia the oil industry transformed itself, sweeping away the

old small proprietors and the slums where they had housed their

workers in Baku. A new pipe line six hundred miles long was laid

to take the oil products to Batum on the Black Sea. In Baku the

workers lived a new life, housed in a garden city on the hill above

the town, taken to and from work in an electric railway, provided
with water from new reservoirs ninety miles away in the Caucasus,

and with clubs, schools, hospitals and facilities for decent recreation.

These four examples give little idea of the extraordinary results

which the first Five Year Plan attained in heavy industry. The
usual way of describing those results is by statistics,

1 but these are

notoriously untrustworthy. Every unit was naturally anxious to

make its output look as high as possible, and every method, includ-

ing flagrant falsification, was used to exaggerate them. A tractor,

for the purposes of statistics, is a tractor, whether it will go or not.

A ton of steel is one ton of steel at the factory, one ton of steel when
loaded on the railway, and one ton of steel when unloaded: that is,

sometimes, three tons when the figures appear. In estimating the

result of the Five Year Plan in industry, only a vague conclusion is

possible. The Soviet Government had, on the whole, achieved its

object. In five years it had carried out an industrial revolution such

as capitalistic powers had taken a generation or more to achieve.

The Plan involved also a revolution in commerce. In 1928 a quar-
1 "Results o the First Five Year Plan in the U.S.S.R." (according to League of

Nations' World Economic Survey, 1933-1934):
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ter of the retail trade of the Soviet Union was still in the hands

of private dealers. The Government was determined to force them
out of business by encouraging the development of three types of

communal trading organization. The first was the Consumers' Co-

operatives: their turnover was doubled by the Plan, and in 1932 they
were distributing fifty-five per cent, of all the retail goods in the

U.S.S.R. The second in importance was the state shops: their turn-

over was increased fivefold under the Plan, until in 1932 there

were seventy thousand state shops open. Thirdly, there were the

workers' supply departments attached to large industrial concerns,

through which the workers could obtain commodities through

special ration cards.

In this connection, it is worth noting the large degree of in-

equality still preserved and actually encouraged at this time in the

Soviet Union. Manual workers got specially large rations, Trade

Union members had accesss to special shops where prices were

low, sedentary workers got small rations, and nonworkers, Kulaks

and Nepmen got no rations at all and had to beg or buy what they
could in high-priced shops; being disenfranchised, they lost their

ration cards as well as their vote. For foreigners there were special

shops, where only gold or foreign currency was accepted; these

shops were always well stocked, while the shops open to Soviet

citizens were often empty or supplied only with the most wretched

goods. It was considered necessary to win foreign goodwill and to

accumulate foreign currency at all cost. A further instance of in-

equality was in wages, which at this time varied according to the

value of the work to the community. The incentive of higher wages
and higher rations was still thought necessary to urge individuals to

greater effort, even after a clear decade of Communist rule.

The Collectivization of the Peasants. In agriculture the Plan was

less successful than in industry. Eight out of ten of the people of the

Soviet Union were peasants. They had been allowed to seize the

land at the revolution and had settled down, after the trials and

horrors of famine and civil war, to the hard but satisfying life of

peasant proprietors. In 1927 there were no less than twenty-five

million peasant farms. The average holdings were very small and

most uneconomic, the methods of cultivation were primitive, and

the peasants themselves, who had been left in peace except for visits
1
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from government grain collectors, and who had enjoyed compara-
tive prosperity since the N.E.P. had been introduced, were averse

to all change; they formed a vast conservative majority within the

Communist State.

Now Lenin had not given the land to the peasants on principle.

He had allowed them to seize it because he knew that it was the

only way of exterminating the landed gentry and of winning the

peasants to the side of the revolution. Every Communist leader

had looked on the growth of the peasant landowning class with ap-

prehension, seeing it as a potential force for reaction as dangerous
as the peasant-proprietors of France and other capitalist countries.

Russian agriculture could not reach a high productive level while

the small peasant farm was the unit of production. And the Rus-

sian revolution could not go on towards establishing the Com-
munist State if the peasant family held the land in full ownership.
A new capitalist class had actually grown up on the countryside.

The thrifty and intelligent peasants, whose crops and herds had

thrived and who had saved their profits, were hiring poor peasants
as labourers, exactly as the old landowners had done. This Kulak

class must somehow be destroyed.

The Communist Plan for agriculture was as follows. The farm

unit must cease to be the unit of production. Two new units must

take its place: the Sovfyjioz, or state farm, in which the Government

owned the means of production and provided the capital, and the

peasants worked as labourers in an agricultural factory; and the

Kolkhoz, or collective farm, in which the peasants owned the land,

beasts and instruments in common, and divided the profits equally.

There were several types of Kolkhoz, ranging from the Tovarish-

chestvo, on which the peasants keep their own animals and tools

and merely cultivate the land in common, to the Ahel, on which
the peasant has no property but his cottage, garden and poultry,
and the Commune or pure Kol%hozf on which even these are the

property of the community. The managers of the KolJ(hoz were

to be elected by the members, either from the peasants themselves or

from the experts which the Communist Party would send down
from the cities.

At this point the Communist Party made a great mistake. The
town worker, who had nothing to lose and who was subject to

the fevers of herd-psychology, had rushed enthusiastically into the
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Five Year Plan. The Communists seem to have imagined that the

peasants could be stampeded in a similar fashion. They sent propa-

gandists round the villages to preach the gospel of collectivism.

They sent collectors to ferret out hoarded grain, demanding from

each village a definite contribution according to the Plan, and hop-

ing that the futility of storing up treasure upon earth would be

borne in upon the farmers. They made it almost impossible for

the peasant to sell his grain in the private market. In some cases,

they actually confiscated land and beasts and set up a Sovfyhoz.

But it was soon realized that direct compulsion was out of the ques-

tion, and the Sovfyoz was abandoned as a general model and all

stress laid upon the Kolkhoz. There was no difficulty in persuading
one type of peasant to join the ne'er-do-well and the pauper were

always willing to sign on but the Kulak and the self-respecting

CeredniaJ^, or fairly well-to-do peasant, stayed outside; he could see

no advantage for him in equality. So the Communists began to turn

the screw. In the winter of 1929 they launched a great campaign

against the Kulaks.

It was almost a second civil war, in which the enemy had no

weapons and no foreign help. Kulaks were deported en masse to

labour camps in the frozen north, or were driven out of their vil-

lages with their families and settled on marsh land, where there

was every probability that they would starve to death. In the first

flush of eagerness for the Five Year Plan, young Communists

turned war against the Kulak into war against all peasants who
held back from the collective farms. Reluctant peasants were

branded as Kulaks and suffered the Kulaks' fate; or else they let

themselves be roped into the KolJ(hoz9 vowing to do no more than

a minimum of work. From the richer agricultural regions a great

cry went up against the Communist Party, against the Five Year

Plan. Reports reached Moscow that machines were being wrecked,

cattle slaughtered and cultivation scamped. The position began to

look ominously like that which had arisen towards the end of the

civil war period. Then it had been alleviated by the New Economic

Policy allowing private trade, but there was no question of an-

other solution of that sort now: the city workers were increasing

rapidly in numbers and food had to be raised in the country to feed

them; the output of small peasant farms would not be enough for

that. Stalin was in a dilemma. With great skill and presence of mind
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he extricated himself from it. In March, 1930, he sent the newspapers
an article headed "Dizziness from Success", in which he upbraided
the Party agents for exceeding their orders. They had forced peas-

ants to join the Kolkhoz against their will: this must stop. They
had set up Sovfyozi: this must stop. They had branded all well-to-

do peasants as Kulaks: this must stop. Stalin laid emphasis on the

facts that membership of state farms and collective farms was

voluntary; that the tovarishchestvo and the artel were the most

suitable types of farm for the first years of collectivization; that the

well-to-do peasant was the best type and must be clearly distin-

guished from the profiteer and the employer of labour.

The Communist agents took the lecture in good part: the dis-

cipline of the Party was too strict to allow of any other attitude.

As for the peasants, they breathed a great sigh of relief; they cut

the "Dizziness from Success" article out of the papers and treasured

it as a talisman. Many of them walked out of the Kolkhoz (since

there was to be no compulsion) but they soon came back again,

when they found that there was little provision for the marketing
of private farmers' goods. The upshot of it all was that the collec-

tivization movement went on, the spring sowing was done in time,

and the harvest of 1930, thanks to favourable weather conditions,

produced a record crop.

Stalin and his colleagues breathed again. But soon another crisis

developed among the peasants. The great depression had set in, in

the capitalist world, and world prices were falling rapidly. This

meant that the Soviets had to export much greater quantities of

grain and agricultural products to pay for the machinery which

they had imported to carry out the Plan in industry. They had to

increase their grain collections from the peasants. And the peasants,

seeing this marketable surplus going to feed city workers and to

pay foreign creditors, began another campaign of jpassive resistance.

They deserted the farms and set out in thousands for Moscow and

the great cities, where there was food, they had heard, for everyone.

Many that remained on the land slacked in their work, letting

weeds choke their crops and machinery go out of repair: what was
the use of slaving to produce a big surplus if the State confiscated

it all?

This new crisis the Government met by intensive propaganda in

the villages; by a system of rewards for industrious peasants; by
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liberal loans to the collective farms for amenities such as schools,

clubrooms, cinemas; and finally by a passport system which dis-

couraged emigration to the towns by depriving newcomers of access

to the shops. When the first Five Year Plan came to an end in

December, 1932, there was still discontent and a low standard of

living among the peasants, but the chief objective of the agricul-
tural Plan had been attained: the Kulak had been destroyed as a

class and the peasant holding had disappeared forever as the unit

of agriculture in the Soviet Union. Sixty per cent, of the peasants
were at work on state and collective farms.

Education. The whole Communist experiment must have failed

if the people were allowed to remain illiterate. The Five Year
Plan set itself the colossal task of wiping out illiteracy. It succeeded,
in spite of such formidable obstacles as the existence of sixty different

languages within the Soviet Union. (Schools had to be provided
for each language group. For instance, in Kharkov there were

established schools teaching in Greek, in Armenian, in German and
in Tartar, as well as in Ukrainian and in Russian.) In 1914 seventy-
three per cent, of the people could not read; by 1932 the figure had

been reduced to nine per cent. In 1914, seven million pupils were

attending elementary schools and half a million secondary schools;

in 1932 there were nineteen million elementary and four million

five hundred and fifty thousand secondary pupils.

Literacy was not the only educational aim of the Plan: it was

necessary also to train skilled workers for the new technical indus-

tries. For this purpose, secondary schools (techniciums) were at-

tached to factories, and students between fifteen and eighteen years
of age spent part of their time learning theory in the classroom and

part of the time applying the knowledge in the shops. Schools were

also established for adult workers, and from these and from the tech-

nicium students might graduate to the technical high schools, where
the courses were of university standard.

The universities themselves have been most liberally treated by
the Soviet authorities. The grants given to all forms of scientific

research, from medicine to engineering, are perhaps more liberal

than in any other country. And the humanities have not been neg-
lected. The theological faculties have been abolished but study of

archaeology, languages, architecture and history have been given
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much more encouragement than in Tsarist days. It may be ob-

jected that the historical faculties teach nothing but Marxism and

wilfully misconstrue current conditions in capitalist countries. The
Soviet reply to this is that in capitalist countries history consists of

nothing but the doings of kings, priests and soldiers, and wilfully

misconstrues the development of "lesser breeds without the law."

Artists and writers found themselves in a strange position under

the Soviet system. They were required to make their work in some

way a reflection of the revolution or else to abandon the arts as a

means of livelihood. The pre-revolutionary litterati were extermi-

nated as a class, though a few, such as Gorky, found inspiration in

the new system. At first it appeared that the revolution would bring
an artistic renaissance in its wake, for great work was produced in

architecture, the cinema and the drama. Later the Soviet Govern-

ment established an institution known as R.A.P.P. to censor artistic

and literary productions and to allow nothing to appear that had not

obvious propaganda value. R.A.P.P. was fatal to Russian art and

letters; they showed no signs of revival until the R.A.P.P. dictator-

ship was ended by a decree of April, 1932.

The Second Five Year Plan. In general, the first Five Year Plan

had succeeded. There were certain obvious deficiencies: the quality

of industrial goods was disgracefully low, the clothes and boots

were shoddy, and the light industrial products were every bit as

gimcrack as the stuff turned out by Manchester and Birmingham
in the early days of the English industrial revolution. The new ma-

'

chines were faulty and were shockingly misused by untrained

mechanics who were accustomed to no tools more complicated than

the hoe and the hand-plough. But no one could have expected that

highly finished products and skilled mechanics could be turned out

under the frantic pressure of those four years. A more serious short-

coming of the Plan was the inadequacy of the provision for trans-

port. Not nearly enough money was allocated to building new
roads and railways. The great steel industry of Magnitogorsk was

linked to the civilized world by nothing but a single-track line.

Another serious blunder was the shortage of housing accommoda-
tion in the older cities. In Moscow over thirty per cent, of the in-

habitants were living five to a room in 1925, and although under

the first Plan twenty million pounds were spent on housing in Mos-
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cow, the increase of the city's population was such that conditions of

shocking overcrowding continued. Finally, there were two general
criticisms to be made of the Plan's achievements. The collectiviza-

tion campaign had alienated the sympathy of the peasants and the

concentration upon turning out capital goods had led to a shortage
of goods for consumption and a low standard of living all over the

Union.

The second Five Year Plan (1933-1937) was designed to remedy
these defects and to carry the Russian industrial revolution and the

establishment of a classless society one more stage forward. Accord-

ing to the proposals submitted to the Seventeenth Congress of the

Communist Party, the aims of the Plan were to be:

"(i) The production of consumers' goods to be treble as compared
with 1932.

"(2) The trade turnover to increase from two and a half to three

times.

"(3) Prices to be reduced from 35 to 40 per cent.

"(4) Communal feeding to serve two and a half times as many workers

and peasants as served hitherto.

"(5) Real wages to be increased 2.1 times.

"(6) The network of the State and Cooperative shops to be increased

by 37 pef cent." x

The first two years of this second Plan showed satisfactory

progress on every front. By the end of 1934 there was still over-

crowding in the old cities, still a shortage of commodities that neces-

sitated rationing and food queues everywhere, still some lack of

enthusiasm for Communism in the villages. But the new system

was firmly established, production was increasing rapidly, and every

concern in the Soviet Union was working at full pressure during
the years 1929-1934, when the capitalist world lay in the grip of the

great depression. The private trader, the profiteer and the speculator

had disappeared from the towns, and in the villages, too, the danger

of his activities was so far past that in October, 1934, Stalin was

able to issue a decree restoring citizen rights to the outlawed Kulaks.

Communism and Fascism. It would be diverting to read a history

of capitalist opinion of Bolshevik Russia- Opinion has gone through
1 W. Nodcl in "Supply and Trade in the U.S.SJL"
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three distinct phases corresponding to the three phases of Bol-

shevism. During the first period, that of the revolutions and the

civil war, the Bolsheviks in capitalist eyes were, quite simply, the

Devil. No story against Communists was too tall to be believed, no

political outrage occurred in any country that was not imputed to

Bolshevik machinations. The capitalist fear of Bolshevik plots was

paralleled only by the Bolshevik fear of capitalist invasion. During
the second period, which began with the N.E.P. and ended in about

1928, Bolshevism was still thought diabolical but now it was also

thought a failure. The Soviet Union had gone back to private trad-

ing, therefore their experiment had failed! But in the third period,

that of the Five Year Plans, the capitalist world began at last to

accept the Russian Revolution. The Bolsheviks had not failed, after

all. And, comparatively speaking, they were not diabolical. The

world had found new devils for its contemporary drama in the per-

sons of Hitler and of the Japanese.

In countries where parliamentary institutions have survived, it

is often said that Fascism and Communism amount to the same

thing. No comparison could be more superficial. It is true that both

systems have abandoned the vote-counting method for ascertaining

the will of the people; instead of making what Rousseau called the

volonte de tous the touchstone of public opinion, they have relied

on the volonte genfrale as interpreted by a party of devotees for

which all men are eligible. It is true that both systems have forbid-

den the open discussion of political principles and allow criticism

only of ways and means. It is true that both systems have sub-

ordinated the aim of individual development to the aim of com-

munity development. But there the comparison ceases. The aims of

Fascism and Communism are absolutely dissimilar. Economic in-

equality is thought natural and necessary by Fascists; by Com-
munists it is thought unnatural and unnecessary. Fascists put the

purity of the race before everything else; Communists welcome
race distinctions. Fascists believe in the political and economic sub-

ordination of women to men; Communists believe in the equality

of the sexes. According to Hitler (and in this context Nazism and

Fascism may be taken as one), the place of women is in the kitchen,

the nursery and the Church; according to Lenin, "petty housekeep-

ing oppresses, dulls, humiliates women, chaining them to the kitchen

and the nursery, wasting their labour by work which is brutally
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unproductive, petty, stupefyingly nerve-wracking, oppressive"
-

and so we find that while Fascism tightens the marriage bonds.
Communism makes marriage a mere matter of registration and

grants divorce at the will of either party. To Fascists the State is an
end in itself; to Communists it is merely a means of purging society
of class inequality when this has been done, the State as an in-

strument of coercion will no longer be needed. "The State," said

Mussolini, "is the embodiment of the Fascist ideal." Lenin said:

"The State is simply the weapon with which the proletariat wages
its class war. A special sort of bludgeon, nothing more."

The contrast could be amplified indefinitely. Here there is room
to take only one more point: the attitude of the two doctrines

towards religion. Each makes a clear distinction between the things
that are God's and the things that are Caesar's, and insists that the

latter should be in the care of the State. Fascists recognize that there

is room for a transcendental religion outside Fascism: Mussolini is

a Catholic, there are many good Catholics and Lutherans among
the Nazis. The Communist leaders, on the other hand, have all been
atheists. This does not mean that they have persecuted religion;
no case has been discovered of a priest or anyone else being pun-
ished for the practice of religion. But they punished the organiza-
tion of religion, feeling obliged to dissolve the Churches which had
so often thought that God was on the side of big fortunes. The
Communists insisted that the Orthodox, Sectarian, Moslem and
other Churches in the Soviet Union should confine their activities

to strictly religious functions. They allowed no public money for

priests' salaries or for religious education; they confiscated Church

property and forbade Church social activities and moral teaching.
At first their attacks were confined to the Orthodox Church, of

which the Tsar had been the Head-upon-earth and which had
identified itself with the Tsarist social system. They pulled down
the Temple of the Saviour in Moscow to make room for a Palace

of the Soviets (though by 1923 not two churches in a hundred had

closed down and the Russian people were still insisting on the rites

of Church baptism, marriage and burial). Later they felt obliged
to attack the Protestant sects, and by a law of 1929 denied them

liberty of propaganda and forbade all religious activities except that

of divine worship.
The result has been that organized religion in the Soviet Union
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has, except in the Moslem districts, died a sudden death. Soviet

festivals have taken the place of the feasts of the Church; the Com-
munist Party has taken the place of the priesthood as the moral

authority in the country; and in the great surge of the revolutionary

years the names of Christ and the Prophet have been little heard

upon the lips of Russians. But priests still walk openly in the streets

of Moscow and administer the sacraments to the faithful, and in

the Moslem republics men still turn to Mecca to pray, and strive

to make, once in their lifetime, the long pilgrimage to the Holy

City. It is poor criticism of the Soviets that interprets this crusade

against the Churches as a crusade against God.

The Achievements of the Russian Revolution. "In the Soviet Union

there is no Socialism as yet," said Trotsky.
1 "The situation that

prevails there is one of transition, full of contradictions, burdened

with the heavy inheritance of the past, and in addition under the

hostile pressure of the capitalistic States. The October Revolution

has proclaimed the principles of the new society. The Soviet Re-

public has shown only the first stage of its realization." It is not for

the historian to express doubt as to whether the ideal of Socialist

society will ever be realized in the U.S.S.R. There is only one

criterion by which the achievements of the Soviet Republic may be

judged by the historian, and that is by comparing the Russia of to-

day with the Russia of the past.

Russians were under a dictatorship before 1917 and they are

under a dictatorship to-day. Opponents of the regime went in

terror of the Ochrana before 1917; to-day they go in terror of the

O.G.P.U. Yet there is more liberty in Russia to-day than before

the revolution. Individuals Jiave no longer the right to accumulate

and bequeath private property, but the national minorities at least

may preserve their own language and culture and enjoy the same

privileges as pure-bred Russians; and all careers are open to talent,

provided that the talent is not anti-Soviet. And the country is im-

measurably more prosperous. The new wealth lies in capital goods
and has not yet been translated into a huge increase of consumable

goods. Peasants to-day are poor and have cracked and leaky boots,

but before 1917 they were poorer and had, the vast majority of them,
no boots at all, but shoes of plaited glass. Workers to-day must stand

1 In a lecture delivered at Copenhagen in November, 1932.
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in queues for bread and go short of meats and fats, but their rations

are much more satisfying than the food the pre-revolutionary em-

ployee could buy with his earnings. Students to-day are crammed
with Communist propaganda and their education amounts to little

more than instruction, but in Tsarist days the privilege of being a

student was reserved for a tiny minority, and for the majority there

was no instruction even in reading and writing. The standard of

living, as of education and of liberty, is still lower than in Great
Britain or America; the point is that it is higher than has ever been
known in Russia.

Besides raising standards within the Soviet Union, the Com-
munist Revolution has put forward certain criticisms of the capital-
ist system which, after 1917, were accepted as valid in the Western
world. Few people would deny, in 1934, that unfettered capitalism is

bad for the moral and physical condition of the mass of men; that

the working classes should share in the cultural life of the com-

munity; that national economic isolation leads to war and priva-

tion; and that the political life of a community should in some
sense reflect its general philosophy of life. Gradually the Western
world ceased to think of the Russian Communists as beyond the

pale of civilization. There was singularly little protest when the

Soviet Union took its seat in the League of Nations in September,

1934.

The most surprising thing to the Communists in post-war his-

tory is the fact that Communism has not spread outside the Soviet

Union. Marx prophesied a world revolution and all Bolshevik lead-

ers believed in this in 1917 and most of them continued to be-

lieve in it until the Chinese Revolutionary Party expelled its Com-
munist members in 1927.

The most surprising thing to non-Communists is the fantastic

precipitancy with which the Bolsheviks were able to plunge Rus-

sia into revolution in the name of a Western prophet, Marx. Yet

this precipitancy has at least two precedents in Russian history. One
occurred nine hundred years ago, when Vladimir suddenly adopted
Greek Orthodox Christianity and forced it vi et armis upon his

pagan subjects. Another took place little more than two centuries

ago, when another autocrat, Peter the Great, suddenly realized the

advantages of Western armaments, technique and manners, and

devoted an incredibly energetic reign of thirty-nine years to forcing
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them upon the semi-barbarous and almost wholly Oriental popula-
tion o Russia. Lenin's revolution followed the lines of those of

Vladimir and of Peter in violently and suddenly inoculating the

Russian people with a Western serum.

The disease which Lenin set himself to cure was the ravages of

capitalist, and largely foreign, exploitation upon Russia. The same

disease was at the same time attacking other "backward" countries

of the world. Each, according to its different lights, made an effort

to cure itself during the post-war period.



Part Three THE ISLAMIC STATES





I THE BIRTH OF THE TURKISH
REPUBLIC

MAHOMET lived some six hundred years after Christ; Islam, the

religion founded by Mahomet, is therefore some six hundred

years younger than Christianity. In this fact lies the clue to the

understanding of the contemporary history of the Islamic world.

In the fourteenth century of the Christian era, Christendom began
to go through a critical phase of its growth, a period of violent

and apparently sudden changes which historians have called the

transition from the Middle to the Modern Age. Christians began
to throw off the authority of Pope and of Holy Roman Emperor,
formed new loyalties to secular nation-states and adopted a new

independence of outlook, which was expressed in the rational and

scientific spirit of the Renaissance. In the fourteenth century of the

Moslem era that is to say, in our own time Islam has begun to

go through the same phase; the authority of Caliph and of Ottoman

Emperor has been discarded; Moslems have formed new nation-

states and have adopted the scientific technique of the mechanized

West. The change may be compared to that which begins in about

the fourteenth year of individual human beings, when the child

becomes adolescent, throws off traditional authority, forms new

loyalties, and takes on a new self-reliance and independence of out-

look.

Islam to-day is adolescent, and adolescence is a difficult period to

describe. It will be easier if we leave aside those Moslems who are

not under Islamic rule the Moslems of North Africa, of the

U.S.S.R., of India and the East Indies and concentrate our at-

tention upon the peoples who were in 1914 under the Ottoman Em-

pire that is, on the Turks, the Egyptians and the inhabitants of

the Arabian peninsula and on their neighbours in Persia and

Afghanistan. Here the changes have been most violent and there-

fore simpler to follow.
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The End of the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Turks were late

converts to Islam. They had been a nomad tribe, pitching their

black horsehair tents on the edge of the Gobi Desert until the ad-

vance of the Tartars sent them flying westward as far as Anatolia,

where they settled and adopted the faith of Islam. The Arabian

Moslems despised them as converts, but they gave the Arabs the

very qualities which they most lacked organizing ability, en-

durance and a gift for patient administration and they built up a

great empire, bringing the lands from the Persian Gulf to the

Adriatic under a single Moslem rule.

By the nineteenth century the Moslem Empire of the Turks was

in decay. As Voltaire would have said, it was neither Moslem, nor

an empire, nor Turkish. Not Moslem, because the majority of

Moslems lived outside its boundaries; and within its boundaries

were huge non-Moslem communities, such as the Christians of

the Balkans and of Asia Minor. Not an empire, because these Chris-

tian communities were organized as independent State-Churches,

and because foreign Powers had been granted Capitulations by
which their traders lived in the empire under the laws of their own

consuls, not under the laws of the empire. And not Turkish, be-

cause the language and literature of the empire was Arabic and

because its laws were not made by the ruling class of Ottoman

Turks but by God: they were laid down once and for all in the

Koran and the Traditions, and the right to interpret them lay not

with the Ottomans but with the Ulema or Men of Learned Path.

The Ottomans tried to revive their empire by stressing, first, its

Moslem aspect. Abdul-Hamid II (1879-1909) emphasized the holy
nature of his office: was he not Caliph, Successor of the Prophet,
as wall as Sultan? Was he not the only independent Moslem ruler

and might he not expect that Moslems all over the world would

support him as the one sovereign capable of saving their faith from

extinction by the infidel? Abdul-Hamid built a railway from Con-

stantinople to Medina, and tens of thousands of pilgrims flocked by
rail from Russia and by the new steamship lines from India, Africa

and Europe, to the Holy Cities of the Hedjaz. But there was an air

of exploitation about the new railway and steamship arrangements
for the Pilgrimage. The Islamic world looked on the Sultan-Caliph
more as a political schemer than as a spiritual father, and the two

great religious revivals of his reign, that of the Mahdi in the Sudan
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and that of the Wahhabi in Central Arabia, took the form of re-

volts against the Caliph's authority. Historically they were right;

the Caliphate was not intended as a Papacy for Islam but as an

executive office charged with enforcing the laws of God as inter-

preted by the Ulema.

The attempt to revive the Ottoman Empire as a Moslem centre

had failed; the second hope for recovery lay in stressing its Imperial
nature. During the nineteenth century, Young Turks in exile in

Paris laid plans for reorganizing the Ottoman dominions on West-

ern lines; they dreamed of a State in which Christians and Mos-

lems and Jews, Turks, Arabs, and Balkan peoples should be repre-

sented in a democratic empire on the French model. In 1908 they
had a chance to realize their dream. A group calling themselves the

Committee of Union and Progress raised the standard of revolt in

Salonika and demanded that the Sultan-Caliph should grant a

constitution. To everyone's surprise Abdul-Hamid agreed, and the

Committee found themselves in power.

Immediately war broke out against the new dictators at Con-

stantinople; Bulgaria declared herself independent, Greece seized

Crete, Austria seized Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy seized Tripoli.

The European dislike of the Committee's aspirations were echoed

by the Arabs. To the Arabs, the policy of Imperialism meant the

Turkification of Arabia, a tighter subjection to Turkish rule. In

four corners of the great peninsula Arabs began to plot revolt. In

Baghdad, Iraqi officers formed a secret society to work for the in-

dependence of Mesopotamia; in Damascus, similar societies vowed

themselves to the cause of Syrian autonomy; in Mecca, the Grand

Sherif, Hussain, a direct descendant of the Prophet, was dreaming
of a Sherifian Kingdom of Arabia; and in the central oases of Nejd,
a certain Ibn Saud revived the rule of the Wahhabi. There was no

connection between these four movements for independence. They
would have had little prospect of success for many decades if the

Young Turks had not chosen to declare war on the side of Ger-

many in 1914.

To the Committee of Union and Progress the war seemed a

heaven-sent opportunity for modernizing their armaments at Ger-

many's expense, for avenging themselves against their traditional

enemy, Tsarist Russia, and for making the Arabs forget their talk

of independence in the heat of a new Holy War. In this last hope
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they miscalculated: the Arabs saw nothing holy about fighting for

impious Young Turks against the Moslems of Russia and of Brit-

ish India; their leaders determined, on the contrary, to use the war

as a ladder to Arab autonomy. In Mesopotamia, the Iraqis made
no serious resistance to an invasion of British from India. In Da-

mascus, the Syrians lay down under the weight of Turkish military

occupation, waiting their opportunity. In Nejd, Ibn Saud accepted
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a bribe from the British as the price of his neutrality. In Mecca, the

old Sherif negotiated with the British High Commissioner at Cairo,

promising to raise the tribes against the Turks if the British would

recognize his claim to be King of Arabia.

At first the British were not impressed by Hussain's offer of help.

They tried a direct attack on Constantinople by way of the Dar-

danelles. Throughout 1915 the Turks fought magnificently to de-

fend the Gallipoli Peninsula. They were finely organized by the

German General Liman von Sanders and finely led by a young
Turkish officer, Mustapha Kemal. By a miracle of tenacity, Kemal
beat the English back to Suvla and the Dardanelles were saved.

Meanwhile Hussain had proclaimed the Arab revolt. The Turks
retaliated by garrisoning Medina and shelling the Holy Places of

Mecca. In a frenzy at this outrage, the tribes of the desert com-

bined, for the first time in history; led by Hussain's third son, Feisal,

and by a young Englishman who called himself T. E. Lawrence,

they marched through the Hedjaz to the Gulf of Sinai. The Eng-
lish were now contemplating a new policy: they intended to attack

Turkey by marching from Egypt through Syria. General AUenby
realized that the Arab revolt might be useful. He let Lawrence take

gold and arms to the Arabs. Under Lawrence and Feisal, the tribes

cut the Pilgrims' Railway and guarded the right flank of the Eng-
lish as they marched through Palestine. Mustapha Kemal was sent

to stop the English advance, but it was too late. Allenby's army
broke the Turkish line and drove back the Turks, who were har-

ried by Arab raids from the desert, to the mountain ranges north of

Aleppo. Meanwhile, another British army had marched through

Mesopotamia and was occupying Mosul. Hemmed in on every side,

the Turks signed an armistice at Mudros in November, 1918. In this

they gave up their claims on Egypt and on all their Arab-speaking
dominions. The Ottoman Empire was decimated. The attempt to

revive Ottoman power by a new Imperialism had ended in com-

plete failure.

The Nationalist Revolt. Superficially, the position of Turkey seemed

hopeless; the Arab dominions werew signed away and the Allies

were occupying the capital and every port in Anatolia. Actually,

however, there remained unspent the third force that had con-

stituted the Ottoman Empire: the force of Turkish Nationalism.
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Abdul-Hamid had tried to make the empire Moslem, and had

failed. The Committee had tried to make it Imperial in the West-

ern sense, and had failed. It remained for someone to make it Turk-

ish. No one who had seen anything of Turkish heroism during
the war could doubt the existence of Turkish Nationalism, but no

one could see how it could be used now. The Sultan-Caliph, Vaned-

din, was afraid of it; his view was that if the Turks attempted a

National rising now, in 1918, the Allies would use it as an excuse

for partitioning Anatolia. The Committee of Union and Progress
were afraid of it; they had taken to their heels after the fall of

Aleppo. The only man who had faith in his own powers to save

Turkey by firing her national spirit was Mustapha Kemal, and he

was a discredited officer, hiding in a suburb of Constantinople from

the English, who had put him on their black list for deportation to

Malta.

Mustapha Kemal, like so many leaders of national movements,
was not by birth a member of the people for whose liberty he was

to fight.
1 His father was Serbian-Albanian, his mother Macedonian-

Albanian. He was born in 1881 in Salonika and bred for the Otto-

man military service. In 1905 he had been given a commission and

had fought in every war since: against the Druses, against the Bul-

garians, against the Italians in Tripoli, against the British in Galli-

poli, the Russians in the Caucasus, and in the Syrian campaign of

1918. Among the soldiers he had an unequalled reputation for

courage and for unerring judgment, but among politicians he was

distrusted and disliked. For one thing, he had made no attempt to

hide his contempt for the windy schemes of the Committee. For

another, his personality was unpleasant and his manner boorish

and overbearing. So he had received none but the most grudging

recognition for his services and no political appointment. Vaneddin
had recognized the strength of the man and had taken him in his

suite on a military mission to Germany in 1917; the young officer

disgraced himself by insulting Ludendorff and patronizing Hinden-

burg, and frightened the wretched Vaneddin by bullying him to

take action against the Committee of Union and Progress which
was then in power.
So Mustapha Kemal found himself at the Armistice with no

Valera was an American citizen, Hitler an Austrian; Pilsudski was a Lith-

uanian by birth, and Stalin a Georgian.
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friends at Court. He managed to get out of Constantinople with a

commission to supervise disarmament arrangements in the east of

Anatolia, and here, instead of disbanding the local levies, he did his

utmost to keep them in arms to fight a new battle, the battle

for an independent Turkish nation. Alarmed by the news of these

activities, Vaneddin recalled him imperiously, but Mustapha Kemal
refused to give up his command: "I shall remain in Anatolia," he

replied, "until the nation has won its independence."
It seemed the idlest boast. The Sultan and the Government were

against him; the Allies were against him. But in the strong places
of Central Anatolia he was safe from half-hearted attacks, and the

very fact that these unpopular forces opposed him helped to turn

public opinion to his side. When the Sultan tried to raise the Kurds

against him, he made capital out of the fact that no patriot could

have called in the hated Kurds to butcher Turks. When the Greeks

landed at Smyrna in May, 1919, backed by an Allied fleet under

Admiral Calthorpe, he had a story of foreign invasion and of the

pillaging and burning of Turkish villages to add to his recruiting

propaganda. He coolly issued writs for a National Assembly to meet

at Erzerum in June; delegates who had come in disguise from

every corner of Anatolia elected Mustapha Kemal to be their Chair-

man. A second Assembly met in September, this time at Sivas, and

appointed an Executive Council to act for the Turkish nation, since

the official Government of Constantinople refused to take the lead.

As President of this Council, Mustapha Kemal moved his head-

quarters to Angora ("The Anchor"), a fine natural fortress in the

middle of the Anatolian plateau and the terminus of the railway

from Constantinople. From Angora the Executive Council promul-

gated a National Pact which was to be the foundation of the mod-

ern Turkish State. The Kemalists renounced all claim to the Arab

dominions of the empire but insisted that the regions "which are

inhabited by an Ottoman Muslim majority, united in religion, in

race and in aim . . . form a whole which does not admit of division

for any reason in truth or in ordinance."

The National Pact was merely the pronouncement of a group
of rebels against the Sultan's government. There was nothing to

show that the delegates were Nationalists in anything but name.

There is every reason to believe that they would have remained an

isolated group of rebels for many years, had not the Allies com-
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mitted in the first half of the year 1920 three blunders which fanned

the latent nationalism of Turkey into a pillar of fire.

The first blunder was the least serious a simple breach of faith.

After the publication of the Pact, news came to Angora that the

Allies were prepared to recognize the Nationalist Parliament if it

met in the legal manner at Constantinople. Mustapha Kemal

scented a trap; he knew the atmosphere of the capital and he

doubted the good faith of the Allies. But the Angora delegates were

delighted at the prospect of recognition and took train to Con-

stantinople where, in January, 1920, the National Pact was formally

and legally adopted in full parliament. The delegates were in rap-

tures. Their triumph was short-lived: before two months were out,

Allied forces under General Milne occupied the public buildings

of Constantinople and raided the Turkish quarter, where they ar-

rested forty Nationalist leaders. These they deported to Malta. It

was an object lesson to all Turkey that Mustapha Kemal was right:

the Allies were not to be trusted.

At this point the Allies made their second blunder: they pub-
lished the Treaty of Sevres, to which three so-called representatives

of Turkey had been induced to give their signature. The full im-

port of the terms of this treaty will be lost if we do not bear in

mind the geography of Turkey. The country consists of a high cen-

tral tableland flanked by mountain ranges on every side. The
mountains stretch down to the coast except in three areas, where

there is a fertile littoral; the first of these areas lies on the shore of

the Sea of Marmora and the southwest of the Black Sea; the second

round Smyrna, where there is excellent vine and olive-growing

country; the third round Adalia, where there is a good cotton and
corn belt. By the Treaty of Sevres, the first area was to be under a

Commission of Allies, the Smyrna district was to be Greek and

Adalia was to go to Italy. The Turks were to be confined to the

mountains of the plateau and two new nations, Armenia and Kur-

distan were to be called into being to guard their eastern flank. The
seat of government was to be at Constantinople, surrounded by the

Allied Commission. And Thrace was to be Greek.

This treaty is the most shameless example of imperialist greed
that has ever been offered by a modern government. Beside it the

terms of Brest-Litovsk seem lenient and those of Versailles positively

generous; to find a parallel we should have to go back to the
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eighteenth-century partitions of Poland. The effect of its publica-
tion was to convince the Turks that the Allies would stop at nothing
until they had ruined Turkey, and that in Mustapha Kemal and
in the Nationalists lay their only chance of salvation.

The Gree\ War, 1920-1922. It was a thin chance, as they realized in

June, 1920, when Great Britain, France and Italy authorized a

Greek offensive against Turkey. This was the third and greatest

blunder of the Allies. Their object was to force the Nationalists to

accept their terms by the cheap method of unleashing against them

Turkey's natural enemies, the Greeks. The suggestion had come
from Venizelos, the Greek Prime Minister, and had been taken

up with enthusiasm by Lloyd George; the scheme was to cost so

little a temporary loan, and the maintenance of a British fleet

in the Sea of Marmora and of a French army in Cilicia, that was

all and the Greeks were all but certain to succeed, armed as they
were with the supplies which the Allies had accumulated in Mace-

donia during the Great War, and whetted by the massacres of Turk-

ish civilians which they had perpetrated in the year since their land-

ing at Smyrna.
All went well for the Greeks during the campaign of 1920. On

three fronts they were successful: the Turkish Nationalists were

driven out of Thrace and back from the southeast coast of the Sea

of Marmora, and a huge Greek army advanced from Smyrna to

Ushak. But the triumph was spoiled by a quarrel-among-thieves.

The Greek electors threw out Venizelos at the elections of Novem-

ber and King Constantine returned. Venizelos was the one man
who could hold the Allies together; in May, 1921, the Allies declared

themselves neutral, confining themselves for the rest of the war to

securing neutral areas on the Sea of Marmora and in Cilicia. It

was a clever move; in the event of a Greek victory, Great Britain

and France could claim to have been the sponsors of Greece; and

in the event of a Turkish victory, they could offer their arbitra-

tion as neutrals. So it was with no misgiving that they watched the

preparations for the campaign of 1921.

At Angora, Mustapha Kemal was working furiously to organize

the National forces. His first difficulty was to repress a rising of

fellow Turks, strict Moslems who had been incited to defend the

Sultan-Caliph against the ungodly Nationalists. Then he had to
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weld his recruits into a regular army. He was lucky to have at

his command some five thousand officers of the old Ottoman Army,
among whom was one, Izmet Pasha, who stood out as a promising

general. With these officers he managed to lick into shape the peas-

ants and adventurers who came into his camp untrained, un-

equipped and often barefooted. The majority of his troops were

mountaineers whose tribal chiefs kept them outside the regular Na-

tionalist Army, preferring to lead them in isolated ineffectual

raids down from the mountains on the Greeks. One of these chiefs

established control over a large contingent of irregulars known as

the Green Army; it needed all Mustapha Kemal's cunning to dis-

credit the Green leader and to weld his troops into the organization

of the regular army. Even then it was a ragged force, no more than

twenty-five thousand strong, ill-equipped, short of artillery, utterly

contemptible from the point of view of Western soldiers; but it was

well led and it was inspired by an invincible spirit: each man knew
that he was fighting for the very existence of his country.

Against them the Greek army had eighty thousand men, excel-

lently equipped and armed. Their objective was the Nationalist

capital, Angora. From Izmid and from Ushak they pressed east-

ward to take the whole semicircular line of railway that runs from

Constantinople to Smyrna. By the end of July they had taken Eski-

Shehir, the junction where the branch to Angora leaves the main
line. Grimly Mustapha Kemal ordered his men to fall back on the

Sakkaria river, the last line of defence covering Angora. If the

Greeks could break the Sakkaria line, Angora would fall and all

hope of Turkish nationalism would be at an end.

For fourteen days the battle raged on the Sakkaria. Then at last

the Greeks broke, ordered a retreat on Eski-Shehir. Angora was

saved. There have not been many decisive battles in modern history,

but the battle of the Sakkaria must be counted among them. It

showed the world that Turkish nationalism was an invincible force;

after the pangs of those fourteen days, the Turkish nation was born.

The immediate result of the battle was that France made a secret

treaty with the Angora Government and withdrew her eighty thou-

sand men from Cilicia.

At the beginning of 1922, the position was still serious. The
Greeks still held Eski-Shehir and the country to the west of it. But

demoralization had already set in among the Greek troops and
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they had no spirit in them to withstand the offensive which Kemal
launched in August. Step by step the Greeks were driven back

along the railway line to Ushak. After Ushak the retreat became
a rout, ending with the ignominious embarkation of the last troops
at Smyrna, at the very hour when the Turkish advance guard was

galloping into the city. A great fire burst out in Smyrna. It burned

the European quarter to the ground; the highly inflammable Turk-
ish quarter it left untouched.

The defeat of the Greeks by arms was followed by the defeat

of the British by negotiation. Mustapha Kemal claimed the right
to drive the Greeks out of Thrace; the British holding the Dar-

danelles refused to allow his troops to cross. Mustapha Kemal in-

sisted; Lloyd George held his ground; it seemed that another Dar-

danelles campaign was in store. Luckily that disaster was avoided

by General Harington, who called an armistice conference at Mu-
dania in October. As a result of that conference, Turkey was al-

lowed to occupy Eastern Thrace in violation of the Treaty of Sevres.

The victorious Turks held possession of all that they had claimed

in their original National Pact.

Treaty of Lausanne, 1923* The Turkish Nationalists had won the

war; they had yet to win the peace. The Nationalist organization

was in essence military; its leader had no rank but that of

Commander-in-Chief, no title but that of Gazi, which means Con-

queror. He was unrecognized by the official Government, which

was still that of the Sultan-Caliph at Constantinople, and he could

not count on a majority, even in the National Assembly at Angora.

Mustapha Kemal's first action was to turn the Nationalists from a

military to a political organization. He toured the country, making
the most of his popularity as the conqueror of the Greeks, to urge
the people to support the Nationalists, who were henceforth to be

known as the People's Party. Soon he had enough support to over-

awe the Assembly.
A conference to settle terms between Turkey and the Allies was

to meet at Lausanne in November. The Allies invited the Sultan-

Caliph to send a delegation. This piece of pedantry was an insult

to the National Assembly. The Gazi turned it to good account by

making the members rush through, first, an Act separating the

office of Sultan from that of Caliph, and then an Act abolishing
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the Sultanate. A nephew o Vaneddin was made Caliph, and

Vaneddin himself saved his life by slipping out of his palace into

a British ambulance and escaping to a British warship. The last

Imperial Ottoman Sultan, the Terror of the Infidel, was gone.
At Lausanne the negotiations turned into a duel between Lord

Curzon and Mustapha KemaFs friend, Izmet. A greater contrast of

personalities could scarcely be imagined than that presented by the

suavely arrogant British pro-consul and the deaf little Turkish

soldier. Izmet's demands were simple: he wanted the terms laid

down by the National Pact and he refused to yield a single point.

After four months of discussion, Curzon left Lausanne, frustrated,

and the conference broke up. There seemed a chance that the An-

gora Assembly would pass a vote of censure on Izmet an op-

position was growing up under Rauf Bey against his and the Gazi's

high-handed policy. But Mustapha Kemal contrived to defeat the

vote of censure and Izmet went back to Lausanne, where Curzon's

place was taken by Sir Horace Rumbold and the treaty was signed
in July, 1923. The terms were a triumph for the Turkish National-

ists. Instead of a partition of Turkey which the Allies had de-

manded at Sevres, the Turks were to be left with full sovereignty

over all Anatolia and what is more astonishing over Con-

stantinople and Eastern Thrace. Christian communities in Turkey
were to lose their autonomy, and foreign capitulations were to be

abolished; the million Greeks resident in Western Anatolia were to

be transported to Greece. In a word, Turkey was to be, for the first

time in history, a Nation. Only one point was not conceded by the

Allies: the southeastern frontier of Turkey was left to be settled by
later agreement.

Turkey was now cured of Imperialist ambitions and secured

from foreign aggression; but that was all. The work of building
a new Turkey was yet to be done. The Turks themselves seemed as

ignorant as the outside world as to what the nature of the new
State was to be. There were some who favoured a union with the

Soviets, who had given them such firm moral support in their

struggle against Western Imperialism; some who believed that the

new Turkey as an autonomous Moslem State might form the nucleus

for a revival of Islam; some who thought that a constitutional mon-

archy on Western lines would best express the genius of the new

Turkey. All these ideas Mustapha Kemal opposed unequivocally.
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The Russian alliance he refused on the ground that he had not

led Turkey out of one foreign entanglement in order to lead her

into another. The project of an Islamic State was even more re-

pugnant to him; he was a materialist, a man of no religion; he

looked on Islam as the evil genius of the Turks, as the power which
had sapped the vitality of his people and had kept them for cen-

turies in subjection to the obscure and disorderly ideas of degenerate
Arabs. As for a constitutional monarchy, it would be nothing but a

cloak for the tyranny of some member of the old Ottoman Im-

perial family; he knew that the Turks were politically in their

childhood, that it would be years before they could be trained to ac-

cept the responsibilities of representative government; he knew that

the only hope for Turkish regeneration was a dictatorship. And he

knew that he himself was the only possible dictator.

When the National Assembly met after the signing of the treaty,

Mustapha Kemal and Izmet prepared a bill to make Turkey a re-

public. By intrigue and intimidation they forced it through the

Assembly. Nearly half of the members did not vote; it was practi-

cally a coup d'etat, but Mustapha Kemal had the shadow of the law

behind him when he declared himself to be President of the new
Turkish Republic. His powers under the new constitution were

practically unlimited: as President, he controlled the Cabinet; as

leader of the People's Party he controlled the only political machine;

and as Commander-in-Chief he controlled the army.

The Caliphate Abolished. Of all the dictators of the post-war world,

none used his powers to more effect than Mustapha Kemal. In the

years which followed the establishment of the republic, he carried

out a revolution in the lives of his people which in its fundamental

character can be compared only with the Communist Revolution in

Russia. Like the Communist Revolution, it was, for all its sudden-

ness, no new movement but the realization of a century of aspiration,

the violent birth of a conception of society which had long been

maturing in the minds of Turks. Mustapha KemaPs policy was to

secure the survival of the Turkish people by conjuring up the spirit

of nationalism. To do this he had to exorcise the Arab demon which

had haunted Turkey through the institutions of the Islamic religion.

"The Arab mind," wrote his aide-de-camp, Halideh Edib, "has a

metaphysical conception of the universe. It looks upon legislative
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power as belonging to God, and executive power to the Caliph; and

it regards doctors of law (Ulema) as intermediaries between God
and the Caliph, who are to control the executive and see that he

carries out the laws of God. If he fails, they are to cancel his contract

and to elect another Caliph by the consent of the Islamic people. . . .

It is different with the Turk. In his pre-Islamic state he had been ac-

customed to man-made laws, and he is by nature more inclined than

the other Islamic peoples to separate religion from the ordinary busi-

ness of life."

A few months after his election as President, the Gazi determined

to abolish the Caliphate. It was a tremendous risk; his people were

all Moslems, all spiritual children of the Caliph. They might have

risen in defence of the Holy Office had not Mustapha Kemal found

a plausible pretext for his action. A letter addressed to the Republi-
can Government, demanding that the Caliphate should be shown
more respect, found its way into the Constantinople Press. The
letter was signed by two leaders of the Indian Moslems, one of whom
was the Aga Khan. Now the Aga Khan was notorious as a friend

and protege of the British. Mustapha Kemal had no difficulty in

leading Turkish opinion to believe that the letter was a subtle move
in the British game, which, he said, was to break Turkish nationalism

by strengthening the Caliphate. Very skilfully he played national

against religious sentiment in the Assembly, and the deputies were

almost unanimous in demanding that the Caliphate be abolished.

Abdul Mejid and the members of the Ottoman Imperial family
were hustled away to Europe lest worse should befall them.

There followed a general secularization of the Turkish State. The
bill abolishing the Caliphate had declared that:

"The antiquated religious courts and codes must be replaced by
modern scientific civil codes. The schools of the mosques must give

way to secular Government schools." Accordingly, the laws of God,
the Sheriat, were replaced by civil laws copied from Switzerland,
criminal laws from Italy, commercial laws from Germany. A Faculty
of Law was established at Angora for the training of advocates and
administrators. The schools of the mosques, which for centuries

had had the monopoly of primary education and had confined their

efforts to teaching children to repeat by memory the Koran, were

replaced by state schools which all children between the ages of six

and sixteen must attend, to learn to read, write and calculate.
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It was not to be expected that the religious revolution could be

achieved without opposition. A political party calling themselves

the Progressives, and opposed to the Kemalists, gained power in

the Assembly. It was probably with their connivance that a formida-

ble revolt broke out in Kurdistan. The Kurds were the only non-

Turkish people to be left under Turkish rule; they were Moslems

and faithful to the point of fanaticism, primitive and warlike to the

point of savagery. In March, 1925, they rose in Holy War against

the faithless republic which had abolished the Caliphate. To stiffen

their religious ardour, they had a political grievance, for by the

abortive Treaty of Sevres they had been promised their independ-
ence. Led by their sheiks, the Kurds besieged the towns of Eastern

Turkey, slaying all the Turks they could lay hands on. The Angora
Government tried to rush troops to Kurdistan but the mountains

were an almost impassable barrier and the rail route through Syria
was controlled by the French who, prompted by their interest in

the oil of Kurdish Mosul, refused transit to the Turks. Three months

passed before the revolt was suppressed. Then Mustapha Kemal

grimly made it his excuse for breaking up the Progressive Party,

executing eleven of its leaders and replacing them by a docile

Cabinet under Izmet. The new Government proceeded to condemn
the sheiks and dervishes who had been behind the Kurdish revolt;

the former were deprived of their powers, the dervish and monastic

orders were dissolved and their property confiscated.

The last vested interests of Islam in Turkey were thus destroyed.

By the second article of the Constitution of the Republic, Islam was

still the state religion; in 1928 even that article was quietly erased.

Social Reforms of Mustapha Kemal. The problem facing Mustapha
Kemal was how to turn the meagre population of agriculturalists

into a secure and prosperous nation. The solution lay in education:

propaganda to wean them of Islamic superstitions, schooling to teach

them to read and write and open their minds to the material ad-

vantages which Western civilization had to offer; technical training

to instruct them to use, repair and manufacture machinery.
The Gazi began by abolishing the outward and visible sign of

Turkey's separation from the West. He was determined to abolish

the fez, which all Turkish men wore. First he issued caps to his per-

sonal bodyguard; then he ordered the whole army to wear caps.
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Then he appeared himself in public, wearing a Panama hat. It was

an act o considerable personal courage. "Had the King of England
or the President of the United States of. America appeared in public

in a convict's uniform with broad arrows, they would have produced
the same effect. To the ordinary Turk, the hat was the mark of the

beast, the sign of the unclean, accursed Christians and of the for-

eigners." Mustapha Kemal proclaimed that the fez was the sign of

ignorance and made it a criminal offence for a Turk to be seen wear-

ing it. There were riots in the towns but the Gazi was inexorable. At
last the Turks gave up resisting: "they wore old bowlers, ancient

straw-hats, hats made out of a piece of cloth by their wives, with

unskilled hands, caps imported in haste from Austria, anything with

a brim that traders could get for them, anything that carried out the

orders of the Gazi Mustapha Kemal, anything with a peak to save

them from the prison, the bastinado, and the hangman's noose." 1

The abolition of the fez meant a breach with Islamic tradition, for

the Moslem must pray, with his head covered, five times a day and

at each prayer must prostrate himself, touching the ground with his

forehead; how could this rite be performed if his headdress had a

peak or a brim in the Western style?

The next step in bringing Turkey into line with the West was to

change the position of women. In the towns women were secluded

in Oriental fashion: they never appeared unveiled in the streets,

they sat behind a partition in the tramcar, and in the theatre they
were sequestered behind a grille; in the country they went unveiled

but their position was that of serfs, performing the brute work for

their husbands and masters. Mustapha Kemal had long been de-

termined to change all that. After the capture of Smyrna he had

fallen in love with a young Turkish woman who had been educated

in Europe and was full of European ideas of the equality of the

sexes. He had married her and had encouraged her, as first lady of

the land, to set an example by appearing unveiled and in Western

clothes at political meetings. In 1926 he set himself to revolutionize

the status of women in Turkey. The veil was forbidden, the parti-

tions in the tramcars were taken down, the grilles were removed
from the theatre galleries. Schools for girls were established and

women became eligible for business careers and for the professions.

In 1929 they were allowed to vote at local-government elections. It

1 H. C. Armstrong in "Grey Wolf: Mustapha Kemal."
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was harder to change the attitude of the peasants to their women
folk. They were justified by Koranic texts in their habit of marry-

ing many wives and using them as cheap agricultural labour. Mus-

tapha Kemal did not dare to abolish polygamy, but he passed an

edict discouraging the practice, and to-day it is rare for a Turk to

have more than one wife.

No reform of Mustapha Kemal aroused less resistance and none

caused more internal disruption than his emancipation of women.
Cut adrift from the secluded haven of the family, the women of

Turkey were unable to keep their balance in the man-made currents

of city life. They drifted into promiscuity and into despair; there

were more suicides among the women of Turkey in those years than

anywhere else in the world. The disruption spread to the Gazi's own
household, where his wife became a burden to him by her meddling
in politics, so that he had to divorce her; and his friend and adviser,

Halideh Edib, claimed so prominent a part in the direction of policy
that she was exiled. The Gazi's feminism was due to expediency
rather than conviction.

There remained one great barrier to the adoption by the Turks
of Western ideas and methods. Their language was still written

in Arabic script, the letters of which cannot be transliterated into

Western languages because there are no vowels and their consonants

represent sounds which our consonants are incapable of rendering.
1

Mustapha Kemal determined to abolish the Arabic script. He began

by ordering that words of Arab origin should be dropped from the

Turkish language. Then he shut himself up in his house near An-

gora and learned Latin characters. When he had finished, he an-

nounced that he was going to make a formal visit to Constantinople.

It was ten years since he had visited the former capital. Then, in

1918, he was a neglected officer, spurned by the politicians and suspect

to the Allied officers who were in occupation of the city. Now he was

the creator and dictator of the Turkish Republic. But it was not as

dictator that he returned to Constantinople. He came back as a

schoolmaster. He lectured the audiences of Constantinople, not on

politics but on handwriting; with blackboard and chalk, he dem-

1 For this reason there is no recognized way of spelling Arabic words in English.

Some writers make an attempt to render the sounds of the original by using accents

and breathings. We have not attempted this; throughout this section on Islam,

names have been spelt in the way which seemed easiest to English eyes.
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onstrated how the loops and lines of the new letters should be

formed. Such was the power of his personality that the absurd idea

caught on. While the President toured the country with his black-

board, judges and Cabinet Ministers, lawyers and professors set the

example by flocking back to school to learn the new letters. Soon

the Assembly passed a decree to the effect that no appointment
could be held by anyone who was not proficient in the new writing.

By rushing through in five months a reform which should have

been spread over a generation, the Gazi had secured the letter of

cultural reform, but he altogether missed the spirit. The new genera-

tion of Turks learned with ease to read and to write but found them-

selves cut off from their cultural inheritance; the literature of their

country is in Arabic and so is a closed book to them. But the Gazi

had achieved his purpose: by abolishing Arabic words and letters,

by changing place-names from Greek to Turkish (Constantinople

became Istambul, Smyrna became Izmir, Angora became Ankara),
he had given Turkey a language which was indisputably Turkish;

and by the introduction of the Latin script, he had made the assimila-

tion of Western civilization easy. This process was further facilitated

by the adoption of the Gregorian calendar, the European system of

numerals and, later, of the metric system.

By the end of 1928, the Turkish Revolution was completed on one

plane, the educational. Mustapha Kemal had seen that there is noth-

ing in the Islamic religion that makes for progress and efficiency

those are the virtues of the West. He had set himself to make them

the virtues of the Turks. He had to make his people Westernize

themselves sufficiently to win that degree of prosperity which was

necessary to their existence as an independent nation. He was wise

enough to see that he must begin by changing their ideas about law,

about women, about costume and language. The methods he chose

were brusque and sometimes ridiculous; they savoured of opSra

bouQe, but they served his ends: the Turks began to adopt a Western

outlook. They were ready now for practical reforms.

'Economic Reforms. Potentially Turkey was a rich country, pos-

sessing "a favourable climate, untapped water power, fertile river

valleys, magnificent mountains full of unexplored mineral and

forest wealth, and extensive areas of productive agricultural land,

which, in proportion to its size, presents greater economic possibili-
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tics than Canada itself.'*
x

Actually, however, Turkey was poor to

the degree of pauperization. Not only was she wasted by war,

weighed down by debt and demoralized by the fatigue that follows

a quarter of a century of fighting, but her people had no idea how to

develop the resources of their country. The meagre rural population

only nine million people in a land of two hundred and ten thou-

sand square miles still worked with the methods of a thousand

years ago; they ploughed with wooden poles shod with iron or

flint and drawn by oxen; they harrowed with a log weighted at

either end by stones or (more usually) by squatting women. There

were few roads and fewer railways. Commerce the Turks knew

nothing about; they had left that to the Greeks and Armenians;
and now those foreigners were expelled from Turkey. The task of

the new republic was to carry out an agricultural and industrial

revolution. The same task had faced the Soviets. The Russians solved

it by enforcing collective methods and by borrowing what capital

they could from abroad. Mustapha Kemal rejected both these means;
he respected private property in the true spirit of Mahomet, en-

couraging small holdings and private enterprise; and he refused to

borrow a penny from foreign Powers, knowing well the political

subjection into which such borrowing had led Egypt and Persia.

The Gazi began his agricultural reforms by personal example. He
lived outside Angora on a model farm, where he experimented with

the newest methods, building a model reservoir and irrigation sys-

tems, breeding a prize herd with bulls imported from Switzerland,

ploughing and harrowing with motor tractors, threshing and milling

with all the latest machinery from the West. There was not money
available for many experiments of this type, but there was enough
to endow eight agricultural colleges for training experts. The Gov-

ernment founded agricultural banks to lend money to farmers; they

distributed seed and agricultural machinery free to whoever could

offer a reasonable guarantee to use them productively. Gradually
steel ploughs and motor tractors began to appear on the Turkish

farms. They are far from being in general use to-day, but a begin-

ning has been made, and Turkey can never go back to the primi-

tive methods which had prevailed in Anatolia from the dawn of

history to the birth of the republic. The popularity of Mustapha
Kemal can be understood when it is remembered that he has freed

1 A. J. Toynbec and K. P. Kirkwood in "Turkey."
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the peasant from the tithe, helped him to buy his land and taught
him how to work it profitably.

If Turkey were to make the most of her physical resources, agri-

cultural reforms were not enough: she must develop commerce and

industry. Commercially, Turkey is in an enviable position, com-

manding the crossroads between Europe and Asia. The country pro-

duces many things for which there is a constant demand abroad:

Smyrna figs and Turkish tobacco are recognized as the finest in

the world, and the cotton as well as the olive crop of the republic

far exceeds what is needed for home consumption. Conditions in

the post-war world have not been favourable to international trade,

but Mustapha Kemal has succeeded in making favourable com-

mercial treaties with Turkey's old enemies, Russia, Italy and even

with Yugoslavia, Rumania and Greece. (Incidentally, the Treaty

of Ankara which Mustapha Kemal signed with Venizelos in 1930

marked the end of five centuries of warfare between Greeks and

Turks.) Internal trade has developed with the improvement in the

means of transport: some idea of the tempo of this improvement
can be gained from the fact that the republic has laid down, on

an average, one hundred and fifty miles of railway in every year of

its existence.

Only industries are lacking in the economic revival of Turkey.
Before the republic was established, there were virtually no Turkish

industries. To-day there are a few tobacco and carpet factories and

the Government owns textile mills for manufacturing clothing for

the army and navy. But industries depend upon finance and here

lies the weak point of the republic. The Turks are notoriously bad

financiers. The Ottoman emperors never rose above extortion, bribe-

taking and monopolies as a source of revenue, and the methods of

the Kemalists have not been very much better. The only difference

is that, instead of accepting bribes from and selling monopolies to

foreigners, they have taken money from none but Turks, who can

offer less and not do so much in return. The President himself is

ignorant of finance and has left its administration to Izmet, The
latter is almost equally ignorant: he established state monopolies of

tobacco, matches, alcohol, salt and sugar, and put them in the hands

of his friends and relatives. Yet the best of financiers could have done

little to set the blood of credit flowing through the veins of Turkish

industry so long as an infusion from abroad was barred on principle.
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The manufacturers complained that expansion was impossible with-

out credits and that the People's Party spent too much money on the

army and too little on industrial subsidies, and at the same time re-

fused to let them accept foreign loans.

The Kemalist Dictatorship. These complaints gave Mustapha Kemal
an idea. He would test the popularity of nationalist principles and
the ability of his minister Izrnet by creating an Opposition Party.
The experiment would have the additional advantage of educating
his people in the technique of responsible government. Since 1925,

he had only allowed one party, the People's; criticism in speech or

writing had been forbidden and political opposition had constituted

treason. In 1930 the Gazi gave Fethi Pasha permission to organize a

rival party, the Liberal Republicans, and instructed him to model his

opposition on the English tradition of open criticism on the plat-

form and in the Press, combined with friendly personal relations

with the members of the Government.

The experiment was a failure. The Turks were utterly unable to

understand a ruler who encouraged criticism; they took it as a sign

of weakness the Gazi must be getting old, he must be losing his

grip. In the Assembly debates were decorous enough they hinged
on the principle of opening Turkey to foreign loans but outside

the Assembly political meetings turned into riots. The Liberal Re-

publicanism of Fethi became a rallying point for all the old forces

of reaction which for the last five years had been repressed. Dervishes

raised a clamour for a religious revival. A sheik appeared in

Smyrna, claiming to be the Mahdi, the herald of the Messiah's second

coming. The Kurds flew to arms in the east. Throughout the sum-

mer of 1930, Mustapha Kemal let the opposition he had created have

its head; it was a summer of open rebellion. Then, suddenly, he

struck: he abolished the Liberal Republicans, he executed the sheik

and twenty-eight of his supporters, he drove the Kurds back to their

mountain villages. And the Turks were delighted. The sight of their

President acting as his old self again put new heart into them; the

Gazi was worth following after all; he was a conqueror indeed.

Mustapha Kemal had every reason to be pleased with the failure

of his experiment; he had given Izmet a salutary shaking, he had

had an opportunity to gauge the state of public opinion and, in a

manner of speaking, had received a mandate for continued dictator-
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ship. "Let the people leave politics alone for the present," he said

in 1932. "Let them interest themselves in agriculture and commerce.

For ten or fifteen years more I must rule. After that, perhaps I may
be able to let them speak openly.*'

In assessing the value of the Kemalist Revolution, the foreign his-

torian must be careful. It matters little that orthodox Islam be-

moans the material-mindedness of modern Turks; is distressed by
the half-empty mosques where worshippers neglect to take off their

shoes and recite their prayers in Turkish instead of Arabic; is

shocked by unveiled Turkish women who dance heathen dances in

the arms of strangers, and by ungodly Turkish men who raise

Christian hats and bare their heads, against the command of the

Prophet, to acquaintances in the streets. It matters little that Western

nations applaud the "modernity" of the republic, are pleased with

the new aspect of Constantinople, where trams run punctually and

begging is forbidden, and with the new aspect of Angora, where a

malarious village of five thousand inhabitants has been turned into

a modern city planned by a Western professor for a population of a

hundred and twenty thousand. It matters little that the Soviets are

disappointed that a revolution, which began like theirs with the

destruction of an Imperialist hierarchy and of a State-Church, and

continued like theirs with a violent Westernization of the mode of

life of their people, has not gone on to apply the principles of Com-
munism and become a member of the Federal Soviet Republic of

Turkistan. The point is not what Islam or Christendom or Com-
munism thinks of the Kemalist Revolution: the point is whether

that revolution is consonant with the natural development of the

genius of the Turkish people.

The Turks are by origin nomads; they have moved their camp
from Constantinople to Angora as easily and as naturally as their

ancestors used to move from summer to winter pasture. They are

by nature fighters; they fought their civil battles against Arab

culture in the spirit of a military campaign and under the orders of

a military leader. They are born equalitarians; they have thrown

ofl the Imperial hierarchy and have established a republic where

merit is the only consideration for promotion. Above all, the Ana-

tolian Turks are a race; they have struck off the cultural trammels

of the East and the economic trammels of the West, and without
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separating themselves completely from the fold of Islam or from

the society of the Western nations. To Mustapha Kemal is due all

honour for having brought the phcenix of the Turkish nation out

of the ashes of the Ottoman Empire.



II - THE ARABS AND THE ALLIED
POWERS

TURKEY would never have been able to work out her destiny so suc-

cessfully if the Allies in the World War had not divested her of her

Arab provinces. What the Allies intended to do with those provinces

is something of a mystery. The Arabs' impression was that after the

war their independence was to be recognized. That was why they

fought against the Turks in the Hedjaz and in Syria. The British

High Commissioner in Egypt, Sir Henry MacMahon, had asked

Hussain, the Governor 'of Mecca and head of the Prophet's own

family, the Sherifs, to call the Arab revolt. Hussain had demanded

that the Allies should recognize in return the independence of the

whole Arabian peninsula with the exception of Aden. After negotia-

tions, in which further exceptions were made temporarily in the case

of the Basra-Baghdad and the Aleppo-Beirout districts, where Hus-

sain recognized the interests of Great Britain and France respec-

tively, Sir Henry promised on behalf of the British Government "to

recognize and support the independence of the Arabs within the

territories included in the limits and boundaries proposed by the

Sherif of Mecca."

Allies Partition of Arabia. As the war went on, the Arabs were given
reason to doubt the good faith of the British promises. Rumours be-

gan to spread that Great Britain and France had made a secret treaty

(the Sykes-Picot Agreement, May, 1916) settling the future of

Arabia. In 1917 the rumours were confirmed by the Bolshevik

Government of Russia, who impudently published the treaty:

Mesopotamia and two Palestinian ports were marked out for British

administration, the Syrian coast was assigned to French administra-

tion, with Damascus, Aleppo and Mosul as "a zone of French in-

fluence", and Palestine itself was to be an international zone. "The

Arabs," writes Halideh Edib, "have never since recovered from their

disillusionment. The proposed independence meant nothing more
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than a division of the Arab-speaking lands between England and
France." Then the British published a promise to the Jews (the
Balfour Proclamation) undertaking to provide the Jewish people
with a "National Home" in Palestine, which was already the home
of Arabs. A more concrete reminder o the frangibility of promises
was the fact that the British administered the province of Iraq with

officers of the Indian Army.
Yet when the Armistice came, the Arabs were still sanguine. After

all, it was only to be expected that, in the stress of war, promises
should be sometimes forgotten even by Great Britain. And, in any
case, the basis of the peace was to be President Wilson's Fourteen

Points. "Every territorial settlement involved in this war must be

made in the interest and for the benefit of the populations concerned,

not as a part of any mere adjustment or compromise of claims among
rival States" so ran Wilson's third Point; it seemed specially drafted

to nullify the Sykes-Picot Agreement! The twelfth Point went even

farther: "The nationalities now under Turkish rule should be as-

sured of an undoubted security of life, and an absolutely unmolested

opportunity of autonomous development." The Arab-speaking peo-

ples were not alone in putting their faith in Wilson.

Disenchantment was not long in coming. When Egyptian repre-

sentatives proposed to attend the Conference, they were bluntly for-

bidden. The British Protectorate of Egypt was not withdrawn on

the contrary it was officially recognized by the United States them-

selves in 1919. Of all the ex-provinces of the Ottoman Empire, the

Hedjaz alone was represented, and that not by King Hussain, whose

ambition was to rule a United Arabia, but by his son Feisal, who

openly opposed his father's pretensions and confined his own claims

to the more modest ambition of gaining recognition for his own rule

in the State of Damascus.

To the peace-makers in Paris, the question of the Middle East was

of secondary importance. European questions naturally came first;

the Hohenzollern and the Habsburg empires had to be partitioned

before attention could be turned to the Ottoman. Besides, none of the

delegates of the Great Powers kne>y anything about Arabia. They

knew, of course, that it is a vast desert peninsula of the size of India,

and that its fringes are cultivated and of strategic and economic

importance Egypt because of the Suez Canal; Palestine, Syria and

Iraq because of other routes to India; Mosul and the Persian Gulf
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because of oil deposits. But of the centre of Arabia they knew noth-

ing; of Ibn Saud and the revival of Wahhabism which he was lead-

ing they had, perhaps, never heard. Their adviser on Arabian ques-

tions was T. E. Lawrence, who was in Paris as FeisaFs interpreter.

"The only person who seemed to know everyone and everything and

to have access to all the Big Three Clemenceau, Lloyd George and

Woodrow Wilson was Lawrence. I don't know how he did it, but

he was in and out of their private rooms all the time, and as he was

about the only man who knew the whole Eastern geographical and

racial question inside out, they were probably glad of his advice." *

But even Lawrence knew little of Ibn Saud.

Behind the scenes of the Peace Conference and in intervals be-

tween discussion of more pressing topics, intrigue as to the future

of the Middle East went on for months. Sentiment was on the side

of honouring the promises ma'de to the Arabs. These promises had

been confirmed as recently as November 30, 1918, by a Franco-British

declaration that "the end which France and Britain have in view

... is the complete and definite liberation of the peoples so long

oppressed by the Turks and the establishment of national govern-

ments and administrations drawing their authority from the initia-

tive and free choice of indigenous populations." Economy, too, was

on this side: the British War Office complained that it was costing

thirty million pounds a year to administer Iraq. On the other side

were prudence and the interests of imperialism: if the British were

to withdraw from Iraq what was to prevent Turkey from seizing

it? And what of the control of the Suez? And what of French

claims in Syria?

The Mandate System. At length, in the summer of 1919? a compro-
mise began to be worked out. It was known as the Mandate System
and its principle was embodied in the Covenant of the League of

Nations as Article 22. The first part of this article we must quote:

i. To those colonies and territories which as a consequence of the late

war have ceased to be under the sovereignty of the States which formerly

governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able to stand

by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world, there

should be applied the principle that the well-being and development of

1 Sir Henry MacMahon, quoted in Robert Graves' "Lawrence and the Arabs."
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such peoples form a sacred trust of civilization and that securities for

the performance of this trust should be embodied in this Covenant.

2. The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that

the tutelage of such peoples should be entrusted to advanced nations who

by reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical posi-

tion can best undertake this responsibility, and who are willing to accept

it, and that this tutelage should be exercised by them as Mandatories

on behalf of the League.

4. Certain communities formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire
have reached a stage of development where their existence as independent
nations can be provisionally recognized subject to the rendering of ad-

ministrative advice and assistance by a Mandatory until such time as

they are able to stand alone. The wishes of these communities must be

a principal consideration in the selection of the Mandatory.

It was proposed that an international commission should be sent

out to discover what "the wishes of these communities" were, but

France refused to nominate a representative and the commission

never sailed. The Allied Powers made their own arrangements for

the mandates; early in 1920 they decided that Iraq should become a

mandate of Great Britain, and that Syria, the land lying between

the Taurus Mountains and the Sinai Desert, should be divided,

Great Britain accepting a mandate for the southern part (Palestine)

and for a bordering strip o desert henceforward to be known as

the State of Transjordan, and France a mandate for the northern

part to which the name of Syria was confined that is, for the

Lebanon Coast and for the Arab State of Damascus of which Feisal

was King.

By the Mandate System, it was held, the strategic and economic

interests of the Western Powers would be secured until the man-

dated territories should be strong enough to guarantee their interests

with their own resources. At the same time, the system did not

overtly violate all the promises made to the Arabs,

A further fulfilment of the promises made to the Arabs was the

position accorded to the Sherifian family. Hussain himself, now in

his sixty-seventh year, was recognized as King of the Hedjaz. (The
Allies had nothing to fear from that, for the Hedjaz was not eco-

nomically self-supporting and relied for its livelihood upon the pil-

grims who came to the Holy Cities every year by boat to the Red

Sea ports and by the Pilgrims' Railway.) Hussain's eldest son, All,
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was to succeed him in the Hedjaz. His second son, Abdullah, was

intended to be King o Iraq, under British mandate. His third son,

Feisal, was King of Damascus. Thus did the Allies honour the

Prophet's family in his own country.

No pretence was made of rewarding the other subjects of the Otto-

man Empire who had helped the Allies in the World War. The

Armenians, though they had been promised home rule, were left to

the mercy of the Turks; that merely took the form of a wholesale

massacre. The United States had refused to accept a mandate for

Armenia. The Egyptians were left under a British protectorate. Ibn

Saud, the King of Nejd, was left ringed round by his enemies, the

Sherifians.

Such was the partition of the Ottoman dependencies which the

victorious Allies made in 1919 and in the first months of 1920. It was

a settlement which settled nothing. Even its authors did not expect

it to last long, but they never thought that it would fail as completely
as in fact it did.

The French in Syria. In accepting the mandate for Syria, France

had gone against the known wishes of the natives. What the three

million inhabitants of Syria did want no one knows: between Mos-

lem peasants and landowners, Druse hillmen and Levantine traders,

there were racial, economic and religious
x

barriers which made

general agreement on any form of government impossible. But it

was known (thanks to an American commission of inquiry) that

they were opposed to a mandate, and that if a mandate were to be

forced upon them they would prefer to be under any power rather

than France. Therefore the French had to inaugurate their man-

datory regime by force and to maintain it by force.

In August, 1920, a military expedition under General Gouraud
drove Feisal out of Damascus and declared the Arab Kingdom
which had lasted for two years to be abolished. In its place the

French set up a military administration. Divide et impera was their

policy. They divided the mandated territory into no less than five

1 The majority were Moslems of the Sunni rite, but there were many Moslems of

the Shiah rite, divided into Metwalis, Circassians, Kurds, Persians and Turcomans.
The Maronite Christians were in a majority in the Lebanon, but there were also

Melkites, Armenians, Syrians, Chaldeans and Latins, who acknowledged the Pope,
and no less than seven Christian "Churches" who did not. The Druses held a dis-

. tinct, post-Islamic religion.
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separate States: Lebanon, Latakia, Alexandretta, the mountain dis-

trict which they called the State of the Jebal Druse, and the larger

district round Damascus which they called the State of Syria. The
five divisions were separated by the paraphernalia of different ad-

ministrations, different budgets, different flags, and united by
doubtful bonds supplied by French officers and officials and by a

common currency of depreciated French francs.

The Syrians were distressed by this partition of their country and
alarmed by the favours extended by the French to the Christian

minorities. Isolated groups of Moslems rose in rebellion in district

after district, but it was left to the virile tribes of the Druse to insti-

gate the first serious resistance. In 1925 the French invited certain

Druse leaders to Damascus for a conference and there treacherously

put them under arrest. A general rising of Druses followed, in which

the Damascenes joined. The French replied by bombarding Damas-

cus, the oldest inhabited city of the world. An eye-witness's ac-

count appeared in the Times on October 27: "The forty-eight hours'

shelling, combined with the activities of the marauders, as might be

expected, left substantial traces. . . . The whole area lying between

the Hamidieh and the Street Called Straight has been laid in ruins.

The Hamidieh is greatly damaged, but far worse is the Street Called

Straight, the corrugated roof of which has been blown off in the

centre for quite a hundred yards, and a portion of it was hanging
down in the street like part of a collapsed balloon. In both bazaars

shop after shop was destroyed, either by tank machine-guns, which

riddled the iron shutters as they dashed through, or by shell or by
fire

"

It was only several months later, when the French troops in Syria

had been increased to fifty thousand and Senegalese had been set to

burn down villages in which rebels were thought to be hiding, that

the rising was subdued.

The rising was not without good consequences. The method of its

suppression aroused such resentment in the civilized world that

France felt obliged to send out a statesman of the first rank, M.
Henri de Jouvenal, as Governor of Syria; and the new Governor felt

obliged to announce to the Permanent Mandates Commission of the

League that France's aim was to replace the mandate by a perma-
nent treaty with the Syrian nation. Now for the first time it became

possible for the Syrians to cooperate with the French. The procedure
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laid down by the Mandates Commission and followed by the British

in Iraq was that the French should provide for the free election of a

Constituent Assembly, which would draw up an Organic Law;
once this law and the government set up under it had been recog-

nized by the French, it would be possible for France to submit a

treaty for Syrian signature. The British had signed their treaty with

Iraq in 1923, giving Iraq independence and its king the right to de-

cide what British forces should be stationed in his kingdom in future.

M. de Jouvenal made his announcement in 1926. Over two years

passed before the French had a Constituent Assembly elected, and

then they refused to accept the Organic Law which it drew up. It

was November, 1933, before France actually offered a treaty to a

Syrian Chamber of Deputies. The Chamber had been packed; it

consisted of fifty-three Moderates members favourable to the

French Government and only twenty-seven Nationalists. Yet the

treaty was rejected; forty-six members voted against it. There were

things in that treaty which even Moderates could not stomach: the

French had insisted . that the existing partition of Syria into five

States should continue and that the French Republic should main-

tain in Syria whatever camps, barracks, aerodromes and military
forces it thought fit.

British and Jews in Palestine. The failure of the French in Syria

was no more serious than the failure of the British in Palestine. The
Arabs hated the French but they had an even more bitter hatred

for the British. In Syria one knew, more or less, what to expect
the French were logical in their imperialism but in Palestine one

never knew: the British insisted that they were there for the good
of the Arabs, yet they proceeded to countenance the importation

every year, from every corner of the world, of thousands of Jews,

whom they treated as a privileged community in Palestine.

Most of these Jews were Zionists, members of an organization
whose aim was nothing less than to make Palestine a Jewish na-

tional home, the point of focus for the aspirations of twelve million

Jews scattered all over the world. The idea of Zionism had been con-

ceived by a Doctor Herzl while acting as a reporter at the Dreyfus
trial in 1894. In the next thirty years the movement had succeeded

in settling nearly a hundred thousand Jews in the Holy Land. The
Arabs were not disturbed by this immigration; they knew that the
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Jews were there on sufferance and could be expelled the moment

they became obnoxious. Trouble began only when a foreign Power
took upon itself to sponsor Zionism.

Great Britain had shown an interest in the movement even before

the war and had offered the Jews Uganda as their national home.

Doctor Weizmann, the Zionist leader, then insisted that only Pal-

estine could satisfy the spiritual needs of his people and the offer

was rejected. During the war Doctor Weizmann became indis-

pensable to the British. "Working for the Admiralty," writes the

Zionist Lord Melchett, "Weizmann perfected his most subtle and

complicated method of obtaining alcohol from wood, at a time when
this material, absolutely vital for the production of explosives, was

becoming impossible to obtain in sufficient quantities, owing to the

submarine campaign and the abnormal conditions of war. Mr.

Lloyd George has himself described the occasion and said that, con-

fronted with one of the most serious crises with which he was ever

beset in the Ministry of Munitions, we were saved by the brilliant

scientific genius of Doctor Weizmann. Both he and the Allies felt

a deep debt of gratitude and when they talked to him and asked,

'What can we do for you in the way of an honour?' he replied,

'All that I care for is the opportunity to do something for my
people.'

"

So it came about that on November 2, 1917, the British Govern-

ment issued the famous Balfour Declaration: "His Majesty's Gov-

ernment view with favour the establishment in Palestine of a Na-

tional Home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeav-

ours to facilitate the achievement of that object, it being understood

that nothing shall be done that may prejudice the rights of existing

non-Jewish Communities in Palestine, or the rights and political

status enjoyed by Jews in any other country."

Great Britain accepted the mandate for Palestine on the basis o

the Balfour Declaration, undertaking "to secure the establishment

of a Jewish National Home, to secure the preservation of an Arab

National Home and to apprentice the people of Palestine as a whole

in the art of self-government." It was a fantastic piece o idealism.

No doubt the British honestly thought that they could make the

Arab lion and the Zionist lamb lie down together. Palestine was

potientially rich enough for them both; they were both children of

Shem, fellow members of the Semitic race; their characters were
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complementary, the Jews industrious and orderly, the Arabs idle

and nonchalant. British rule had performed miracles of reconcilia-

tion before, for instance in keeping peace between Moslems and

Hindus hi India. But the attempt to perform a similar miracle in

Palestine failed. The Arab continued to loathe the Jew as an infidel

who was exploiting his country; the Zionist continued to despise

the "degenerate" Arab; and both conceived a violent grievance

against the British, whose policy was so vacillating that it seemed

nothing better than hypocritical.

From the Armistice to the acceptance of the mandate, the British

ruled Palestine through a military administration which favoured

the Arabs their allies in the 1918 campaign and distrusted the

Jews. Then in 1920 Sir Herbert Samuel was sent to Jerusalem to

apply the terms of the mandate. Sir Herbert tried to be impartial

but he was a Jew himself and the Zionists tactlessly acclaimed him
as "the first Jewish Governor of Palestine since Nehemiah." The
Arabs refused to recognize the mandate, and dangerous riots broke

out in Jerusalem and in Jaffa; and when Sir Herbert held a general
election in 1923 the Moslem groups rendered it abortive by refusing
to vote.

The next High Commissioner was more successful. The Arabs

appreciated the personality of Lord Plumer and they were de-

lighted by an economic slump which, succeeding the boom year

1925, sent many Jews scuttling bankrupt out of Palestine; they

thought they had only to wait and Zionism would liquidate itself.

The quiet period did not last long. In July, 1929, when Lord Plumer
had resigned and the local slump had come to an end, formidable

riots broke out between Arabs and Jews in Jerusalem. At last the

British Government realized that the Arabs had genuine grievances;
a commission of inquiry was sent out and in due course the Colonial

Secretary, Lord Passfield, published a White Paper in which it was
hinted that Jewish immigration would be restricted, in view of the

promise in the Balfour Declaration "that nothing shall be done that

may prejudice the rights of existing non-Jewish communities in

Palestine." The White Paper was greeted by a storm of protest from
influential Jews. Ramsay MacDonald bowed before the storm and
wrote to Doctor Weizmann, explaining the White Paper away. The
vacillation was not good for British prestige in Palestine.

The Jews have put millions of pounds and hope immeasurable
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into their "National Home," They have settled down to agricultural

life with an enthusiasm born of centuries of wandering; they have

made the soil of Palestine bring forth with such abundance that

to-day it seems once more a land flowing with milk and honey.

They are developing its resources to meet more modern needs; they
are exploiting the potash of the Dead Sea and have harnessed the

Jordan to electric turbines. On the coast near Jaffa they have built

a new (and hideous) city, Tel Aviv, the Hill of Hope, where fifty

thousand Jews are living. Once again Israel remembers the words

of Deuteronomy: "The Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good
land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths, springing
forth in valleys and hills; a land of wheat and barley, and vines and

fig-trees and pomegranates; a land of oil olives and honey; a land

whose stones are iron, and out of whose hills thou mayest dig
brass."

Meanwhile the Arabs nurse their grievance: Palestine, they say,

belongs to them; they are still in the majority there are six Arabs

to every one Zionist; they are paying for all this development, paying
two and a half million pounds to Great Britain, where before they

only paid a hundred and eighty thousand to Turkey. They dare not

attack the Zionists, for the Jews have the British behind them. And
it will be a long time before the British will relax their hold on

Palestine. They spent a million pounds in rebuilding the port of

Haifa and on bringing to it the oil pipe line from Iraq. When the

port was opened in 1933, the Arabs organized riots in Jerusalem.

The riots were easily suppressed but they fulfilled their purpose in

advertising the Arabs' grievance to the world.

The Arabs in Palestine can expect no help from their brothers in

the desert. The British mandate for Palestine included a mandate

for Transjordan. Here they installed as king the second son of

Hussain, Abdullah (whose nomination to the throne of Iraq had

been dropped). They built a fine palace for Abdullah at Amman,
and fine aerodromes and garages for their own bombing planes and

armoured cars. Then, in 1925, they annexed the country round

Maan and Akaba and added it to Transjordan. Thus Palestine was

isolated from the desert. There are no Jews in Transjordan, but

neither is there Arab independence, for the British Resident at Am-
man is the real ruler of the country.

The Mandate System failed in Syria and Palestine primarily
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because control o those countries was so valuable to their manda-

tories. Syria and Palestine were becoming again what they had been

in the Middle Ages the vital trade route between East and West.

It was most important to control the new motor and air routes be-

tween the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf, most important to

control the new oil pipe lines. The Mandate System failed, second-

arily, because France and Britain each supported a minority in

one case the Christian, in the other the Jew instead of the Arab

majority. Meanwhile, their policy of supporting the Sherifian family
in the Hedjaz had failed for a similar reason.

Saudi Arabia. By restoring a member of the Prophet's own family

to the kingship of the Holy Province, Great Britain had hoped to

win the approval of Islamic opinion. Actually the opposite was the

result.

"Hussain," writes Philby in his "Arabia", "launched out into a

career of crazy despotism, preserving all the outward forms of mod-

ern administration, though with nothing of its spirit or substance.

The whole government of the Hijaz was focused in the King's

person; every official of the administration was assumed to be and

treated as a rogue, being ill paid or paid not at all, on the assumption
that he helped himself to what he needed out of the State revenues

which passed through his hands; the State telegraphs, telephones

and wireless service (the last partly inherited from the War and

partly developed by himself) were personally managed by the King;
motor transport, of which much had been hoped as a means of

promoting the prosperity of the country, was reserved for the sole

use of His Majesty; aeroplanes of long discarded types were pur-

chased at high prices and then left to rot because the King suspected

robbery whenever an indent for spare parts or accessories was sub-

mitted for the royal approval; the Army was kept on short rations

and seldom paid; the Ministers of State were treated as private

servants; and the representatives of foreign Powers were treated

with scant respect, culminating in a ludicrous incident when the

King, observing through his binoculars the planting of little red

flags to mark the holes on the Jidda golf-course, despatched one of

his aides-de-camp to remove the offensive signs of foreign penetra-

tion! In a word, the administration of the Hijaz had by 1924 become
a byword of Gilbertian comedy, and the people groaned under a
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tyranny from which there was no escape because it had the apparent

blessing of Great Britain. There were few who did not regret the

passing of the spacious days of the old Turkish regime."

By 1924 the blessing of Great Britain was no more than apparent,

because Hussain claimed to be the King of All the Arabic Countries,

and refused to recognize the mandates. He was a dauntless old man
and persisted in considering the six million pounds which Great

Britain had paid him between 1916 and 1919 as a fair fee for his

assistance in the war and not as a bribe for his future subservience.

Meanwhile in Central Arabia a leader had arisen who had even

more reason than the British to be angry with Hussain
J

s claims to

Arabian sovereignty. In the eighteenth century a sect of Arabs from

the oases of Nejd had led a revival of the purest form of Islamic

religion. The Wahhabi, as they were called from the name of their

leader, refused to recognize the authority of the Caliph and the ad-

ditions which had been made to the law of the Prophet. They be-

lieved in the literal observance of Koranic law, even in its prohibi-

tion of shaving and smoking, of gambling and drinking alcohol,

of wearing silk, gold, silver and ornaments, and of indulging in the

practice of magic. The Wahhabi had carried Central Arabia before

them and had taken possession of the Holy Cities of the Hedjaz.
But that was long ago, beyond the memory of any living man,

though living men can remember the time when the last Wahhabi
ruler was driven out of Nejd, in 1885. The son of that ruler, Abdul

Aziz II Ibn Saud, had been brought up as a penniless exile on the

Persian Gulf. He was only five at the time of his father's expulsion,

but he grew up with the stamp of a leader upon him, grew up literally

to the height of six and a half feet, so that he stood out head and

shoulders above the little Arabs. When he was twenty-two, Ibn

Saud left the Gulf and, collecting a small force of tribesmen, clam-

bered over the walls of Ridajd, the capital city of Nejd, and took

the Turkish garrison by surprise. In the course of the next ten years

he made himself a considerable chieftain and the Turkish Govern-

ment thought it worth while to pay Hussain of the Hedjaz to lead

an expedition against him. Hussain captured Ibn SaucTs brother

and extracted Ibn Saud's recognition of Turkish suzerainty and a

douceur of a thousand pounds. That was in 1912; it was the begin-

ning of a life-long enmity between the Sherif and the Wahha'bL

In this same year Ibn Saud founded an institution which is alone
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enough to win him a permanent place in Arabian history. His fol-

lowers were nomad tribes who spent their lives wandering from

well to well in the desert. There was only one way for them to avoid

death in times of drought and famine, and that was by raiding

raiding the watering places of fellow Wahhabi tribes or of their

neighbours; raiding the caravans of travellers on their way to the

Holy Places. Ibn Saud's problem was first to spread the doctrines of

Wahhabism and secondly to put a stop to raiding. He found a

solution in the creation of an order of military knights, the Ikjiwan
or Brethren, men who were sworn to serve Ibn Saud and who, in

intervals of service, were encouraged to settle in comparatively fer-

tile spots in the desert and to cultivate the land. These l%hwan col-

onies were at once military garrisons, agricultural settlements and

religious seminaries for Wahhabism. The first was founded in 1912;

to-day there are more than a hundred.

In 1913 Ibn Saud took his revenge on the Turks by capturing Hasa

and extending the Wahhabi dominions to the Persian Gulf. In the

World War the Allies bought his neutrality by the payment of five

thousand pounds a month. It was a mere fraction of what they

were paying his enemy Hussain for the same purpose, but he needed

money and accepted British assurances that the Sherif's subsidy

would not be used against the Wahhabi. These assurances were

violated in the summer of 1918, when Hussain's forces on three

occasions attacked the oasis of Khurma, a district in which Wahhabis

were living. At last Ibn Saud retaliated; by a surprise attack he cap-

tured Khurma and all but captured Hussain's son Abdullah, who
fled ignominiously from the city in his nightshirt.

In 1921 a campaign against the Kingdom of Hail brought Ibn

Saud's borders up to the Kingdom of Iraq. The British realized that

it was time to come to terms with the Wahhabi. A conference was

called at Kuwait, but no agreement could be reached: Ibn Saud

was not pleased with the British policy of establishing members of

the Sherifian family in Transjordan and Iraq, as well as in the

Hedjaz, and Great Britain was not pleased with the raids of Wah-
habi tribesmen on the Iraq frontier. "Ibn Saud may of course re-

pudiate the action of his followers; that's the best that can happen,
for otherwise we're practically at war with him." So wrote Ger-

trude Bell in 1922; Great Britain has been practically at war with

him ever since.
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When Mustapha Kemal, at the beginning of 1924, abolished the

Ottoman Caliphate, Hussain was persuaded by Abdullah, the least

balanced of his sons, to take the office of Caliph upon himself. At
the same time Great Britain ceased to pay Hussain and Ibn Saud

the bribe for their neutrality. Ibn Saud had therefore a double excuse

for an attack on the Sherifian. He planned a threefold advance. In

Transjordan and in Iraq, the Wahhabi failed; their camel trains

were easily bombed to pieces by the British Air Force. But there was

no R.A.F. in the Hedjaz. Ibn Saud drove Ali's army down to Jedda,

on the Red Sea coast. The old Sherif he was seventy now

bravely stayed on in Mecca, but at last he was persuaded to abdicate.

Ibn Saud came to Mecca, but not as a conqueror; he entered on

foot, in the seamless garment of a humble pilgrim. That summer,
the faithful who made the Pilgrimage to Mecca were surprised to

find that peace reigned in the Holy City, peace secured by the purest

sect of all Islam.

Ibn Saud was ruler now of the Hedjaz and of Nejd. Nothing was

more difficult than to weld these two kingdoms into one. The puritan

tribes of the central desert were traditional enemies of the loose-

living Hedjazis; nothing would please them more than to raid

the Sacred Land and to attack the cosmopolitan bands of pilgrims

who defiled Mecca with their tobacco, their alcohol and their parade
of riches. Ibn Saud had to restrain his tribesmen. He held them in

leash, chafing at the collar, while he allowed a railway line to be

built from Jedda to Mecca, set up services of motor-coaches to the

Holy Cities, made arrangements for the health and comfort of the

pilgrims. The result was a record Pilgrimage in 1927, when a hun-

dred thousand of the faithful visited Mecca. But the l^hwan were

outraged. Ibn Saud, they said, had forgotten his Wahhabi ideals;

he was practising magic by travelling in motor-cars and in setting

up wireless stations in Arabia. Ibn Saud replied with much wisdom:

"Moslems are to-day awakening from sleep. They must take hold

of the weapons which are at their hand and which are of two kinds

firstly, piety and obedience to God; and, secondly, such material

weapons as aeropknes and motor-cars." The whole Moslem world

agreed with him, except the Ifyhtuan. They rose in rebellion and

showed their contempt of the treaties he had made with the infidel

English by raiding over the borders of Iraq. The English helped the

Iraqis and bombed the raiders back into Nejd, where Ibn Saud was
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at last able to slay their leaders and bring the Brethren back into

submission.

At last Hedjaz and Nejd were really united; Ibn Saud was lord

of Arabia from the Red Sea to the Persian Gulf, from the Indian

Ocean to the Syrian deserts. The greatest danger to him now was

the half-circle of British-protected States which closed his northern

frontiers. In 1924 he had cut through the ring, seizing a corridor of

land between Transjordan and Iraq, but the British had forced him
to give it up. He had the greatest quality of a despot, knowledge
of his own limitations. He knew that against the British he was

hopeless. Since the British were set on their land route from Palestine

to the Persian Gulf and their oil pipe lines, the Lord of Arabia must

swallow his rage and make treaties of bon voisinage with his enemy
Abdullah in Transjordan and his enemy Feisal and Feisal's son in

Iraq. That was inevitable. The only road for expansion lay to the

south, where a Moslem ruler still maintained an independent State

in the Yeman. In 1934 Ibn Saud subdued the Yeman.

"Verily," said the prophet Mahomet, "God will send to His people
at the beginning of each age him who shall renew His religion."

Ibn Saud was that renewer. The Wahhabi might mock: he had

dabbled in the magic of modernization, he had supped with the

Devil, setting up a state bank guaranteed by Egypt, allowing the

Anglo-American Oil Company to prospect. The world economic

crisis prevented Moslems of Egypt, India and the East Indies from

making the Pilgrimage in the usual number in the nineteen-thirties

and deprived the Hedjaz of its revenue; hence the concessions. But

neither the post-war schemes of the English to make Arabia a British

protectorate nor the world crisis itself prevented Ibn Saud from gain-

ing recognition as King of Saudi Arabia, the only orthodox son of

the Prophet to rule a large kingdom in complete independence of

foreigners.
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IRAQ is a new word to modern ears. Before the war it was called

Mesopotamia and known only as the conjectured site of the Garden
of Eden and as the certain centre of three firmer, though less idyllic,

civilizations of the ancient world. During the war it became familiar

as the scene of the defeat of the British under General Townshend
and of their victory, at long last, when Baghdad was captured from
the Turks in March, 1917; but even then it was not well known and
Allied statesmen were almost as ignorant as the general public of

the conditions and problems that underlay "that blessed word,

Mesopotamia."

British Rule, 1918-1920. Actually the situation in 1918 was this: the

British had conquered the three Turkish provinces of Basra, Bagh-
dad and Mosul, a country half as big as the United Kingdom, with

a population of two million Iraqis, half a million Kurds and perhaps
a quarter of a million Assyrian Christians. The Turks had been

expelled and in their place a new administrative machine controlled

by British officers had been set up by Colonel (now Sir) A. T. Wilson.

His superiors had contradictory ideas of the policy that should be

pursued: in Whitehall three different government departments
the Foreign, India and War offices had three different ideas as to

the future of Iraq. The Iraqis themselves had no definite plan, ex-

cept that they did not wish to exchange the old despotism of the

Turks for a new despotism of Britons. Only A. T. Wilson knew his

mind quite definitely: he wanted Iraq to be a British Protectorate

which at some future date might prove worthy of being granted
Dominion. "If we wish to make our Arab policy, whatever it is, a

success," he wrote, "we must develop other political bonds at the

earliest moment, and shape our commercial policy to that end. With

railway communications with Syria and Egypt, rapid communica-

tions and cheap telegrams: with abundant literature and good uni-

versities and schools ... I believe we could do something, but
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without these solid bonds I fear we shall never beat down Arab

provincialism." His task was a tremendous one: to restore order

and create prosperity in a country of primitive economic conditions

possessing no modern means of communication except six hundred

fifty miles of railway and ten miles of macadamized roads, and

occupied by an immense army. He worked with Napoleonic energy
and the administration he set up was undoubtedly efficient. But in

the twelve months before his recall in 1920, Iraq cost the British

Government over thirty million pounds and "Arab provincialism"
was by no means "beaten down."

On the contrary, when it was announced in Baghdad that Iraq
was to be under British mandate the Iraqis rose in rebellion. In

Arab translation, the word "mandate" becomes "domination." So

the Iraqis were to be under British domination and all the Allied

promises had been bluff! Natives murdered British political officers

in outlying stations, and the whole area of the Middle Euphrates
was wrested from British control.

The situation was clearly explained to the British public by T. E.

Lawrence in a letter to the Times on July 22, 1920. "It is not aston-

ishing that their (the Iraqis') patience has broken down after two

years. The Government we have set up is English in fashion, and

conducted in the English language. So it has 450 British executive

officers running it, and not a single responsible Mesopotamian. In

Turkish days 70 per cent, of the executive civil service was local.

Our 80,000 troops there are occupied in police duties, not in guard-

ing the frontiers. They are holding down the people. In Turkish

days the two army corps in Mesopotamia were 60 per cent. Arabs

in officers, 95 per cent, in other ranks. This deprivation of sharing
the defence and administration of the country is galling to the edu-

cated Mesopotamian. It is true we have increased prosperity but

who cares for that when liberty is in the other scale?"

The Mandate. In the fighting between July and October there were

over two thousand British and Indians killed and wounded; and

Arab casualties were estimated at eight thousand, four hundred and

fifty. The solution was to make the Arabs responsible for admin-

istrating their own country. In October Sir Percy Cox replaced

Colonel Wilson in Baghdad and immediately invited a number of

prominent Iraqis to form a Cabinet. The ministry so formed was
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the first Arab Government in Mesopotamia since the thirteenth

century. "Long life to the Arab Government. Give them respon-

sibility and let them settle their own affairs and they'll do it every
rime a thousand times better than we can." So wrote Gertrude Bell;

no European except perhaps Lawrence had a closer knowledge of

Arabs. It was a very limited responsibility that Great Britain gave
the Iraqis. At the Cairo Conference of 1921, the Colonial Secretary,

Winston Churchill, decided to withdraw the British army from

Iraq, but he replaced it by the Royal Air Force a much more
effective as well as a cheaper arm for policing that particular country.
It was also decided that Iraq should have an Arab king, but when
native opinion proved to be divided over the choice, the British

deported the "Nationalist" candidate and so secured the acceptance
of their own nominee, the Sherifian Feisal.

King Feisal I. Feisal's life had been full of difficult situations first

during his boyhood as virtual prisoner of the Red Sultan, Abdul-

Hamid, in Constantinople, then in the Hedjaz under his hectoring

father, later as leader of the Arab revolt, and finally as King of

Damascus until his expulsion by the French but nothing had

been so difficult as the position in which he found himself as King
of Iraq. As the nominee of the British, he was naturally suspect to

his new subjects. As ex-King of Damascus he was hated by his

French neighbours in Syria. As an orthodox Sunni Moslem he was
distrusted by the Persians, who were Shiites and feared for the safety

of their Holy Cities on the Euphrates, now that Iraq was under a

Sunni ruler. And as a Sherifian he was the enemy of his other

neighbour, Ibn Saud of Nejd.
Feisal walked with marvellous delicacy. He was a man of great

natural dignity and of unusual patience and tact. He never deviated

from his policy, which was to build up an Arab National State which

would be respected by its neighbours and supported, though not

directed, by the British. When the Colonial Office cabled that he

was to announce in his Coronation speech that the ultimate authority
in the land was the British High Commissioner, Feisal insisted that

he was an independent sovereign in treaty with Great Britain; and
this was the relationship that was ultimately accepted by a treaty of

1923. France could not in decency withhold her recognition much

longer, and in 1925 a Franco-Iraqian convention was signed allow-
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ing trade transit between Iraq and Syria. A Persian treaty followed,

when Feisal had shown his good intentions towards the Shiites and

had found money to build the Iraq section of a road which was

to connect Baghdad with Teheran. Ibn Saud proved more difficult

to reconcile; it is difficult enough to lay down a boundary in the

middle of the desert at any time, but when one party insists on

building aeroplane depots on its side of the line, negotiations are

bound to be strained. In 1930, however, Feisal and Ibn Saud met

in a personal interview and henceforward the relations between

their two States were comparatively peaceful.

The modernizing movement which spread over all Moslem coun-

tries in the post-war years could not be kept out of Iraq. The new

kingdom could not afford to neglect Western technique, without

which it must remain a poor country of nomads and cultivators,

the prey of every armed invader. Feisal realized this and encouraged
the introduction of Western methods wherever they did not inter-

fere with the observances of Islam. He set a personal example by

travelling by motor-car and by air though no motor-car had been

seen in Iraq before the war and an aeroplane was still regarded by
most of the inhabitants as a diabolical species of bird. He wore

European clothes and sent his younger brother Zeid and his son

Gazi to be educated in England. His wife and daughter he kept in

Oriental seclusion; it was not for a descendant of the Prophet to go
the Turkish lengths in aping the West.

The Problem of Mosul. One problem Feisal never solved: the prob-
lem o Mosul. That province, which for centuries was ruled by the

Turks, was promised to France in 1916, and the French waived their

claim when it was incorporated into the Mandated Territory of

Iraq only on condition that they should be paid a quarter of the

profits of the oil fields. An Iraq Petroleum Company was formed

to exploit Mosul, investment by Westerners in that company rapidly
reached the figure of ten million pounds and a pipe line was laid

across the Syrian desert to take the oil to Haifa and to Tripolis.
The solvency of the new Iraq kingdom depended upon royalties

from the oil fields. If the Iraq Government failed to maintain order

in Mosul, there was no doubt that the Western powers would inter-

vene to protect their interests.

The province of Mosul had in ancient times been the home ter-
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ritory of the Assyrian Kingdom; never had it been Arabic in char-

acter. The majority of the inhabitants were Kurds, and it was on
this ground that the Turks, who in their National Pact had re-

nounced all claims on the Arab-speaking dominions of the Ottoman

Empire, laid claim to Mosul after the war. They intended to unite

the half million Kurds of Mosul with the three million Kurds who
lived north of the Zoga Mountains, and to impose Turkish language
and government upon them. The Allies, on the other hand, had laid

down at Sevres that Northern Kurdistan should become an inde-

pendent State which the Kurds of Mosul might join if they desired.

When this treaty was not ratified, the Allies changed their policy,

insisting that the province of Mosul was strategically necessary to

the new State of Iraq. This was no doubt true, but it was hard on
the Kurds, who had been the enemies of the Iraqis from time im-

memorial and who would have preferred dependence on Turkey to

dependence on Iraq. The Kurds have a proverb:

A Camel is not an animal,

An Arab is not a human being,

and there is an Arab proverb :

There are three plagues in the world,
The Kurd, the rat and the locust.

The Kurds resisted the new domination strenuously. They are

fine fighters the Kurd has the finest physique in all the Middle

East but the odds were too heavy for them. The British with

Assyrian auxiliaries overran Mosul and set up a government of

British officers, who were eventually replaced by even less sympa-
thetic Iraqis. And so between the economic imperialism of France

and Britain and the naissant nationalism of Turkey, Iraq and Persia

(where there are seven hundred thousand Kurds) it would seem

that that fine race, the descendants of the ancient Medes, will be

crushed to death.

The Assyrian Christians. A similar fate is in store for another race

which war necessities of Great Britain brought within the boun-

daries of Iraq. Before the war some forty thousand Assyrians lived
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in Turkey. Theirs was the difficult existence of a Christian com-

munity surrounded by Moslems, but they were proud of their faith,

which was that of the Nestorian branch of the Church, and showed

no tendency to be absorbed into Islam. When the war broke out,

British agents encouraged their young men to leave their homes and

join in the war against the Turks. After the war they found them-

selves encamped in the No-Man's-Land between Turkey and Iraq.

Turkey, not unnaturally, refused to let them return to their Anato-

lian villages: they had made their bed, now they must lie on it. But

the British proceeded to estrange them from their new bedfellows

by using them as auxiliaries against the Kurds and, subsequently, by

employing them to guard the British aerodromes in Iraq a duty
for which it was too costly to employ European troops and which

Iraqis could not be trusted to perform. Active persecution began in

1924, when the Turks plundered the Assyrian settlements in the

No-ManJ

s-Land. Thousands of Assyrian refugees took refuge in

Iraq, where the British authorities promised them asylum.
In 1933 Great Britain surrendered the Iraq mandate and their

promise to the Assyrians was forgotten. The Iraq Cabinet deter-

mined on the extermination of the infidels and refused to listen to

Feisal's pleas for moderation. Neatly they hoodwinked the British

by sending British planes to drop leaflets on the Assyrian encamp-
ments, promising them safety if they gave up their arms. The As-

syrians duly surrendered. A few days later they were massacred in

cold blood by Iraq troops.

This was October, 1933. In September, Feisal had died of heart

failure, brought on by the strain of a journey from Europe to Bagh-
dad undertaken in the hope of dissuading his ministers from per-

secuting the Assyrians. Feisal had failed in Mosul but to him more

than to any other leader, except Ibn Saud, must go the credit for

having played the part of accoucheur to Arab nationalism. But

whereas Ibn Saud brought the Kingdom of Hedjaz-Nejd into the

world by Caesarian section, Feisal allowed the process of birth in

Iraq to take its normal course. He accepted the kingship under the

British mandate, he signed a treaty with Britain in 1923 accepting
British military assistance, and he saw in 1932 the admission of

Iraq to the League of Nations, which brought the British mandate

to an end. Iraq was the first mandatory State to emerge to independ-
ent statehood. When he died, his work was still unfinished; the
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navel cord of the Mosul pipe line remained as a symbol of Iraq's

attachment to the Western world.

Feisal was succeeded by his son, Gazi I, a young man of twenty-

one, who, although (or, perhaps, because) he had been educated

at Harrow, was not enamoured of Western methods. He knew that

the greatest danger to the infant kingdom was the attentions of her

British alma mater. That danger was clearly expressed in the first

month of his reign by Sir A. T. Wilson, who wrote, "Baghdad and

Basra are to the air communications of the British Empire in the

East what the Suez Canal is to our sea-borne trade with Asia."

The full import of that remark can be best understood in the

light of the recent history of Egypt.



IV NATIONALISM VERSUS
IMPERIALISM IN EGYPT

IN no part of the world are the contradictions inherent in British

imperialism to be seen more clearly than in Egypt. Great Britain

began to take an interest in Egyptian affairs when Napoleon I struck

at her Eastern communications by way of the Nile delta. When
Napoleon III built a canal through the Isthmus of Suez, that interest

became a passion. The bankruptcy of the Egyptian Khedive was
the excuse for buying a controlling interest in the canal, and the

attempt of an Egyptian soldier, Arabi Pasha, to win "Egypt for the

Egyptians" was the excuse for establishing a military occupation of

the country. For twenty-two years the British ruled Egypt without

admitting that they were exercising any degree of sovereignty what-

soever. Egypt was part of the Ottoman Empire and the British were

there nominally as officials and officers of the Khedive and of his over-

lord, the Sultan-Caliph; they observed the formalities of the Otto-

man regime, risking sunstroke by wearing the fez and ridicule by

adding the Turkish title "Pasha" to their incongruously English
names. In 1914, when war was declared between Great Britain and
the Ottoman Empire, it became impossible to keep up that pretence

any longer: a Proclamation of December 18 announced that "Egypt
is placed under the protection of His Majesty and will henceforth

constitute a British Protectorate."

The British Protectorate. Even then the object of British policy was
not clearly stated. An appearance of Egyptian independence was

maintained, the Khedive was honoured with the tide of Sultan; it

was insisted that the protectorate was a war-time expedient, not a

permanent annexation to the Empire. The Egyptians were not in-

vited to join the Allies in the war against the Central Powers. They
found themselves consequently in a most anomalous position: Egypt,
to quote Lord Lloyd, "was neither combatant nor neutral: she was
in the heart of the strife yet not of it. ... For England, Egypt be-
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came a theatre of war, merely an armed camp of the greatest im-

portance. But to herself she was still a country occupied with her
own problems, intensely aware of their importance, and only in-

cidentally concerned with the issue o the armed struggle."
It was obvious that the Egyptians would be the sufferers from

this situation, but no one could have foreseen the degree of ill treat-

ment to which they were actually subjected. In spite of the fact that

the British had explicitly promised not to call upon the Egyptian
people for military aid, they used the Auxiliary Egyptian Corps in
active fighting against the Turks and pressed thousands of fellaheen
into ill-paid service in the Egyptian Labour Force by a method which
amounted to conscription. The whole Nile delta was put under
martial law and the inhabitants became hewers of wood and drawers
of water for two hundred thousand Allied troops. Corn was com-
mandeered by the English and the entire cotton crop was bought up
at a not very generous price. Camels and donkeys for which the

Egyptian feels some of the personal attachment which an English-
man feels for his horse were requisitioned. It is true that the hotel

proprietors and shopkeepers of Cairo and Alexandria grew rich,

but the country as a whole learned to loathe the British from the

bottom of their hearts and longed only for the end of the war,
when the promise of evacuation would be fulfilled. There was a
chant popular among the fellaheen in those days:

Woe on us, Wingate
*

Who has carried off corn,

Carried off cattle,

Carried off children,

Leaving only our lives,

For love of Allah, now let us alone.

When the Armistice came, the Egyptians naturally thought that

the end of their troubles was in sight, since President Wilson's prin-

ciple of self-determination was to be the basis of the peace settle-

ment. To their utter surprise the British authorities refused to let

them send a delegation to Paris. Though Abyssinia and the Hedjaz
had sent delegations, Egypt was not to be allowed to state her case

before the Peace Conference. Resistance to this ruling was promptly
organized by a certain Zaghlul who formed a party (called the

1 Sir Reginald Wingate was British High Commissioner, 1916-1918.
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Wajd) which demanded nothing less than complete autonomy for

Egypt. The British reply was to deport Zaghlul and three other

Wajd leaders, in March, 1919.

The Nationalist Revolt* This was greeted by a campaign of whole-

sale sabotage against the British. Egyptian nationalists cut the tele-

graph wires and destroyed the railways and roads round Cairo until

the capital was isolated from the outside world. The railway line

from the Sudan they broke in two hundred places. For the most part

the sabotage was carried out without bloodshed but at one country

station national enthusiasm got out of hand and eight Englishmen
were murdered. The Allies were thus forced to pay some attention

to Egypt; they sent Lord Allenby out to crush the rising. For-

tunately, Lord Allenby had the wit to see that the rising was more

than a put-up job engineered by half-educated politicians; he realized

that it was a nationalist movement and that nationalism, like reli-

gion, thrives on persecution. Previously Egyptian nationalism had

been confined to the professional classes, to the young officers in

Arabi's day, and more recently to the students, lawyers and journal-

ists who comprised the small native intelligentzia. The result of the

war had been to spread nationalism to the naturally peace-loving

fellaheen.

Allenby invited the Egyptian leaders to cooperate with him in

restoring order and recalled Zaghlul from exile for that purpose.

The Wafd then adopted new tactics; they called off the sabotage

campaign and resorted instead to the more British method of strikes

and peaceful picketing. Gradually opinion in England came round

to the view that nothing would placate the Egyptians but a termina-

tion of the British protectorate. Such, at any rate, was the impression

of Lord Milner, who had been sent out with a Commission in De-

cember, 1919, to report on conditions in Egypt.

But it was one thing for Britain to agree to remove the protec-

torate and quite another for her to allow Egypt unconditional in-

dependence (the latter was the demand of Zaghlul, who was there-

upon deported a second time for organizing a boycott of the Milner

Commission). At last the British Government agreed upon a com-

promise and laid down the terms of a new relationship with Egypt
in a Declaration of February 28, 1922,
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"The British Protectorate over Egypt is terminated, and Egypt is de-

clared to be an independent sovereign State."

But:

"The following matters are absolutely reserved to the discretion of

His Majesty's Government until such time as it may be possible by free

discussion and friendly accommodation on both sides to conclude agree-
ments in regard thereto between His Majesty's Government and the

Government of Egypt:

"(a) The security of the communications of the British Empire in

Egypt.

"(b) The defence of Egypt against all foreign aggression or interfer-

ence, direct or indirect.

"(c) The protection of foreign interests in Egypt and the protection

of minorities.

"(d) The Sudan.

"Pending the conclusion of such agreements, the status quo shall re-

main intact."

An "Independent Sovereign State!' The political history of Egypt
since 1922 has been one long struggle to come to an agreement with

Great Britain on these four reserved points. Controversy was most

heated over the first and last. "By Britain's communications," writes

Lord Lloyd, "must be understood not merely the Suez Canal but

all communications by sea routes, air routes, or land routes, with

India and Australia within the Empire, and with Persia, Mesopo-
tamia and China, where our political and commercial interests at

stake are incalculable; there were also our aerial communications

with African territories." Egyptian opinion was prepared to recog-

nize that these communications were vital to the well-being of the

British Empire but held that guarantees of their preservation should

not be wrested from the Egyptian Government by force majeure;

after all, the British had recently granted independence to the South

Africans and to the Southern Irish without insisting on such "ma-

terial guarantees", and they should be prepared to show similar

confidence in the people of the Lower Nile.

The Sudan was an equally hard nut to crack. The Sudan is a vast

territory including the upper valleys of the White and the Blue Nile;

whoever controls the Sudan controls the entire water supply of

Egypt. The argument of the Egyptians with regard to the Sudan
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was the same as that of Great Britain with regard to the Suez: her

whole economic life depended on it. In addition, the Egyptians
claimed that they were united by- religious, linguistic and political

links with the people of the Sudan, for the religion of both countries

is Islam, the language of both is Arabic ("Sudan" is an Arabic word

meaning "the Blacks") and in the nineteenth century both were

under the common rule of Mehemet Ali by whom Khartoum was

founded. To these weighty arguments the British replied that they

had won back the Sudan for Egypt after the Mahdi rebellion of

1883-1895, that British enterprise had planted the Sudanese cotton

fields and built railways and -ports, and that therefore they were

entitled to share with Egypt the sovereignty of that area.

The British attitude towards the "reserved points" aroused a wave

of resentment among Egyptian nationalists. Every Dominion in the

British Empire, they pointed out, had a greater degree of self-

government than that which was allowed to the "independent sov-

ereign State of Egypt" by the Declaration of 1922.

The Leadership of ZaghluL A great deal depended on the personal-

ity of the Wafd leader. Zaghlul was the idol of the Egyptians. They

gloried in his career, remembering that he had been born a humble

feUah, had taken part, as a young man, in the Arabi rising of 1882

and later had risen by his wits to be Minister of Education and the

most popular of all Lord Cromer's ministers; they delighted in his

personality, loving his tall angular body, his unfailing sense of hu-

mour, his unpretentious pleasure-loving way of living and his gift

of prophetic oratory. No one in post-war Egypt has had a fraction

of ZaghluPs popularity Fuad, the man whom the British chose

to be the first King of Egypt, was openly hated; he had been brought

up in Italy and knew nothing of Egyptian affairs. On his return

from his second exile, Zaghlul became Prime Minister of the new

Egyptian Parliament with a strong majority behind him. If British

diplomatists could have made him see their point of view, the Egyp-
tian problem would have been settled. They failed, and blamed

Zaghlul for being an irreconcilable revolutionary. When Egyptian

nationalism, like all such movements, rose to fever heat and, passing

beyond the control of its leader, expressed itself in a series of political

assassinations, the British laid the death of their officials at Zaghlul's

door. A climax was reached in 1924 when Sir Lee Stack, the Com-
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mander-in-Chie of the Egyptian Army and the Governor-General

of the Sudan, was assassinated in Cairo. Zaghlul was forced to re-

sign and a period of repression followed during which King Fuad
ran the internal administration of Egypt on the old despotic model

of rule by "King's Friends." Great Britain seemed to prefer this

regime in Egypt to any essay in responsible government, for when
the general election of 1926 returned a hugh Wafd majority, the new

High Commissioner, Lord Lloyd, objected to Zaghlul's becoming
Prime Minister, and Zaghlul stood down. He remained the most

influential man in the country. In 1927, when in his sixty-seventh

year, he died. All Egypt went into mourning.

The Dictatorship of Sidty. Zaghlul's death did not bring an under-

standing with Great Britain any nearer. In 1930 the Labour Govern-

ment offered Egypt a new treaty: Egypt was to be allowed to officer

her own army provided that Great Britain might use Egypt as a

base in case of war; the office of High Commissioner was to be

abolished; and the Sudan was to be under the joint rule of the two

Powers. The Egyptian Parliament rejected the treaty; it did not go
far enough for Zaghlul's successor, Mustapha Nahas, who had come
into power with a Nationalist majority at the elections of 1929. So

King Fuad took advantage of British favour to suspend Parliament.

Since 1930 Fuad's friend Ismail Sidky, has ruled Egypt as a dic-

tator. In October of that year he promulgated a new constitution.

The King was given the right to suspend or dissolve Parliament

and to nominate sixty out of the hundred members of the Senate.

The Chamber of Deputies was to be elected by the people only in

the first electoral stage; that is to say, the people might choose one

voter out of every fifty to act as parliamentary elector. Half a loaf

in this case was as bad as no bread, for the Wafd was forbidden to

hold meetings, its Press gagged, and at the elections of 1931 its leaders

were shut up in Cairo. Hundreds of people were wounded by the

police in the course of these elections and the results, as might have

been expected, gave Sidky a comfortable majority.

It has been seen that the movement for democratic self-government

which rose with the post-war prosperity of Egypt was not able to

survive the economic slump. The post-war cotton boom brought
fabulous riches to Egypt; land soared in value and between 1916

and 1920 the price of cotton rose by almost a thousand per cent. For
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ten years Egyptians had money to burn and the torches of political

reform flared high. Then came the slump of prices and Egypt, fol-

lowing the example of countries more experienced in democracy,
resorted to dictatorship to guide her through the dark years.

In 1934 the Egyptian question was still unsettled. The "sovereign

independent State" still had a foreign garrison in its capital and a

foreign Power in control of the Suez and of the Sudan. In the post-

war years a nation had been born but it was not yet able to stand

on its legs. Great Britain had done but little to teach it to walk.



V THE REVIVAL OF PERSIA

PERSIA was never part of the Ottoman Empire, like the other Islamic

States which we have been discussing, but its fortunes are so closely

connected with theirs and its history so closely resembles that of

Turkey that it seems proper to tell its story here.

At the beginning of this century Persia had fallen a prey to British

and Russian imperialism. In 1907 an agreement was signed by which

Great Britain took control of the southern half of the country and

Russia of the northern. The fall of the Tsar in 1917 meant the with-

drawal of Russia's claims and opened up a glorious prospect to

Britain's Foreign Minister, Lord Curzon. He dreamed of extending
British control from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian and adding a

magnificent frontier province to British India. British forces drove

the Turks back over their borders in 1918 and garrisoned the strong

places of Persia, and the Shah had no alternative but to sign, in

1919, an agreement by which Persia came under the military and

political control of Great Britain.

The Coup of Riza Khan. The dream was rudely shattered. The
Bolsheviks overran the province of Gilan in North Persia, established

a Soviet Republic there in 1920 and went on to invade the fertile

plains of Mazanderan. There was among the defeated Persian Cos-

sacks a young officer who had been bred on a farm in Mazanderan

and who felt keenly the approaching dissolution of his country. In

1921 he rode into Teheran an unknown trooper with only three

thousand men behind him arrested the most prominent officials,

forced the Shah to nominate him Commander-in-Chief and Minister

of War and made himself military dictator of Persia. The British

agreement was repudiated and the Soviet Republic of Gilan was

dissolved.

The trooper's name was Riza Khan. For years he had served in

the Persian Cossack division which had been administered and

officered by the Tsarist Army; he had no organization or influence
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to support him; he established himself by the force of his personality

and by his infectious faith in Persian nationalism. In October, 1923,

he became Prime Minister of Persia and the Shah left on a "visit" to

Europe. Almost on the same day another soldier was proclaiming
himself first President of the Turkish Republic. Riza Khan was

tempted to take the same course, to establish a republic in Persia,

but the weight of religious opinion was too strong to allow him to

follow the example of the impious Turks, and Persia remained an

empire without an emperor until 1925, when the Constituent As-

sembly made Riza Khan the Shah. He chose the title of Shah Riza

Pahlavi, a word which means Parthian in old Persian.

His crown was richly deserved. In the four years since his coup
d'etat he had restored law and order to Persia; the feudal chieftains

had been forced one by one to capitulate, the British had withdrawn
their officers from the South Persian Rifles, and even Sheik Keisal,

who had enjoyed a partial independence of Persia under British pro-

tection, thanks to the importance of his lands on the Shatt-el-Arab

to the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, had surrendered to the new
Government of Teheran.

Persia's New Independence. Persia had won her independence but

independence in the modern world can be retained only by modern
methods. Riza Khan's great problem was how to introduce that

measure of Western technique which was necessary to the defence

of Persia without giving the control to Western experts who would

bring Western political ambitions in their train. He could not rely
on Persians to carry out a movement of modernization for them-

selves; the Persians are the laziest and most undisciplined people in

the world; nearly a quarter of them were still leading the nomad
life; there was no elite of Western-educated intellectuals, as there

was in Turkey. Riza Khan had perforce to hand over much of the

administrative business to foreigners from the West. The finances

were put under the control of Americans headed by Doctor Mills-

paugh; the customs under Belgians; some of the educational work
under Frenchmen. So far, Riza Khan was running no risk, for

France, Belgium and the United States had no political irons in the

Persian fire. It was in dealing with Russians and Englishmen that

he had to be careful. The Transcaucasian and Transcaspian repub-
lics were now part of the ILS.S.R. and the Soviets were pressing for
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communications from the Caucasus to the Persian Gulf. The British
controlled the Anglo-Persian Oil Company, which employed twenty
thousand Persians and ran a pipe line from Ramuz to the island
o Abadan, where they were building an immense refinery and
port; what is more, the British were pressing for a railway from
Baghdad to Teheran and for an air route from Persia to India.

Persia had the direst need for improved means of communication.
"On account of transport difficulties," wrote Doctor Millspaugh in

1924, "surplus wheat and barley may be rotting in the fields of one

part of Persia while six hundred miles away the population may be

suffering from a bread famine." At the same time, it was essential

that the new routes should not be under foreign control. Very skil-

fully the new Shah played the British off against the Russians. He
vetoed the plan for a Baghdad-to-Teheran railway but allowed a
road to be built instead, and granted Imperial Airways the right of

building air stations for their Cairo-to-Karachi route, on condition
that the aerodromes should become Persian property. At the same
time, he allowed the Soviets to run an air service from Moscow to

Teheran and promised to lay a railway from the Caspian Sea to the
Persian Gulf. For this railway he chose a northern terminus which
was well outside Russia's sphere of control on the Caspian and a
southern terminus equally well outside British control on the Persian
Gulf. The obvious southern terminus was Mohamarah on the

Shatt-el-Arab but this was far too near to Iraq. The station was
built instead at Khor Masa, a deserted inlet of the Persian Gulf, and
in 1930 His Majesty himself opened the southern part of the line

not without difficulties, if we are to believe the report in the Times
that the royal train "was twice derailed and finally the engine caught
fire." Riza Khan played a dangerous game successfully; he gave
Persia a skeleton system of transport and communication at the

partial expense of Great Britain and the U.S.SJL without sacrificing

political independence to either.

To achieve economic independence was a more difficult matter.

Comparatively speaking, the economic position o Persia is not bad.

The standard of living is markedly higher than the average in India,
and lower than in Western Europe. The Persian peasant eats unleavened
wheatmeal bread and supplements it fairly frequently with cheese, mut-

ton, rice, fowls or eggs. The very poorest villagers eat bread made of
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barley or even millet or acorns. Sugar and tea are expensive but astonish-

ing quantities are consumed. The Persian digestive system thrives on

healthy lubrication with animal fats. Fruit in season is plentiful and good.
The people are usually well clad and there is little destitution. . . . With

Persians the extremes of poverty and wealth are not so far apart as in

industrially organized Europe. The general standard is simple but suf-

ficient.
1

Yet Persia is not self-supporting; almost all her cotton cloth, sugar

and machinery comes from abroad. The Shah has been able to do

nothing to make his country independent in the last two respects,

though he has done something to check the importation of the first

much the largest item on the import list by setting up cotton

factories in five of the largest towns. To balance her imports Persia

exports oil, carpets, fruit and opium. For her oil market she is de-

pendent on Great Britain. The Anglo-Persian Oil Company pays

royalties which make up nearly a quarter of the Persian budget, but

it is not a satisfactory form of revenue, and it is galling to Persian

opinion to know that the Company divides among the foreign share-

holders more than two million pounds of profit every year. For her

carpet and fruit market Persia is dependent on foreign nations'

tariff systems, and especially on the goodwill of Soviet Russia. And
the market for opium is at the mercy of international opinion on

the moral value of that article: the League of Nations suggested

that Persia should substitute other crops for the poppy and Riza

Khan replied that he was only too willing to restrict poppy-growing
if fellow members of the League would reduce their tariffs on other

products of Persia; and there the negotiations broke down.

No one would deny Riza Khan respect for his handling of the

internal situation in Persia. Before 1921 the Shah's Government was

not obeyed beyond the town moat of Teheran; to-day his word is

law in every province. Order in that huge country its twelve

million people are scattered over territories three times as large as

France has not been won by persuasion; the Parliament is as im-

potent as the Turkish Parliament under Mustapha Kemal and the

Italian Parliament under Mussolini: Persia is ruled by the army, a

finely trained force with a peace strength of over seventy thousand.

At first the Ulema opposed the edict of conscription which Riza

1 A. T. Wilson in "Persia.**
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Khan judged necessary; it was contrary, they said, to Koranic law.

The Shah treated them with the utmost respect, invited them to

Teheran and gave their leaders seats in his Cabinet; and the Ulema

thought fit to reconsider their interpretation o the law.

The best soldiers of Persia come from the nomad tribes. Riza

Khan's difficulty has been to find a way of preserving their military

virility and at the same time of ending the habits of raiding and

anarchy which the nomadic life is apt to engender. He has found

a solution by encouraging the tribes to confine the care of the wan-

dering flocks to a few families and to settle the remaining families

as cultivators in agricultural districts. At the same time he has sur-

rounded the tribal lands by a class of peasant proprietors whom he

has subsidized by liberal grants.

There is an obvious superficial parallel between the post-war his-

tory of Turkey and of Persia: in both countries there has been a

national revival under a soldier who has made himself Dictator;

in both the foreign Capitulations have been abolished; in both a

degree of Western technique has been introduced; in both there is

an acute distrust of foreigners, Persia going as far as to pass in 1933

a decree forbidding state officials and officers of high rank to asso-

ciate with European women or to attend receptions given by for-

eigners. But we must not let the similarities blind us to the differ-

ences, which are as great as that between the unbalanced upstart

violence of Mustapha Kemal and the monumental handsome dignity

of Riza Khan. The Turkish revolution has been that of a race

establishing itself as a nation for the first time; the Persian revolu-

tion that of a very old nation comprising many races turning to

secure its national autonomy. Under the necessity of ridding them-

selves at once of old shackles the Turks have torn off much of their

living flesh, doing violence to their own traditional culture. The

Persians have had no need of such violence; they abolished the

Religious Courts, it is true, but they preserved the Islamic law of

marriage and divorce; their culture lies immeasurably deeper than

the Turks' and the Shiah rite of Islam was established in Persia when

the Turks were still savage nomads in the Gobi Desert.

The Subservience of Afghanistan. Movements towards Westerniza-

tion and nationalism were common to most Islamic States in the

early twentieth century, but they were not always successful. In
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Afghanistan, for instance, they were a signal failure. The Afghans
had long suffered from being a buffer between Russia and Great

Britain. The Russian Revolution of 1917 removed the danger of

Russian imperialism and the Afghan King Amanullah considered

that in future his country could do without the galling support of

Great Britain, especially as the British were then the archenemies of

Turkey and of the Sultan-Caliph who was the leader of the Moslem
World. Amanullah sent expeditions over the Khyber Pass against

British India in 1919? but the days when Afghan tribesmen were a

match for Western soldiers were past; they had no weapons to

withstand the bombing plane and the machine gun. He was forced

to conclude a treaty with Great Britain in 1921 and was lucky in

that the British did not insist on inserting a clause stipulating British

control of Afghanistan's foreign policy. In the same year he made a

similar treaty with Soviet Russia. Now he felt safe in introducing
Western reforms after the manner of Mustapha Kemal and Riza

Khan. But Amanullah was not an inspiring national leader and his

subjects were more orthodox in their allegiance to Islamic law than

the Persians or the Turks. Revolts broke out against the King's
reforms in 1923, and in 1929 Amanullah was driven off the throne.

His successors fared no better. His brother ruled for a few days,

a usurper for a few months, and King Nadir Shah Gazi for four

years. British help accounted for the comparative longevity of the

latter; he was lent without interest seven hundred and fifty pounds
and ten thousand rifles with five million rounds of ammunition; but

in November, 1933, he was assassinated and his nineteen-year-old

son mounted the precarious throne as King Zahir Shah.

Russo-British jealousy still denies Afghanistan the prospect of

emancipation. That country is still a pawn in the game of the Great

Powers as Persia was until 1921.

Conclusion: Islam Adolescent. Less than a generation ago the Islamic

world was still mediaeval. Like Christianity in the Middle Ages
Islam was more than a metaphysical faith: it was a system of social

and personal behaviour. All orthodox Sunni Moslems recognized
the primacy of the Caliph, and Moslems of whatever denomination

allowed their dress, their speech, their manners, their conduct

towards wives, children and the surrounding world of infidels to be

prescribed by learned men's interpretation of the Koran and the
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Traditions of the Prophet. But already Islam was being threatened

by the incursions of the Western world; British rulers were in con-

trol in India, Egypt and the Persian Gulf; Russians in Turkestan

and North Persia; French in North Africa; and the Ottoman Em-

pire was riddled by foreign Capitulations. Western imperialism

brought Western ideas and at length it became obvious that Islam

was faced by a direct choice: either to adapt herself to Western
civilization or to be absorbed by it.

The climax came in the World War, when Turkey, Syria, Pal-

estine, Iraq, Egypt and Persia became battlegrounds for the struggle
between the Western nations. At first it seemed as if the West would
absorb Islam: in the years immediately following the Armistice,

Syria, Egypt and Iraq were put under what amounted to French

and English martial law and Persia and Turkey were on the point
of being partitioned. Then with a great effort Islam flung herself

free: Turkey won her independence under Mustapha Kemal, Persia

under Riza Khan, Arabia under Ibn Saud, and by national risings

Egyptians, Iraqis and Syrians asserted their right to control their

own internal government. In the grip of the modernized West the

Islamic lizard had sloughed its skin and emerged in a new guise.

Islam is free. But it is not the old mediaeval Islam. The superficial

change has been so great that many people hold that Islam is dead

and that the Middle East of to-day is not Islamic at all. It is true

that most of the old distinguishing marks have gone. The Caliphate

has disappeared without a hand raised to save it, and it is certain

that if ever the office is revived it will not be in the Islamic form of a

temporal power but as a spiritual primacy after the fashion of the

modern Papacy. The status of women in Moslem towns has been

changed: no longer are they the property, in the economic sense, of

the men Turkey has even gone so far as to give men and women

complete political equality. The Arabic script is no longer common
to every Islamic language; it has been replaced by Latin letters in

Turkestan and Turkey, and the reform, there is no doubt, will

spread. And Arabic dress has been discarded to some extent in

Persia, Egypt and Iraq, as well as in the Turkish countries, and will

soon become the exception rather than the rule in all Moslem towns.

But these changes are not much more than skin deep. The Caliphate,

the subjugation of women, Arabic letters and the covered head were

only incidental to Islam. The life of Islam depends not on them
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but on the Faith and on the vitality of the Islamic people. The
Faith is still alive; millions of Moslems still observe the daily calls

to prayer, fast in the month of Ramadan and make once in their

life the pilgrimage to Mecca; and even to Turks, late converts to

Islam as the Russians were to Christianity, there is still no God but

Allah.

The vital test of an organism is its capacity to adapt itself to its

environment. The Islamic people have proved their virility by

adapting the political and economic weapons of the West. They have

ensured their survival by taking on the protective colouring of the

Western world. In a world of nation-states Islam has taken to na-

tionalism. Where before the dominant antagonism was between

Moslem and infidel, Sunni and Shiite, it is now between patriot and

foreigner. The repudiation of the foreigner has been carried to

strange lengths. Capitulations which had been tolerated since the

first day of the Ottoman Empire are gone, and the Englishman who
in pre-war days was persona grata in most Moslem countries is to-

day discredited and distrusted more than any other infidel. The
nationalism which has meant less political tolerance has created a

new spirit of religious tolerance; Sunnis and Shiites work together

in Iraq, Sunnis and Zoroastrians in Persia, and Copts and Moslems

sit side by side in the Egyptian Cabinet.

The tempo of adaptation has naturally varied according to the

closeness of contact between the various countries and the West.

Turkey is already a modern State, as much "Westernized" as any
of its European neighbours in the Balkans. The Arabia of Ibn Saud,

on the other hand, is still mediaeval. The Arab tribes have to be

cured of primitive habits of internecine strife and consciousness of

unity impressed upon them by service of a common religious creed

through years of hardship and tribulations, before they can be en-

trusted with the fleshpots of Egypt, let alone with the firearms of

England.
We have said that the position of the Islamic wdrld to-day is like

the position of Christendom at the Renaissance: it is splitting up
into new States, some secular in spirit, some based on a Protestant

revivalism, all looking to the rational spirit of scientific discovery
to ensure their survival. In Renaissance days wiseacres bemoaning
die lapse from orthodoxy and introduction of pagan science and

literature announced that Christendom was decadent. In modern
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times Mullahs make the same complaint against Islam. Yet Christen-

dom built up a new civilization after the Renaissance and conquered
half the world. It would be absurd to push the parallel too far and

to foresee the same future for Islam, but it is perhaps worth while

to emphasize that the absorption by Islamic peoples of an infidel

culture (which is in its essence only the development of the Arabic

science and Greek philosophy absorbed by Renaissance Europe) is

a sign not of decadence but of adolescence.





Part Four THE FAR EAST





I INDIA: TOWARDS SELF-GOVERNMENT

THE Far East is a vague term but no more vague than the average

Westerner's conception o those two great civilizations which it is

used to cover. Isolated from the rest of the world by the oceans, and

the mountains and deserts of Asia, India and China developed mag-
nificent indigenous civilizations, distinct at first but later united by
the spread of Buddhism, which formed a spiritual link between

them and also with the countries o Indo-China and the islands of

the East Indies and of Japan. When at last modern means of trans-

port overcame the natural barriers of Asia, the Far East became a

happy hunting ground of traders from the West. First India was

brought under the control of a British trading company. Then

China's rivers were penetrated by the Western merchant. There

were revolts against these foreign invasions but the Westerners had

modern weapons: the Chinese revolt (1842) against the British im-

portation of opium was followed by a war which forced concessions

of land and privileges from China; the Indian Mutiny (1857) was

followed by suppression and the inclusion of India in the British

Empire. Meanwhile Indo-China and the East Indies had been par-

titioned by France, Holland and Great Britain. Only Japan with-

stood economic conquest, and she saved herself by copying Western

methods of warfare and industry and by joining in the race for

markets on the mainland of Asia.

In the post-war period all the Far Eastern countries between

them they cover a third of the earth and include nearly half of the

world's population have been swept by a common movement.

They have adopted the spirit of nationalism and have used it as a

binding force to revive their own traditions and as a weapon of

defence against the West. The period is one of nationalist revolt.

The process began before 1918 and was by no means complete in

1934, but it may perhaps be held that this has been the critical period.

Our business is therefore to follow the course of Indian reform
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movement, of the Chinese Revolution, of Japanese imperialist ex-

pansion, and of the revolt of the East Indies.

First Principles. Lord Cromer once wrote of the British imperialist

that "he is in truth always striving to attain two ideals, which are

apt to be mutually destructive the ideal of good government,
which connotes the continuance of his supremacy, and the ideal of

self-government, which connotes the whole or partial abdication of

his supreme position. Moreover, although after a dim, slipshod, but

characteristically Anglo-Saxon fashion, he is aware that empire must

rest on one of two bases an extensive military occupation or the

principle of nationality he cannot in all cases quite make up his

mind which of the two bases he prefers.'*

In the case of India the British imperialist of pre-war days took it

for granted that good government was the ideal. By successive con-

quests and annexations he brought two thirds of the vast sub-

continent under his rule, calling it British India and dividing it into

fifteen provinces under British governors and British councils, and

holding it together by means of a Governor-General and a Central

Council who were responsible to the Parliament at Westminster.

The remaining third consisted of Indian States, nearly six hundred

in all, many of them ruled by hereditary Indian princes, but all of

them under the indirect control of Great Britain. The rule of the

British was benevolent and efficient and in that sense deserved the

name of good government. The conquerors prided themselves on

having abolished flagrant abuses, such as human sacrifices and the

custom by which widows let themselves be burned alive on the

funeral pyres of their husbands; and on having given India rail-

ways, roads and other material blessings of Western civilization.

They complacently forgot that justice demanded that Indians should

eventually govern themselves. The effort made by Indians in the

Great War came as a reminder. A million and a half Indians served

Britain overseas and forty million pounds were contributed by India

to the expenses of the war which was being fought to make the world

safe for democracy. Indian politicians did no more than echo the

words of Allied statesmen when they claimed that India had the

right to self-government. In 1916 the Indian National Congress and

the All-India Moslem League held a combined meeting and adopted
"Home Rule for India" as their policy. The National Liberals (or
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Moderates) acquiesced in principle, though favouring more gradual
methods in practice. These three parties did not, of course, represent
the masses, who were illiterate and not politically conscious, but

they were fairly representative of the educated class. The Congress
especially deserved to be considered as a National Party, for since its

foundation in 1885 it had steadily increased in influence and had won
sympathisers in every quarter of India; though originally a party
of intellectuals it had found supporters outside the educated class;

and though originally a Hindu movement it had many members
who were Moslems.

The British Government could no longer ignore the Ideal of self-

government. In 1917 Mr. Montagu, the Secretary of State for India,
announced that "The policy of His Majesty's Government, with
which the Government of India is in complete accord, is that of the

increasing association of Indians in every branch of the administra-

tion, and the gradual development of self-governing institutions with
a view to the progressive realization of responsible government in

India as an integral part of the British Empire. . .
"

In spite of this admission and the apparent agreement in principle
between English and Indian politicians, there was more disturbance

in India and more ill feeling between the two races during the years
that followed than at any other time since the Mutiny. The reason

for this is that India had been a conquered country for many gener-

ations, and conquest leaves its mark on the mentality of conquerors
and conquered alike. The British had got into the habit of running
the administration of India; it was unthinkable to them that Indians

could manage their own affairs successfully. The Indians, on the

other hand, had been kept in chains so long that they had developed
all the characteristics of the slave's mentality the habit of vindic-

tive and destructive criticism divorced from any power of initiative

or sense of responsibility. Whenever the British made up their minds
to give Indians control over some branch of the administration, they

kept a check on their conduct in the shape of some safeguard or

other. And the Indians, enervated by generations of irresponsibility,

either administered badly or refused to cooperate at all with the

reforms.

The Reforms of 79/9. The first instance of this came in 1919, when
the Westminster Parliament passed a new Government of India Act
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based on the report made by Mr. Montagu and Lord Chelmsford.

The promise of "gradual development of self-governing institutions"

was fulfilled by allowing Indians in the councils of the provinces

of British India to control certain "transferred" subjects, namely,

agriculture, education, public health and public works. The safe-

guard here was that finance was in the hands of the British governor
of the province: the Indians were allowed only a small amount to

spend on the transferred subjects; if, for instance, they should want

to launch a campaign of primary education, for which the British

administration had done virtually nothing, they would have to carry

it out at the expense of agriculture and public health. The British

Governor and his officials kept control of all other branches of the

provincial administration, from land revenue to police. This system
of divided rule was known as dyarchy. In the Central Government

there was no dyarchy; the central power remained with the British,

though there was an Indian Legislative Assembly, with power to

debate and to vote but not to legislate. The reforms only applied to

British India; the Indian States over a third of the country re-

mained under the more or less benevolent despotism of Indian

princes and their British advisers.

The Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms were a disappointment to

politically minded Indians. The publication of the report was fol-

lowed by minor outbreaks of terrorism, and the British, realizing

that the experiment of dyarchy would fail if any relaxation of law

and order were allowed, passed a measure known as the Rowlatt

Bill, empowering the police to arrest and imprison suspects without

warrant or trial. The Indian National Congress was naturally in-

censed by this tightening of the British screw and proclaimed a day
of Hartal or cessation of work. It was intended to be a peaceful

protest but in some towns mob fever got the better of individual

decency and there was rioting. In Amritsar, in the Punjab, a large

crowd assembled in the public square, and the civil authorities,

frightened, called in the military to disperse it. Then a serious

mistake was made: the British General, Dyer, ordered his men to

fire, and four hundred Indians were killed and twelve hundred

wounded.

The news from Amritsar had much the same effect on India as

the Peterloo Massacre on England a hundred years before. The rage
and mortification of politically conscious Indians was doubled when
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General Dyer, and that he had been presented with a purse o

twenty-six thousand pounds raised by public subscription.

Gandhi and Civil Disobedience. Perhaps the most serious result o
the Amritsar incident was that it convinced one Indian patriot that
British rule in India was an unmitigated evil. All his life Mohandas
Gandhi had been a supporter of Great Britain. As a very young man
he had gone to London, where he read law and became a barrister

of the Inner Temple. He returned to India in 1891, at the age of

twenty-two, with a deep respect for English character and institu-

tions. From 1893 to 1914 he was in South Africa. He raised and
commanded a Red Cross unit during the Boer War, organized an
efficient hospital to deal with an outbreak of plague in Johannesburg,
and was head of a corps of stretcher bearers in the Zulu revolt of

1908. His chief work during those years was to secure recognition
of the rights of Indian labour in South Africa. He was no ordinary
agitator; he based his teaching on religious principles and conducted
his campaign not by violence but by passive resistance, or Satyagraha.
The passive resistance movement ran for eight years and led to the
removal of the unfair regulations against Indians. During the World
War, Gandhi, back in India, worked to raise recruits to fight for

Great Britain.

He was recognized by his contemporaries as a Mahatma, a great
soul whose spiritual development entitled him to be a leader of men.
The National Congress welcomed him as a leader and he taught
them the deeper significance of their movement for self-government.
Swaraj, or self-government, said Gandhi, must begin with govern-
ment of the self. Only when a man is free from jealousy, anger and
resentment is he fit to concern himself with the government of his

fellows. And to achieve political Swaraj there must be no violence
or evasion of punishment; the only weapon used must be Satyagraha,
which in Hindi means Soul-Force or the Force of Truth, and which

Englishmen have preferred to translate as passive resistance or, more
commonly, as civil disobedience.

It was Gandhi who persuaded Congress to answer "Amritsar" by
Satyagraha. At first he had been in favour of Indians cooperating
with the British to work the Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, but
Amritsar convinced him that British rule could bring no good to
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India. A campaign of Civil Disobedience was proclaimed, urging

Congressmen and others to boycott British schools and law courts,

to ignore British institutions and to refuse to buy British goods.

Subsequent events proved that Indians did not yet understand what

Gandhi meant by Satyagraha* He supported the movement amongst
Moslems to protest against the Allies* treatment of their Caliph in

the projected Treaty of Sevres; but the Indian Caliphate Movement
led to a terrible rising of Moslems against the Hindus in Malabar,
in the course of which three thousand Moslems were killed. The
first campaign of civil disobedience failed. To Gandhi the failure

meant that he himself had not attained spiritual purity; he retired

from politics for six years for two years (1922-1924) he was in

prison; for the rest his activities did not bring him into conflict with

the Administration.

From the British point of view, Satyagraha was merely a form of

rebellion, preferable perhaps to open rioting but more difficult to

deal with. There was no way of forcing Indians to buy British

goods. When arrested for civil disobedience, Nationalists offered no

resistance; they went meekly to prison. The jails in 1922 were full

of political prisoners. Gradually it was borne in upon the British

that a new force was at work among the Indians. To Indians

Gandhism meant more than non-violent rebellion: it meant a re-

vival of their own Hindu culture, which had been sapped by cen-

turies of conquest. The Mahatma taught the lesson of self-mastery

as a way to at-one-ment with God, the lesson which Hindu gurus
had always taught but which had never before been brought within

the comprehension of the masses.

The Congress Programme. Several years were to pass before the

constitutional question came forward again. Meanwhile Congress
was active in what may be called the constructive side of its pro-

gramme. This included five cardinal points. The first was the re-

vival of hand-spinning and hand-weaving in the villages. In the

days before the British conquest India had spun her own yarn and

woven her own cloth. Under the British, cotton was exported to

Lancashire and sent back as finished cloth. This meant starvation

for hundreds of thousands of natives. "The misery hardly finds a
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parallel in the history of commerce," wrote the Governor-General in

1834. "The bones of the cotton workers are bleaching the plains of

India." Gandhi preached the revival o the village cloth-making
handicraft. "It alone," he said, "offers an immediate, practical and

permanent solution of that problem of problems that confronts India,

viz., the enforced idleness for nearly six months in the year of an

overwhelming proportion of India's population, owing to the lack

of a suitable supplementary occupation to agriculture, and the

chronic starvation of the masses that results therefrom," The spin-

ning of two thousand yards of yarn was made an alternative to the

payment of four annas as the entrance fee to the Congress Party, and

all Congressmen were urged to wear nothing but homemade cloth.

The making of this Khaddar was to be the basis of the revitalization

of village life. There are over half a million villages in India and in

them three quarters of the population live, huddled in mud huts and

scraping from the land a bare subsistence and sometimes a tiny

surplus to pay the interest on the debts which every man owes to

the money-lender, and the land tax and the rents to the British-

protected landlord. The Congress Party did not solve the "problem
of problems" but it did make a beginning; by 1933, the All-India

Spinners' Association, organized by Gandhi, had started seven

thousand villages on the production of cloth, thus supporting two

hundred thousand spinners and five thousand weavers. More

important than these figures is the fact that the villages were be-

ginning to assume a corporate responsibility for their own wel-

fare.

The second point in the constructive programme of Congress also

combined the moral betterment of the people with economic revival.

All drug taking and alcohol drinking was forbidden. This

amounted to a British boycott, for spirits were imported largely by
British merchants and opium was a government monopoly.
The third point was the policy of an equal moral standard for men

and women. Gandhi set his face against the whole Eastern system

of Purdah, or the seclusion of women, against prostitution and

against the Hindu custom of child marriage.
1

1 Vide Katharine Mayo's "Mother India," a book which Gandhi said every Indian

and no European should read.
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Fourthly, Congress stood for unity between Hindus and Moslems.

There are in India 239 million Hindus and 77 million Moslems, not

isolated in different parts of the country but living side by side.

Clashes between the two have been a chronic feature of Indian life.

British rule has done a great deal to prevent bloodshed but little to

promote understanding between the communities. A successful move
for mutual understanding can obviously come only from Indians

themselves. In advocating Hindu-Moslem unity, Congress did not

solve the problem, for Congress was predominantly Hindu, and

Moslems persisted in fearing that the democratic constitution which

Congress favoured would lead to the oppression of the Moslem

minority.

Finally, Gandhi persuaded Congress to adopt as its policy the re-

moval of "Untouchability." The social basis of Hinduism is the caste

system. Every Hindu is born into a caste and there he remains until

his death, not marrying outside it. There are over two thousand

castes and sub-castes. At the head are the Brahmans, who are priests;

the Ksatiya, who are warriors and professional men; and the

Vaishya, die traders and agriculturalists (Gandhi, by the way, is a

member of this third caste). Below them are the Sudras, or non-

noble castes. And below them again are the outcaste Hindus, sixty

million in all. These are the "untouchables"; a caste Hindu feels that

he is polluted if he touches food that has been prepared or water

that has been drawn by an outcaste, or even if the shadow of an

outcaste falls on him. The "untouchables" are barred from the

temples and from the drinking wells of the villages. Orthodox

Hinduism holds that men who have sinned against God in some

previous existence are reborn as outcastes and must expiate their sin

in a life of misery. Gandhi, though he accepted the caste system as

the basis of Hindu society, set his face against tradition on this point
and taught that every human being is sacred and no single person
must ever be treated as unclean.

With these last three points in the Congress programme the

British were of course in agreement. No one deplored the status of

women in India or the Hindu-Moslem rivalry or the abuse of "un-

touchability" more than the British, and no one was more anxious

to alleviate them. But the abuses were part of the religious system
of the country, and since the Mutiny Great Britain had been ex-

tremely chary of interfering with religious customs. Besides, it is
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natural that Indians should have refused to follow a foreigner's lead

in the reform of their own religion.

The Simon Commission. Meanwhile the new constitution of India

had been launched in a stormy sea. At first the only party capable
of forming a strong opposition refused to cooperate in giving dyarchy
a trial Congress took no part in the elections of 1920. But after the

failure of civil disobedience an influential group of Congressmen
headed by C. R. Das and Pandit Motilal Nehru formed a group
called the Swarajists and won a large number of seats in the legis-

latures in the 1923 elections. Their participation achieved nothing

except the public ventilation of the weakness of dyarchy. British con-

trol of finance was the chief grievance. How, it was asked, could

Indian councillors be expected to do anything for agriculture in the

provinces when the allocation of money for that purpose was only
2.6 per cent, of the total budget? A storm broke in 1926-1927 when
the Government decided to stabilize the currency which had been

off the gold standard since the war. It was officially proposed to fix

the rupee at is. 6d. instead of at its former value of is. qd. One effect

of this would be to help foreign importers by giving them a higher

money return for their goods and to handicap the Indian exporters

by forcing up the price of their products. It would mean the "death

warrants of millions of Indian agriculturists", said the Congress

spokesmen, melodramatically. And the Indian merchants of Bombay
and the industrialists of Ahmedabad agreed. The Government suc-

ceeded in passing its Bill, but it had a glimpse of a formidable

opposition, the vested interests of native industry in union with the

popular Congress movement.

The British Government now saw that the time had come for

further reforms in the Indian constitution. The question was : What
reforms? It was decided that a Commission should be sent to India

immediately to report to Parliament on the working of the Reforms

of 1919 and to suggest improvements.
The Commission was condemned to failure from the moment its

membership was announced. It consisted of seven British M.P.S,

under the chairmanship of Sir John Simon. Not a single Indian was

included. By all sections of Indian opinion this was taken as an in-

sult. The British Government hastened to explain: of course they

would like to have included Indians in the Commission, but they
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wanted a unanimous and impartial report. Indians were either

Moslems or Hindus; a commission which included members of one

religion only could not be impartial; if it included members of both,

it could not be unanimous.

This did not convince Indian opinion: there was an Indian in the

House of Lords; an Indian had represented India at the Imperial

Conference; Indians had sat on previous commissions. The Simon

Commission was considered an insult. The Congress and the Liberal

Federation combined in boycotting its members. Extreme and

moderate wings of Indian Nationalism were in no mood to wait

until the Englishmen had published their report and until the West-

minster Parliament (which devoted on an average no more than

forty-eight hours a year to Indian matters) chose to draw up a re-

vised constitution. In October, 1929, the Viceroy, Lord Irwin, did

something to allay distrust by announcing: "I am authorized on

behalf of His Majesty's Government to state clearly that in their

judgment it is implicit in the Declaration of 1917 that the natural

issue of India's constitutional progress, as there contemplated, is the

attainment of Dominion Status." He added that after the publication

of the Simon Commission's Report, a Round Table Conference

would be called, where "the Government would meet representatives

of British India and of the Indian States to discuss the form of the

new Constitution to be submitted to Parliament."

Congress was not to be placated by the distant prospect of con-

cessions. Gandhi and Pandit Motilal Nehru told the Viceroy that

Congress could take no part in the Conference unless Dominion
Status were granted immediately. This of course was outside the

Viceroy's power. Congress met and passed a series of startling reso-

lutions: they declared their aim to be complete self-government

(Puma Su/araj), not mere Dominion Status; they ordered their

members to take no further part in provincial or central legislatives;

and they authorized their Working Committee to proclaim civil

disobedience again, whenever circumstances should warrant it. From
now on it was to be "war" between the Nationalists and the

Administration.

On March i, 1930, Gandhi wrote to the Viceroy. "I hold British

rule to be a curse," he said, adding that he intended "no harm to a

single Englishman or any legitimate interest which he may have in

India." The Nationalists demanded inter alia total prohibition, re-
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duction of the rupee ratio from is. 6d. to is. 4^., reduction of the

income tax by half and the abolition of the salt tax. If these terms

were not accepted within ten days, Gandhi would call on his fol-

lowers to renew Satyagraha. "Having an unquestionable and im-

movable faith in the efficacy of non-violence it would be sinful on my
part to wait longer."

On April 6, Gandhi began the campaign of civil disobedience. He
marched from Ahmedabad to Dandi and there scooped up a hand-

ful of salt, thus breaking the law which forbade Indians to "manu-

facture" salt. He did well to choose this particular law as a symbol
of British oppression, for the tax, which yielded an annual revenue

of five million pounds, weighed on the poorest members of the

communities. The civil disobedience which followed was much more

general and more serious in its results than the movement of ten

years previously. Gandhi was known and revered all over India.

Millions joined in the boycott of foreign goods, particularly of

cloth; in picketing the spirit shops; in refusing to pay taxation. In

the first two months of the movement over four thousand people
went to jail; by the end of 1930, fifty-four thousand had been con-

victed for civil disobedience. The Administration was in a quan-

dary. When Congressmen forgot their orders and their principles

and resorted to violence, the task of the police was simple: lathi

charges, arrest and conviction were easy and obviously justified. But

it was demoralizing work to arrest non-violent non-cooperators,

particularly when so many of them were women. The "War" was

costly, too; the budget of the Indian Government showed a deficit

of ,10,875,000 for the year 1930-1931; Indian exports to Great

Britain dropped by 29.6 per cent., and foreign imports into Bombay

by 17.1 per cent. Civil disobedience showed no sign of abating,

though Gandhi and Pandit Motilal Nehru were in prison.

Meanwhile the Simon Commission's Report had been published.

It was a well-written, well-intentioned document which was widely

read in Great Britain and aroused British opinion to a more active

interest in Indian affairs, but it played no part in Indian history, for

it was not made the basis for discussion by the Round Table Con-

ference which met in London in November, 1930. Congress was

unrepresented at the Round Table and the various delegates for

British India and the Indian States, chosen as they were by the

British, could not be said to be representative of Indian opinion.
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They proved quite unequal to the formidable task o constitution-

making, and when they adjourned in the following January nothing
had been decided.

Lord Irwin's Viceroyalty. An important step towards peace was

now taken by the Viceroy. Since he had gone to India in 1926 Lord

Irwin had shown himself more capable than any Viceroy in the past

of understanding the Indian mentality. "If there are Indians who

really desire to see India leave the Empire, to get rid of English
officers and English commerce," the Montagu-Chelmsford Report
had remarked, "we believe that among their springs of action will

be found the bitterness of feeling that has been nurtured out of some

manifestation that the Englishman does not think that the Indian is

his equal." There was no trace of that feeling in Lord Irwin. He won
the goodwill of the people he governed, not only by frankness and

fairness, but by a deep sympathy. Indians were surprised to recognize
in the Viceroy a man of religious convictions as deep as their own;
a man who would stop the Viceregal train to hear Mass on a Sunday
morning and who, amid the splendours of the Viceregal Court,

observed scrupulously and unostentatiously the fasts and precepts of

his Church. Here at last was a Viceroy whom Moslems and Hindus

could understand. In particular, he was a man who could respect and

be respected by the most popular Indian leader, the Mahatma
Gandhi. In February, 1931, Gandhi, liberated from prison, held a

series of conversations with Lord Irwin. The two men understood

each other and from their talks a settlement emerged: Gandhi agreed
to stop civil disobedience and to induce Congress to cooperate in

future discussions of political reform, and the Viceroy promised that

people resident in salt areas should be allowed to make salt undis-

turbed and that there should be no more prosecution of prisoners
arrested for non-violent sedition.

After the Irwin-Gandhi Pact the scene of the Indian drama shifted

to London, where the second session of the Round Table Conference

sat throughout the autumn of 1931. Gandhi attended this time, as a

delegate of the National Congress, but he must have regretted hav-

ing come. As one among scores of Indian members, his views carried

no weight, and in the cold light of London he passed for an un-

practical idealist whose policy had no correspondence with reality.

The Conference was no place for a prophet; the delegates were
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battling with the huge problem of hammering out a federal consti-

tution for a country twenty times as large and twenty times as

heterogeneous as Great Britain. The more the great clefts in Indian

society were discussed, the wider they appeared: Moslems distrusted

the Hindus; the caste Hindus distrusted the outcastes; and the

princes distrusted the politicians of British India. When the session

ended at Christmas, no agreement had been reached.

Police Rule and White Paper. Gandhi returned to India to find that

the truce had been broken by both sides. Lord Irwin had been suc-

ceeded by Lord Willingdon, who had no sympathy with national-

ism. In a farewell speech Lord Irwin had said: "In so far as the

present movement involves any of the forces that we call National-

ism, I would repeat what I have said more than once, that an at-

tempt to meet the case with rigid and unyielding opposition is

merely to repeat the unintelligent mistake of King Canute."

Lord Willingdon was both rigid and unyielding. He issued a

series of ordinances which gave the police in Bengal and elsewhere

summary powers to deal with sedition. There is no denying there

was every excuse for this breach of the truce. The Indian peasantry

had begun to feel the pinch of the world economic crisis, and

agrarian revolt had broken out in the United Provinces and the

Punjab. In some parts terrorism began to appear side by side with

non-violent civil disobedience. Several British officials were mur-

dered and an attempt was made on the life of the Governor of

Bengal. Away on the northwest frontier a new movement had

arisen: the Moslem Pathans had found a leader in Abdul Ghaffar

Khan, who was organizing an army which he called the Servants of

God and which were generally known as the Red Shirts. He
insisted that he was a Congressman and intended to keep to the rule

of non-violence. The British had never heard of a non-violent Pathan

and were convinced that this was merely a cloak for a militant

Nationalist Movement; they began to break up the movement by
force. To Gandhi, who knew litde of the peculiar conditions which

make the northwest frontier different from any other part of India,

this seemed a flagrant violation of his agreement with Lord Irwin.

It is possible that an understanding might have been reached if

Lord Willingdon had consented to Gandhi's request for an inter-

view. The new Viceroy preferred to put Gandhi in prison. British
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opinion endorsed his action. A cartoon appeared in Punch, showing
the Mahatma in his cell and Lord Willingdon playing with the

prison keys and murmuring with satisfaction, "Now we shall hear

the real voice o India."

The police were given power to arrest on suspicion, to comman-
deer buildings and transport, to intercept trains, letters, telephone

messages and telegrams, to treat as a criminal offence any attempt at

molestation or boycotting. The aim of the Government in setting up
what amounted to police rule was to maintain law and order and to

crush the Nationalist Movement. In the first it succeeded, but at a

terrible price: lathi charges by the police became the order of the day
all over India (there were 2,638 people injured in lathi charges in

Gujerat alone during the first eight months of 1932) ; and in the

Northwest Province rule by ordinance involved the burning of

houses, looting of crops, blockading of villages and beating of vil-

lagers by the police. In the second it failed completely. All nationalist

organizations were declared illegal (including not only Congress
but Nationalist Moslems, the National Christian Party, the Anti-

Untouchability Committees, Prohibition Committees and many
other organizations) ; Congress meetings were broken up, its publi-

cations banned, its funds confiscated and all known Congress
workers imprisoned. The result was that nationalists acquired the

dignity of martyrs and nationalism flourished under persecution.

The veteran Moderate leader, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru, reflected public

opinion fairly when he said "the amount of dissatisfaction with the

Government, the amount of discontent, the amount of bitterness in

India in nearly every home is greater than at any time within my
experience."

While the British Administration in India was engaged in this

wholesale repression of nationalism in India, the British Govern-

ment in Westminster was making an attempt to give India political

freedom. A third session of the Round Table Conference was held

and the Government issued a White Paper, embodying its sugges-

tions for a new Indian constitution. The White Paper involved

several great steps forward from the reforms of 1919. For example:
the new India was to be a Federation of British India and the Indian

States; Indians in the provinces of British India were to have self-

government, instead of merely the control of a few transferred sub-

jects; elections to the legislatures were to be by a majority of the
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population; and the Central Government was to be responsible not

to Westminster but to the Indian Legislative Assembly subject to

certain safeguards.

The White Paper was an honest effort on the part of Great Britain

to confer upon India the blessings of democracy. Future historians

will note, however, that it was tainted with that conqueror-mentality
which had long vitiated British relations with Asiatic peoples. It was

an attempt to make in England a constitution for India, not a recog-
nition that Indians had the right to elect a Constituent Assembly to

draw up their own form of government; and it did not give India

responsible government, for one of the safeguards was the power of

the purse, which remained in British hands the White Paper al-

lowed the Indian Finance Minister control of only twenty per cent,

of his budget, the rest being reserved for the British to spend on

Army and Civil Service.

Indian Industries. Our period began with the promise of self-

government for India; it ends with that promise a stage nearer to

fulfilment. But in all this talk of who-shall-rule-whom we tend to

forget that the basic problem for India is an economic one. India's

villages still live perilously near the starvation point; it is estimated

that forty millions of her people have no more than one meal a day,

and it is known that the average longevity of man in India is less

than twenty-five years. A century and a half of British rule has not

helped the villagers much. A decade and a half of constitutional

progress has not helped them at all. The reforms of 1919 left agri-

culture as a transferred subject to the Indians in the provincial

governments, but there was no money, no coordination between

provinces; nothing was done. The first task of the new Government

of India should be to plan the economy of the sub-continent as a

whole, so that the hungry millions can be fed. This will mean the

modernization of agriculture and the development of industry.

There is no denying that there has been a great development of

industry in India, helped by war contracts, the post-war boom and

the protective tariffs. The trouble is that this development has been

in the interests of the British and Indian industrialists and not in the

interest of the population as a whole. If Indian industry has ex-

panded, it has been at the expense of the labourer. Anglo-Saxon
readers have no need to be told how the labour of the Lascars, the
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one hundred forty thousand Indian maritime workers of India, has

been exploited; but it is well for them to be reminded of the con-

ditions in Indian factories: in Amritsar the majority of the workers

hi the carpet factories are children under fourteen, working an

eleven-hour day for a wage of 2%^-; in the Indian tanning industry

wages average under 5^. a day; and in the slums of Bombay the

industrial workers live six and more in a room, and six hundred

and sixty infants in a thousand die in their first year.
1

From 1918 to 1934 the Indian revolution and no other name can

be given to the National Congress Movement was a middle-class

movement. Under the inspiration of Gandhi it developed a new

technique of resistance in the form of non-violent disobedience. Civil

disobedience failed, and its failure did not mean the end of the

revolution but that leadership would pass from the apostles of non-

violence to the leaders of the labouring class, as in Russia it passed
from the Tolstoians and the reformists to the proletariat.

There is every prospect that under a planned economy every class

in India could be prosperous. All the conditions for great industrial

achievement exist. There is abundant labour, vast sources of power
in coal and rivers, and a huge population offering a market at the

very door of the factories. There is plenty of raw material: India

produces the world supply of jute, more short-staple cotton than any
other country and the cheapest pig iron in the world; and she has

an enormous surplus of tea and of rice and of oil seeds for export.

India may have ceased to need British help in politics and adminis-

tration but she has a greater need than ever before for British help
for her economic revival; Great Britain has already invested some

thousand million pounds in India; India will need many millions

more; Great Britain still needs much of the food and raw material

which India needs to sell. A crisis will not be long in coming, if

economic planning is postponed: "Unless India can provide in the

coming years a wholly unprecedented industrial development," said

Sir Alfred Watson in 1933, "the level of subsistence of the country,
which is now appallingly low, will fall below the starvation point."

And if that is to happen, India will know something of the violent

revolution and of the war, pestilence and famine which have dark-

ened the history of her Chinese neighbour during these post-war

years.

1 Vide Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in India (H.M. Stationery Of-

fice, 1931, Cmd. 3883).
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THE Chinese representatives at the Paris Peace Conference knew

exactly what they wanted. President Wilson had put their wishes

into words in his Fourteen Points: "The removal, as far as possible,

of all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality of trade

conditions ... a free, open-minded and absolutely impartial adjust-
ment of all colonial claims ... in the interests of the populations
concerned." China, in short, wanted freedom from foreign control

economic and political freedom.

It was a large order. For over half a century the industrialized

nations had been "developing" China as an outlet for their manu-
factured goods and as a source of raw materials; the French had

seized Annam in the south, the Germans Shantung in the north,

Russia and Japan had fought a war over China's three Eastern

Provinces (or Manchuria), a war which resulted in Japan's seizing

Korea and establishing control of the economic resources of South

Manchuria, while Russia retained control over the Chinese Eastern

Railway which runs through North Manchuria to Vladivostok.

The best position of all was won by Great Britain. The population
and trade of China is concentrated on three great rivers, the Si

Kiang, the Yangtse Kiang and the Yellow River. By winning the

island of Hong Kong from China, Britain had retained control of

the trade of Canton and the southern river: by winning Concessions,

or the right to build fortified quarters in Chinese ports, she retained

the lion's share of the huge trade of Shanghai and the Yangtse. The

possession of Shantung a province with a population of forty

million gave Germany control over the Yellow River, but Britain

held one port in Shantung and helped Japan to check German and

Russian influence in the north by making an Anglo-Japanese alliance

which lasted from 1902 to 1922.

These foreign privileges in China were secured by treaties and

were therefore legally justified. Whether they were morally justified

is another matter. The treaties had been forced on China at the point
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of the bayonet (the first was signed in 1842 after Great Britain had

made war on China to force the Emperor to allow British merchants

to sell opium to the Chinese). They had been followed by limita-

tions of China's sovereignty, which none of the signatories had

contemplated at the time.

No fair-minded person, [writes a correspondent of the Manchester

Guardian?] can deny that the policy of (the foreigners in) Shanghai
has been a consistent policy of encroachments on Chinese rights. No sig-

natory to the agreement that gave foreigners the right to live on the land

that is now the Settlement imagined that they would eventually form

there a practically independent plutocratic republic, containing within

itself what is, to all intents and purposes, the vital organ of China's finan-

cial and commercial system. If we follow the history of China's foreign
relations from 1842 to 1914, we perceive that it has been the history of

the gradual loss of independence, the falling under foreign control of one

after another properly Chinese activity. China's customs duties were

limited by the foreigner to the advantage of the foreign manufacturer.

The limited revenue thus obtained came to have as a first charge upon
it the payment of interest on loans which to a large extent had been made

necessary by foreign aggression. Communication by water came to be

largely by foreign vessels. Railways were built and largely maintained

under foreign control. The approval of the foreign diplomatic body in

Peking came to be necessary for the expenditure of money, on which there

was no foreign claim, for purposes of domestic interest to China. Foreign
bankers increasingly profited by the turnover of Chinese money, and so

obtained a position of overwhelming strength against any Chinese com-

petitors.

These encroachments were doubly resented because of the con-

temptuous attitude adopted by foreigners towards the Chinese, whose

two-thousand-year-old civilization ("superior to ours" according to

Bertrand Russell, "in all that makes for human happiness") they
were unable to appreciate. They persisted in treating the Chinese as

inferiors, not fit to be invited as guests to foreign clubs or to be

allowed to walk in the parks and river embankments which the

foreigners had constructed, partly with Chinese money.
The Chinese delegates at Paris demanded the revision of the

treaties which had given the foreigner this stranglehold upon China,
and the restoration of the Province of Shantung. It is not surprising

1 Arthur Ransome in "The Chinese Puzzle."
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that the Allies held that "they had no power to deal with these

claims" at the Peace Conference. After all, China had not declared

war against the Central Powers until August, 1917, and had taken

no real part in the hostilities. So Japan was given Shantung and a

mandate of Germany's Pacific islands lying north of the Equator.
The Chinese delegates went empty away. They refused to sign the

Versailles Treaty and gained nothing but a seat on the League of

Nations.

The Three Principles of Doctor Sun Yat-Sen. China was powerless
to avenge the insult, as powerless as she had been to avenge earlier

attempts at partition and exploitation. She had in fact no govern-
ment. From 1644 to 1911 the Manchu Dynasty ruled China. Then,
because the Manchus had refused reform and had proved incapable
or unwilling to resist foreign incursions, Young China had deposed
the Emperor and declared a republic. The leader of this revolution,

Doctor Sun Yat-Sen, wanted to make China an independent nation;

he had set himself a superhuman task, greater even than that which

the Bolsheviks had undertaken in Russia. China is a country as large

as all Europe and more populous: it could not be unified in a day
or in a decade. After the revolution of 1911 the power fell to an

official of the Manchus, and when he died in 1916 the military gover-
nors whom he had set over the provinces became independent war
lords. At Peking, the northern capital, there was a nominal govern-

ment, but it was ridiculous in its subservience to the war lords, who
levied toll on its treasury at will; and at Canton, in the south, was
another government, that of Doctor Sun's Nationalist Party, the

Kuomintang. The Chinese delegation to Paris was composed of

representatives of both northern and southern governments; it was

the only enterprise in which the two succeeded in cooperating.

The Japanese triumph at Paris led to a swing of Chinese opinion
round to the Kuomintang. During the war Japan had forced the

impotent ministers at Peking to accept a treaty known as the

Twenty-One Demands, which aimed at making China an economic

province of Japan. The Kuoxnintang was the only organization

which could resist Japan's claims. In a famous speech of March, 1921,

Doctor Sun explained the Three Principles which were the pro-

gramme of his party. The first principle was Nationalism: an end

was to be made of foreign concessions, treaty ports, spheres of in-
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fluence and the like, and China was to be ruled by the Chinese

in conjunction with the four racial minorities of Manchus, Mon-

golians, Tartars and Tibetans. The second was Democracy, a

principle which involved the right of the people to elect members to

a Legislative Assembly, to recall their member when he ceased to

represent their wishes, to vote directly on certain matters of principle

through the instrument of the referendum, and to take on occasion

the initiative in legislation by public petitions to the Assembly. Ex-
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ecutive power in the democratic republic would be exercised by
ministers responsible to the Assembly. For the third principle of
Doctor Sun there is no English word; perhaps Social Justice or the

Livelihood of the People conveys its implications most clearly.
Doctor Sun meant by it that the wealth of the country was to be
redistributed so as to ensure a decent living for every Chinese family.

It is difficult to imagine the immensity of the obstacles in the padi
of this programme. The spirit of nationalism simply did not exist;
there was no provincial patriotism, still less any national patriotism
in the Western sense. All China's loyalty was to the family. The
Chinese family means very much more than the corresponding
Western institution. To quote Madame Sofia H. Chen Zen:

In the first place, a Chinese family is much more like a state in minia-
ture than a home ia the Western sense, and the supreme ruler of this

state is either the patriarch or the matriarch with a bureaucracy of sons
and daughters, as well as some daughters-in-law, and with subjects of

minor daughters-in-law, grand-children and dependent relatives to the

#th degree. It is a government with all the paraphernalia of all other

state governments, such as intrigue, diplomacy, treason and so forth.

And no woman who is not a born or a trained politician may hope to

find a decent place in such a government, no matter how well educated
and honourable she may be. For the Chinese home is a machine, a

system, in which the individual members are only like the nails and screws

of a big engine; they exist not for their own sake, but for the sake of

the bigger whole.

In the second place, a Chinese family is an institution wherein the

religious sentiment of the people is most adequately expressed. For the

family is the living shrine of the dead, whose memory is perpetuated

through the ritual of ancestor worship which is the supreme spiritual
function of the family. . . .

In the third place, what constitutes the spirit of a Chinese family is

not the love between a man and his wife, but the moral obligation of all

the members towards one another. Sexual love does have a place in the

Chinese family, but certainly by no means a prominent one; it is sub-

ordinated to the moral duties between the son and parents, between sisters

and brothers and so on, so that when a conflict arises between a man's

duty as a son or a brother and his love for his wife, it is always the latter

that must be sacrificed.

Even if the institution of the family could be modified to make
room for a larger loyalty to the nation, the ideal of nationalism
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would still be unrealizable unless the imperialist powers would con-

sent to a revision of their whole position in China.

In the way of the principle of Democracy also the whole structure

of Chinese society lay. Democracy involves literacy: ninety-nine

Chinese out of a hundred could not read and most of these could

never learn to read, for there are four thousand characters in the

Chinese script and the task of memorizing them is beyond the

powers of the majority. Besides, the principle of democracy implied
the equality of the sexes: "Legally, politically, economically, educa-

tionally and socially, women are to be the equals of men." Yet in

China female infants were still being strangled at birth. Girls' feet

were bound, to make them ladies. They were betrothed in infancy

and married to husbands they had never seen. Poor parents often

sold their daughters as domestic servants or concubines. In every

case the girl became the property of her employer, paramour or hus-

band, who might sell her again or divorce her at will.

The third principle, that of the Livelihood of the People, could not

be attained without a wholesale economic revolution. Eighty per

cent, of the people of China were farmers; working a total area that

is smaller than the improved farm lands of the United States, they

performed the miracle of feeding the four hundred million people
of China.

There was not always a miracle. In good years, by unremitting
labour with hoe, bamboo rake and waterwheel, the Chinese farmer

could scrape a bare living for his family and perhaps a tiny surplus

to sell at the market; but in bad years, in seasons of drought or heavy

rain, he starved. It was not unusual for millions of peasants, for a

third of the population of a province, to be wiped out in a single

year. The survivors blamed the weather. Sun Yat-Sen blamed the

system under which the peasants worked. The farm land was

divided into tiny patches separated by paths, each farmer holding
from five to forty strips, scattered in various parts of the field and

often more than a mile apart. The system of irrigation, a complicated

network of canals and embankments, had been begun over three

thousand years ago. Once there was a local court to enforce the

responsibility of each peasant for his share of the upkeep of the

water works. In the twentieth century there was none. Every man
worked for his family, with no sense of communal responsibility, no

cooperation for marketing or hiring capital. In consequence, every
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man was in debt to the money-lender and every other man (half
the peasants owned their own farms) in debt to the landlord. Such
were a few of the difficulties in the way of Doctor Sun's Third

Principle. The Kuomintang intended to secure the Livelihood of
the People by modernizing the methods of Chinese agriculture. The
peasant was to be protected by legislation reducing rent and interest

rates; agricultural banks were to be set up to lend him capital; and
he was to be taught the advantages of cooperation and persuaded to

exchange his scattered strips for a consolidated holding; in exchange
for scanty manure and wooden rake, he was to be given scientific

fertilizers and modern machinery.

Industry in China was still in the handicraft stage. Manufacture

by modern machinery under the factory system was unknown,
except in the coastal regions, and there it was run by, and for,

foreigners. The policy of Sun Yat-Sen was to build up modern in-

dustries under Chinese control by attracting foreign loans, raised not

by private capitalists but by the Government which, if only it were
based on popular support, need give no concessions or securities for

their repayment. "Chinese aspirations can only be realized," said

Doctor Sun, expounding his Third Principle, "when we understand

that, to regenerate the State, we must welcome the influx of foreign

capital on the largest possible scale, and must also attract foreign
scientists and trained experts. Then, in the course of a few years, we
shall develop our own large-scale industry and shall accumulate
technical and scientific knowledge*"

Russian Help for the Kuomintang. The Three Principles were so

obviously based on Western models that Sun Yat-Sen naturally

expected that the Western Powers would help him to carry them out.

In 1921 he appealed to America for help, but America refused. He
appealed to Great Britain and Japan, but Great Britain preferred to

back the war lord Wu Pei-Fu, who held the Yangtse Valley; and

Japan put her money on Chang Tso-Lin, the war lord of Manchuria.
So the only hope for the Kuomintang was to turn to Soviet Russia.

In the years of his exile in Europe Doctor Sun had met many of

the men who were now ruling Russia, and he knew that the Chinese
and Russian revolutions had much in common; both were fighting

against the exploitations of modern imperialist-capitalism and the

injustice and inefficiency of their age-old social structure. Sun Yat-
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Sen agreed with Lenin that a revolution must take three stages.

First, a military period, when the old order will be overthrown and
the revolutionists established in power by violence; during this

period martial law must prevail and the people must be the instru-

ments rather than the associates of the revolutionary leaders. Second,
a period of political tutelage, devoted to the training of the people
in the rights and duties of citizenship, to the training of the leaders

in the science of administration and the art of statesmanship; dur-

ing this period the government must continue to be in the hands of

the revolutionary party. Thirdly, a period of democracy, when the

party would resign its privileges and the people would exercise the

rights necessary for the maintenance of their sovereignty. Lenin

differed from Sun over the nature of this third phase of revolution

but was prepared to waive that for the time. The immediate point
was that the Kuomintang failed to accomplish the first phase of

revolution because they lacked military organization, and the Bolshe-

viks were succeeding because they had it; the Kuomintang had lost

control after 1911 because the armed forces were in the hands of

their opponents, and now, in 1921, they were still powerless. So

Doctor Sun welcomed Lenin's secretary, Mahlin, at Canton and

they discussed the possibility of Communist support for the Kuomin-

tang. The discussions bore fruit two years later when Adolf JoflEe,

the most able of Soviet diplomats, issued a joint declaration with

Doctor Sun: "Dr. Sun Yat-Sen holds that the Communistic order or

even the Soviet System cannot actually be introduced into China,

because there do not exist here the conditions for the successful

establishment of either Communism or Sovietism. The view is en-

tirely shared by Mr. Joffe, who is further of the opinion that China's

paramount and most pressing problem is to achieve unification and

attain full national independence; and regarding this great task he

has assured Dr. Sun Yat-Sen that China has the warmest sympathy
of the Russian people and can count on the support of Russia." At
this time the Soviets had not a friend in the world and were glad of

an ally in the East, even if he was so chary of Communism as Doctor

Sun Yat-Sen.

In 1924 the reorganization of the Kuomintang as a militant party

began. The moving spirit in this was Michael Borodin, a Soviet

agent who had represented Russia at Kemal's court during the

Graeco-Turkish War and who had even tried to propagate Com-
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munism in Scotland (an attempt which had ended in his deporta-

tion). Borodin became a close friend of Sun. He convinced the

doctor that his party had failed, first, because it had no support out-

side the university and merchant class; and secondly, because it

lacked discipline. To remedy the first defect the ranks of the party
were opened to peasants and town workers. To remedy the second
it was laid down that though every subject was open to discussion

until a decision on it was made by the party executive, once that

decision was made it must be accepted without further question by
every member of the party. The Kuomintang was reorganized on
the model of the Russian Communist Party. Local branches or cells

elected members to a Provincial Assembly, who elected members to

a Party Assembly, from which was chosen the Central Executive of

the Kuomintang.
The National Party had now an efficient organization. The next

step was to give it an army. Borodin set up a Military College at

Whampoa for the training of Chinese officers. The instructors, forty
in all, were Russian officers, chief of whom was a certain General

Galens (alias Bliicher), and the principal was a young Chinese, by
name Chiang Kai-Shek, of whom we are to hear more. With Rus-

sian advice and ammunition the officers turned out by the Whampoa
College trained a Kuomintang army which was able to establish

order throughout the province of Kwantung, the capital of which is

Canton.

By no means all the members of the Kuomintang were pleased
with what the Russians were doing for the party. Borodin was

obviously in favour of making it a people's party, based on the sup-

port of the peasants and of the Cantonese workers, whom he had

organised into trade unions; many influential members of the party

were, on the other hand, merchants and middlemen, who- were more

interested in putting trade with the foreigner on a fair basis than in

a proletarian revolution. The cleft in the party was apparent at the

beginning of 1925 but it was healed for a time by a tragedy which

affected every member of the Kuomintang alike.

In March, Sun Yat-Sen died of cancer. Ever since his early years

as a medical student in Hong Kong he had worked for the liberation

of China. As early as 1895 he was in exile, building up a Chinese

Revolutionary League in Japan, in Honolulu, in Europe. There was

a price on his head and often he narrowly escaped death (on one
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occasion he was kidnapped in Piccadilly and imprisoned in the

Chinese Imperial Legation). Since 1911 he had been undisputed

leader of the Chinese Revolution. His death was followed by a

mourning as deep as that which had followed Lenin's death in

Russia the year before. The mausoleum where his remains lie at

Nanking has become, like Lenin's tomb in Moscow, a place of na-

tional pilgrimage, and his works, like Lenin's, have become a text

for the party which he founded. It became the custom to bow to

Doctor Sun's portrait which hangs in every school and every public

building, and every official ceremony opens with the reading of his

will: "For forty years I have devoted my energies to the cause of

the Nationalist Revolution. The object of the latter is to seek a

position of independent equality for China. The experience of forty

years has caused me to realize that, if it is desired to achieve the

object, the people is to be aroused, and we must strive in unison

with all those nations of the world who deal with us on a basis of

equality. The revolution has not yet achieved its object. All those

who are of the same purpose as myself must therefore act in accord-

ance with the precepts of my three books: A Method of Establishing

a Nation, A General Plan for the Reconstruction of the National

Government, and The Three People's Principles, and also the an-

nouncement made on the occasion of the First National Representa-

tives* Conference, and must continue to use every effort to attain the

first two ideals of holding a people's conference and of abolishing

all unequal treaties. It is essential that this should be brought about

in the shortest possible time. My last Will and Testament."

The War Lords of North China. Doctor Sun died at Peking, while

attempting to win certain war lords to the Nationalist programme.
The northern provinces were under the autocratic control of a dozen

or so military governors, three of whom were waging an unending
civil war for the control of the moribund Peking Government.

Three more extraordinary characters can hardly be imagined. The
most powerful in the years of 1918-1922 was Chang Tso-Lin, the

ruler of Manchuria. He was a mild-faced little man who spent his

life in warfare. Without any education but that acquired in what

he called the "School of Forestry", he first came into prominence
as the leader of a troop of bandits, known as the Red Beards. During
the Russo-Japanese War of 1904 he and his men helped the Japanese,
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and though he later became a servant of the Chinese Government
he was always in receipt of assistance from Japan, who had her own
reasons for wishing to be on the right side of the strong man of

Manchuria. At Mukden, his capital, which incidentally was in the

territory leased to the Japanese-owned South Manchurian Railway

Company, he had an arsenal capable of supplying him with all the

munitions he could pay for. Money was usually raised by raids on
the Manchurian peasants and by expeditions over the Great Wall.

In 1920 Chang achieved his ambition and made himself master of

Peking.

Chang's greatest rival in these years was Wu Pei-Fu, a distin-

guished scholar who had graduated under the old regime, when
official positions were awarded on the results of gruelling examina-

tions in the Confucian classics. The strength of Wu's military posi-

tion lay in his control of the railway between Peking and Hankow
on the Yangtse. The source of his armaments was the iron works of

Hanyang, and the source of his supplies was the same as his rival's

his army lived by holding the civilian population to ransom. The

sufferings of the people of China under these war lords are impos-
sible to describe and difficult to imagine.

1 In normal times the

soldiers left the peasants enough to sustain life, but in famine years

like 1920 it was not the soldiers who died of starvation.

In 1922 a great battle was fought between Chang and Wu for the

possession of Peking. Chang lost and retired to his Manchurian

strongholds. The victory was due largely to the intervention of one

of Wu's generals, Feng Hu-Siang by name. Feng was in many ways
the most remarkable of .China's war lords, a burly giant of a man
who turned Christian, married a secretary of the Y.W.C.A., and

took Oliver Cromwell for his avowed model. He distributed Bibles

to his soldiers, held daily prayer meetings and sent his men into

battle singing "Onward Christian Soldiers." Throughout his army
the strictest moral discipline was enforced on one occasion he

administered a public thrashing with his own hands to a colonel

who had visited a brothel. He set an example to his men by wearing
coarse clothes and eating frugally. He forbade looting. So long as

he could pay his men regularly, he could enforce this prohibition;

but having no regular supply of funds, he had to rely on the Robin

Hood method of seizing convoys of silver on their way to Peking
1 Vide Halkt Abend's "Tortured China."
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and sharing the proceeds among his men, paying privates first and

officers last* To keep his men out of mischief in their leisure hours

he set them to build roads. It was this pastime that enabled them to

come to Wu's help in the nick of time in 1920.

Wu put the "Christian General" in charge of Peking, and Feng
remained loyal to his chief until 1924, when Chang Tso-Lin re-

turned to the offensive. The odds were in favour of Wu but at the

critical moment of the campaign Feng calmly deserted him and re-

turned to the capital. Wu fled. There was nothing left to him but

the consolations of poetry. He wrote:

The cold wind from the West stirs my old battle cloak,

To look upon the bloodstain on the cloak brings sorrow to my heart.

My only possessions now are my loyal heart and brave soul.

These will be with me for ever, despite the ice and snow of the present
situation.

Supreme in Peking, the Christian General now began to show

signs of being more than a purely selfish war lord. His rule in

Peking was based on principles not far removed from those of the

Kuomintang and he entered into close relations with Russia. It was
well for him that he did, for in 1926 the old rivals Chang and Wu
made a surprising coalition against him, and the Christian General

fled to Moscow, leaving his army to fight their way painfully back to

their headquarters in Northwest China.

The Nationalists March North. The Nationalist leaders at Canton

now adopted a bold plan: while Wu was busy with his war against

Feng they would march north and seize Hankow. Once there they
could sweep down the Yangtse to Shanghai, the greatest city in

China, and then, with the Yangtse as their base, they could drive

northwards to Peking, and all China would be under the Nationalist

flag. They were full of confidence: the Whampoa Academy had
trained thousands of officers; they had seven armies now, each of

14,500 men. Russia had sent arms and was not insisting on payment.

Besides, events since Sun's death had gone well for the Kuomintang.
In Shanghai the dismissal of some workmen from a foreign factory
in May, 1925, had led to a demonstration against the "imperialist

exploiters." The police of the Shanghai International Settlement had
fired on die demonstrators, who were mostly unarmed students. To
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avenge this, a general strike was called, and a boycott of British

goods. A wave of anger against Great Britain spread over China.

Canton had taken advantage of it to stage a demonstration against
the British in Hong Kong. Shots were exchanged between Chinese

and the British forces defending the Shameen Concession. The

Kuomintang announced that fifty-two Chinese had been killed and
one hundred seventeen wounded; they declared a boycott of Hong
Kong, and thirty thousand Chinese workers and their families

left their British employers and removed to Canton.

On the crest of the wave of anti-imperialist feeling, the Nation-

alists began their march north in June, 1926. Their armies, led by
Chiang Kai-Shek, drove Wu's troops over the Yangtse and captured

Hankow, a city in an excellent position in the very heart of China,
at the junction of the river Hans with the Yangtse, and at the head

of the Eastern Railway to Peking. The officials of the Kuomintang
moved their headquarters from Canton and declared Hankow to

be the new capital of China. While Chiang and the armies swept
down the Yangtse to take Nanking and the native quarters of

Shanghai, the officials set to work in a frenzy of excitement to make
Hankow a real centre of Nationalism. The workers were organized
in trade unions, and a series of strikes forced wages up by fifty per
cent, in the course of eight weeks. The managers of the Japanese
factories bowed to the storm and raised their wages, but the British

cigarette company the largest concern in the city preferred to

pay off its employees and close down. The foreign population of

the Yangtse towns was in the greatest consternation. Crowds of

Chinese were parading the streets with red banners and anti-

imperialist slogans. At any moment their excitement might flame

out in a massacre of Europeans. True, British gunboats were in the

river and could have blown to pieces any Chinese army on the banks,

but that might be too late to save white lives. English newspapers in

Shanghai called on the British Government to declare war on the

revolutionaries. Luckily, the British Government kept its head.

Realizing that the people of China were behind the Kuomintang
now, the Foreign Office sent a representative to Hankow to come to

an agreement with the Nationalist Foreign Minister. The latter,

Eugene Chen, had been born in Trinidad, a British subject. He

spoke English much better than he spoke Chinese and he under-

stood that Britain was ready to meet the Nationalist demands half-
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way. By the agreement between Chen and O'Malley, Great Britain

gave up her Concessions in Hankow and Kiu-Kiang. Further agree-

ments would follow, if the Kuomintang leaders could keep control

of their supporters. In case the movement got out of hand, Britain

would send a defence force of three brigades to Shanghai.
So far all was well. The Nationalists held the Yangtse, the great

artery of China. The foreign Powers seemed ready to come to terms.

In the north, Feng, the Christian General, was back from Moscow
and had joined the Kuomintang, promising to combine with the

party's armies in an attack on the Peking war lords. On the surface

the Nationalists seemed on the verge o victory. Actually they were

in a hopeless condition. The Kuomintang had split.

Before Sun's death, as we have seen, there were signs of a cleft in

the party. On one side were the merchants, middlemen, managers,
the middle-class faction whose object was to give China a constitu-

tion under which trade might be carried on profitably. On the other

side, which may be called the Left wing, were the men who be-

lieved in a revolution in the interests of all classes in China, and

held that the redistribution of the wealth of China was more im-

portant than profitable trade with foreign Powers. The Hankow
Government was in the hands of this Left wing, the leaders being

Borodin, Eugene Chen and the young widow of Doctor Sun Yat-

Sen. Chiang Kai-Shek had always had sympathies with the Right.

Finding himself in control of a large army, he took the opportunity
to set up a government at Nanking in April, 1927, and refused to

recognize the Hankow faction as the real executive of the Kuomin-

tang.

Chiang's coup d'&at might well have failed if the Left, or Han-
kow Government, had been united. Chiang knew that it was not.

Since 1921 there had been a Chinese Communist Party affiliated to

the Third International at Moscow. The Communists were mem-
bers of the Kuomintang and had accepted the terms of the Sun-Joffe

agreement, recognizing that the immediate business was not to

engineer a Communist revolution in China but a Nationalist Move-
ment to overthrow the forces of feudalism, militarism and imperial-
ism. Borodin knew that the Chinese movement was a "bourgeois"
revolution: "The only Communism possible in China," he said, "is

the Communism of poverty, a lot of people eating rice with chop-
sticks out of an almost empty bowl." But in 1927 Stalin sent an
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Indian called Roy to Hankow, without communicating with

Borodin. Roy's orders were to lead the Chinese Communist Party,
to obtain mastery over the Kuomintang, and to set on foot immedi-

ately a proletarian revolution in China. It was useless for Borodin,

Eugene Chen and Madame Sun to repudiate Roy; the Chinese

Communists accepted the orders of the Third International The

quarrel between the Communists and the Left wing put the

Kuomintang at the mercy of Chiang. Communist outrages turned

public opinion to Chiang's side. He sent his soldiers against Hankow.

Borodin, General Blucher and the other Russians escaped, and later

Eugene Chen and Madame Sun followed them, travelling by motor
across Mongolia to Moscow. The rest of the Kuomintang leaders

came over to Chiang's camp at Nanking. The Left wing of the

party was thus broken and the whole organization of the party was
in Chiang's hands. In July, 1927, he proceeded to break the Commu-
nists. A "White Terror" of the utmost brutality followed. The last

Communist stronghold left was Canton, where a Commune was
declared on December 14, only to be wiped out by Chiang's troops
after three days' fighting.

The Nanking Government. By the end of 1927 Chiang Kai-Shek

had triumphed. He claimed to be the successor of Sun Yat-Sen and

the champion of the Three Principles, and to make his claim credi-

ble married Sun's sister-in-law (though this meant putting away
his third wife and adopting "Christianity") and took Sun's brother-

in-law, T. V. Sung, as his Finance Minister, and Sun's son, an un-

stable creature called Sun Fo, as his confidant. In June, 1927, Chiang

captured Peking, changed its name from Northern Capital to

Peiping Northern Peace, and declared Nanking to be the new cap-

ital and himself the new President of China. Outwardly, all China

seemed united under a Republican Government which called itself

Kuomintang and paid lip service to the Three Principles, but in

reality there was no unity and no principle. In Manchuria Chang
Tso-Lin and his son Chang Hsueh-Liang were independent in

everything except name; in the northwest Feng was still at large,

having been persuaded to hold his peace by a gift of three million

dollars, and Southern and Central China were seething with ma-

rauding bands and with Communists.

Chiang's strength lay in the support of the mercantile and land-
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owning classes. In their interest he dissolved many of the trade

unions and stopped the seizure of land by the peasants; "at present,"

he declared, "we do not fear the oppression of the peasants and

workers by the landlords and capitalists, but rather the reverse."

It was a policy which naturally won the approval of the foreign

Powers, who now hastened to recognize the Nanking Government

and entered into treaty relations with Chiang. By the new treaties

Belgium, Britain, the United States and other Powers recognized
that their Concessions should gradually be given up and their juris-

diction in China be ended; in return, the Nanking Government

gave foreigners the hitherto unheard-of privilege of buying Chinese

land.

An important consequence of Chiang's understanding with the

moneyed class in China was the establishment of Chinese-owned

industries, especially of textile works in Shanghai. The foreign

Powers accordingly changed their economic policy; instead of ex-

porting cloth and other finished goods to China, they began to ex-

port machinery on a large scale. Between 1928 and 1930 the exports

of British machinery to China trebled. Chiang made every effort to

attract foreign loans; he was especially anxious for advances from

Japan and the United States and in an attempt to secure their good-
will encouraged Chang Hsueh-Liang to seize the Chinese Eastern

Railway from Russia an attempt which ended in ignominious
failure.

The moneyed classes and the imperial Powers had every reason

to be pleased with Chiang Kai-Shek. True, he was a difficult man
to get on with, fiery-tempered, conceited, and overbearing, but they
learned how to handle him, remembering what a Communist had
written in the far-away days before the Northern Expedition: "By
praising him in a delicate manner and speaking in correct form,
much can be obtained from him; only one must never show oneself

to be above or beneath him; one must be on the same level with

him and never show that one wants to usurp a particle of his

power."
Other classes in China had less use for the Nanking Government.

To workers and peasants Chiang was just another .war lord, though
stronger and more ruthless than any they had suffered from. The

Kuomintang was his instrument and he used it as an instrument

of torture. Taxes were highest and wages lowest in the provinces
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under his control, and the depredations of his soldiers were the most
severe. It mattered little to the labouring classes that Nanking was

popular with foreign Powers, that the League of Nations was send-

ing advisers from Geneva, that the capital was being rebuilt by
American architects and the army remodelled by German officers.

These were not the reforms for which so many of them had joined
the Kuomintang in 1925 and 1926. By Nationalism they understood

a China without foreign influence; by Democracy a China without

militarism; by Social Justice a China where the peasant owned

enough land to support his children without fear of flood or famine,
where the factory operative got good pay and the ricksha coolie

need not run himself to death in a few years.

Soviet China in 1951. The opposition to Chiang Kai-Shek and the

Nanking Government gradually rallied round two standards. In

Canton a new Left wing of the Kuomintang began to form: dis-

contented war lords and members of the Nanking faction, such as

Sun Fo and Eugene Chen, set up a rival Kuomintang Government
at Canton in May, 1931, calling themselves the Southwestern Political

Council. This Council was more divided in aim and less capable of

efficient government than the Nanking branch of the party. A
very different sort of opposition existed in the form of Communism.
The Chinese Communist Party had been outlawed by Chiang Kai-

Shek in 1927, but persecution never destroyed it. Communists cells

which had been formed during the Northern Expedition continued

in existence whenever their area was out of the range of repression.

Young Chinese went every year to Moscow for training and re-

turned to organize Soviets in China. The Soviet or Committee sys-

tem of government is much more suitable than parliamentary democ-

racy to an illiterate people, and the young Chinese from Moscow

proved more acceptable than the officials of the degenerate Kuo-

mintang. Communism offered an alleviation, if not a solution, of the

peasants' problem of famine and flood. It is not surprising that

large areas of central China came under Soviet rule. How extensive,

how efficient, how far centralized that Soviet rule was, the historian

has still no means of ascertaining. From Moscow he is assured that

one hundred million Chinese had adopted the Soviet system by

1931; from the Shanghai Press he is told that there was no Soviet

system, only bandits masquerading under the red flag of Com-
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munism. We must content ourselves with quoting the evidence of

two less biased observers. Sir John Hope-Simpson says of Commu-
nism north of the Yangtse: "When I went to China in 1931 there was
a Soviet Government which controlled large portions of Hupeh
Province and smaller areas in Honan and elsewhere. This Govern-

ment had existed for at least six years, and was so well organized as

to have its own coinage and bank-note system; its own telephones
and telegraphs; its schools and hospitals, and, of course, its own

army. On the north bank of the Yangtse, about 60 miles west of

Hankow, there was a notice printed on a board in bold Chinese

characters: 'Here begins the territory of the Soviet Government of

China.' From that point, sailing west for over one hundred and

fifty miles, one passed along Soviet territory." ("Problems of Peace,"

Series 8, published by Allen & Unwin.) Writing of the land south

of the Yangtse, A. J. Toynbee calls attention to "the widening zone

of Communist territory on either side of the watershed between the

Yangtse Basin and the Southern Seaboard: a barrier which was now

insulating Canton and Nanking more and more effectually from
each other."

Into this distracted China, torn by civil war and wasted by official

corruption, Japan launched an offensive in September, 1931. We
must leave revolutionary China at this point to follow the internal

history of }apan which led to the Manchurian campaign.



Ill - THE PROBLEMS OF JAPAN

SEVENTY years ago Japan was a mediaeval empire, cut off from the

mainland by laws which forbade foreigners to set foot on her islands

and prevented Japanese from building ships in which to penetrate
to the outside world. The social system was feudal: the nobles

(Samurai) owned the land and the wealth. The Samurai had all

the qualities and all the defects of a noble caste. They followed a

strict moral code (Bushido) which, like the Christian code of

chivalry, set honour above all things: in the cause of honour a

Samurai felt justified hi killing his opponent; rather than live dis-

honoured he would kill himself. But like the knights of mediaeval

Christendom, the noble clans and their armies of retainers fought

interminably among themselves. The Mikado was Emperor in noth-

ing but name; power lay in the hands of whichever clan could prove
itself the strongest in battle. There was no peace and no prosperity

in Japan, and the Empire of the Rising Sun sank further and further

into poverty.

At last a young generation of Samurai realized the plight of their

country. In 1867 Japan burst the eggshell of her seclusion, opened
her ports to foreign traders and her mind to modern economic and

political ideas. In a few crowded years the feudal system was swept

away, the nobles gave up their privileges, and peasants became pro-

prietors of the land. The Japanese reformers borrowed from the

West a democratic constitution, with elected Parliament and Cabinet

responsible to it. But though the form was Western the spirit was

essentially Japanese. The Emperor's consent was needed before a

parliamentary bill could become law and the Emperor was advised

by a group known as the Elder Statesmen. The Emperor was to

command the army and navy, not through ministers responsible to

the Cabinet, but through Chiefs' of Staff, who were responsible to

him alone. The armed forces were therefore independent of Par-

liament. The Samurai emerged in the New Japan as commanders

of the armed forces.
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The Emperor was more than the figurehead of the New Japan;
he was almost literally its god. The national religion from time im-

memorial has been Shinto, a deification of the natural objects of

Japan. The word "JaPan
"
comes from a Chinese phrase meaning

the Rising Sun, and Japanese consider themselves under the special

protection of the Sun-god. The makers of the new Japan took this

belief as the cornerstone of their political system: the present Em-

peror, whose family has ruled Japan for two thousand years, is

directly descended from the Sun-god; he must therefore be hon-

oured as a god, and as a god he must be obeyed. Under the new

regime, Bushido became the duty of dying for the honour of the

Emperor and Shinto the duty of obeying the Emperor's commands.

A new system of compulsory education was introduced to inculcate

before aU worldly knowledge the duty of unconditional obedience

to the Son of Heaven, the Mikado, whose service is perfect freedom.

Japan emerged as a modern nation, but Japanese patriotism is dif-

ferent in essence from the patriotism of Western nations; patriotism

is the religion of the Japanese.

In the decades which followed 1867 Japan underwent an economic

transformation unparalleled in its rapidity. The Elder Statesmen

who controlled the new regime beat the Western Powers at their

own game of modernization. By providing state capital for her in-

dustrial and commercial concerns, by organizing the cultivation of

the silkworm to help the farmer supplement the revenue from rice,

they built up a rationalized and centralized State in Japan. By the

end of the igth century Japan had begun to play a part in the eco-

nomic life of the Far East. While in her eggshell Japan had been

self-supporting; now that she had emerged and was growing in

population she looked to the mainland for sustenance. The Western
Powers had already begun to divide China into spheres of influence

for themselves. The new Japan felt the danger of this, especially of

Russia's ambitions in Korea, for the Korean peninsula is pointed like

a weapon at the very heart of the Japanese Empire. Now Korea was
under the nominal suzerainty of China, and the Chinese Govern-

ment was obviously unable to protect the peninsula from Russia or

from anyone else; so Japan made war on China in 1894 and set up
an independent kingdom in Korea. (Later, in 1905, .she annexed

Korea, in spite of assurances that she would do nothing of the sort,

and in 1910 made it part of the Japanese Empire.)
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As a further result of that war Japan annexed the Liaotung pen-

insula, which forms the southern tip of Manchuria. Russia pro-
tested against this and Japan meekly handed Liaotung back to

China, whereupon Russia coolly seized Liaotung for herself and
built a branch of the Chinese Eastern Railway through Southern

Manchuria to Liaotung, where two ports were constructed, Port

Arthur and Dairen. Russia had at last achieved her ambition of a

warm water port in the Pacific. Vladivostok was useful but it was
frozen in the winter.

This was more than Japan could stand. Supported by an alliance

with Great Britain she declared war on Russia in 1904 and to the

surprise of the world, defeated her by a brilliant naval victory, won
back Liaotung and took over the South Manchurian Railway, for

which the Chinese Government granted her a lease for thirty-five

years.

The Russian war of 1904 made Japan an Eastern Power; the

World War of 1914 made her a World Power. True to her English

alliance, she joined the Allies, even though it meant fighting on the

same side as Russia. There was very little fighting, however, for the

Japanese. Their business was to supply the Allies with munitions

and materials of war, to police the Pacific and to carry the trade of

Asia in their ships. A more profitable business could hardly be

imagined. Japan emerged from the war with a doubled industrial

output and with a favourable trade balance of two billion dollars.

At the Peace Conference she was given not only Shantung and the

islands which had formed Germany's naval bases in the Pacific, but

a permanent seat on the Council of the League of Nations, which

was equivalent to the recognition that Japan was one of the half-

dozen great Powers of the world.

Feeding the Sixty Million. Japan had made a fortune. But the foun-

dation of a prosperous national economy cannot be laid on war.

When the war orders ceased to come in and the bubble of the boom

burst, Japanese statesmen found themselves faced by a terrible

problem. Japan was no longer self-supporting. Her population had

increased at an astonishing pace: in 1846 it was twenty-six million;

in 1920 the census figures showed almost fifty-six million. There

could be no question now of going back to her old secluded position

as an agricultural empire. Already every inch of land that could bear
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a crop was under cultivation; already the population of the cul-

tivated areas was nearly four times as dense as in England. Agricul-
ture could not support the new millions and every year the popula-
tion was increasing by eight hundred thousand.

The problem could not be solved by emigration: there was no
room in the outlying islands of the Empire, and Korea was already

overpopulated. In Pacific lands held by foreign Powers there was,
it is true, plenty of room, but the United States and Australia and
New Zealand had no use for Japanese labourers. Only Brazil offered

them any encouragement, and there the prospects were not enticing.
The Japanese are naturally disinclined to emigrate, a disinclination

which it is hard for Anglo-Saxons to understand; their life is bound

up with their country; the flowers and trees and waters of their

own land are their gods; their national festival is flower-seeing; their

altars are the shrines of Japan; for the Japanese, living abroad is a

sort of death.

The only solution for Japan was to become the factory of the

East; only by industrialism could she support her ever-growing pop-
ulation. But here again Japan was terribly handicapped. Her nat-

ural resources of coal and iron were inconsiderable; for the sinews
of industry she was dependent upon imports from foreign Powers.
For raw materials too she depended on foreign Powers: on America
and India for cotton, on Australia for wool, on the Dutch Empire
and on America for oil; silk was the only important raw material
which she could hope to produce at home. For markets for her

goods she was dependent on the British Empire and on the United
States. The situation was precarious, to say the very least: if the
British Empire or the United States should choose to stop selling
raw materials and to stop buying cotton goods and silk, Japan would
be ruined.

Political Parties. All parties in Japan agreed that the only hope for
the future lay in a policy of industrialization on a huge scale. They
disagreed over the best means to be employed. There were two great
political parties: the Seiyukai, which corresponded roughly (very
roughly) to the Conservatives, and laid emphasis on the develop-
ment of internal trade, believing in government subsidies for in-

dustry and agriculture; and the Minseito which, like the old Lib-

erals, believed in developing foreign trade on the basis of strict
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economy at home and good relations with foreign nations. Opposed
to both these policies were the militarists led by the General Staff,

which is commonly called "the Camp." They were not a political

party in any sense but they had great prestige for the profession
of arms was, and still is, held to be the most honourable by far

and great power, for the Camp was independent of the Cabinet

and had most influence with the Mikado. The policy of the General

Staff was simple: Japan must make her army and navy the strongest
in the world and maintain herself by conquest.

It might be expected that the two political parties would naturally
be antagonistic to the militarists, not only on moral grounds but

because of the expense their policy would involve. But the politicians

of Japan, like those of every country in which party government is

in its infancy, were corrupt. They represented not the interests of

the community but the interests of two rival clans. When the feudal

power of the nobility was abolished after 1867, sons of noble families

who did not join the army turned to commerce, industry and finance,

and through their family connections and official influence built up

great trusts which controlled every aspect of the economic life of

Japan. The greatest of these trusts were the Mitsui family concern,

which was chiefly interested in banking, manufactured goods, heavy

industry and, above all, armaments. The Mitsui clan were behind

the Seiyukai Party. Almost equally important was the Mitsubishi

family concern which lay behind the Minseito Party and controlled

shipbuilding and engineering, marine insurance and warehousing,
electrical engineering and aircraft construction. Though these parties

were opposed on principle to the ambitions of the Camp, it is ob-

vious that they were not without interest in military expansion. The

Seiyukai stood to gain particularly by expenditure on the army, the

Minseito by expenditure on the navy.

Events in 1918 played directly into the hands of the militarists.

France and Britain were at war with the Russian Bolsheviks and

Japan was invited to send a quota of troops to help Kolchak against

the Reds on the eastern front. Japan sent more than her quota and

seized the Chinese Eastern Railway and the eastern section of the

Trans-Siberian. She dreamed of a ruined Russia, unable to compete
in the trade of the East; she dreamed of a Japanese Manchuria and

perhaps of a monopoly of the immense markets of China. To support

her military expenditure she set to work to increase her navy.
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The Washington Conference. From these dreams Japan was abruptly
awakened by the United States. The American navy began a race

in shipbuilding and set a pace which Japan could not hope to keep

up. The American people showed angry resentment at Japan's con-

trol o the ex-German islands in the Pacific, which were stations of

the United States cable system. What is more, America protested

openly against Japan's ambitious policy towards China. The Amer-

ican policy towards China had always been that of the Open Door;
in other words, that there should be equality of opportunity in

making profit out of the Chinese but no annexation of land in

China* By the Twenty-One Demands in 1915 Japan had flagrantly

violated that principle.

In 1921 the stage seemed set for a war in the Pacific. At the

eleventh hour President Harding issued invitations for a Nine

Power Conference to meet at Washington. A large body of Japa-

nese opinion, including the Militarists and most of the Seiyukai

Party, held that it was a trap and that Japan should refuse to at-

tend; fortunately for the peace of the world, the Japanese Prime

Minister thought otherwise and sent Viscount Kato, a member of

the Mitsubishi clan, to Washington.
At Washington Japan abandoned her ambition o naval suprem-

acy and accepted a ratio between her navy and those of Great

Britain and the United States of 3 : 5 : 5. With regard to China,

Japan formally accepted the principle of the Open Door and the

signatories undertook "not to support any agreements by their

respective nationals with each other designed to create spheres of

influence or to provide for the enjoyment of mutually exclusive op-

portunities in designated parts of Chinese territories." As a further

act of grace, Japan restored the Shantung peninsula to China, re-

called her armies from Siberia (though it was late in 1922 before

the Japanese generals could be prevailed upon to evacuate Vladi-

vostok) and reduced her army by sixty thousand men.
The sweet reasonableness of the Japanese at Washington made a

considerable impression on world opinion. "If there is one thing
to be noted more than another by the work that has led up to this

settlement," wrote H. G. Wells, "it is the adaptability, the intelligent
and sympathetic understanding shown by the Japanese in these

transactions. . . . The idea of them as of a people insanely patriotic,

patriotically subtle and treacherous, mysterious and mentally in-
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accessible has been largely dispelled. Our Western World, I am con-

vinced, can work with the Japanese and understand them."

"Dangerous Thoughts!' Japan had thus secured a breathing space
in which to set her house in order. But her leaders had scarcely had
time to realize the difficulties which this would involve when a

catastrophe occurred from which the nation has not yet recovered.

On September i, 1923, the most crowded area of Japan was de-

stroyed by an earthquake. Tokyo the eastern capital- and the

great port of Yokohama were destroyed. In the earthquake and the

great fires which followed it 160,000 lives were lost and ,550,000,000
of damage was done. Figures can give no idea of the nature of the

catastrophe. Anyone who has experienced the mildest earthquake,

anyone who has sat in a room where the light pendants have begun

suddenly swinging and has seen the brick facings of the buildings

opposite peel off and crash into the street will know that the effect

is not comparable to that of any other natural calamity. Storm and

shipwreck, flood and fire, plague, pestilence and famine can be

borne; but there is something in the horror caused by an earthquake
that is almost outside the gamut of human fear.

The physical damage was soon repaired; in seven years the capital

was rebuilt, a finer, more spacious city, with wide streets and

ferro-concrete buildings. The moral damage was harder to repair;

a touch of hysteria which has not yet been eradicated crept into the

psyche of Japan. There were fissures in the social as well as in the

physical structure of Japan during those years. The suddenness of

the Industrial Revolution had caused dislocations greater even than

those it had entailed in England a century before. The workers'

hours were long and their pay small. The employers allowed them
no life outside their jobs; many workers slept in the factories; the

rest were housed in wretched slums with which the cities were

clogged. Since 1919, when thirty-five thousand workers in Kobe
rose under the Christian preacher Kagawa, strikes had been frequent
but always ineffectual. Trade unions in the cities were unrecognized
and impotent. In these circumstances Communist ideas naturally

gained ground among the students, ten per cent, of whom were said

to have become Marxists. The Seiyukai Government did all that

legislation could do to repress what was officially termed "dangerous

thoughts", but the virus spread to the working class and the news
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of the British Labour victory of 1924 gave its leaders heart to or-

ganize a powerful movement for constitutional reform. In that year
the reactionary Seiyukai Ministry fell, disgraced by revelations of

profiteering in opium in Manchuria and embezzling money destined

for military operations in Siberia, and was succeeded by a Mitsubishi

Cabinet under Viscount Kato and Baron Shidehara. The new Gov-

ernment at once passed a Manhood Suffrage Bill to give the working
classes the vote, and it seemed that if internal dissensions among the

working-class parties could be overcome, wholesale reform would

follow. But the Mikado's advisers refused to let him consent to the

bill until a Peace Preservation Act was passed, making attempts to

overthrow the Constitution or to attack the system of private prop-

erty a criminal offence for which the punishment (by an amend-
ment of 1928) was death.

In spite of continued repression of "dangerous thoughts" the new
Mitsubishi Cabinet was not unenlightened. With its assistance the

Japanese cotton industry organized itself in a way that made its

Lancashire rivals seem childish. Superior organization played a

greater part than low wages and long hours in making the Japanese
cotton industry the greatest in the world. Lancashire, faced with

ruin, complained that the competition was unfair, but she had been

beaten at her own game of free competition; if the game was un-

fair the fault lay not with Japan but with Lancashire, who had

drawn up the rules.

Japan's Peaceful Policy, 1922-1930. For nearly ten years after the

Washington Conference, Japan pursued a policy of peace. Her ex-

penditure on the armed forces was sometimes forty-eight per cent,

of her total budget and in no year less than twenty-eight per cent.,

but she never had resort to arms. There was considerable provoca-
tion. In 1924 the United States passed an Immigration Act by which

Japanese were expressly excluded. Since 1907 the Japanese Govern-

ment had, under the terms of a "Gentleman's Agreement", refused

to grant passports to coolies, and in the succeeding years the Japa-
nese population of the United States had decreased; by tearing up
the Gentleman's Agreement and passing an invidious act of total

exclusion America had inflicted a studied insult on Japan. In the

old days Japanese statesmen would have avenged themselves by war
or suicide; in 1924 they swallowed the insult. Three years later
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Japan again showed restraint. When Chinese Nationalists invaded

Shanghai, English and American warships opened fire on the in-

vaders. There were Japanese warships in the harbour; the Japanese
Consulate had been raided and the inmates murdered; yet the

Japanese refused to take any part in the bombardment.

The Militarists and the Seiyukai were furious with this policy of

non-intervention. In 1927, when Baron Shidehara was forced out of

office by a banking crisis, they sent an armed force to occupy Shan-

tung. But Baron Shidehara was soon back in power and ordered

the evacuation of Shantung and the resumption of peaceful relations

with all foreigners. The Militarists pointed to the danger from a

National China and to the new menace from Soviet Russia, whose

army was increasing every year, and who had now begun the double-

tracking of the Trans-Siberian Railway. Yet the Government main-

tained its pacific policy. The Militarists were angry but could do

nothing. They suffered a further rebuff in 1930, when a Naval Dis-

armament Conference was convened in London by Ramsay Mac-

Donald to discuss the limitation of auxiliary naval vessels which

had not been included in the Washington Treaty. The representa-

tives of the Japanese Navy in London refused to limit their pro-

gramme of construction, whereupon MacDonald in defiance of

all diplomatic convention communicated over their heads with

the Prime Minister at Tokyo, who gave his consent to limitation.

The London Agreement was ratified in October, 1930. Two weeks

later the Japanese Prime Minister was murdered. And a revenge
even sweeter than murder was in store for the Militarists.

Economic Crisis in Japan. In 1930 the World Crisis hit Japan with

its full force. Japanese foreign trade fell by nearly a third in the

course of the year; in no country in the world was the drop so

severe.

Almost half the population of Japan were agriculturalists. They
farmed tiny holdings of a couple of acres or so, slaving endlessly to

keep their paddy fields watered and weeded to raise the rice crop
on which they must live. Every year conditions had been getting

harder; rents had been rising because landowners had to bear ever-

increasing taxation; the price of rice, which had been stable for

years, was now falling acutely. For their diet there was nothing but

the unsaleable residue of their own rice crop. Fish should have been
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plentiful, but it was too expensive, only one family in ten could af-

ford the luxury. The only way the peasant could add to his resources

was by growing mulberry trees and rearing silkworms on the leaves

but now, suddenly, he found he could not get a fair price for his

silk. The peasant wondered why; he was told that Americans could

not afford to buy because there had been a crash in the stock markets

of Wall Street. It was not a satisfying answer.

For the townspeople the situation was no better. Their economic

life depended on three great industries, shipping, silk and cotton

manufacture. The World Crisis robbed their ships of cargoes and

knocked down the price of silk and of cotton goods. And as if that

was not hard enough to bear, the Chinese had set a boycott on Japa-
nese wares and the British Dominions were battening up their ports

against the economic blizzard by building new tariff walls which

Japanese exporters could not penetrate.

So this was the result of a decade of effort on the part of Japan
to make her way peaceably in the economic field. She had learned

the methods of the West arid laboured truly, only to find herself

struck down by forces over which she had no control. It seemed as

if the Militarists had been right all along.

It is deplorable, but in the circumstances not surprising, that Japan
turned to war as the way out of the crisis.



IV - MANCHURIA BECOMES
MANCHUKUO

ON September 18, 1931, a bomb exploded on the South Manchurian

Railway. The explosion was taken by Japan as a signal for invading
Manchuria. Without declaring war, without any diplomatic warning,

Japanese soldiers drove Chang Hsueh-Liang out of Mukden. No
one who was on the spot was in any doubt as to their intentions.

"I testify to efforts to establish a puppet independent government of

Manchuria under Japanese military control." So ran a cable from

an American witness to the New York Herald-Tribune.

Since 1644, when the Manchu dynasty came to the throne of

Peking, Manchuria had been part of the Chinese Empire, known
and administered as the Three Eastern Provinces of China. Until

the beginning of the twentieth century, the provinces, which cover

an area as big as France and Germany together, were almost entirely

undeveloped. Then Russia obtained the right to build the Chinese

Eastern Railway as a short cut to Vladivostok and began the con-

struction of a branch line from Harbin to Dairen and Port Arthur.

After the Russo-Japanese War, China granted, as we have said, a

lease of this branch line to Japan for thirty-five years, and Japan
formed the South Manchurian Railway Company to control the

line and to develop the railway zone.

The South Manchurian Railway Company. For Japan Manchuria

was a land of infinite possibilities. It could never form an outlet for

her surplus population, for the winters were too severe for the Japanese
to stand; but its virgin forests and pasture lands were capable of

supplying the raw materials for Japanese industry: its mineral de-

posits could supply the power the coal and iron and shale oil

which were so sadly lacking in Japan; and its agricultural belt would
make up the deficiency in the Japanese food supply. The South

Manchurian Railway Company set to work with extraordinary

vitality. By 1930 over two billion yen had been invested by Japanese
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in Manchuria, and the company had constructed not only railways,

but factories, chemical fertilizer plants, ports and whole cities. The
harbour at Dairen was entirely reconstructed and was exporting

sixty per cent, of the world's crop of soya beans and bean products.

The coal mines which had been turning out a meagre three hundred

tons a day in 1907 were now producing thirty thousand tons; the iron

deposits which had been considered unprofitable were being worked

at a profit.

The labour for these gigantic enterprises was Chinese. Every year
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nearly a million Chinese fled from the famines and floods of their

own country to take employment under the South Manchurian

Railway Company or to settle in the now prosperous lands tapped
by the railway system. Chinese Nationalists resented this develop-
ment of their country by foreigners the Chinese did the work and
the Japanese took the profits but they were impotent to resist.

China's Inspector General of the Three Eastern Provinces, Chang
Tso-Lin, had established what amounted to autonomous rule over
Manchuria and was hand-in-glove with the Japanese. They let him
have armaments on credit and lent him enough money to build
five hundred miles of railway as tributaries to the South Manchu-
rian line.

Before long Chang Tso-Lin quarrelled with the Japanese. His
ambitions spread to the conquest of China, and he moved his head-

quarters to Peking. This did not suit the Japanese book and the
South Manchurian Railway Company refused to carry his troops
in their trains. Chang retaliated by building lines of his own parallel
to it, lines which, if properly run, would have diverted trade from
the Japanese line and Dairen. In 1928 he was killed by a bomb,
which, oddly enough, exploded as his train passed under a bridge
guarded by Japanese. He was succeeded by his son Chang Hsueh-

Liang, who resisted Japan openly. He joined the Kuomintang and
refused to pay interest on the money which his father had borrowed.
What is more, he encouraged bandit raids on Japanese settlements.

The Japanese were in a minute minority in Manchuria, the Chinese

population numbered thirty million to the Japanese two hundred and

twenty thousand. Alarmed for their safety, the Japanese in Man-
churia sent a delegation to Tokyo in 1920 to ask the Government
to intervene. Baron Shidehara dismissed them politely. "It is not

wise," he said, "to think o the diplomatic problems of die twentieth

century in terms of the nineteenth."

A year later Baron Shidehara and his "twentieth century" policy
of peace were swept away by the economic crisis. The Camp took
control. Then the bomb incident of September 18 gave them an
excuse to drive Chang out of Mukden.

Japanese Invade Manchuria. The outside world was vastly shocked.
Here was a civilized nation doing what civilized nations had not
done since well, not for a long time* True, the European Powers
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had made a grab for Africa during the nineteenth century. True,
the United States had more recently made what amounted to a grab
for Central America, setting up an independent republic in Cuba

in 1898 in the interests of humanity, of course and interfering

in a militant fashion in San Domingo, in Haiti, in Nicaragua and

in Panama. Even President Wilson had not been above establishing

American control over Mexico, just before joining the Allies "to

fight for the rights of weak nations." But that was different; all

those cases were different; there was no League of Nations in those

days.

At the time of the Japanese invasion of Mukden, the League
Council happened to be in session at Geneva, with both China and

Japan represented. China appealed at once to the League under

Article XI of the Covenant, and the Council, which would have

been unanimous but for the understandable disagreement of the

Japanese delegate, ordered Japanese troops to be withdrawn com-

pletely from Manchuria by November 16.

The Japanese had no intention of withdrawing. On November 18

they captured the city of Tsitsihar. Their mood can be judged from

the leaflets which their planes dropped on Chinchow, where the

Chinese leader had established his headquarters.

Chang Hsueh-Liang, that most rapacious, wanton, stinking youth, is

still failing to realise his odiousness and has established a Provisional

Mukden Government at Chinchow to plot intrigues in the territories

which are safely under the rule of the troops of the Great Japanese Em-

pire, . . . The Imperial Army, which, in accordance with the principles
of justice, is endeavouring to safeguard its interests and to protect the

masses, will never recognise the Provisional Government of Chang
Hsueh-Liang at Chinchow, and therefore, it is obliged to take drastic

measures to suppress such a Government. The people of Chinchow should

submit to the kindness and power of the Great Japanese Empire and
should oppose and prevent the establishment of Chang Hsueh-Liang's
Government, otherwise they will be considered as decidedly opposing
the army of the Great Japanese Empire, in which case the army will

ruthlessly destroy Chinchow.
1

The stinking youth failed to realise his odiousness, and the Japa-
nese took Chinchow and overran the whole of Manchuria. Within

Meng in "China Speaks" (Macmillan; 1933).
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a year o the opening of hostilities, every Chinese army in Man-
churia was defeated and Japan declared that the Three Eastern

Provinces were now the independent (sic) State of Manchukuo.
The new State had Japanese advisers in every department and the

Japanese Army for its military force; the deposed Manchu Em-

peror, Henry Pu-yi, who for the last ten years had lived under

Japanese protection, was brought out of his retirement to become
first President and later (in February, 1934) Emperor of the new
State.

The Battle of Shanghai. All had gone well for Japan in Manchuria,
but meanwhile she had suffered a severe setback in Shanghai. Shang-
hai is one of the five great ports of the world and is by far the most

important in China. The city is built on a creek known as the

Wangpoo River, some eighteen miles from the Yangtse. The riches

of the city are concentrated in the International Settlement, which,

though it harbours over a million Chinese, is ruled by a consular

body representing nineteen foreign Powers, including Japan. South

of the International Settlement is the French Concession and the

Chinese Native City. North of the Settlement, on the side nearest

to the Yangtse, is the Chinese quarter, Chapei, and the terminus of

the railway from Nanking. In February, 1932, Japan sent a fleet to

Shanghai to frighten the Chinese into stopping their boycott of

Japanese trade. The Chinese called the bluff and defended Chapei,

digging themselves into trenches along a line from Nanking Station

to forts on the Yangtse. Japan now had to attack or retire in dis-

grace. She decided to attack. Japanese aircraft bombed Chapei to

pieces, but to the surprise of everybody, including themselves, the

Chinese troops defied bombardment, shell barrage, and infantry

charges. Japan was thwarted; after suffering heavy losses, she made
a truce and retired from Shanghai in May.

By the battle of Shanghai Japan lost more than men and money;
she lost the sympathy of every other foreign Power with interests in

China. For her attack on Chapei, Japan had the northern part of the

International Settlement as a base for a fighting force of twenty-five

thousand fighting men, forty ships of war, two hundred aeroplanes

and a fleet pf tanks in defiance of Settlement Law and of specific

promises made to the British Consul-General. By making the Settle-

ment her base, Japan exposed the Nationals of the other foreign
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Powers to a counterattack from the Chinese, and put in jeopardy
the very existence of foreign trading rights in China. Western Powers

could forgive the invasion of Manchuria; they were less likely to

overlook the violation of their International Settlement at Shanghai.

The Attitude of the League. In the eyes of the Western Powers, the

Japanese took the place which the Bolsheviks had held since 1917

as the villains of the world's political play. The Powers had made
war on the Bolsheviks and had burned their fingers; they knew
better than to make war on the Japanese. Distracted by the eco-

nomic crisis, they did not even prevent their armament manufac-

turers from making profit by exporting arms to China and Japan

indiscriminately. The League of Nations sent a Commission headed

by Lord Lytton to report on the situation in the Far East. The Com-
mission reported that Japan's action of September, 1931, was not

justified by reasons of self-defence and recommended that the Powers

should not recognize Manchukuo, which was nothing but Japan's

puppet, and that the Japanese should evacuate all Manchuria except
the railway zone. Completely unabashed, Japan meanwhile con-

quered Jehol, brought Inner Mongolia under the Manchukuan rule

and occupied the strongholds which are the key to Peking. On
February 24, 1933, the League adopted the Lytton Report. Japan's

reply was to give notice of withdrawal from the League.

Japan had a case, of course. She was acting in the interests of the

Manchurian people as the East Indian Company and the British

Government had acted in the interest of the people of India, and

as the United States had acted in the interest of the people of Pan-

ama, when they forcibly separated the Republic of Panama from

Colombia. She maintained, furthermore, that her action was justified

by treaties. She produced a protocol purporting to have been signed
at Peking in 1905, by which the Chinese Government engaged not

to build main-line railways near or parallel to the South Manchurian
or any branch line which might injure its monopoly. She reminded

China of the Twenty-One Demands of 1915, giving Japan the lease

of mines and railways in Manchuria until the year 2007. China had

ignored these treaties. Furthermore, the Chinese Government had
failed to maintain order in the Eastern Provinces, had spilled Japa-
nese blood in bandit raids and had not paid interest on money bor-

rowed from Japan. She reminded China that Manchukuo was not
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annexed by Japan but was an independent State, under a Manchu

Emperor, which the inhabitants preferred to the military rule of the

Changs. China's reply was that the Peking Protocol was a forgery;
that the Twenty-One Demands had never been ratified by a Chinese

Legislative Assembly and had been signed under duress and were

therefore invalid; that the non-payment of interest does not con-

stitute a right on the creditor's part to military interference; and
that the Manchukuo regime was supported by nothing but the

military force of Japan.
There is no need to probe these arguments. The fact remains that

at one blow Japan had swept away the whole house of cards which
statesmen had been so laboriously constructing since 1918 as a barrier

against aggressive war. By the League Covenant of 1919, Article 8,

"The members of the League undertake to respect and preserve as

against external aggression the territorial integrity and existing polit-

ical independence of all members of the League." By the Nine-

Power Treaty signed at Washington in 1922, "The contracting

powers, other than China, agree: To respect the sovereignty, the

independence, and the territorial and administrative integrity of

China. To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity

to China to develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable

government." By the Briand-Kellogg Pact signed at Paris in 1928,

"The high contracting parties agree that the settlement or solution

of all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of whatever origin

they may be, which may arise among them, shall never be sought

except by pacific means." Japan had violated the spirit of Covenant,

Treaty and Pact. The task of devising a machinery to outlaw war

must be begun all over again.

Officers Rule Japan. The result of Japan's action was that Man-

chukuo, however independent in name, was under her control in

fact; the iron and coal, beans and corn and timber of Manchuria

were hers, and the problem of supporting an overcrowded popula-

tion in a world of tariff war and economic crisis was, for the time,

solved. The result of the League's action if such mild admonition

can be called action was to convince the people of Japan that the

Camp had been right and that neither understanding nor sympathy
could be expected from the Great Powers.

The Militarists had invaded Manchuria in September, 1931, on
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their own responsibility. Baron Shidehara and the Minseito Gov-

ernment, which was then in power, had tried to restrain them, to

make terms with Chang Hsueh-Liang; but the General Staff had

brushed them aside, and in December the Minseito Ministers re-

signed and were replaced by a Seiyukai Cabinet. The new Govern-

ment was more aggressive in mentality it countenanced the

Shanghai venture but not aggressive enough; for a few days after

the Lytton Report was published, the Prime Minister, Inukai, opened

negotiations for a truce with China. A cry of lack of patriotism was

raised against him and against his backers, the Mitsui family trust.

Inukai and the head of the Mitsui concern were shot to death by

young patriots with navy revolvers. Public opinion, which for so

many years had been wavering between militarism, "dangerous

thoughts", and connivance in Mitsui and Mitsubishi profit-making,

now turned violently to the side of the Camp. The hero of the war

and the virtual dictator of Japan was General Araki, the Minister

of War.
The success of the Japanese campaigns in Manchuria was largely

due to Araki's organization. He had invented the slogan under

which the Japanese soldiers fought: "Kill and give no quarter." He
had done more than that; he had given a name and a "philosophy"
to the contemporary spirit of the Japanese people. The name was

Kodo, which means the Way of the Emperor, a development of

Shinto, the Way of the Gods. The "philosophy" was not unlike that

which passes under the name of Fascism in the West. The highest

good is the service of the State; the purity of the race is to be treas-

ured above all things. Mutatis mutandis, we can hear the voice of

Hitler in the speech General Araki made in March, 1933:

It is a big mistake to consider the Manchurian problem from a merely
materialistic point of view and regard it simply as a question of rights,
or interests or "life line." The trouble has arisen because the corrupt
materialistic ideas of the Chinese people, imported from the West, have
defiled the racial spirit and national morality of the Japanese to the firing-

point. We Japanese are not afraid of blood, nor do we grudge to lay
down our life for justice. It is the Imperial House that is the Centre of

us. Herein lies the supreme virtue of the Imperial House. His Majesty
is, ifso jacto, Japanese morality, and to assist in promoting the prosperity
of the Imperial House or the spread of Japanese morality is the basic

principle of our existence. Lately, however, the burning national spirit
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has been on the wane, it has been going down steeply. Capitalists are

engrossed with calculation and profits to the neglect of the welfare of so-

ciety. Politicians run after party advantage, forgetful of the interest of

the State. ... It is a veritable measure of Providence that the Man-
churian trouble has arisen, it is an alarm-bell for the awakening of the

Japanese people. If the nation is rekindled with the same great spirit in

which the country was founded, the time will come when all the nations

of the world will be made to look up to our Kodo. Kodo, the great ideal

of the Japanese nation, is of such substance that it should be spread and

expanded all over the world, and every impediment to it brushed aside

even by the sword.1

Kodo goes further than the assertion of the superiority of the

Japanese race. It holds that Japan has a sacred mission in the East,

a duty to save Eastern peoples from domination by the White Races.

By the Monroe Doctrine the United States had claimed to be the

protector of the American peoples, and European Powers were for-

bidden to acquire new territories or political right in the continent.

Japan now made the same claim in Asia.

The Countries of the Far East [said Araki] are the objects of pressure
on the part of the White races. But awakened Japan can no longer tolerate

further tyranny and oppression at their hands. It is the duty of the

Emperor's Country to oppose, with determination, the actions of any
Power, however strong, if they are not in accord with Kodo. Do not

worry about deficiency of strength or of material; everything depends
on spirit. If anybody impedes the march of this country he should be

beaten down ruthlessly and without giving any quarter. ... As for the

Manchurian affair, does it not afford a capital opportunity for making
known to the outer world what Japan and her true spirit and value is

like and also a capital opportunity for all the people of Asia to exhibit

the spirit and civilization of Asia as against the two groups of Europe
and America?

Threat to Soviet Russia. Japan's threats were directed most acutely

against a third group, against Soviet Russia. The overrunning of

Manchuria, where she held the Chinese Eastern Railway, was natu-

rally of concern to Moscow; it might have been expected that she

would have opposed Japan. But the Soviet Union was in no position

to resist; every ounce of her energy was needed for economic recon-

1 The Japanese Weekly Chronicle, May 16, 1933.
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struction. She meekly offered to sell the railway to Japan and safe-

guarded her frontiers by making treaties with the European Powers

and the United States, and by concentrating a large army in Siberia.

This force was under the command of General Bliicher, whom we
have already met directing Nationalist operations in China in 1926;

he had spent several years since then as Soviet military attache to

Japan, a post in which he had every opportunity to measure the re-

sources of the Imperial Army.

Throughout 1934 the world waited for news of a Russo-Japanese
War in Siberia. In Japan it was generally recognized that a crisis

would come after 1935, the year when the naval treaties would come

up for review at Washington and when Japan's notice of with-

drawal from the League was due to expire. In her budget for 1934-

1935 nearly half the total revenue was set aside for military expendi-

ture, an increase of twenty per cent, on the allocation of the previous

year and three per cent, more than Germany allocated in the year
before the Great War. The strain of these preparations on the people
can be imagined when it is realized that Japan's military expenditure
was as heavy as that of Great Britain, though her budget was only
a quarter of the British. But the Japanese did not demur. In 1934
school-children were writing essays on "The Crisis of 1936."



V - ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE CHINESE
REVOLUTION

THE Chinese Revolution has been in full tide for a quarter of a cen-

tury, yet it is still only at its beginning. There can be no question of

estimating now its final achievements, but from this quarter-century
of flux have emerged certain new factors in the life of China which

may well be of permanent importance in the history of the country.
These factors we must attempt to isolate.

The Literary Renaissance. The changes that have taken place in the

cultural life of China are perhaps best illustrated from the life of the

man who is recognized as the intellectual leader of China to-day.

Hu Shih was born in 1891, the son of an elderly and learned official

and of an illiterate country girl. His father intended him to be a

man of letters, and before the child was three he had learned no less

than eight hundred characters. Later, at a village school where the

children were kept at work for twelve hours a day and bowed to the

image of Confucius as they bow to-day to the portrait of Sun Yat-Sen,

the boy memorized the classics
1 which then formed the basis of

every Chinaman's education. If he had been born a few years earlier,

Hu Shih would have gone on with his study of the classics to prepare
himself for the final examination in Peking, where each candidate

was shut up for several days in one of the thousand examination

cells to answer the questions on the ancient writers; for it was on the

results of this examination alone that administrative and educa-

tional posts in Imperial China could be secured. But in 1905 the

system of competitive examinations and the classical curriculum at

the higher schools were abolished. Hu Shih went to Shanghai,

where for six years he studied the works of Western philosophers,

Hobbes, Descartes, Kant, and particularly Huxley, Spencer and

1 Namely **The Book of Filial Piety"; "The Elementary Lessons"; "The Four

Books," i.e., "The Analects of Confucius," "The Book of Mencius," "The Great

Learning," and "The Doctrine of the Mean"; and the Four Classics, i. e., "The Book

of Poetry," "The Book of History," "The Book of Change" and "The Li Ki."
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Darwin. The Darwinian doctrine of the Survival of the Fittest im-

pressed him so deeply that he took the name of Shin, which means

Fittest. During these years he was supporting himself and his

mother by giving lessons in English and Chinese. Then he won a

scholarship to America on a foundation established with the money
which China paid to the United States by way of indemnity for

the Boxer Rebellion. From 1910 to 1917 he was at the universities of

Cornell and Columbia. His professor at Columbia was John Dewey,
who became his friend and exercised a great influence on his life,

and, through him, on the development of the intellectuals of China.

From Dewey he learned the value of logical thinking and the neces-

sity of verifying his hypotheses by exact evidence. Hu Shih became

a materialist. As a boy he had found himself in conflict with the

orthodox religions of China, with Taoism and with Buddhism as

much as with the worship of Kwan-yin, the Goddess of Mercy, who
was his mother's favourite deity. He had found in the works of

some ancient and heretical philosopher the following words, which

made an enduring impression on him: "The body is the material

basis of the spirit, and the spirit is only the functioning of the

body. The spirit is to the body what sharpness is to a sharp knife.

We have never known the existence of sharpness after the destruc-

tion of the knife. How can we admit the survival of the spirit when
the body is gone?" Hu Shih did not believe in personal immortality;
in his belief, he wrote, "Everything is immortal. Everything that

we are, everything that we do, and everything that we say is im-

mortal in the sense that it has its effect somewhere in this world, and

that effect in turn will have its results somewhere else, and the thing

goes on in infinite time and space."

Fortified with this philosophy, Hu Shih returned to China in

1918. He took no part in the political work of the revolution, for he

held the doctrine of non-resistance. ("Five centuries before Christ,

the Chinese philosopher Lao-Tse had taught that the highest virtue

resisted nothing and that water, which resists nothing, is itself irre-

sistible,") He saw the immediate task of the revolution to lie, not

in politics, but in the promotion of a new literature, a literature

which would be intelligible to the masses and which could express
the thought of the modern world. The literary language of China

was the language of Confucius; ever since the first century after

Christ it had been unintelligible to the masses, who had evolved
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new spoken dialects of their own. Only after many years of learning
could a man master the written language; it followed that the

business of ruling and guiding China fell into the hands of a

literary elite versed in the classics. Side by side with this literary

language a new written language had grown up. Popular novels

were written in pei-hua, which was a simple transliteration of the

vernacular dialects into a mere hundred characters. Millions of men
taught themselves pei-hua and read the novels, but they were

ashamed of their knowledge, for pei-hua was despised as a vulgar

tongue by the ruling class of Confucian literati. Hu Shin set him-

self the task of establishing it as the recognized written language
of China. He wrote his poems and pamphlets in the vernacular,

and the young intellectuals of China, who had come to accept him
as their master, upheld his example. Publishing houses were founded

to pour out hundreds of thousands of copies of textbooks and

pamphlets in this common tongue. The schools began to teach pei-

hua. The result was that China began to become a country of literate

people.

It was a tremendous reform which can be compared only to the

change which came over Europe when the national tongues began
to replace Latin as the only written language of Europe; when
Chaucer wrote in English and Dante in Tuscan; and the poets of

the Pleiade in the French of Paris. Instead of a thousand dialects

and one written language comprehensible only to clerks, Europe

emerged with a few flexible and virile national languages which

became the vehicle of the new culture which bore Europe from

Medievalism to the Modern Age. Hu Shih, by making pei-hua the

written speech, has made a similar cultural revolution possible for

China.

Hu Shih's outlook has spread to every university in China. He
sees Buddhism as the great enemy of China, Buddhism which,

spreading from India in the first centuries after Christ, strengthened

incalculably the spiritual life of the country but to-day survives only

as a leech sapping the power of the Chinese to adapt themselves to

the conditions of the modern world. Hu Shih, the Voltaire of the

Chinese Revolution, would put in place of Buddhism what he calls

Creative Understanding, an adaptation of the materialism of John

Dewey to the ancient thought of China. He would have his pupils

forget their preoccupation with personal immortality and with
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ancestor worship. He would have them not concern themselves with

worship of a God:
"On the basis of all our verifiable scientific knowledge, we should

recognize that the universe and everything in it follow natural laws

of movement and change 'natural* in the Chinese sense of 'being

so in themselves' and that there is no need for the concept of a

Supernatural Ruler and Creator."

In this Hu Shih is in the true line of Chinese tradition, for Con-

fucianism said nothing of a supernatural religion but taught pre-

cepts for leading a harmonious life. Hu Shih sees the mastering of

Western technique to harness the forces of nature as the most im-

portant task for contemporary China. But it must not be imagined
that he and his followers believe in Progress in the American sense.

Chinese who applaud the triumphs of the machine rarely mean what

the West means when it uses the same phrases. The latter hails it as a

master, the former accept it as a servant. When they reflect on the weak-

ness of their own country in the face of foreign Powers, they feel like

a giant outwitted by a dwarf. They admire the devices which give success

to the barbarian, as a European may admire the skill of a native tracker

who follows game through the bush or kindles a camp fire by rubbing
sticks. To neutralise his capacity for mischief, so prodigious and incalcu-

lable, and gain what good he has to offer, they must master his tricks.

But tricks, after all, are but tricks; means are means and nothing more.

Apart from a handful of ex-students educated in America, most Chinese

would as little dream of succumbing to the philosophy of the West, and

endorsing its ends, as the European of exchanging his life for that of a

bushman.1

The achievement of the cultural renaissance has been to give
the Chinese a language which they can easily learn to read and

write, and a philosophy which reconciles the apparently conflicting
forces of Chinese tradition and Western civilization. Institutions

and administrative machinery for spreading the renaissance to the

masses have not yet been created. A few more primary schools were
built in 1919 there were 147,000; in 1928 rather more than 158,000

and a campaign against illiteracy was launched by Y.C. James
Yen and the Mass Education Movement. The provisions for sec-

ondary education were still ridiculously inadequate by Western
1 R. H. Tawncy in "Land and Labour
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standards; in 1921 there were only 2,000 odd secondary schools in

China with a total of 400,000 pupils. The Nanking Ministers were

profuse in promises for instance, they adopted in 1930 an educa-

tional programme to train a million teachers, build a million class-

rooms, bring forty million additional children to school and to teach

two hundred million adults to read; this programme they blandly
declared would be completed in twenty years.

The Social Reformation. The two facts most widely known in the

West about the people of China were that the men wore pigtails and
the. women's feet were bound. These customs symbolised the two

loyalties which guided the lives of the Chinese: in token of sub-

mission to the Emperor men twisted their hair into queues; in token

of submission to the family girls let their feet be bound. Since the

Revolution pigtails have gone they were cut off as a sign of

emancipation in 1911 and the binding of the feet is fast going out

of fashion. Loyalty to Emperor and to family have disappeared. It

is difficult for Western people to imagine the implications of the

break-up of the institution of the patriarchal family; it meant more

than a home to the Chinese, more than a clan: it was almost in a

sense a State; in a sense an association for worship, it stood for a

moral discipline. There has been a change in all that: the boys are

free to choose their own mates and their own careers; they value

their independence and are unhampered by any of the respon-

sibilities incumbent on the dutiful sons of former days; the girls

let their feet grow, cut their hair, wear Western frocks if they
choose to, and marry for love, sometimes keeping their maiden

names and competing with men in professional and public careers.

The Revolution has also upset the traditional class structure of

China. Formerly Chinese society was divided into four classes, in

the following order: scholars, farmers, artisans and traders. The
scholars held, as we have noted, all offices of public responsibility:

they were the aristocracy of China, an aristocracy of culture. The

farmers, comprising the vast majority of the population, worked

the smallest holdings in the world for the smallest returns and were

held in high esteem; poets and moralists were unanimous in praise

of the farmers' way o life. The artisans followed a tradition of

craftsmanship two thousand years old and were respected accord-

ingly. The traders were usually middlemen in the service of for-
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eigners; accordingly, they were despised. At the bottom of the social

scale, too few in number and too low in public esteem to be counted

as a class, came the soldiers. To-day the ruling class is composed
of soldiers turned politicians and traders turned financiers and bank-

ers, and of graduates of Western universities who have returned full

of scorn for the farmers and artisans of China and full of schemes

for their improvement. One hears a great deal of the scorn and

little of practical reform. "If one were to ask me who is the most

inefficient person in the world," wrote R. Feng,
1 "I should answer

the Chinese farmer. In fact, he works day and night, snow or

rain, using the last ounce of energy of his seven-year-old child, his

eighty-year-old grandmother, his six-months-old donkey and his

thirty-nine-year-old buffalo. Yet he can scarcely keep the wolf

from the door. Does he deserve to be praised by his neighbours as

a most skilful farmer? Should he be satisfied with his present

standard of living? In spite of all noteworthy practices there is some-

thing fundamentally wrong with Chinese agriculture." The truth

of this would not be disputed, but no Government in modern China

has proved itself stable and resourceful enough to improve the lot

of the farmer.

The Industrial Revolution. The first step towards improving Chi-

nese agriculture, Sun Yat-Sen had said, was to set up a native-

owned industry. A great advance towards industrialization has in-

deed been made and this is the most obvious achievement of the

revolutionary era but the key industries are still in foreign hands.

Between 1920 and 1930 the number of cotton mills in China in-

creased from 54 to 127; the number of factories from 673 to 1,975;

but in 1931 foreigners still, according to Tawney, controlled "over

a quarter of China's railway mileage, over three-quarters of her

iron-ore, mines producing more than half her output of coal, more
than half the capital invested in cotton mills, a smaller yet not

negligible proportion of that invested in oil-mills, flour-mills, tobacco-

factories and banks."

The factory system is still in its infancy in China; we must ex-

pect to find the conditions of overwork and underpay which are

common to every country at the beginning of an unregulated in-

1 Director of the Department of Agricultural Education in the National Association

of Adult Education.
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dustrial revolution. Conditions differ widely, o course, but we

may take it that the average working day is twelve hours. There

are factories in Shanghai working on a fifteen-hour day. Even miners

are kept below ground for twelve hours, with two or three short

intervals for meals. In wages there is no standard for comparison
with Western rates, but some idea may be given by noting that in

Fushun and Kailan, the two best foreign-owned coal mines, the

average wage is only forty cents. Child labour is common and female

labour usual over seventy per cent, of the industrial workers in

Shanghai are women.
It is true that the hours were no shorter and the wages no higher

in the handicrafts and domestic industries which prevailed in China

before machine industry was introduced, and which still prevail

everywhere except in the industrial towns on the rivers and the

coast. But there is all the difference in the world between work in

a craftsman's shop and in a factory. As Tawney says: "The con-

trast is that between an untidy home and an ill-conducted prison.

The easy-going employer, who has worked with his men like

a father with his family, is replaced by a tyrannical foreman, whose

position depends on the output he gets. The pace is set, not by the

older workmen, who know the craft, but by the machine. The

casual, half-domestic atmosphere of the old-fashioned workshop,
with its gossip, smoking, breaks to run to the door to chat to a

passer-by or take sides in a street quarrel, meals shared by workmen
and master, and endlessly circulating tea, gives way to factory routine,

without factory standards in the matter of leisure, safety, sanitation

and working rules, which alone make it tolerable."

There is virtually no legislation protecting the workers: the first

Factory Act was passed in 1924, and though there have been many
since that, the Nanking Government has done little or nothing to en-

force them. The workers have no organizations to guard their in-

terests; trade unions have been in existence since 1918 and in the

years of the Kuomintang's march north they were powerful; but

under Chiang Kai-Shek they were gagged.

Communism. The only Government in China which offered the

workers a fair deal was that of the Soviets. By 1934 Red China occu-

pied an important place on the map of China; it had a Marxian

university and an official capital at Shuikin, in Kiangsi province;
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but the Soviets had not yet conquered the industrial strongholds.

The movement was important for its potentialities rather than for

its achievements. In place of the decaying political, family and class

institutions of China, the revolution had at first put no binding

Areas con&*cZZei

"by Communists
or Peasant

""""

force but nationalism. The national spirit was awakened, but after

the split in the Kuomintang in 1927 there was no prospect of its

finding expression in a unified State. Nationalism offered a po-
litical idea but no economic means of attaining it. Communism
did at least offer China a means of liberation from economic exploita-
tion.

What Communism meant to the Chinese it is difficult to under-

stand; certainly it was something very different from what the
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Marxists of Russia and the West understood by Communism. To
the Chinese it stood primarily for freedom from exploitation by
foreigners and from the anarchic individualism of war lords, capital-

ists and the officials of the decadent Kuomintang.

Chiang Kai-shek sent six expeditions against Soviet China. Each
one failed, disgracefully if Bela Kun's evidence is to be believed:

"The sixth expedition of Chiang Kai-Shek, the plan for which
was worked out by General von Seeckt and two other German gen-

erals, and in the prosecution of which seventy officers of the German
General Staff and one hundred and fifty American aeroplanes
manned by Americans participated, has failed disgracefully. The
Red Armies of China have grown immensely. They have strength-

ened both in numbers and technically during the course of one year.

According to bourgeois sources the number of soldiers in the regular

units of the Chinese Red Army rose from 200,000 in 1932 to 350,000

persons."

It must be added that Chiang's soldiers have been uniformly un-

successful against all enemies. He did not raise a finger to resist the

Japanese invasion of Manchuria and Jehol. Even the battle of

Shanghai was fought, not by Chiang's troops, but by the Nineteenth

Army, which the Southwestern Political Council sent from Canton.

When the worst of the battle was over, Chiang returned to his com-

mand and made peace with the Japanese; the politicians of the Can-

ton Council were outwitted and Chiang took credit for having de-

feated the Japanese, though in reality the most he intended to do

was to embroil Japan with Soviet Russia, or with America and

Great Britain.

It is still too early to predict the future of Chinese Communism,
but when we remember the great passive force which China has

shown in strikes and boycotts, and the great active force displayed

by the Kuomintang in its Russian phase, 1925-1927, we must admit

that it is not improbable that in a form of Communism modulated

to the Chinese tradition China will find a way out of her present

anarchy.

China in 1934. The revolutionary aims of Sun Yat-Sen were in 1934

a long way from achievement. The principle of Nationalism was ac-

cepted by every politically conscious Chinese, but China was far

from being a nation in the political sense. The Kuomintang Gov-
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ernment under Chiang Kai-Shek ruled no more than half a dozen

provinces in eastern China. On his western flank lay Soviet China,

stretching over another three or four provinces. In the south a rival

government calling itself Kuomintang conducted operations from

Canton. In the interior the journey from Nanking to parts of

China takes as long as the journey from Nanking to London there

was still no settled government at all; in Szechan two war lords

fought throughout 1933 for control of the opium revenue, with

losses estimated at thirty thousand lives. And in the north, in Man-

churia, Jehol, Inner Mongolia and part of Hopei, the real ruler

was Japan.

Except in the Soviet districts, the spirit of China in 1934 was de-

featist. The general feeling was that the Japanese were irresistible.

And in many quarters it was felt that the Japanese invasion was a

blessing in disguise. The Japanese would at least raise the standard

of living in China; they could do what the Chinese had so far

proved incapable of doing for themselves: they could modernize

Chinese agriculture, organize Chinese industry, put down banditry.

Also they could put a curb on other foreign Powers; one tyrant is

better than many. Japanese rule in China would be better than

American rule or British rule, probably better than Russian rule.

The Japanese were contemptible, they were "dwarf slaves", but they

understood China. And there was no need to fear that Chinese

culture would perish. Twice in the past China had been conquered,
once by the Mongols, once by the Manchus; on each occasion China

had absorbed her conquerors. Chinese culture survived intact "the

dog it was that died."

The principle of democracy was equally far from realization in

1934. Doctor Sun's ideal was government for the people and by the

people. The Nationalist Government claimed to be a democracy,
but in effect it was a party dictatorship of the Kuomintang under

Chiang Kai-Shek. There were no elections. The Government was the

Kuomintang. If Sun Yat-Sen had been alive, he would have said

that the revolution was in its second phase, the phase of political

tutelage. In that period the Party should have been educating the

people in self-government in the provinces which it controlled. Ac-

tually, it did nothing of the sort. The rulers made no move to pre-

pare for the third period of the revolution, the phase of constitu-

tional government; they used their power to line their pockets, and
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their pens to sign impracticable programmes. The local branches

o the Kuomintang, unchecked by headquarters, became notorious

for arbitrary injustice and extortion.

As for Social Justice, the third principle, we have seen how far

that ideal is from realization in contemporary China. There can be

no social justice until some form of stable government is established.

Judged by Western standards, China has no stabilized government
or administration. Taxes are not collected, crimes are not punished,
laws are not enforced. The people are still a prey to floods and

famine, and tens of thousands of men turn soldiers every season in

the hope of being led to a province where food is abundant. The
rivers and ports are still policed by foreign gunboats and occupied

by foreign armies.

Yet in spite of all this, the prospect for China is full of hope.
Her revolution has achieved the breakdown of a dead literary lan-

guage and the beginning of a literary renaissance; the grafting of

Western ideas upon the stem of Chinese Culture; a determined re-

sistance to foreign exploitation; a freedom from moral bonds of filial

duty; a realization of the right of the individual to lead his own

life, and the beginning of a realization of a means of combining
individualism with the common good through Soviet methods. For

the first twenty-five years of a revolution affecting four hundred

million people this is no mean achievement; and if Western opinion

is inclined to deplore the anarchy of contemporary China, it is well

to remember that the revolution China is undergoing is a combina-

tion of those processes which the West calls Renaissance, Reforma-

tion and Industrial Revolution.
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THE reform movements of India and China have been echoed in the

countries of the Indo-Chinese peninsula. These countries are colo-

nies of England and France. Over Burma England cast her shoe

and Malaya is her washpot. France seized Indo-China. Only Siam

preserved a nominal independence from the West; Siam, it must
be remembered, is less rich in rubber and tin than Malaya.

Burmese Separatism. The movement against Western control took

a different form in each of the Indo-Chinese countries. In the

French colonies of Annam, Tonking, Cochin-China and the Pro-

tectorate of Cambodia, it was nipped in the bud before our period

begins; and in the post-war years the twenty million people of

French Indo-China were happy in having no history. In Burma the

movement appeared as an agitation for separation from India. There
was no reason except the accident of conquest why Burma should be

counted part of British India; the Burmans are distinct in race and

religion from the Indians; they have a different social structure

no caste system and no seclusion of women and their country is

separated from India by an almost impassable mountain barrier. Yet
the Montagu-Chelmsford Report recommended that Burma should

continue to be administered by the Government of India. The Re-

forms of 1919 were not applied to Burma; it was 1923 before Burman
agitators won concessions which gave native ministers the control

of certain "transferred" subjects, and this did not amount to much,
for the ministers were appointed by the British Governor.

When the question of Dominion Status for India came on the

tapis, the Burmese demanded separation. The prospect of temporary
British rule was tolerable; the prospect of permanent Indian rule

was not. They won from the Simon Commission the recommenda-
tion that Burma should be administered as a separate colony. This'

led to a Burma Round Table Conference which produced from the

British Government a new proposed constitution. Considerable
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powers were reserved to the British Governor, but the Burmans were
assured "that it would be the endeavour of His Majesty's Govern-

ment to insure that these powers shall not prejudice the advance of

Burma to full self-government."

Fall of Absolute Monarchy in Siam. On the post-war history of Siam,
liberal-minded Europeans can look with greater satisfaction. Siam,
or to give her her native name, Muang Thai, the Kingdom of the

Free, was an independent State under an absolute monarchy. The
freedom of the Siamese had been whittled away by successive an-

nexations of her borderlands to French Indo-China and to British

Malaya, and was severely curtailed by treaties of extraterritoriality,

By these treaties the European nations were able to bring their sub-

jects in Siam under their own law courts and out of control of

Siamese jurisdiction: they abused the treaties by extending this extra-

territorial privilege to other foreigners, even to the Chinese labourers

who were pouring into the kingdom in ever-increasing numbers.

In the World War Siam, sandwiched between British and French

possessions, had no choice but to join on the side of the Allies. She

postponed her entry till July, 1917, and confined her activities to

interning Germans and confiscating German shipping. Her partici-

pation earned her this reward: at the Peace Conference, Germany
and Austria-Hungary were made to sign away their extraterritorial

rights. The whole principle of foreign juridical rights was under-

mined by this. Siamese legists were at work on a new legal code;

now that they had the example of the Austro-German renunciation

before them, there was no excuse for foreign Powers to insist on

separate law courts in Siam, once this code was finished; so the

United States gave up its extraterritorial rights in 1920, and by 1926

France, Great Britain and the Netherlands had done the same.

Chinese Nationalists were not slow to point the moral of this: if the

Powers could recognize the sovereignty of one Eastern Govern-

ment, they could recognize the sovereignty of another. But the

Powers refused to admit any parallel between a small unified State

of ten million inhabitants, where the tin and rubber industry was in

its infancy, and a vast sub-continent of four hundred millions, whose

industrial resources were infinite and where there was no stable

government at all.

Great Britain had particular reason for looking on Siam with a
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benevolent eye; the teak industry was in British hands and the

autocratic monarchy was strongly Anglophile. The only fact that

Britain overlooked was that a strong national movement was fer-

menting in Siam and its leaders were looking to Canton and not to

London for inspiration. A young Siamese lawyer, who had been

educated in Paris, Luang Pradit by name, was rapidly winning a

large following among natives who were discontented with the

royal autocracy. In June, 1932, while King Prajadhipok was absent

from the capital, some regiments of the army rebelled and Luang
Pradit presented the King with a constitution which he had per-

force to accept. A National Senate met and it seemed that the day
of despotism in Siam was over. But the course of true liberty did

not run smooth; in April, 1933, the forces of reaction organized
themselves and the Senate was dissolved and Luang Pradit ex-

pelled. A second coup d'etat followed two months later and the

Senate met again and Pradit returned. Again the reactionary forces

struck, but this time the Constitutional Government was strong

enough to overawe opposition; it suppressed the Right-wing insur-

rection of October, 1933, and Luang Pradit took the helm. The
Constitutional Government was not a parliamentary democracy:
it was, in fact, a dictatorship of the Siam People's Party, which was

organized on the lines of the Kuomintang and followed a National-

ist and Socialist policy. If the interests of any foreigners were fa-

voured, they were not those of the British strangers but those of

the Chinese cousins and it is worth noting that one sixth of the

population were pure-bred Chinese. And if some sort of foreign im-

perial penetration were inevitable, the Siamese preferred the claims

of Japan and her Asiatic "Monroe Doctrine" to the claims of Great

Britain.

The Naval Base at Singapore. The British could afford to laugh at

the nascent nationalism of Indo-Chinese countries and at the im-

perialistic ambitions of Japan in the Southwestern Pacific, for the

British held Malaya. Not only is Malaya an unequalled source of

rubber and of tin, but Singapore, the island at its foot, is the key to

the Pacific, as valuable a key to the west of the ocean as Panama is

to the east. Singapore is the crossroads between Suez and China and

Japan; between India and Australia and New Zealand. As Sir Stam-

ford Raffles wrote in 1819, when he annexed the island, "It gives us
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the command of China and Japan, with Siam and Cambodia, to say

nothing of the (East Indian) islands." The British Government in

the post-war years was fully alive to the importance of Singapore.
In 1921 Parliament voted ^10,500,000 (a grant which was subse-

quently reduced to ,7,700,000) to make it the greatest naval dock-

yard in the East. The reason for this was admirably explained by the

First Lord of the Admiralty, in a speech in Parliament on March

18, 1924:

Singapore is essentially in a British part of the world. It is actually
the point of one of the richest and most progressive parts of the Empire.
It is the key to the Indian Ocean, round which lies three-quarters of the

land territory of the Empire. The great Southern Dominions, India and
our East African possessions lie round that ocean. Three-quarters of the

population of the Empire is around it also. We have not a single base

in all that vast ocean in which a modern ship could be fitted or re-

paired. . . . There passes through that bcean every year something like

j i,000,000,000 worth of our traffic and a great deal of other traffic be-

longing to the rest of the Empire.

Nationalist Revolt in the Dutch East Indies. It remains for us to

consider the history of the two great island groups which are in-

cluded in the unit known as the Far East. The search for oil and

rubber which is the outstanding feature of the industrial revolu-

tion in the early twentieth century has made the islands of the

Dutch East -Indies and o the American Philippines an important
factor in the world economic system; for the best petroleum in the

world comes from Borneo, and it has been said that the potential

rubber resources of the Philippines are capable of supplying the

whole demand of the United States. Politically, the islands have ac-

quired a new significance with the appearance of Japan as the third

naval power in the world and with her claims to leadership in the

Far East. In the islands themselves native leaders were aware of the

prospect of intense development which they called exploitation

by Western imperialists, and a movement for autonomy rose both

in the Dutch East Indies and the Philippines.

The Dutch East Indies have a population of over fifty millions.

In the inhabitable areas the people are as densely crowded as in

Japan and China, and as poor. The Dutch promised that industrial

development would bring them relief, but the introduction of the
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factory system in Java and Sumatra made the Dutch rich and left

the natives as poor as ever. The Javanese were Moslems and excited

by news of the war-time revolt of the Faithful in the Middle East.

As neighbours of China, they had another example of emancipation
nearer home, in the Chinese Revolution, which had its headquarters
at the southern port of Canton. The Dutch were as well-intentioned

as the British towards their Eastern subjects and in 1916 the States-

General at the Hague promised the East Indies much the same

progress towards self-government as the Westminster Parliament

promised India in 1917. Good intentions paved the road to political

hell in the East Indies as in India. The Dutch set up a Volksraad, or

People's Council, in Batavia, but the islanders protested that it was

neither the People's nor a Council in any effective sense. And they
were right: the majority of the members of the Volksraad were not

elected representatives but foreigners nominated by the Dutch; and

the powers of the Volksraad did not extend to finance, which, to-

gether with the ultimate authority on all important questions, re-

mained with the States-General at the Hague. Agitation forced the

Dutch to make concessions; in 1925 they granted a new constitution

to the Indies, allowing the natives to elect thirty-eight out of the

sixty-one members of the Council. It was too late now for minor con-

cessions. Revolution was in the air of the tropical East; already the

Kuomintang was beginning its great march north from Canton. In

1925 there were strikes in the East Indian industrial centres; riots

broke out in Java in 1926 and in Sumatra in the following year. The
Dutch suppressed the risings with a heavy hand and tried to quieten
their conscience by persuading themselves that the disturbance was
the work of a few Communist agitators. Yet though a thousand of

the latter were interned in New Guinea, the Nationalist Movement
went on. By its activities a National People's Bank was established

and a National Educational Institute set up, which built some forty

boarding schools to give children an Indonesian instead of a Euro-

pean education the motto of the schools was, "A craftsman who
makes beautiful and useful objects is much more valuable than a

clerk." An attempt was made to follow Gandhi's lead in India by
encouraging the domestic manufacture of goods which were usually

imported. But in 1934 the Nationalist Movement had won no

showy success, though it began to be borne in upon the Dutch,
as upon other European imperialists in the Far East, that their
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dominion could be continued only on condition of giving the natives

a real voice in their own affairs and of developing the resources of

the islands at least as much in the interests of the natives as of bond-

holders in the "mother" country.

The Philippines and the United States. To find the clearest example
of the discontent with Western imperialism which has broken out all

over the Far East in recent years, and of the conflicting principles
which have been reflected in the policy of each imperialist Power,
we must go to the Philippines, those 7,084 islands which form the

northernmost group of the East Indian Archipelago. The United

States took over the Philippines from Spain in 1898 and found them-

selves confronted with much the same problem as the British in

India. Like India, the Philippines were three thousand miles away
from the capital of the "Mother Country"; like the Indians, the in-

habitants were partly Moslem, partly Hindu, and had no common

language. The intentions of the Americans were as good as those of

the English and the Dutch: in the preamble of the American "Jones
Law" of 1916 it was announced: "It is, as it always has been, the

purpose of the people of the United States to withdraw their sov-

ereignty over the Philippine Islands and to recognize their inde-

pendence as soon as a stable government can be established therein."

The Americans did not make the English and Dutch mistake of

going too slowly on the way to colonial self-government. In Barton

C. Harrison they had a governor who really believed in the policy

of "The Philippines for the Filipinos." When Harrison's governor-

ship ended in 1921 only four per cent, of the members of the govern-
ment service in the islands were Americans, and the Filipinos were

in fact ruling themselves. They had carried out some excellent re-

forms, particularly in public health and primary education de-

partments in which British, French and Dutch colonial governments
had much to learn. In 1920 President Wilson was able to remind the

United States Congress that "the people of the Philippine Islands

have succeeded in maintaining a stable government since the last

action of the Congress in their behalf, and have thus fulfilled the

condition set by the Congress as precedent to a consideration of

granting independence to the islands. I respectfully submit that this

condition precedent having been fulfilled, it is now our liberty and

our duty to keep our promise to the people of those islands by grant-
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ing them the independence which they so honourably covet.*'

But American opinion on the question of the islands had changed

completely since the war. In view of the emergence of Japan as a

great naval Power in the Pacific, and of the consequent threat to

America's cherished policy of an open door for trade in the inex-

haustible markets of China, a strong station in the Philippines

seemed a positive necessity for the United States. What is more,

American business men had awakened to the possibilities of the

islands for economic exploitation. So the American policy was re-

versed; all question of Philippine independence was set aside, and in

place of easy-going Harrison, General Wood was made Governor,

and the islands remained under the administration of the War Office

of the United States. General Wood, who was described as "a man
with a military mind surrounded by men more military-minded

than himself", swept away parliamentary government and put the

Filipinos under the strong hand of Americans.

There was much to be said for the change. The rule of the

Filipinos in Harrison's days had been corrupt, as the rule of any

people who have been debarred from self-government by successive

conquerors for many centuries is bound to be. The governing class

was the middle class, the caciques, who were really no more than a

clique, for they formed at the very most only six per cent, of the

population. Their main interest was usury and there is no doubt that

they oppressed the peasants. Furthermore, they were Roman Cath-

olics and had no sympathy for the Moslems who inhabited the south-

ern islands. It is certain that the Moros (Moslems) were glad to see

the Americans take control again, and it is possible that the inarticu-

late peasantry preferred American efficiency to the methods of their

own caciques.

Yet politically conscious Filipinos were up in arms. Americans

had betrayed their trust. Having once tasted the sweets of liberty, the

caciques were not ready to submit to a military dictatorship. The
crisis in the Philippines came in 1926, when rioting was breaking
out in India, when the Chinese Nationalists were laying hold of the

Yangtse, when the Javanese workers were in rebellion against the

Dutch. General Wood had little difficulty in putting down the ris-

ing. The fair promises of President Wilson's days were repudiated.
In December, 1926, General Wood expressed the new American
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policy in a few brief words: "Philippine problems are part of Ameri-

ca's Pacific problem, which concerns not only the Philippine Is-

lands, but also America and other Powers. Its solution can never be

achieved by the chatter of agitators. It is not a one-man job, but

must be worked out, not only in accordance with the wishes and

interests of the Filipinos, but of other countries. When her task is

done, America will say so. Until America says so, her task is un-

finished. We are now opening the gates of a new era, an era of

economic expansion for the Philippines. Political independence can-

not survive until complete economic independence has been

achieved,"

This remained the attitude of the United States until 1932, when
a bill was passed by Congress to allow the Philippines total inde-

pendence by about the year 1946. This Independence Bill was vetoed

by President Hoover, but it came forward again and was signed by
President Roosevelt in March, 1934. The United States agreed to

give up its army reservations in the Philippines; the question of their

naval bases was left for later negotiation.

Conclusion. The Far East is in revolt. From Bombay to Manila,

from Peking to Batavia, the standard of independence has been

raised in the post-war years. Every year has seen a clearer realization

among white men that the trade of the East is necessary to Euro-

pean prosperity; every year has seen a clearer understanding among
the yellow races and the brown that self-government is the only

condition on which they can continue to trade with the West. The

centre of the revolt is China. If the Western Powers can combine to

help the Chinese in their efforts to establish a firm government and

to set up industries of their own, capable of raising the standard of

living, so that Chinese can buy from and sell to the West on terms

of mutual advantage, then a new era will begin in which the two

great culture groups of the world, the East and the West, while

preserving the vital characteristics of their own civilizations, will

exchange their physical products and their spiritual and moral con-

ceptions, to the world's immeasurable benefit. If! Japan must be con-

sulted about that.

The attitude of the East to-day if such a generalization is per-
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missible has been well expressed by the best known of Eastern

poets, the Indian Rabindranath Tagore:

Those who live in England, away from the East, have got to realize

that Europe has completely lost her former moral prestige in Asia. She

is no longer regarded as the champion throughout the world of fair deal-

ing and the exponent of high principle, but rather as the upholder of

Western race supremacy and the exploiter of those outside her borders.

For Europe it is, in actual fact, a great moral defeat that has happened.
Even though Asia is physically weak and unable to protect herself from

aggression when her vital interests are menaced, nevertheless she cannot

afford to look down where before she looked up.
Meanwhile let it be clearly understood in the West that we who are

born in the East still acknowledge in our heart of hearts the greatness
of European civilization. Even when in our weakness and humiliation

we aggressively try to deny this we still inwardly accept it. The younger

generation of the East, in spite of its bitterness of soul, is eager to learn

from the West, and to assimilate the best that Europe has to offer.
1

1 Manchester Guardian, May 17, 1930.
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I THE FRENCH EMPIRE: DIRECT RULE

IN the stream of twentieth-century history Africa seems something
of a backwater. It is not in the news, like Arabia or India or the

Far East. The Western public hears perhaps of a diamond found
in the South, or of a Frenchman performing prodigies of valour

in the North, or of increasing quantities of cocoa and tobacco bearing
an African label; but that is all Africa seems a backwater; yet under
the surface the current is flowing strong and dark, and it is the same
current that has revitalized the Asiatic peoples, the same movement
of revolt against the West, only not yet come to the surface.

Cm Bono? A century ago Africa, except for the coastal regions, was
unknown to the West. Not till the latter part of the nineteenth

century did the industrialized nations of Europe become aware of

the possibilities of the continent as a source of raw materials. And
then began the grab for Africa which ended in the subjugation to

white rule of every country from Morocco to the Cape with the in-

significant exceptions of Liberia and Abyssinia, which remained

nominally independent. There was a great deal of talk about the

White Man's Burden and his responsibility for bringing sweetness

and light to darkest Africa, but the real motive was the exploitation

of African men and raw materials in European interests. Most of

the imperialist powers were quite frank about this. The Governor-

General of the Belgian Congo issued a circular in 1906: "In annihilat-

ing the prestige and authority of the native chief, this policy ends in

leaving the State face to face with a population freed of all social

liens and without any attachment to the soil" in other words a

huge black proletariat. Portugal partitioned her Southeast Africa

among four concessionaire companies, who became proprietors of

the land and of the natives. The Germans held a Colonial Congress
in 1902 and made a definite statement of their African policy: "The

Colonial Congress thinks that, in the economic interests of the

fatherland, it is necessary to render it independent of the foreigner
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for the importation of raw materials and to create markets as safe

as possible for manufactured German goods. The German colonies

of the future must play this double role even if the natives are forced

to labour on public works and agricultural pursuits."

As a matter of fact, the German bark was worse than its bite. The
Germans in Africa were fair, efficient and comparatively popular;

they maintained public medical and other services, upheld peasant

proprietorship and worked largely through native officials. In 1914
it was Germany who proposed that Africa should be excluded from

the theatre of war and the Allies who ignored the proposal. In the

Cameroons, in German Southwest Africa and in German East

Africa, white men led blacks to fight against each other; "in four

years, more African natives had been killed or died of disease as a

result of a white war than in forty years perhaps a century of

the old primitive warfare of the blacks." 1 Meanwhile private ar-

rangements were made among the Allies for the partition of Ger-

many's colonies among themselves.

Three Methods of Government. After the war the Imperialist Pow-
ers began to see the African problem in a new light. Humani-
tarian sentiment demanded that something should be done for the

good of the natives and so, at the Peace Conference, though the

Allies took Germany's old colonies, they took them not as annexa-

tions but as mandates, agreeing in the League Covenant that "in

those countries there should be applied the principle that the well-

being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of

civilization." It was on this understanding that France accepted a

mandate for Togo and Cameroon; Great Britain for West Togoland,
for Western Cameroons and for Tanganyika; and the Union of

South Africa for land that had been German Southwest Africa.

For economic reasons, too, the white exploiters of Africa were be-

ginning to realize that the natives' interests should be considered.

Forced labour is the most wasteful of all forms of labour. If the

native is to become an efficient labourer he must be trained, given
some education and decent living conditions. But if the native is

given some education he will begin to insist on managing his own
affairs, and the way he manages his own affairs may not be always
in the immediate interests of the white man. There lies the problem.

1 Professor J. Huxley in "Africa View."
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It was the same problem that had faced capitalists a century before,
when the industrial revolution was in its first throes in Europe. Em-
ployers had found that untrained workers living on the starvation

line were inefficient. On the other hand, educated, well-paid workers
were expensive and difficult to handle. Three ways of dealing with
the problem were possible. The first was to link the two classes

employers and employed in a common national spirit which
would make them forget their economic differences in fighting for

a common political cause; this was attempted, not unsuccessfully, by
Napoleon. The second was to give the employees education and a
measure of control of their own affairs in such a manner that they
would realize that the interests of the two classes were not con-

tradictory but complementary; this was the Liberal, Social Demo-
cratic ideal The third was to isolate the two classes still further, se-

curing obedience by denying political rights to the employees, and

efficiency by granting them a little purely vocational training and
some concessions in the matter of wages; this was attempted whole-

heartedly in Tsarist Russia and half-heartedly in West European
nations.

In Africa all three solutions were attempted in the post-war period.
France tried the first the system of Direct Rule offering the

right of French citizenship and the duty of military service to her

African subjects. Great Britain, in such of her colonies as were
unsuited to white settlers, tried the second the system of Indirect

Rule. In colonies suitable for white settlers, Great Britain and the

Union of South Africa applied the third which in its African

aspect may be called Settler Rule.

The Sarraut Plan. The French became suddenly aware of the pos-
sibilities of their Colonial Empire during the World War. Before

the war Frenchmen knew vaguely that they held Africa from the

Mediterranean to the Niger, and Madagascar and the Antilles and

Indo-China, but they regarded these colonies as a nuisance an
outlet for French heroism perhaps, but an inordinate drain on French
finances. The war brought the Empire home to France. Nearly two
million colonial troops were raised, including six hundred and

eighty thousand fighting men. It was realized at last that the Empire
had possibilities, and a scheme for utilizing them was put forward

by M. Sarraut. "France," he said, "organizing her future on the most
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powerful foundations, must demand from her colonies and pro-
tectorates men for the Army, money to lessen the budgetary ex-

penses, raw materials and products for her industry and commerce,
food and exchange." This was the attitude that had guided British

imperial policy in the seventeenth century and Japanese in the

twentieth. In detail, M. Sarraut's scheme worked out as follows:

The colonial world was roughly divided into groups, each of which
was assigned a certain range of products and provided with facilities for

an intensive and extensive development . . . West and Central Africa

had to give oils and timber; West Africa had also to follow the Gold
Coast in providing cocoa and had to stress cotton in the Niger Valley:
North Africa had to concentrate on foodstuffs and phosphates: Indo-

China, in addition to its rice, was to provide cotton, silk and rubber:

Madagascar had to give meat and grains, and the Antilles sugar and
coffee. The products of each were to go into the great national pool.
Work was apportioned so that it would produce the maximum result,

and, really, the whole Empire was to become a huge factory using every
device of industrial specialization.

1

The success of the Sarraut scheme obviously depended on two
factors: the willingness of the natives to cooperate, and the willing-
ness of the French Government to invest huge sums in the colonies.

First, the willingness of the natives. The French made every
effort to get on well with the Africans. Their Civil Servants studied

not only African languages but African anthropology and religion
in the ficole Colonide before they went out. Once in Africa, they
made no attempt to form a class apart; they felt it in no way ig-

nominious to "go native" and to share their social life with the

people of the country. "The ideal of the best French administrators,"

according to Toynbee, "was to make it possible for any individual

African, who gave proof of capacity, to participate in Western cul-

ture to the fullest extent of his powers. Generously free, as she was,
from prejudices of race and religion, France was willing to open her

doors wide to every stranger, whatever the colour of his skin, who
was able, in the spiritual sense, to stand on French soil." The primi-
tive peoples of West and Equatorial Africa responded quickly to

this treatment. Their tribal organization was weak, their traditions

dim; they were flattered by the Frenchman's interest in them, flat-

tered by his marrying their girls, amused to play at adopting his

1 S. H. Roberts in "French Colonial Policy."
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way of life and at fighting in his army. It did not seem out of the

way to them that they were subject to orders from Paris the French
Civil Servant was subject to the same orders. They were offered

citizenship in the French nation and, though very few of them took

advantage of the privilege, they were pleased by the offer.

Tunis and Algiers. French policy in West and Equatorial Africa

might have been an unmitigated success if money had come from
Paris for the grandiose schemes of public works and economic

development. But it did not come. The reason for this was partly
the traditional reluctance of the French to pay taxes and partly the

fact that France had completely failed to win the goodwill of the

natives of North Africa. Here Islam was still a potent force. The
Moslems of Tunis, Algiers and Morocco were anything but flattered

by French "attempts to fraternize with them. They considered their

own civilization equal and their religion ineffably superior to any-

thing France had to offer. Consequently, the French were thrown

back on force, and the money which should have gone to the eco-

nomic development of her African Empire was frittered away in

military expeditions.

Tunis had been a French protectorate since 1881. Until 1914 French

colonization had proceeded smoothly, but during and after the

war the Egyptian Nationalist Movement found an echo among the

Tunisians. In 1920 they demanded universal suffrage and equal

rights with Frenchmen. The French were in a difficult position; they

had fifty-four thousand settlers in Tunis and did not dare to come

to blows with the natives, particularly because there were no less

than eighty-five thousand Italians in the colony and Italy was wait-

ing to make France's misrule in Tunis an excuse for intervention.

So France hastened to meet the Nationalists halfway, setting up
Economic Councils (in 1922) through which natives could cooperate

with Frenchmen in the agricultural development of the country.

Gradually the talk of economic boycott and the anti-French mani-

festations in the streets died down. France could breathe again; Di-

rect Rule had not been established in Tunis, but through the new

Councils natives and colonists were finding that they had at least

economic interests in common.

In Algiers there was no Nationalist Movement, no rebellion. In

1921 France had allowed the natives a small share in local govern-
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ment and after that Algiers was quiet. The French had been in

Algiers for a century and during that time had bound it hand and

foot to Paris. Algiers was politically almost a French Prefecture

where 831,000 Western colonists (400,000 of direct French descent)

lived on the labour of five million natives. A naturalization law of

1919 offered the Algerians French citizenship. They were subject to

French law. France seemed to contemplate absorbing Algerian Mos-

lems into the nation as completely as they had absorbed the Langue
d'Oc. She was disappointed. The natives did not respond. Agricul-

ture did not prosper exports dwindled after 1920. Algiers was

quiet.

Lyautey and Morocco. It was Morocco that was bleeding France

white. From the beginning it had been a difficult conquest. Germany
had opposed French expansion there and the local tribes and the

mountain barriers made penetration slow and difficult. In 1914

France seemed to have decided upon the evacuation of Morocco;

the Government ordered Lyautey to send back two thirds of his

force and to retire to the coastal region. "The fate of Morocco," they

said, "will be decided in Lorraine." But Lyautey had the Nelson

touch; he sent back the men he had been asked for, but instead of

retiring to the ports he left the coast undefended and sent his de-

pleted forces up to the mountains to press the offensive against the

tribes. The bluff succeeded; the ports were not attacked in the

settled zone natives and French civilians got on well together and

Lyautey subdued the hinterland as far as the Middle Atlas. The war

in Morocco cost a great deal of money but perhaps it was not ill

spent, for Morocco in 1919 was more settled than it had ever been.

Lyautey, like all soldiers of genius, knew the limitations of mili-

tary force. His object in Morocco was not conquest but pacification;

not the subjection of the people but the orderly development of their

ordinary economic life. "Our enemies of to-day," he often said, "are

our collaborators of to-morrow." The forts and garrisons he estab-

lished were not strongholds against the Moroccans but strongholds

for them, market places where orderly trade could be carried on

without fear of raids from hill tribes. His conception of the Moroccan

protectorate was nearer to the English idea of Indirect Rule than to

the orthodox French policy of centralization and assimilation. "The
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Protectorate/' said Lyautey, "means the economic and moral pene-
tration of a people, not by subjection to our force or even to our

liberties, but by a close association, in which we administer them in

peace by their own organs of government, and according to their

own customs and laws."

It was not Lyautey's fault that France in 1925 became involved in
a new and more terrible war in Morocco. The fault was Spain's.
France's western zone of Morocco marched with the Spanish zone.
The inhabitants of this mountainous country on both sides of the
border were not Arabic-speaking Moroccans but Berbers, members
of a white race which had never been assimilated to Western or to

Arabic culture. Superficially, they were Moslems, but they had no
use for Islamic law or for Arabic, the language of the Koran.

Lyautey had outlined a separate policy towards the Berbers, intend-

ing to preserve their particular organization and their Berber lan-

guage. The Spaniards took a simpler line their ideas of coloniza-

tion had not changed much since Cortes trapped Montezuma and

conquered Mexico; they set out, with all the King's horses and all

the King's men, to storm the Berbers' fastnesses in the Riff Moun-
tains. This policy exacerbated Berber Nationalism. In 1921 the Riff

rose against Spain and broke Spanish dominion over the zone. Ex-

pedition after expedition was sent from Spain and shattered itself

against the resistance of the Riffians. Berber Nationalism spread to

the French zone and in 1925 the Riff declared itself an independent
State.

The story of the Riff War of Independence will be a pfece de r-
sistance for some romantic historian. The untamed tribesmen, who
had defied the onslaughts of Islam and Christendom throughout the

centuries; the towering mountains among which they fought; their

leader, Abd-el-Krim, who made them more than a match for the

combined forces and modern weapons of France and Spain; the

English captain, Gordon Canning, who took up the cause of Riff

independence as ardently as Lord Byron had espoused the cause of

Greece a hundred years ago it is the stuff that films are made of.

O course the Riffians lost; Abd-el-Krim surrendered to the French
in April, 1926. But the rising was not without effect: the Spaniards

began to apply Lyautey's methods in their dealings with the RifSans.

As for France, she had lost more money in the war than her tax-
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payers cared to contemplate; she tightened her purse strings and

every French colony suffered for the costliness of military expedi-

tions in Morocco.

Meanwhile, Lyautey had resigned and a less dynamic adminis-

trator was sent to consolidate his economic gains in Morocco. On the

coast, in the plains and among the Atlas foothills there was peace

and security; roads were laid down (there were three thousand

kilometres of roads in 1926 compared with eighteen kilometres in

1913), and the port of Casablanca was extended to deal with seventy

per cent, of Morocco's export trade. Morocco began to pay the cost

of its own internal administration. But it was the French taxpayer

who had to foot the military bill; and that meant that there was no

money for the Sarraut scheme.

France failed in her attempt to make her African possessions an

economic hinterland of Paris. The unrest in Tunis, the policy of

native refoulement in Algiers, the constant wars in Morocco, made
those regions increasingly unattractive to the type of French settler

who might have developed their resources most profitably. West and

Equatorial Africa, starved of capital, developed only very slowly.

In spite of the rapturous enthusiasm for the Exposition Coloniale

held at Marseilles in 1922, and the rather less rapturous enthusiasm

for the Exposition at Paris in 1931, scarcely one tenth of French im-

ports were coming from the colonies; and each succeeding year

showed France less and less able to devote money to colonial de-

velopment.



II THE BRITISH EMPIRE:
INDIRECT RULE

THE British idea of colonies is diametrically opposed to that of the
French. The French Empire is one single organization, the aim
being to make each colony as soon as possible into a French departe-
ment. The British Empire is a number of different organisms, the
aim being to make each colony a separate society, with a spirit and a
life of its own. To French colonial statesmen unity means uni-

formity; to British it means cooperation between individual or-

ganisms. Consequendy, the French method has been to mix with
the natives of their colonies, to fuse them into French civilization;
while the British have set themselves against mixing, above all

against intermarriage, with natives; they have remained a caste

apart. On the political plane the French method had meant central-

ization; the British method decentralization, control being left to

the Englishmen on the spot. On the economic plane the French
method has been to subordinate the colonies' interests to those of
France by means of tariff control; while the British have been more
inclined to consider the economic interests of each individual col-

ony. But the interests of the colony do not always mean the interests

of the native Africans. Britain's grab for Africa gave her many dis-

tricts suitable for white settlers, and in these districts the interests

of the colony have been taken to mean the interests of the settlers.

Three British Protectorates in South Africa. Let us take the un-
settled areas first. Half a century ago Great Britain extended her
official protection to three areas in the south of the continent: Basu-

toland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. When the Union of South
Africa was formed, these protectorates remained under British

rule, though they were surrounded by the territory of the South
African Dominion. The British policy was then to preserve the au-

thority of the native chiefs and to leave the tribes to find their own
way towards civilization; and this policy has remained the same to

the present day.
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Basutoland is inhabited by one single Bantu tribe, numbering half

a million people, who hold, on an average, fifteen acres each. Th'e

land is divided into strips and held on village custom, as was the

case in early mediaeval England. The ruler is the Paramount Chief,

who is aided by a National Council, to which he appoints ninety-

five members and the British Resident Commissioner appoints five.

This British official exercises no interference in native affairs, though
he imposes a tax to pay for roads, schools, hospitals and the ex-

penses of his administration. The tax was twenty shillings per hut

until 1920, when the Resident Commissioner, in face of spirited

opposition by the National Council, raised it to twenty-eight shil-

lings. A tax is also levied on polygamy, a man being obliged to pay

twenty-five shillings for every wife after the first. In 1927 an addi-

tional tax of three shillings per adult male was imposed to provide

more schools.

In Bechuanaland the position is much the same, except that there

are many distinct tribes and also enough white settlers to justify

the formation in post-war years of a European Advisory Council.

The British exact a tax twenty-five shillings until 1932, when it

was raised to twenty-eight shillings but the native chiefs have the

right to collect additional revenue on their own initiative. (In 1930

Chief Tshekedi of the Bamangwato demanded the payment of an

ox from each of the tribesmen to defray the expenses of his journey
to England.) The natives are satisfied with the protectorate and

dread nothing more than that Great Britain should surrender it and

hand them over to the Government of the Union of South Africa.

The British exercise a minimum of interference, though an unfortu-

nate exception to this policy was made recently, when an Acting
Commissioner rushed armed marines and howitzers into Chief

Tshekedi's territory to punish him for having flogged a white

settler for dissolute behaviour.

In Swaziland the position is complicated by the presence of a

greater proportion of white men, who between them own two thirds

of the land. But here, too, the policy of the British has been, on the

whole, to preserve the authority of the native chiefs and the main-

tenance of their traditional tribal customs. British protection has

saved the three native countries from tribal war. It has had only one

seriously evil consequence. Under the Pax Britannica the native

population has increased rapidly in Basutoland it doubled itself
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in the first twenty-one years of this century and the land is not
fertile enough to support the people by existing methods of cultiva-

tion, let alone to raise the surplus necessary for the increased taxa-
tion. Large numbers of men have to leave their villages and stads

every year to work on the farms and mines o the South African
Union. Here they come into contact with foreign manners and
ideals and on their return bring immorality and discontent into their
home society. Great Britain is faced with the alternative of spend-
ing money on improving the primitive agricultural system of the

protectorates or of allowing the menfolk to merge more and more
into the proletariat of the Union. In either case, it will mean more
interference with the lives and tribal customs of the natives. At last

it is being realized that exercising a protectorate must involve

positive as well as negative action.

Indirect Rule in 'Nigeria and Tanganyika. A more dynamic inter-

pretation of Indirect Rule was applied by Lord Lugard in Nigeria,
before the War of 1914. He left the native system of government in-

tact and used British officers as advisers and coordinators rather
than as rulers. He laid heavy restrictions upon non-natives, particu-

larly with regard to their right to acquire land. But he set himself
to cure inefficiency and economic stagnation and succeeded so well
that there was a revival of the sense of communal responsibility

among Nigerians and a most rapid increase in agricultural pro-
duction and in commerce. In 1918 the British Government made its

last grant to Nigeria; the country was economically self-supporting.
After the war the policy of Indirect Rule, as Lord Lugard under-

stood it, was extended by the British to their Mandated Territory
of Tanganyika. Here the difficulties of its application were much
greater. The Nigerians had a developed administrative system of
their own, powerful Emirates and Moslem traditions that made for

order at least, within the confines of each individual tribe; by
comparison, the natives of Tanganyika were primitive; their insti-

tutions were weak; and their tribal discipline had been vitiated by
the German system of ruling through paid native headmen, a system
under which the native had come to look on his chief as an ex-

tortionate agent of a foreign Power, rather than as the national

defender of his own interests. Nothing would have been easier

than to impose British methods of government upon the natives;
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nothing harder than to guide them to re-create their own. Little

was done until 1925, but in that year Sir Donald Cameron became

High Commissioner and began to apply to Tanganyika the methods

which had been so successful under Lugard in Nigeria. "It must be

(mandate.)

UNION* OF
3.AFKICX

clearly understood," said Sir Donald, "that the policy of the Gov-
ernment is to maintain and support native rule (within the limits

laid down) and not to impose a form of British rule with the sup-

port of native chiefs, which is a very different thing." The chiefs

were not appointed by the Government: instead, the right of each
tribe to its own hereditary or elected chief was recognized. Taxes
were not collected by the Government: instead, the native authori-

ties collected their own taxes and paid them in to native treasuries;
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a percentage went to the British Central Government to defray
administrative expenses, and out of this a sum was refunded to the

native chief for the salaries of his own officials. Law was not ad-

ministered in British courts: instead, the native courts were revived

in which customary tribal law was administered; the only inter-

ference from outside was the right of British District Officers to ex-

amine records and to have sentences revised and causes reheard,

should they think fit.

The system did not work perfectly; British officials were often

officious and the British Council was not always wise in the expendi-
ture of its revenue it devoted, for example, a huge sum to the

building of a Government House at Dar-es-Salaam and neglected
the scientific and medical services which had been so well con-

ducted under the Germans. But on the whole it was a success. In-

stead of destroying the native civilization, British rule had helped
it to revive. And an honest attempt had been made to fulfil the terms

on which the mandate had been accepted, namely, that "the Man-

datory shall be responsible for the peace, order and good govern-
ment of the territory and shall undertake to promote to the utmost

the material and moral well-being and social progress of its in-

habitants . . . and shall prohibit all forms of forced and compulsory

labour, except for essential works and services, and then only in

return for adequate remuneration."

Settler Rule in Kenya. The success of Indirect Rule in Tanganyika
can best be judged by comparing the condition of the neighbouring

colony of Kenya. Here there is a belt of high land, connected with

the sea by the Uganda-Mombasa Railway, which is particularly

suited for European settlers. The Europeans do not number many
more than seventeen thousand not more than one to every two

hundred native Africans but the British Government chose to

administer Kenya in their interest. The settlers are in Kenya for

profit; they can make profit only if they have a large supply of cheap
native labour at their disposal and the exclusive right to the best

land in the colony. To secure that cheap labour and that land, a

series of restrictions were placed upon the natives.

First, the tribes were denied all right to the sixteen thousand square

miles of highland and were confined to Reserves where the land was

so poor and conditions so cramped that men would be bound to
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work for part of every year on the European settlements outside the

Reserve, to earn enough to keep their families in the necessities of

life.

Secondly, the native was denied any voice in the administration

of the colony. The Government Council consisted of the British

Governor and twenty official members, eleven Europeans elected by
the settlers, five Indians, two Arabs and one Christian missionary.

The function of the last-named gentleman was to represent the in-

terests of the natives; he was nominated by the British Governor.

The composition of this Council was subject to alteration, but the

changes were in the direction of increased representation of the set-

tlers who, as we have said, were least sympathetic to the Africans.

Thirdly, the natives were heavily taxed and the money, instead of

being devoted exclusively to native interests, went in part to pay for

the education of white children and for the provision of medical

and agricultural advice to white settlers. "At the moment, for in-

stance, in Kenya," wrote Professor J. Huxley in 1931, "direct native

taxation is in the form of a hut-tax of twelve shillings per hut (i.e.

twelve shillings for each adult man and for each of his wives), or for

de-tribalized natives a poll-tax of twelve shillings. Europeans pay a

poll-tax of thirty shillings and an education tax of thirty shillings

j3 in all. The Government's expenditure on native education in

1925 is stated to have worked out at about -2\d. per head of native

population, while that on white education was over 2 per head of

white population."

Fourthly, the Government was guilty of a shocking breach of

confidence in its treatment of the natives of the Reserves. When the

limits of the Reserves were laid down, the boundaries were so fixed

that the borderland wells lay on the non-native side of the line. The
tribesmen protested but the Government reassured them by the ex-

plicit promise that in the future no further encroachments would be

made. Then gold was found near Lake Victoria, on the Kavirondo

native Reserve. The Government promptly broke its promise and
threw open the gold area to white concessionaires.

Fifthly, the severest conditions were imposed upon such natives

as did not live with the tribes in the Reserves. Natives were allowed

to occupy and cultivate part of the settlers' estates on condition of

giving one hundred and eighty days' labour in every year to the

white men. This squatter system had all the disadvantages and
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none of the advantages of feudalism. The native was cut off from the

tribal structure which was the whole background of his social life,

and became little better than a slave. It is true that in many cases the

settler treated his squatters well, looked after the health of their

families and interested himself in their affairs; but that did not alter

the fact that the settler's main interest in the squatters was the

amount of hard work which he could get out of them.

The interesting thing about Setder Rule in Kenya is that although
its motive was profit, it did not really pay the settler. His land was

excellently suited for crops of tea, sizal, maize and coffee, but his

capital was scanty, his holdings uneconomically small, and his out-

look individualistic. Often he was an untrained youth who had

come out to find adventure and fortune in the wide-open spaces; he

found little but hard work and a falling price for his goods on the

world market.

Yet the Government showed no sign of modifying the policy as

years went on. The Colonial Office made efforts from time to time

to restrain the worst extravagances of settler mentality. "Primarily

Kenya is an African country," they insisted in 1923, "and His Ma-

jesty's Government think it necessary definitely to record their con-

sidered opinion that the interests of the African natives must be

paramount, and if and when those interests and the interests of the

immigrant races should conflict, the former should prevail." But

nothing was done; the men on the spot saw to it that the interests of

the settlers were paramount. "The Government expects every ad-

ministrative officer," announced the Acting Governor in 1925, "to

give all possible encouragement to the labour within their district

to work on the lands which have been opened up by the settlers."

Native labour was consistently "encouraged" to work for the settlers

throughout the post-war period, and the administrative officers be-

came increasingly efficient in keeping natives to their labour con-

tracts and in rounding up men who deserted to their villages. In

1934 a Kenya Land Commission presented its report to Parliament.

Again the most enlightened general sentiments were combined with

the most repressive practical recommendations. The report deplored

the system of breaking the country up into strictly demarcated Re-

serves and insisted that more land should be open to the natives.

At the same time, it insisted that the sixteen thousand square miles

of highland should remain a white man's Reserve in perpetuity;
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certain lands outside the native Reserve "C" lands it suggested
should be leasable by Africans; and certain other areas "D" lands

should be open to Africans and to Europeans alike, but these

areas were pest-ridden and unprofitable. In 1934 Settler Rule was

still the order of the day in Kenya.
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THE same policy of Settler Rule was in force in the Union of South

Africa, but here the situation had been complicated by the fact that

the settlers were of two distinct and antagonistic races. The first

settlers were Dutch, staunch Calvinists attracted to South Africa

by the desire to get away from their own impious country and to live

an independent life in a land where the heavy work would be done

almost for nothing by members of another race. In the south

they encountered a particularly fine type of African the Bantu

who fought at first for his independence but succumbed at last to the

vigorous methods of the invaders. All might have gone well for the

Dutch in spite of the pressure from English rivals on the coast

had not the discovery of gold and other precious minerals brought
tens of thousands of Englishmen to exploit the mines. War followed

between the English and the Boers and the outcome was the estab-

lishment in 1909 of the Union of South Africa, a quasi-independent
unit of the British Empire. English and Dutch setders were left to

exploit the mineral and agricultural resources of the Union to their

mutual advantage. The basis of the Union's economy was the un-

limited supply of Bantu labour.

British and Dutch. It was not to be expected that Dutch and Eng-
lish South Africans would fuse immediately. They had different

languages, different traditions, and different ideas on the economic

future of the Union. The Dutch-speaking South Africans (or rather

Africaans-speaking, for their dialect has strayed far from the Dutch

of the Netherlands) clung to their isolationist ideal, wanting South

Africa to become an independent republic, free of all connection,

linguistic or political, with the British Empire; they formed a Na-

tional Party and found a great leader in the magnificendy dema-

gogic personality of General Hertzog. The English-speaking South

Africans clung to the connection with the Empire, all the more

strongly because they were in a minority to the Dutch; they had

economics on their side, for the mines were dependent upon British
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capital and British markets: political isolation for South Africa at

that stage would mean economic ruin. The South African Party,

as this group came to be called, was lucky in finding two most

prominent Boers to lead it, General Botha and General Smuts.

The outbreak of the World War in 1914 brought the issue between

the two parties to a climax. Botha wanted to join the Allies; Hertzog
insisted that South Africa should be neutral. Botha won and South

Africa declared war, but not before a Nationalist rebellion had

broken out in the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, which

Botha had to suppress at the cost of some blood and a great deal

of popularity. After this South Africa played a prominent and profit-

able part in the war. Botha captured German Southwest Africa.

Smuts led the Imperial Expeditionary Force in German East Africa

and was later made a member of the Imperial War Cabinet. At the

Peace Conference a Nationalist deputation petitioned that South

Africa should be recognized as a republic but was told that "this

was a matter on which South Africa must first be agreed." The
Union's reward for the part she had played in the war was a seat on

the League of Nations and a mandate for Southwest Africa, which,

it seemed generally agreed, would eventually be absorbed into the

Union.

General Smuts' Ministry. On his return from the Peace Conference,

General Botha died. Smuts, his successor as Prime Minister, had

none of his easy charm and natural understanding of human nature.

Smuts was a prophet, and not without honour save in his own

country. The elections of 1919 left him with a majority of four, and

when the post-war industrial boom collapsed, pulling down with it

the chief South African bank, when the price of diamonds dropped,
and the demand for ostrich feathers dwindled and vanished away,
the Prime Minister finally lost the support of the country.
At this point a new character appeared on the South African po-

litical stage. A number of skilled workers had emigrated from

Europe, attracted by the high wages which their skill could com-

mand in the Union. But with the decreasing prosperity of South

African industry and the consequent necessity of reducing produc-
tion costs, employers were showing a tendency to employ Africans

at very low wages for skilled jobs. The European artisans formed
a party to fight for the exclusion of the natives, and this party, known
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as the Labour Party, formed an alliance with the Nationalists (who
were always ready to keep the natives out of anything) ;

it was this

coalition which defeated Smuts and remained in power under Hert-

zog from 1924 to 1933.
There was no question now of making South Africa a republic;

the Nationalists had to drop that plank out of their platform as the

price of the votes of the English-speaking artisans. But anti-

British feeling continued to run high. Hertzog replaced English by
Africaans-speaking officials whenever he could, and in 1925 Africaans
was proclaimed the official language of the Union. Then gradually
Dutch jealousy of Englishmen died down and the desire for seces-

sion from the Empire diminished when, at the Imperial Conference
of 1926, a new definition was given to the status of Dominions:

"They are autonomous communities within the British Empire,
equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any aspect
of their domestic or internal affairs, though united by a common
allegiance to the Crown and freely associated as members of the
British Commonwealth of Nations." A definition which was taken

by most South Africans, with the notable exception of General

Smuts, to imply that the freely associated members could renounce
their allegiance, if at any time they thought fit to do so.

General Hertzog's Anti-Native Policy. The chief task of General

Hertzog's Government was to keep the native in his place. In many
parts of the British Commonwealth there was some doubt what

precisely that place was, but in settler-ruled South Africa there was
none: the place of the five million natives was that of hewers of
wood and drawers of water for the one and three quarter million

Europeans. Before Hertzog came into office a policy had been put
into force respecting the natives, which resembles on every point
that which we have described in Kenya.

By the Land Act of 1913 the native was forbidden to buy land
outside his Reserves. If the Reserves had been adequate, this might
have been a tolerable restriction, but they were not adequate: twenty-
eight per cent, of the land in Natal, seven per cent, of the Cape,
three per cent, of Transvaal and five tenths per cent, of the Free
State was not enough for a people who numbered sixty-eight per
cent, of the population. More than half the native population were
left outside the Reserves, landless; two million worked as labour-
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tenants on white men's farms and three quarters of a million drifted

into the towns to seek their fortunes with what success we shall

see later. The Reserves themselves were overcrowded: the Transkei

had a population of a million, and half the able-bodied males had to

spend six to nine months of every year away from home, working
on farms or in towns to supplement their family income.

In the political system of the Dominion the native had no place.

He was utterly debarred from voting in Transvaal and the Free

State; in Natal he was allowed to vote if he could fulfil certain

conditions, which were so stringent that not more than half a dozen

natives were able to comply with them; in the Cape, where a more

liberal tradition prevailed, some sixteen thousand were enfranchised.

Five million inhabitants of the Union were thus excluded from

rights of citizenship. Their welfare was in the hands of a Minister

for Foreign Affairs. An Act of 1920 set up a commission of three

members to advise the Minister, but the commissioners were nom-
inated and had no executive power; the most they could do was to

offer the Minister advice and to express their disagreement with gov-
ernment measures by laying a protest on the table of the House. In

the Transkei a certain degree of Indirect Rule was established : native

members sat on District Councils and on the Bhunga or Central

Council of the Reserve, but control was in the hands of white magis-

trates; and though the Bhunga had advisory powers as wide as those

of any Provincial Council in the Union, it did not receive any grant-
in-aid.

The ostensible reason for debarring the native from political rights

was that he was uneducated, yet little effort was made to edu-

cate him. It was estimated in 1933 that 1,100,000 native children

were getting no education at all, and whereas the Government was

spending ^25 13^. od. on each of 384,000 European children, it de-

voted no more than 2 y. 6d. per head to the education of 300,000
native children. At the same time the natives were heavily taxed

at the rate of ^i per annum for every male over eighteen and an
additional ten shillings for every hut while the Europeans were

exempt from taxation until the age of twenty-one and then were
taxed only according to their capacity to pay.
The South African Government were guilty of no breach of

promise to the natives as flagrant as Kenya's breach over the Kavi-

rondo Reserve, but it ignored the undertaking that had been made
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to the British Government during the negotiations over the Act of

Union, the undertaking that the new Union would assure to the
natives the utmost consideration and the most impartial justice* It

further ignored the promise made in 1913 when die Native Land
Act was passed as a temporary measure, to be followed imme-
diately by the concession of additional lands to the natives; the

temporary Act of 1913 has remained without amendment or addi-
tion ever since.

It was in the towns and the mining districts that the native's

lot was hardest. He came to town in search of employment: he
found no official organization to help him to find it and was bound
to accept any wage that was offered. In the mines the wages offered

were about half a crown a day, paid mostly in kind; and by accept-

ing this the native was legally bound to a mine on twelve months'
contract. In the manufacturing industries the average wage for a
native was ^48 per annum, while the average wage for a white man
was ,248. "The relatively high wages of white artisans," according
to the Economic Commission's Report, "are due to, and dependent
on, the employment of large numbers of unskilled native labourers;
and in this the artisan is typical of the whole white community, who
are enabled to maintain a standard of life approximating rather to

that of America than to that of Europe, in a country that is poorer
than most of the countries of Western Europe, solely because they
have at their disposal these masses of docile, low-paid native la-

bourers."

In the long run cheap labour never pays. Even in the short run
it did not pay in South Africa. Cut off from the tribal traditions

of the social structure to which he belonged, and confined to "loca-

tions", miserable slums as bad as anything in Europe the slums of

Cape Town are said to be the worst in the world the town-native

tended to lose his innate self-respect. Having no means of absorb-

ing anything but the worst of European urban culture, he became
a social parasite on the white man, as the white man was an eco-

nomic parasite upon him. A morbid fear of the natives developed
in every class of the white community. The employer lived in ter-

ror that the natives would organize themselves and insist upon,
better living conditions, as indeed they did when Clement Kadalie,
a Nyasaland man, succeeded in founding the Industrial and Com-
mercial Workers' Union. The skilled labourer lived in terror that
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the natives would invade the skilled trades, though he was some-

what reassured by the Apprenticeship Act of 1922 which, by impos-

ing an education qualification for apprentices, ruled out the natives,

for whom no educational provision was made. Even deeper was the

feeling against the natives among a third group of Europeans, the

"poor whites'* who had failed to get a living on the land and flocked

to the towns in search of unskilled work, only to find the labour

market glutted with cheap native labour. There was nothing for

them but to try to elbow their way into jobs at native wage rates,

which meant sinking to the native's standard of living, or to cadge
for public or private alms. "The poor whites," according to Pro-

fessor Macmillan of Johannesburg University, "are nothing more

than the 'reservoir' of unemployed to be found wherever Western

industrialism has dislocated the old agrarian system." They num-
bered 300,000 "a fifth of the white population of the Union in

permanent absolute poverty, many of them perhaps demoralized

beyond redemption." White South Africa was paying dearly for its

cheap native labour.

To General Hertzog there seemed only one possible solution to

the "native problem." His Dutch ancestry and the interests of his

National Party and their Labour allies left him with no alternative;

he must enforce with new stringency the old policy of keeping the

native in his place. A number of repressive measures were applied
in the course of his ministry. The Colour Bar Act of 1926 excluded

natives from skilled and semi-skilled occupations in the mines. Em-

ployers in every field were encouraged to substitute white labourers

for natives, the Government going so far as to offer to pay half the

extra cost, if provincial and administrative authorities would pay
the other half.

For a time it seemed as if Hertzog's policy had a chance of suc-

ceeding. The discovery of a new diamond mine on a government
estate in Namaqualand and the platinum boom of 1925 induced a

general feeling of optimism. But soon it was seen that the replace-

ment of natives by poor whites was going to prove too costly, and

public opinion begun to turn against the Government. General

Hertzog fought the elections of 1929 on the question of the Native

Bills, and the National Party polled only 145,000 votes to the South

African Party's 156,000. Luckily for Hertzog, the constituencies

were not on a population basis and he still had a majority of mem-
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bers in the House. The anti-native policy was continued, the native

franchise in the Cape was restricted, a Riotous Assemblies Bill went

through in 1930 and a Native Service Contract Bill in 1932.

The Economic Crisis in South Africa. But now an external catas-

trophe occurred which diverted public attention from the internal

anomalies of South Africa's economic system. The World Crisis

hit South Africa in 1930. Agricultural prices fell, maize to half,

wheat to a quarter of its former price. The plight of the farmers

was complicated by successive years of drought and by a positive

plague of foot-and-mouth disease evils which struck the natives

in the crowded Reserves even harder than the farmers and killed

many thousands by starvation. Diamond prices fell, the great Pre-

mier mine closed down and thousands of labourers were thrown

out of work. A worse blow came in 1931, when England went off the

gold standard: the South African Reserve Bank lost a million and a

half pounds and South African exporters lost twenty per cent, of

the funds they held in London.

The burning question now was what to do about gold. The
Nationalists took the line that South Africa must keep on the gold

standard, claiming that this was the only honest, patriotic course.

The South African Party wanted to follow England, pointing out

that a drop in the value of currency meant a rise in the value of gold,

of which South African mines held half the world's supply. The

dispute was ended in December, 1932, by a run on the banks; three

million pounds were withdrawn in three days. The Government was

left with no alternative but to suspend gold payments.

Hertzog was discredited but not disgraced. He kept his position

as Prime Minister by yielding to the popular outcry for a truce to

party disputes, and in 1933 he called Smuts and five other leaders of

the South African Party into his Cabinet. The new coalition found

itself in an enviable position. The old dispute between them, Re-

publicanism versus Imperialism, had lost its sting with the new
definition of South Africa's dominion status. And the finances of

the Union were momentarily in a most flourishing condition, thanks

to the rise in the world price of gold. Now that South Africa was off

the gold standard, she could sell her gold for what it would fetch,

like any other commodity. Millions poured into the treasury in

1933. The mineowners' profits per ton were exactly double the
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profits of the previous year. The coalition levied an Excess Profits

Duty upon them and spent their surplus in relieving the farmers

by reducing all mortgage rates to a maximum of five per cent, and

by undertaking government irrigation schemes on the Vaal River.

The "Native Problem" Nobody expected that the price of gold
would stay high for ever. Indeed, there was a strong possibility that

soon the nations of the world would adopt some currency standard

other than gold, in which case that metal would lose the greater

part of its value. In any event, the Union's gold resources were not

inexhaustible, and every year the gold was becoming more diffi-

cult, and therefore more costly, to extract. Gradually South African

leaders were being brought face to face with their real problem,
which was not how to enrich a few thousand mineowners on the

profits of gold, not even how to subsidize agricultural exports by

turning over part of the mining profits to the white farmers and ex-

porters: their problem was how to devise a means by which com-
munities differing widely in race and civilization could live well to-

gether in a single commonwealth. It was the same problem that

faced every non-tropical country in Africa, but the Union was in a

better position to solve it than any other. The settler community
had experience, which is more than could be said for the settlers in

Kenya. They had a great if transitory asset in their precious metals.

They had iron and steel and agricultural resources enough for the

needs of the whole population, African and European alike, though
not enough to be the basis of a large export trade. The native popu-
lation were not savages; the Bantus have a fine legacy of cooperative
tribal traditions. Gradually it began to be seen that the solution to

the problem lay in developing those traditions on the native Reserves

already a beginning had been made in the Transkei, where a

General Council or Bhunga of natives was administering native

affairs in granting the natives security of tenure and some incite-

ment to self-improvement by substituting tenant farming for labour-

tenancy on the agricultural estates, and in stabilizing the demand for

native labour in towns and mines as a preliminary to raising the

wage level and the cultural level of urban natives to the point when

they could begin to consume the output of the local industries and
become a complement of, instead of a menace to, white civilization.

All these ideas were still below the surface in 1934 but leaders
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were becoming increasingly conscious of them. Much money would
be needed to buy more land for the Reserves, and for establishing
tenant farms and for education and for wages. But the gold boom
had made it available, and before long it would be returned in the

higher efficiency of the natives and in their higher level of con-

sumption.

Meanwhile, on the surface, the old settler policy prevailed, the

policy which the Union had applied with increasing stringency in

the post-war years, the policy of segregation by which the interests

of five million Bantu natives were subordinated to those of less than

a third that number of Europeans. "What in its crudest form does

this policy of segregation mean?*' asked Jan Hofmeyr in his book
on South Africa: "Nothing more than the extrusion of the native

from the white man's life, save in so far as he is necessary for minis-

tration to the white man's needs, the setting aside for his occupation
of land so inadequate that dire necessity will drive him out to la-

bour for the white man, the refusal to regard him as other than a

means to an end, or effectively to discourage his development as an

end in itself." Unrest among the native population came gradually

nearer and nearer to boiling point, heated by the news of successful

revolts against white exploitation abroad and by friction between

their champions and the white political leaders at home. It was a

question whether South African politicians would modify their

settler policy before the natural consequences of that policy overthrew

them. In 1934 the political leaders showed no inclination towards

modifying their policy. They even appeared to have every intention

of extending it, for in that year they put forward, for the third time,

a formal request to be allowed to take over from Great Britain the

Protectorates of Basutoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland.

The African problem was no nearer to solution in 1934 than in

1918, but the experience of those years had at least shown in what

direction the ultimate solution must lie. It could not lie in Direct

Rule the failure of the French to make their colonies pay had

made that abundantly clear. It could not lie in Settler Rule the

failure of farmers in Kenya and South Africa and of concessionaires

in Portuguese West Africa had proved that. Nor could it lie as

some sentimentalists seemed to think in the evacuation of Africa

by Europeans. Even if the white men were willing to leave, their

departure at this stage could mean nothing but increased misery for
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Africans, whose normal way of life had been broken up by Eu-

ropean conquest and whose only hope of development now lay in

some contact with European civilization; sudden evacuation would

be as bad for Africa as the sudden withdrawal of the Roman con-

querors was for Britain. It was obvious now that the solution could

lie only in some form of Indirect Rule.

This realization had been forced upon Europeans by pressure from

three directions. First from the Africans themselves: Libyans had

risen in arms against Italians; Tunisians and Moroccans against the

French; Berbers against French and Spaniards; a native miracle-

worker had tried to rally the Negroes of the Belgian Congo; a Kenya
native, Harry Thuku, had agitated against Settler Rule in Nairobi

(until he was deported without trial); Clement Kadalie had

founded a native Trade Union in South Africa. Secondly, from

Geneva, where liberal-minded members of the League of Nations

Secretariat were able to collect and publish information about Afri-

can conditions and to prick the conscience of Imperialists with scan-

dals which they might otherwise have kept in their unconscious

minds. Thirdly, from the actual experience of the men who were

exploiting African resources. They were finding unskilled labour in-

finitely wasteful and in some parts hard to obtain. The Belgians

and Portuguese in particular suffered from a shortage of labourers

and found that the best way of getting men to work was to allow

them a measure of Indirect Rule. In 1920 the Belgian Minister of

Colonies announced: "We absolutely break with the policy of as-

similation, we claim that the native society should freely develop
after its own manner, its own nature, its own milieu. We must

respect and develop native institutions; not, as heretofore, break

them." In 1926 the Portuguese, alarmed by the exodus of natives

from their East African dependencies to those of the British, made
a similar announcement. In the nineteenth century the exploiters

had found African harvests waiting to be reaped, rubber forests

waiting to be tapped; forced, unskilled labour was adequate for

that. But now that it was a question of conserving the fertility of

the land, of planting new forests of rubber trees, coercion was not

enough; it paid to cajole the native and to train him.

The problem, then, is how to develop the resources of Africa

for the benefit of Africans and of European peoples alike, and the

solution lies in some form of Indirect Rule. The task of the Euro-
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pean Imperialists is gradually to restore the framework of African

society, which had been shattered by conquest, and gradually to

build on to it such elements of Western culture as might prove
not to be destructive of African social life. It will be unconscion-

ably difficult: betwen the clamour of European taxpayers and share-

holders for profits, and the clamour (which will increase) of Afri-

cans for autonomy, the Western rulers of Africa will have a hard

furrow to plough. It would be easier and, in the long run, more

profitable to give up all responsibility for Africa and to lend money
to some independent African kingdom, on the security of its land,

and to let some private company take a million acres or so as a

concession and develop it on the plantation system. Which is what
the Americans of the Firestone Rubber Company did in Liberia.





Part Six AMERICA





I THE UNITED STATES, 1918-1929

PERHAPS this book should have begun with a chapter on America,
for the world during the post-war era was dominated by the United

States. It was the intervention of America in the war which made
the Allies' victory in 1918 certain, it was the American President's

proposals which were accepted by Germany as the basis for peace;
in 1919 Central Europe was saved from starvation by American

money and in the nineteen twenties American products and Amer-
ican technique were adopted by the whole civilized world. Even
the Bolsheviks, who regarded American principles as anathema, imi-

tated American methods, bought American models, hired Amer-
ican experts. American culture such as it was was carried to

every corner of the globe by hundreds of thousands of trippers (for

Americans had suddenly found themselves with money and leisure

to spare for sight-seeing), by commercial travellers anxious to sell

goods and to loan money to all comers, and by American films:

more people, it has been said, went to American film-shows than

to churches Christian, Moslem or Buddhist in the post-war

period. Europe was in debt to America. America paid the piper and

America called the tune. The piper was High Finance and tie tune

More Production; the industrialists of the world followed the piper

like the children in Browning's poem, and he led them into a cave

and they were engulfed in the crisis of 1929.

In this first third of the twentieth century the dominant civiliza-

tion has been American, as in the nineteenth century it was British,

in the eighteenth and seventeenth French, and in the sixteenth

Spanish. Yet America has in a sense been apart from the rest of

the world. The United States adopted a policy of political isolation

and stuck to it throughout the period. In 1919 they refused to join

the League of Nations and refused to help towards an international

solution of the problems raised by the war. In 1933 they walked

out of the World Economic Conference and refused to help towards

an international solution of the even more serious problems raised

by the depression.
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So American history may be considered apart from that of the

rest of the world. There are three great questions to be answered:

first, what made the United States the richest nation in the world;

secondly, what was done with those riches; and thirdly, how the

crash came.

The Wealthiest of Nations. The first question is most easily an-

swered. The riches of the United States are natural. She is the

greatest producer of raw materials in the world; a third of the

world's coal comes from the United States, half the iron and the

cotton, three quarters of the corn and the petroleum. The only im-

portant raw materials with which she is not endowed are rubber

and tin and we shall see what attempts she made to secure sup-

plies of those commodities. The natural talent of Americans made

unparalleled use of these resources, developing a system of trans-

port by rail and road which was second to none, and inventing

it is not too strong a word a new method of production. Mass

production is an American invention; it was Mr. Ford who first

showed that by producing motorcars in enormous numbers and at

a very low price, with workers paid high wages for short hours

and a high standard of efficiency, a huge output and huge profits

could be achieved.

The War of 1914 gave the United States the opportunity to be-

come the factory of the world. While the other industrial countries

were devoting their energies to fighting, the United States stepped

into their foreign markets especially in Latin America and the

Far East and furthermore supplied the industrial nations them-

selves, Allies and Central Powers alike, with food, clothes and the

materials of war. For two and a half years America was neutral,

an emporium selling to either side impartially. When the British

blockade began to cut off America's trade with the Central Powers,

there was even talk of war against Great Britain. Later, however,

public opinion began to turn to the other side: America, after all,

was an Anglo-Saxon nation forty-one per cent, of her people
were of English and Scottish origin; only sixteen per cent, were

German and Anglo-Saxon civilization was in peril. At last Presi-

dent Wilson felt safe in assuming- that American opinion was with

him in declaring war against the Central Powers. Wilson had no
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intention of sending men to Europe, no intention of shedding Amer-
ican blood; he meant American participation in the war to be con-

fined to supplying munitions and provisions on a gigantic scale.

But Allied statesmen succeeded in persuading him that the war
could be won only by American soldiers, and in the United States

the declaration of war was followed by a great outburst of idealism

every citizen was a crusader at the end of 1917. So America sent

a million and a half men to Europe and had millions more getting

ready to cross the Atlantic in 1919.

America was making a sacrifice. She was also making a fortune.

When the war began America owed the world three billion dollars;

when it ended that debt had been wiped out and America had be-

come the world's creditor to the tune of ten billion dollars.

The End of Wihonism. Before November, 1918, the wave of ideal-

ism was spent. The death-roll was surprisingly heavy and casualty

lists made phrases like "the rights of little nations" and "the sanctity

of treaties" ring hollow. Wilson was full of such phrases; they were

echoed all over Europe and Asia and made Wilson the idol of the

outside world. Americans realized with alarm that the world looked

to their President to dictate the Peace and to them, presumably,

for more sacrifices in the European cause. For their part, they were

singularly unimpressed by the Fourteen Points; and they disliked

the idea of their President going to the Paris Conference, when his

place was at home in Washington. When Wilson returned with the

Versailles Treaty and the League Covenant they cheered, but the

cheers were not for the Treaty or League, but because they had

got their President back and could put an end to his policy of

intervention in Europe.
The Constitution of the United States puts the President in a

strange position. Potentially he is more powerful than any constitu-

tional monarch: he is the head of the executive, he chooses his

Cabinet and heads of departments and the judges of the Supreme

Court; he is in office for an initial term of four years and is often

elected for a further four years. But actually he is at the mercy of

Congress: all legislation has to be passed and every treaty ratified

by Congress. And Congress is a difficult body to handle. It consists

of two houses; the Senate, which includes representatives of each
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of the forty-eight States in the Union and is always anxious to

protect the rights of the state governments against encroachment

by the President and his Federal Government; and the House of

Representatives, the members of which are elected in constituencies

marked out on a basis of population: the Representatives are, for the

most part, uneducated and unskilled in public affairs, men whose

sight does not go far beyond their constituencies and whose main

interest is to be reflected when their short term of office a meagre
two years comes to an end. Distrust of the President is the tradi-

tional attitude of Congressmen, even of those members whose party

was responsible for his nomination and election.

The Democratic Party had put Wilson into office in 1913 and

had given him another term of office in 1917. Then he was a true

embodiment of Democratic ideals. The Democrats are the party of

liberalism, they stand for the rights of the individual against the

community and the rights of the individual States against the

Union. All America was Democratic in spirit in the emotional days

of 1917. The other great party, the Republican Party, stood for

Americanism, for the business interests of American business men

against the "foreign" communities in the States themselves, the

Jews, the Irish, the Roman Catholics. In 1918, the wave of interna-

tional idealism being spent, the tide turned towards the Repub-
licans. Republicans in Congress had the country behind them when

t:6ey attacked Wilson's League of Nations for threatening to in-

volve America in the affairs of Europe. Even Democrats disliked

Article X of the League Covenant: "The Members of the League
undertake to respect and preserve as against external aggression

the territorial integrity and existing political independence of all

members of the League. In case of any such aggression the Council

shall advise upon the means by which this obligation shall be ful-

filled." Surely this would involve America in wars in future, in

un-American wars? Wilson hastened to explain that the Council

could decide on nothing without American consent, since decisions

in the Council had to be unanimous. Congress took no notice. The
Senate refused to ratify the Treaty of Versailles. It refused to let

America join the League of Nations. Wilson's idealistic phrases
sounded empty and insincere, as hollow as a revivalist sermon to a

man who has lost his faith. Wilson had a stroke; he was an invalid

for seventeen months before his term of office ended in March, 1921.
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"Hundred Per Cent. Americanism" While Americans were argu-

ing about internationalism and frenziedly repudiating the League
the political offspring which their idealism o 1917 had begotten
another result of that idealism was born almost unnoticed. Pro-

hibition had long been an ideal of puritanically minded Americans.

Even before the war several States had accepted the ideal, but there

was little chance then of Prohibition being made a national meas-

ure. A national Act prohibiting alcoholic drinks would necessitate

an amendment of the Constitution, and for an amendment a vote

of two thirds in each House of Congress is necessary, and a vote of

three quarters of the States in the Union. Such majorities would
be impossible to obtain in normal times, but 1917 was not a normal

time. The crusading spirit was abroad; America would make the

world safe for democracy and the States safe for sobriety. In August
the Senate passed by sixty-five votes to twenty a resolution to sub-

mit a Prohibition Amendment to the States, and by the end of the

year the House had passed the resolution and the required vote of

two thirds of Congress had been obtained. One by one, the States

accepted the Amendment until by January, 1919, three quarters of

them had fallen into line and the Eighteenth Amendment became

part of the Constitution. In October the Volstead Act was passed,

defining intoxicating liquor as any containing more than 0.5 per
cent, alcohol. It is difficult to realize now that Prohibition was

passed with no fuss and little debate: no one thought at the time

that there would be any difficulty in enforcing it.

The truth is that alcohol meant little to the Americans of 1919
because they were intoxicated by a more potent spirit: they were

drunk with xenophobia. They felt that they had been betrayed by
their own cosmopolitan blood into entanglements in the Continent

of Europe. In a frenzy of contrition, they asserted their own Amer-

icanism, and what they meant by Americanism was Anglo-Saxon
Puritanism and the right of the business man and the industrial-

ist to work unfettered for the prosperity of America. The war spirit

that had been aroused against the enemy in Central Europe turned

against the enemy in their midst. The most obvious enemy was

the working man who' was unpatriotic enough to protest against

the increased cost of living by going on strike for higher wages.

Obviously he was a Communist, an international Communist, in-

tent on wrecking American civilization. The fear of Communism
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spread into panic. The Trade Unions were outlawed and the strikes

broken. When the Boston police attempted to form a Union, the

Commissioner expelled nineteen of the leaders; when the police

replied by going on strike, the Governor of the State of Massachu-

setts called out the State Guard and declared that there was "no

right to strike against the public safety by any body, anywhere, at

any time." And the Governor became the hero of the hour in Amer-

ica; his name was Calvin Coolidge. In January, 1920, the Attorney

General ordered a raid on "Communists" all over the States. Over

six thousand suspects were put under lock and key and the Amer-

ican public felt that it had been saved from a Red revolution. Even

when it was announced that the total number of firearms found

on the prisoners amounted to three revolvers, no one felt that the

direct action was unwarranted.

The reaction to jingo-nationalism showed itself in a number of

other ways. The Ku Klux Klan, a secret society which had been

founded to intimidate Negroes in the eighteen-sixties was revived

and used now to intimidate electors, juries and administrators in

the interests of "pure Americans." The Klan had a membership in

1921 (according to the New Yor^ Times) of half a million; its

enemies were Negroes, Jews, Italians, Catholics; anyone, in fact, who
was suspected of racial origins that were not Nordic and cultural

leanings that were not Protestant. Its methods were terrorism by

anonymous letter-writing, by boycott, by tar-and-feathering and, in

the last resort, by lynching. In its insistence on race purity, in its

love of terrorist methods in the name of order, its conspiratorial

ritual and torchlight processions, the Klans of America set an ex-

ample to the Hitlerites of Germany, whose activities ten years later

they were so vociferously to decry.

Nationalism showed itself in an even more ridiculous light in the

prohibition of the teaching of evolutionary biology. Darwinism, to

the minds of some Americans, implied that the Negro might evolve

into a white man; Darwinism therefore must be suppressed. The
State of Tennessee forbade any teacher "to teach any theory that

denies the story of the Divine creation of man as taught in the

Bible, and to teach instead that man has descended from a lower

order of animals." When a test case came before the court at Dayton,
the case for the State was pleaded by no less a man than William
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Jennings Bryan, who had been Secretary of State under President

Wilson.

The Federal Government had not, of course, taken any part in

Klannishness or Daytonism, but it played its part in the Nationalist

mania by passing a series of laws which virtually barred the United

States to non-American immigrants. The States had been populated

by successive waves of immigrants, first English, Scots and Dutch,
then Germans and Scandinavians, then Irish, Italians and Balkans,
to say nothing of brown and yellow men. As the nineteenth cen-

tury wore on, the Mediterranean immigrants far exceeded the

Nordic, and the descendants of the original Nordic settlers in

America, who had set the tone for the new nation and whose cul-

ture was the essence of American culture, decided that the time

had come to close the frontiers. By legislation passed in 1921 and
elaborated in 1924, Asiatic immigrants were shut out of .the United

States, and Latin, Slav and Celtic immigration was severely re-

stricted so as to allow preferential treatment to the Nordics. Be-

tween 1924 and 1927 only 165,000 immigrants were allowed in each

year and of these the maximum of Russians was set at 2,248, of

Italians at 3,845, while Germany was allowed to send 51,000 and

England and Ireland a total of 62,000. Canadians and Mexicans

were still allowed to come freely into the United States; they could

easily be Absorbed into Americanism.

The Years of Plenty. The spirit of defensive nationalism which

stalked the land after the Armistice made it certain that the Demo-
crats would be beaten at the presidential election of 1920. Wilson

and the save-the-world humanitarianism which he personified were

anathema now; Americans wanted a government which would

leave them alone to mind their own businesses. So Warren Harding,
the candidate of the Republicans, the business-man's party, became

President. His policy, a return to what he called "normalcy", was

exactly what the country wanted. He called the Washington Con-

ference, by which America averted a war in the Pacific and guar-

anteed for her traders an Open Door in the Far East He imposed

heavy import duties on manufactured goods, thereby making the

home market almost a closed preserve for the American indus-

trialist.
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Under Harding and Coolidge, the United States enjoyed seven

years of unparalleled prosperity. Never was a nation in a bet-

ter position to get rich quick than America in 1922. By then

it had got over the jolt given to industry by the cessation of war-

time orders. Moreover, it had what amounted to a world monopoly
of the new industries of the age: motor-cars, radio and cinema films.

The industrialists seized their opportunity with both hands. In 1920

there were less than seven million passenger cars in the United

States; in 1929 there were over twenty-three million a car for

every five inhabitants! In 1920 the total sales of radio companies
amounted to six million dollars; the sales for 1929 surpassed eight

hundred and forty-two million. The film industry expanded until

there was a cinema in every village. The telephone industry ex-

panded until there was a telephone in practically every private

house, in every hotel bedroom. The radiator industry expanded un-

til there was central heating in every city building. The sanitary-

porcelain industry expanded. . .

There seemed no limit to the capacity of Americans to absorb

these new mass-produced goods. Whenever saturation point seemed

to be approaching, the manufacturers let loose on the public armies

of salesmen trained in the art of persuasion, or launched a new

campaign of advertising to convince the public that what had been

considered luxuries were really necessities radios, telephones, bath-

rooms, even cigarettes all became "necessities" in the course of a

few years. Thanks to salesmanship and advertisement, demand was

kept alive; the only limit to a consumer's demand was the depth
of his pocketbook. American industrialists overcame this limitation

by teaching the public the instalment system: there was no need

to wait until one earned money before buying what one wanted;
one could buy out of one's future earnings. And so it went on,

the triumphal march of American industry, throughout the nine-

teen twenties, till the standard of living was higher in America than

anywhere else in the world.

American industry was not confined to the home market. To
the undeveloped countries of Africa, Asia and South America (this

last market was by far the most important; we shall deal with it

in a later chapter) the United States sent their manufactured goods

machinery, stockings, cotton cloths buying in return foodstuffs

and raw materials coffee and sugar, silk, rubber and tin. To
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Europe they sold her own raw materials, cotton, copper, wheat and

oil, buying in return -well, there was little that Europe could of-

fer them: a few luxury articles and products of fine craftsmanship
such as Americans had not yet learned to imitate; for the most

part, Europe could only offer securities, a share in Europe's own

profits. So Americans came to hold stock in German municipalities,
in Polish industries, in the Rumanian telephones. Of all the com-

modities of which America had enough and to spare in the post-

war years, the greatest was capital. Americans were earning more
than they knew how to spend; the banks were loaded with more

deposits than they knew how to invest; the Government had

amassed a hoard of gold from foreign debts which was worth

4,500 million dollars far more than they knew what to do with,

for they could not let it get into circulation without sending prices

sky-high and upsetting the whole economic balance of the country.

America was in the absurd position of not knowing what to do

with its money. A great deal it threw away in blind speculation

for instance, in Florida in 1924-1926, when a rumour started that

the coast could become an American Riviera. But soon it was real-

ized that the most profitable use for surplus capital was to invest it

abroad. American money poured into China, into South Africa,

into South America (here again the investment was largest and

had most important consequences) and into Europe. In this way
America built up an empire upon finance, as unconsciously and

haphazard as the British in previous centuries had built up an em-

pire upon trade.

It was with some justification that Americans in the post-war

decade looked down on the rest of the world. They had solved the

problem of production and were enjoying seven years of prosperity,

the like of which the world had never seen. If their financial

Pharaohs dreamed of lean kine, there was no Joseph in America

to interpret the dream.

Signs of Decay. There were blots on the escutcheon of prosperity.

The worst was in the Middle West, where the corn belt stood out

like a bar sinister. The farmer did not share in the post-war pros-

perity. During the war self-interest and patriotic duty had led him

to increase production: he had bought more land and more ma-

chinery, paying high war-time prices and incurring heavy mort-
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gages, and he made a fair, not to say exorbitant, profit. Then after

the war the price of agricultural products dropped (in 1919 wheat

fetched $2.14 a bushel; in 1923 only $0.93) and the farmers' costs

rose higher than ever, with heavy freights, heavy taxation and in-

terest on heavy mortgages farmers' mortgages reached the sum
of four thousand million dollars in 1919.

There was a bad blot too in Washington itself during Harding's
term of office. Harding was a good-natured nonentity who filled the

government offices with his nondescript friends. He made Charles

R. Forbes Director of the Veterans' Bureau, in charge of the ad-

ministration of war pensions, and Forbes succeeded in wasting two

hundred million dollars of public money before he was sent to

prison. He made Daugherty Attorney General; nobody can guess

what Daugherty cost the public before he was dismissed. The worst

scandal of all was connected with oil. The United States Navy had

bought three great oil reserves enough, it was thought, to supply

the navy with fuel for all time one at Elk Hills in California,

a second at Buena Vista, and a third at Teapot Dome in Wyoming.
Harding was persuaded by Albert B. Fall, his Secretary of the In-

terior, to take these reserves out of the hands of the navy and to

put them under the Department of the Interior. Then Fall leased

Elk Hills to a private operator called Sinclair and Teapot Dome
to a private operator called Doheny. The reason given was that the

oil was being drained away from the reserves by the drilling of

wells by private companies just outside their boundaries; develop-

ment of the reserves would stop the drainage and would ensure

that a store of oil was always ready in tanks for the use of the

navy. But this did not explain why Sinclair's offer and Doheny's
had been accepted without calling for competitive bids; it did not

explain why the royalties to be paid to the navy were so very low.

Still less did it explain why Secretary Fall had accepted a "loan"

of $260,000 from Sinclair and a "loan" of $100,000 from Doheny.
Before these scandals came to light, Harding died, with sus-

picious suddenness, in August, 1923, and was succeeded by Calvin

Coolidge. The new President kept his predecessor's Cabinet but he

was forced by public opinion to make some enquiry into the oil

scandals. The Secretary of the Navy resigned. Secretary Fall was
found guilty of taking a bribe and was condemned to prison for

a whole year. As for Doheny and Sinclair^ they were acquitted
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(though in 1929 the latter was sentenced to a term of imprison-
ment for contempt of court). The leases o the Teapot Dome and
Elk Hills reserves were declared void but not before they had
run for some years and the private drillers whose activities on
the borders of the reserves had started the trouble were allowed to

go on draining the oil from the naval estates. The full depth of

iniquity to which Harding's administration had fallen was never

disclosed.

Corruption was not confined to high places; it was to be found
all over America wherever the Prohibition laws were in question.

Congress had imagined that their enforcement would be easy and
had set aside a paltry few millions for that purpose. A minute's

thought might have convinced them that it was not enough to shut

the saloons, that enforcement would mean policing every mile of

America's Atlantic and Pacific coasts and every mile of the Cana-

dian and Mexican frontiers, would mean inspecting every drug
store where alcohol was on sale for medical purposes and every

factory where it was being produced for industrial purposes, super-

vising the breweries which were still allowed to brew near-beer,

to say nothing of preventing the installation of distilling plants
which cost only a few hundred dollars in private houses. In other

words, Prohibition was impracticable unless the nation as a whole

wanted it. A large majority had voted for it just as large ma-

jorities in England always vote for a Puritan Sunday, because

Puritanism is in the Anglo-Saxon blood. But the great majority
of Englishmen break the Sabbath. The people of the United States

never for a moment cooperated with the Government in the en-

forcement of Prohibition. The States, with few exceptions, were

apathetic; municipal governments were openly anti-Prohibition;

private citizens became attracted to alcoholic drink, as adolescents

are to smoking, by the very fact that it was not allowed. Drinking
became a snobbism of the richer classes; evading the Prohibition

laws became a sort of national sport. The Government was power-
less. The Treasury Department organized in 1925 a body of agents

costing twenty million dollars a year to enforce Prohibition, yet the

Assistant Secretary had to admit that not more than five per cent,

of the liquor smuggled into the country was intercepted by his

agents.

The contempt into which this one branch of the law had fallen
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encouraged contempt of the rest. The underworld of America,

having come into the open to make respectable fortunes out of

bootlegging, stayed in the open to intimidate juries and officials

and to hold wealthy men to ransom. In 1927 a new word came into

the American language, the word "racket," meaning the extortion

of money under threat of violence. Murders and daylight rob

beries were reported in the papers as regularly as stock-exchange

quotations and such was the hold that the gangsters obtained on

the public that their conviction on a charge of manslaughter or

felony could rarely be obtained, and if they were condemned at all

it was for the venial sin of having falsified their income-tax returns.

The only accused persons who were sure to be convicted in Amer-

ican courts were the Negroes. In American eyes the black popula-

tion which amounted to over ten millions, nearly a tenth of the

whole population was a worse blot on their civilization than a

poverty-stricken corn belt, a corrupt Washington and gangster-

ridden cities. The Negro was allowed virtually no political rights.

Courts condemned him on his colour alone, often he was lynched

without the pretence of a trial. He dare not vote at elections, he dare

not so much as look at a white woman in public. In the old days,

the Negro had been confined to the Southern States but the post-

war prosperity had brought him north to work in the ever-expand-

ing factories. Whole quarters of the big cities came to be occupied

by Negroes, yet the white Americans continued to ostracize and

oppress the coloured man, preferring not to realize that the time

would come when the coloured minority would stand up for its

rights in "the most democratic nation in the world."

There were serious blots, then, on the escutcheon of American

prosperity in the nineteen twenties. But nobody thought for a min-

ute that they were serious. Farmers were always grumbling; the

crime wave was disgraceful, of course, but every nation had had a

crime wave after the war it was natural enough; and as for

politicians and their like, they would be fools if they did not make

money when money was offered to them. The outstanding fact

about the America of the post-war decade was its mood of buoyant

optimism. There was nothing wrong with the System how could

there be, when America was richer than ever before, richer than

any nation in the world had ever been before? A few moralists

pointed out that riches do not make happiness; writers such as
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Lewis, Dreiser, Mencken, Nathan, Lippmann many of them

with German-Jewish names satirized the America of the twenties,

but who could take them seriously? Foreign critics accused

Americans of having mistaken comfort for civilization, reminded

them that they had produced no art their artists had to

come to Paris before they could work; no music except jazz
and the inspiration for that had come from the Negroes, the one

element in their heterogeneous population whom Americans

were united in ostracizing and repudiating. America laughed.
Of course she had no civilization in the European sense; that was
a product of maturity, even of senility. America was a young peo-

ple. Fifty years ago her problem was still that of wrestling with

the land, of taming the primeval forests and ploughing the desert

into cultivation. She had made her trial of strength and she had

triumphed; she had tamed the elements and had harnessed them

as no other people had done before; she was the richest nation in

the world, and that was enough.

Betting on Prosperity. Such was the mood of America in 1927.

Business was good; no one asked for anything more than that it

should continue good. When Coolidge's term of office came to an

end and he declined to become a candidate for a third term, the

Republicans nominated his Secretary of Commerce who, since com-

merce was the most prosperous branch of the whole tree of Amer-

ican prosperity, should be the man for the future. The Secretary,

Herbert Hoover, was a good administrator, an eminent engineer,

and had the additional advantage of having an international repu-

tation he was in Belgium after the Armistice, where he had

administered the American relief funds which did so much to save

that country from starving. The Democrats, as usual, were unde-

cided whom to nominate. It is almost impossible to find a candidate

acceptable to the antagonistic elements of the Democratic Party.

The Southern States were prepared to back McAdoo, a son-in-law

of President Wilson; the Eastern States had a popular candidate

in Alfred E. Smith, the capable Governor of New York. After no

less than 103 ballots the Party adopted Smith.

The country looked forward to the election with confidence.

Whoever was elected, nothing very drastic could happen. In any

case, the country was in for another decade of prosperity. Amer-
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leans were prepared to bet on their future prosperity. And bet they

did. The betting took the form of buying shares in the companies

whose future seemed most bright. During the spring of 1928 hun-

dreds of thousands of people who had never dreamed before of

gambling on the Stock Exchange bought shares in General Motors,

in Radio and in various popular Corporations. The prices of these

shares soared up and up as more and more people began to buy.

Wise investors realized that they were going much higher than

they could be worth however golden the future of industry, how-

ever high the dividends, shareholders could never hope to recover

those prices so they sold their own shares. In June the Stock

Market wobbled and fell. But when Hoover was elected it was

almost a foregone conclusion; the Republican Party was, after all,

the Prosperity Party stock prices rose again. 'The ordinary investor

was sure that trade would get better and better; he was determined

to buy stocks and share in the prosperity. The wiseacres shrugged

their shoulders if people would be fools, let them and began

buying again, trusting to their wits to tell them the right time to

sell.

Optimism continued throughout 1928. Hoover announced that

his Presidency would give America "four more years of prosperity",

and everybody believed him. So the rush to secure shares in in-

dustrial stocks, the stampede to gamble on the promised prosperity

of the nineteen thirties, which had begun before Hoover came into

office, continued with increased velocity throughout 1928 and the

spring and summer of 1929, Every class in the community was

involved in the gambling mania. Wall Street financiers were in-

terested in forcing the prices of stocks still higher, trusting that

their inside knowledge would tell them when to sell. Industrialists

knew no caution; they put none of their profits aside as reserves

for the future but paid it all out as dividends to their shareholders

to encourage the investment of more and more capital in their con-

cerns; it must be remembered that American industry was organ-

ized for mass production and that mass production can only pay
when running to maximum capacity. Bankers were tumbling over

each other to find borrowers who would promise a high return on

loans; they formed "security corporations" to gamble with the de-

positors' money; they pressed more and more money on the shaky

republics of South America; they urged German municipalities to
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increase their borrowings and fought for the privilege of lending
to the new nations of Southwest Europe (to such a pitch that no
less than fourteen American banks sent agents to Belgrade to win
the right to float a Yugoslavian loan). Ordinary American citizens

joined in the game, learned to read the financial papers and invested
all their savings in the soaring stocks quoted on the New York
Stock Exchange.

Early in 1929 the Treasury became alarmed. Instead of investing
in Government Bonds, the public had no interest in anything ex-

cept industrial stocks. The Federal Reserve Board, which is the
Government's banking authority, tried to check speculation. For a
moment stock prices wavered, but the National City Bank, for one,
had no intention of letting the speculation game end just yet;

through the mouth of its energetic president, Charles E. Mitchell,
it announced that it had every faith in the future, so much so that

it would lend twenty million dollars on call. The extraordinary

thing was that the President and Secretary Mellon were behind the

private bankers. So the boom went on.

The Crash. Sooner or later a crash was bound to come. At the end
of September, 1929, it came. Rumours of the Hatry affair in the

City of London gave America a glimpse of the sort of snake that

was lurking in the financial grass and the Secretary of Commerce
announced in a speech to Republican Party leaders that the in-

dustrial outlook of the United States was not promising. Knowing
financiers began to sell their shares, unknowing speculators fol-

lowed blindly. Prices on the New York Stock Exchange stopped
rising, toppled, and suddenly, on the morning of Thursday, Octo-
ber 24, fell with a crash. The scene on the floor of the Stock Ex-

change was a riot; brokers were besieged by selling orders. Millions

of American investors saw their money disappear in a few hours.

Opposite the Exchange in Morgan's offices, the directors of the

greatest New York banks held an emergency meeting; they decided
to put up two hundred forty million dollars to stop the panic and
in the afternoon their representative went round the floor of the

Exchange, buying large blocks of shares. For a day or two the

panic was allayed but it set in again on the following Monday, and
frantic selling continued throughout that week. It was estimated

that in the months of September and October, United States citi-
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zens lost forty billion dollars, in other words five times as much as

the outstanding debts o the Allied Powers to America.

And yet, with hundreds o thousands of citizens ruined and

with reports o bankruptcies and suicides coming in from every

quarter, Americans were still optimistic; they could not believe

that their national economy was fundamentally unsound. "We
have passed the worst/' said President Hoover in May, 1930, "and

with continued unity of effort we shall rapidly recover." The Presi-

dent was whistling to keep up his courage. There were no grounds
whatever for optimism. European Powers were building higher
tariff walls and keeping out American goods; British industries,

especially the motor industry, were beating Americans at their own

game of cheap mass production. The Eastern nations could no

longer afford to buy American goods; a slump in the price of silver

had reduced their purchasing power. The American farming com-

munities were on the verge of revolt: a record harvest in 1928 had

forced them to get rid of their grain at less than cost price and they
were refusing to pay the interest on their mortgage debts. Through-
out 1930 the slump continued: the number of bank failures reached

a thousand and the unemployment figures rose to six million.

The year 1931 brought no relief. American investors were call-

ing in the money they had lent to Central Europe. To make it

easier for Germany to pay commercial debts, Hoover announced

at last a year's moratorium in reparations. Hoover was still con-

fident, or pretended to be. His speeches were full of assurances that

the depression would pass, that an anti-cyclone was coming. He
sent Mr. Mellon as Ambassador to Great Britain and Mr. Mellon
assured London that the worst was over and that America was
on the road to recovery. But the figures belied all this: prices were

falling in America as elsewhere; unemployment was increasing;
the output of the great American industrialists was falling off for

example, the number of cars turned out by General Motors fell

from five and one-half millions in 1929 to two and one-half mil-

lions in 1931. The ordinary American was in despair. He had

bought shares of stock back in the boom of 1927 and 1928 with

money which he did not possess he had bought on margin, send-

ing his broker a mere fraction of the value of the shares he was

purchasing. When the first crash came the broker asked for more

margin, and the investor had to draw out his savings from the
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bank. When this first crash was followed by. another he had to put

up more money, and there was nothing to be done but mortgage
his house, sell his car and his furniture.

What had happened to America's riches? Vaguely the American

began to realize that he had gambled on future prosperity and lost,

lost because he had poured millions into producing raw materials

until the amount produced was more than the world (organized
as it was so that only a minority of its habitants could afford to

buy) could consume, and so the high prices he had hoped for had

not been realized; lost because he had lent millions to foreigners

who were in no position to pay even the interest on the loans. If

he wanted a monument to his folly, he had only to look round

at the state of his neighbours in Latin America.
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LATIN America has never been Latin in anything except name. Be-

fore the conquests of Cortes and Pizarro it was the home of Indian

civilizations, above all the Aztec civilization of Mexico and the

Inca civilization of Peru. In the sixteenth century it became an

Iberian colony; Portuguese priests and soldiers claimed Brazil;

Spanish priests and soldiers claimed every other American country

from the Rio Grande to Tierra del Fuego. The soldiers and the

colonists who followed them settled wherever the climate was

tolerable and established a feudal landowning aristocracy who to

this day consider themselves the ruling class of the continent. In

the eighteenth century the imperial power of the Iberian countries

degenerated; America came into the orbit of French revolutionary

ideas (the name Latin America is a monument to the cultural

ascendancy of France). Then, in the nineteenth century, Brazil re-

belled against Portugal and the rest of the continent against Spain;

a score of republics were established, with constitutions more or

less on the French model. The new republics were never democratic,

for the power was never with the Indian population but with the

white minority, and the constitutions were intended to guarantee
not liberty but national independence. In each republic the President

became in fact a dictator, his policy depending upon his ability to

pay his army and police force and to bestow lucrative state ap-

pointments upon the more influential of the land-owning aristocracy.

The future of the Latin-American republics depended therefore on the

President's ability to pay, which in its turn depended on the willing-

ness of rich foreign Powers to establish commercial relations. There

were two competitors for this privilege. One was Great Britain: it was

a British Prime Minister who "called the New World into existence to

redress the balance of the Old": it was British industry that equipped
the new republics with arms, built the railways that made pos-

sible the colonization of their vast hinterlands and the develop-

ment of their unlimited resources. The other was the United States.
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The Monroe Doctrine. The Yankees thought fit to regard them-

selves as the natural protectors of the Latin-American nations. This

attitude was expressed by President Monroe in 1823 in the course

of his annual message to Congress: "With the existing colonies or

dependencies of any European Power we have not interfered and

shall not interfere. But with the governments who have declared

their independence and maintained it, and whose independence we

have, on great consideration and just principles acknowledged, we
could not view any interposition for the purpose of oppressing

them, or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by any

European Power, in any other light than as a manifestation of an

unfriendly disposition towards the United States."

What this really meant nobody knows. North Americans them-

selves are inclined to say, "We do not discuss the Monroe Doc-

trine; we enforce it." To United States Presidents it meant differ-

ent things at different times in the twentieth century different

things at the same time in different places. In South America it

meant that Great Britain must not bring political pressure to bear

in collecting her economic debts. In the countries of the Caribbean

Sea it meant precisely the opposite: the United States must in-

terfere politically to support her traders whenever a political revolu-

tion threatened to disturb the course of free trade. "The ordinary

citizen of the United States," according to James Truslow Adams,
"is likely to lump together all Latin Americans from Rio Grande

to Cape Horn and think of them as degenerate half-breeds, shift-

less, inefficient, incapable of self-government, always in the throes

of revolution, apt to go nationally bankrupt at any time, uncultured,

superstitious: an inferior race whose nations, owing to the Monroe

Doctrine, are somewhat vaguely our wards to protect from Euro-

pean aggression but never to interfere with anything we wish

ourselves; subject to our police power whenever their internal dis-

turbances may threaten a banker's loan or a concessionaire's invest-

ment; to be treated more like children good-humouredly as a rule,

but sternly when we deem it needful." The United States statesmen

have shown more discrimination than the ordinary citizen. They
have thought of Latin America as two entities: the Caribbean

countries and South America. We may well adopt their classifi-

cation.
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The Canal Zone. The first trade route of the world is the Mediter-

ranean; the second is the Caribbean. Control of the Carribean was

"necessary" to the United States in just the same sense as control

of the Mediterranean was necessary to Great Britain. In the inter-

ests of their trade the British wrested Gibraltar from Spain, Malta

from the Knights of St. John, Egypt from the Ottoman Empire.
The imperialism of the United States was a later development but

no less crude in its methods. In the interest of their trade the North

Americans, in the twenty years that elapsed between the end of the

Spanish-American War of 1898 and the end of the World War in

1918, established a degree of political control over most of the Cen-

tral American and Caribbean republics: they annexed Porto Rico

in 1900, claimed rights of intervention in Cuba in 1901, virtually

annexed Panama in 1903, took control of the finances of San Do-

mingo in 1907, expelled a President of Nicaragua in 1909, sent

Marines to Haiti in 1915, bought a number of the Virgin Islands

in 1917.

The main object of this policy was of course to win control of

the canal route. The second object was to secure as large a share as

possible of the trade of the Caribbean countries. Cuban sugar was

necessary to the United States; Nicaraguan mahogany, Mexican and
Venezuelan oil were to say the least desirable. If the govern-
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ments of these republics was such that American investments were

not secure and the lives of American traders were not safe, then the

United States considered that it had a right to intervene, a right

even to overthrow the government and to replace it by another

which might have a clearer understanding of the importance of

economic relations with the United States. Whether any such right

existed in international law may well be questioned, but it cer-

tainly existed in the minds of North Americans, who based their

claim on the Monroe Doctrine. By the end of the World War the

United States had built up a trade with the republics of the Carib-

bean (and from the economic point of view Mexico and Colombia

must be included in this area) worth five hundred and twenty mil-

lion dollars a year in imports to the United States and four hundred

and eighty-five million dollars in exports. After the war the United

States pursued the same policy. The Monroe Doctrine was written

into the Covenant of the League of Nations and North America went

on its way in the Caribbean without any opposition except that of

the liberal and nationally minded inhabitants of the Caribbean

countries themselves.

With regard to Panama, United States policy was openly im-

perialistic. The United States wanted a canal to the Pacific: the

best route lay through Panama; therefore the United States must

have Panama. The reasoning was simple. The only difficulty was

that at the beginning of the twentieth century Panama was a prov-

ince of the Republic of Colombia. Fortunately for the United States,

the province contained a few malcontents. President Theodore

Roosevelt encouraged them to rebel against Colombia and to de-

clare an independent Republic of Panama in 1903. Promptly he

recognized the new republic and used his influence with foreign

Powers to procure their recognition. The ex-malcontents, now
established in the seats of the mighty in Panama, were graciously

pleased to sign away a ten-mile-wide belt of their country to the

United States, in perpetuity, for the construction of a canal. In 1914

the Panama Canal was opened to traffic. The Panama Republic de-

rived considerable benefits from American improvements, notably

in combating pests, but there could hardly be any doubt that it had

lost its political independence. The parallel between this story and

Great Britain's relations with Egypt and the Ottoman Empire over

the Suez Canal is too obvious to need drawing.
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The United States now held the route from the Atlantic to the

Pacific. There was a possibility, however, that the other nations

might pursue a similar policy and induce another Central American

Republic to allow them a canal route. The only alternative route lay

through Nicaragua: so in 1912 the United States intervened to put

a Conservative Government in power in Nicaragua, and in return

the grateful Conservatives signed a treaty, allowing the United

States the control of the customs, the railway, the bank, and of a

zone for the construction at some future date of a canal. From 1912

to 1925 the United States kept a reactionary government in power,

in spite of the fact that there was an obvious liberal majority in the

republic. By 1925 Nicaragua had repaid every cent of the loans

which American bankers had made in the country; the United

States thereupon withdrew their Marines. But two years later the

Marines were sent back again, and the election of another puppet

president, Don Adolfo Diaz, was procured, together with the right

of the United States to supervise future elections. This policy could

be defended only on grounds of expediency.

When Japan invaded Manchuria and established a puppet re-

public, the United States joined with the League of Nations in

condemning the action as a breach of international law. The

protest could hardly be made seriously while American Marines

were in Nicaragua; a change of American policy in Central Amer-

ica was obviously indicated. In 1932 the United States withdrew its

support from Diaz and a Liberal President was elected. In 1933 the

last American Marines left Nicaragua; no sooner had they gone
than the Liberal Government made peace with Sandino, a National-

ist who had been outlawed by the United States, and had been con-

ducting a guerilla war for years against marines and puppet presi-

dents. For the first time in years there was a prospect of peace in

Nicaragua.

Cuba Americanized. Both economic and strategic motives com-

bined to make the United States interested in Cuba. The island is

less than a hundred miles from Florida; also it offered a potential

source for cane sugar a foodstuff which the North Americans

could not produce at home.

By the end of the World War Cuba was in the hands of United

States bankers. The subjection of the island makes a sordid story.
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At the end of the nineteenth century the Cubans rose against Spain,
and the North Americans, swayed by a genuine sympathy for the

oppressed islanders, joined the Cubans in their War o Independ-
ence. "The people of Cuba is and of right should be free and in-

dependent," Congress declared, adding in what was known as the

Teller Resolution: "The United States disclaims the disposition or

intention to exercise sovereignty, jurisdiction or control in Cuba,

except for the pacification of the island, and expresses the national

resolution, when this end has been accomplished, to withdraw and

leave the government and control of the island to the people."
Cuba won her war; Spain was defeated and a Cuban Republic

was set up. Immediately the United States changed its tone. In the

Platt Amendment of 1901 (which was made part of the Cuban Con-

stitution and part of the American Treaty with Cuba of 1903) it

was stipulated that "the Government of Cuba consents that the

United States may exercise the right to intervene for the preserva-

tion of Cuban independence, the maintenance of a government

adequate for the protection of life, property and individual

liberty . . ." The good intentions of 1898 had merely paved the way
to a Cuba that was an American protectorate in everything except

name.

The Platt Amendment was interpreted by the United States in a

wholly cynical manner. Under the wing of American naval stations

an "independent" government was set up in Havana; naturally only

the most sycophantic politicians came forward to hold office under

such terms, and for over thirty years Cuba was ruled by men who
were corrupt or inefficient or both. If at any time the Cubans rose

in anger against the Government, the United States stepped in and

suppressed the rising on the pretext of preserving law and order.

Then the United States set to work to develop the island's sugar

resources. The process has been described by Waldo Frank in

"America Hispana":

First, land was bought at a high price: when enough of it was American-

owned to bring control of the district a private railroad was laid, giving

the American interests a monopoly in the power to move their goods.

Then the rest of the district, economically helpless, was bought cheap:

or its owner, the independent Colono, was offered a contract which re-

duced him to economic serfdom and which he could refuse or accept

according to his preference for slow or swift extinction. The many sugar
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mills were now merged into one, strategically placed at the terminal of

a railroad. The variety of crops was destroyed, either directly by purchase
of land or indirectly by control of rail and terminal facilities.

When the Cuban planter had been crowded out, American business

men proceeded against the Cuban worker. He cost too much, his cultural

level was too high. Thousands, tens of thousands, at last scores of thou-

sands of alien Negroes from Haiti and Jamaica were brought to Cuba to

cut the American-owned cane. These men, illiterate slaves of passage,

had no cultural contact with Cuba; they did not even speak Spanish,
and their intercourse with the Cuban folk was too slight to make them

learn it. They lived in degraded camps, their wages were so low that they

could not buy Cuban goods: they were fed and clothed by the Company
Stores whose stock, of course, was the shoddy of the United States.

In 1920 more than 40 per cent of the arable soil of Cuba was directly

owned by American capital; and the mass of the rest was under the

American banks which, indirectly, fixed prices and wages and controlled

the commerce and transportation of the island. The native planters who

remained, dwindling and desperate, lived at the suffrance of those banks

which were the State itself, since no Government of Cuba could survive

for one day that impugned their sacred law of American investment. The
factorization of Cuba, the industrial enslavement of its people was an

accomplished fact.

There is no doubt that American help had made Cuba rich. The
island came to produce a quarter of the whole world-supply of

cane sugar. In 1928 the average wealth of the population is said to

have been higher than in any other country. Yet Cuba had been

morally stunted in her growth: instead of a., potentially self-sufficient

island with metal, timber and cattle enough and more than enough
for her own needs, she had become a sugar plantation for the United

States; instead of developing an indigenous civilization she had pro-

duced nothing but an imitation of the Yankee civilization of

which the Government House which President Machado built after

the model of the Capitol at Washington, and which now dominates

Havana, is a symbol. Although a small minority were fabulously

rich, the vast majority were miserably poor.

In 1929 there were signs that the United States were relenting in

their policy towards Cuba. The new American Ambassador, Mr.

Guggenheim, was publicly opposed to the Platt Amendment and

to the Treaty of 1903. "In negotiating a new treaty," he said, "we
should assume that Cuba must work out her own salvation regard-
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less of the mistakes that* she may make. I am in complete agree-

ment with the dictum that it is far better for Cuba to make her own
mistakes than to have our Government make her mistakes for her.

Our relationship with Cuba, in so far as the special protection of

American citizens is concerned, is and should be clearly understood

to be suicidal to our relations with other American republics under

international law."

In 1933 President Machado, who had ruled Cuba as the despotic

puppet of Washington, was driven out of office. Roosevelt negotiated

a new treaty with Cuba: political interference by the United States

was abandoned. But Cuba was still economically dependent upon
New York.

Haiti Americanized. One more example of North American policy

in the Caribbean area may be given. Haiti, the only French-speaking

country in Latin America, had been an independent republic for

over a century when United States Marines landed on her shores in

1915. The Government of the island was showing signs of breaking
down there had been half a dozen Presidents in four years. The
immediate object of United States interference was to secure the

interests of American citizens especially of the National City

Bank, which was a stockholder of the Bank of Haiti. The United

States forced a twenty-year treaty on Haiti, binding her to the re-

payment of foreign loans. General John H. Russell was sent as

United States Commissioner and until 1929 he was the virtual ruler

of the island. His mouthpiece was Louis Borno, whom the Amer-

icans made President in spite of the fact that as the son of a citizen

of France he was constitutionally ineligible for the Presidency.

In 1929 a dangerous storm was brewing in Haiti. General Russell

telegraphed for more Marines, but President Hoover preferred to

send a Commission of Inquiry and this Forbes Commission reported

that the Americanization of Haiti had been a failure and recom-

mended that the aim of the United States should be the end of the

occupation of the Republic by 1936, when the treaty would expire.

The business of withdrawal was begun at once, the United States

Commissionership was abolished, Louis Borno resigned, elections

were held and the control of education, hygiene and public works

was put back into Haitian hands.

But the United States had not wholly forsworn its old policy
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of control. In 1932 a new treaty was offered to Haiti. It provided
for American supervision o Haitian finances for another genera-
tion. Unanimously and indignantly the Haitian Assembly re-

jected this treaty Haiti was determined to sign nothing that

would give the United States the shadow of a legal excuse to pro-

long any form of control beyond 1936. Not till the summer of 1934
did the Washington State Department reconcile itself to the idea

of evacuating Haiti. Then a treaty was signed by which every

American Marine, customs collector and fiscal agent was to leave

the island before November and by which the Government of

Haiti was to be allowed to buy back the National Bank of Haiti,

which throughout the occupation had been a branch of the National

City Bank of New York.

The history of the other Caribbean republics is much the same

as that of Panama, Nicaragua, Cuba and Haiti. Everywhere United

States policy was the same: to secure North American interests

strategical, commercial and financial, by maintaining in power a

government amenable to the United States, with or without the

consent of the majority of the inhabitants. In every republic except

one that policy was successful. The exception was Mexico.

The Mexican Revolution. Mexico is a huge republic (in all Latin

America only Brazil and Argentina are larger). She is rich in every

material resource from wheat to oil, and her spiritual resources are

superior to any in America, for she was the home of the Maya
civilization and the Aztec civilization; superb natural craftsmanship
and a deep supernatural religious sense are the inheritance of mod-
ern Mexicans. In the sixteenth century Spain conquered and

Catholicized Mexico. In the nineteenth century Mexico rose in re-

volt, against the Catholic prelates as much as against Spanish pro-

consuls. She achieved independence but not emancipation, for from

1877 to 1910 she was under the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz. He
was a despot in the grand manner. In pursuance of a single-minded

policy of attracting foreign capital and enterprise to his country,
he confiscated the lands which the Indian villagers had held in

common for centuries without record and welded them into vast

estates; four foreign companies acquired no less than thirteen mil-

lion acres in Lower California; one single estate covered six mil-

lion acres. The Mexican Indians were forced to work as slaves for
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the great landowners; two thirds of the Mexican people became

peons, tied for life to their employers, working to redeem an ir-

redeemable debt. To foreigners Diaz also sold the mining rights,

and the wealth of Mexico flowed down the pipe lines to enrich the

magnates of the United States. The Catholic Church retained its

land and all its rights, including that of appointing foreigners to

Mexican dioceses.

In 1910 the Mexican people rose against the Diaz regime. Like

the Chinese Revolution of 1911 and the Russian Revolution of

1917, it was a spontaneous upheaval of the people to break the power
of capitalist exploitation. But the Mexicans had no Bolshevik Party
to guide their revolution; they had not even a Kuomintang. For

ten years, from 1910 to 1920, the real direction of the Mexican Revolu-

tion was obscured by the struggle of rival groups for power,
Porfirio Diaz was succeeded by Francisco Madera, an attractive,

incapable idealist, who was unable to prevent Mexico from becom-

ing a prey to rival condottieri. Most of these were as unscrupulous
as the war lords of revolutionary China. In 1913 the strongest of

them, Victoriano Huerta, assassinated Madera and established him-

self in Mexico City.

President Wilson of the United States had watched the course of

the Mexican Revolution with apprehension. He believed in the

right of every people to determine its own form of government;
but the prospect of a crazy Huerta on his southern frontier was too

much for the President's principles: he could not believe that the

Mexican people wanted General Huerta for their ruler. So Wilson

refused to recognize the General, refused to sell arms to his follow-

ers, though he allowed them to be sold to his enemies, and when an

excuse presented itself he sent Admiral Fletcher with a fleet to Vera

Cruz, and the Admiral bombarded the town and took possession of

the Customhouse.

In a way the President was right: the Mexican people, if they

had been articulate, would have pronounced against Huerta, whose

tyrannical methods were not very different from those of Diaz.

Huerta was succeeded by Carranza, a bearded, bespectacled, patri-

archal figure who seemed to understand in a dim way the under-

lying meaning of the Mexican Revolution. In 1915 he issued a land

decree restoring the commons to the villages. In 1917 he called to-

gether a rather unconstitutional assembly which issued a new con-
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stitution for Mexico. The Constitution went right to the heart of

Mexico's grievances: it declared inter alia that the State was the

owner of all land, that foreigners possessed no rights in Mexico

which Mexicans did not possess and that the Catholic Church might
neither own property, teach in schools nor appoint non-Mexicans

to cures in Mexico. But Carranza had no real power; he could not

get the necessary legislation passed to enforce the clauses of his

Constitution; nor could he deal firmly and lawfully with the United

States oil men (who had formed a National Association for the

Protection of American Rights in Mexico, of which our friend

Doheny of the Teapot Dome was a leader) or with the Catholic

prelates, who protested against the Acts of 1917; nor could he

awaken the imagination of his own people.

In 1920 Carranza was deposed by a group of friends from Sonoro,

Obregon, Calles and Adolfo de la Huerta. General Obregon
whose name is a Spanish version of O'Brien had been in the

thick of all the fighting since the early days of the Revolution. On
one occasion he had lost an arm; on many occasions he had nar-

rowly missed losing his head. The United States and most of the

European Powers, including Great Britain, regarded him as a

desperado and refused to recognize him as President of Mexico.

But in Obregon the Mexican Revolution had at last found a leader;

he understood that in essence the Revolution was an assertion of

the indigenous culture of the Indian-blooded population of Mexico:

it was a spiritual revolution in the sense that the Chinese, the Rus-

sian, the Irish and the Indian Congress movements were spiritual.

But the spiritual revolution was impossible while the country lay

under the foreign economic control. Mexico's natural resources, like

those of China and India, were in the hands of foreigners: in 1922

95 per cent, of the capital invested in Mexican oil, the total of which
was estimated at 960 million dollars, was held by North Americans
and Englishmen; little more than one per cent, was held by Mexi-

cans. This foreign wealth was necessary to Mexico's economic well-

being, yet the foreign control which foreign capital had hitherto

implied was fatal to the real life of Mexico. Here lay Obregon's

problem: to limit the rights of the foreigner without driving his

money out of Mexico.

In 1921 the Washington State Department proposed a treaty

guaranteeing the property rights which United States citizens had
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acquired in Mexico. In return for Obregon's signature, the United

States would give official recognition to his Presidency. Obregon de-

clined politely: the Mexican Government, he said, "proposed to

eliminate by the natural development of its political and admin-

istrative policy the necessity for promises which might humiliate

it, and proposes to follow this line until the field appears sufficiently

free of obstacles to permit its being recognized without prejudice
to its natural dignity and sovereignty." And there matters stood, at

an impasse, until 1923, when the United States, seeing that Obregon
had established himself firmly and was keeping order and main-

taining a measure of justice, however rough, in Mexico, patched up
an agreement with the President, who consented to fund the Amer-
ican debt and to recognize American ownership of the railways.

It was December, 1925, before Obregon and his friend Calles,

who was now President, felt strong enough to carry the Revolution

a step further. This step took the thoroughly legal form of a couple

of laws applying the principles of the Constitution of 1917. The
first was a Land Law recapitulating Article 27 of the Constitution,

according to which "only Mexican citizens might own land or ob-

tain concessions to exploit the subsoil; or if foreigners received the

same right they must agree . . . not to invoke the protection ot

their Governments in respect to the same." This aroused a storm of

protest from the United States; Secretary Kellogg wrote that the

Land Law was "viewed with genuine apprehension by many if not

all American holders of property rights in Mexico." The Mexican

President replied that he did not understand their apprehension:
had not the State of Arizona a law to the effect that "no person may
acquire titles or property in Arizona unless he be a citizen of the

United States or has declared previously his intention of becoming
such"? The American Press clamoured for war with Mexico; oil

magnates damned the Mexicans as robbers, bankers damned them

as anarchists.

Meanwhile the Mexican Parliament had passed a second law en-

forcing the Constitution of 1917. This law recapitulated the religious

clauses: "Religious institutions known as churches, irrespective of

creed, shall in no case have legal capacity to acquire, hold or ad-

minister real property . . . Places of worship are the property of the

nation, as represented by the Federal Government, which shall de-

termine which may continue to be devoted to their present purpose;
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... no religious education may be imparted without the consent

of the Government and ,no foreign priest may hold a living in

Mexico."

The Government's quarrel was not with the Catholic religion as

such. Most Mexicans were Catholics and no other religion had any

following in the Republic; the parish priests were admired and

obeyed. The quarrel was with the hierarchy, partly because it was

rich and corrupt, partly because it owned a great deal of land and

was opposed to every social reform, partly because it had the

monopoly of education and used it for reactionary propaganda,

partly because it was foreign in spirit and personnel. The situation

in Mexico was like that in England under Henry VIII: a Catholic

country in revolt against Rome. A closer parallel is the situation in

post-war Turkey: a country of believers in revolt against a reaction-

ary and non-national church.

The Mexican bishops refused to accept the Church Law of 1926.

Rather than carry on their mission on such terms, they closed their

churches and suspended public worship. They expected that the

popular outcry of the faithful deprived of their Mass would bring
the Government to its senses, but the Government refused to yield

an inch; it encouraged the formation of a National Church and,

when that failed, set out to deport all the foreign priests it could

catch. Civil war followed. An archbishop succeeded in rallying a

few faithful Christeros and took up arms against the Government;
the Government replied by forbidding the celebration of the Sacra-

ments in private houses and conducted domiciliary inspections

wherever priests were suspected of being in hiding. Neither side was

scrupulous in its methods; the Church Party appealed for Amer-
ican help to crush the revolution, and the Government put priests

to death on the flimsiest evidence a notorious case was the execu-

tion without trial of a Jesuit Father, Miguel Pro, on the charge of

being implicated in an attempt on Obregon's life in 1927.

The Church Party flourished under persecution but the Govern-

ment kept control of the situation. At last the United States had to

recognize that it must come to terms with the Mexican Govern-

ment. In 1928 Dwight Morrow was sent as Ambassador to Mexico.

He proved himself the ablest of diplomats. The dispute over the

Land Law was at last settled: the United States abandoned its claim

to protect its citizens in Mexico and recognized the right of the
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Mexican Supreme Court to pronounce on the rights o the United
States oil companies; and the Mexican Supreme Court promptly
declared that the oil companies' property was lawfully held. It

was a sensible compromise.
The religious war went on. In July, 1928, General Obregon who

had just been elected to another term of office as President, was as-

sassinated by a devout young Catholic, who declared, when on trial,
that he had acted on the suggestion of the Mother Superior of a
well-known convent. The Mother Superior admitted that she had,
jokingly, made some such suggestion. She was condemned to twenty
years' imprisonment and anti-clerical feeling had another lease of
life in Mexico.

At' last, in 1929, a truce was made between the Church and the
Government thanks again to the mediation of Dwight Morrow.
The State agreed to allow religious instruction to be given in

churches but not in schools and to recognize priests appointed
by the Catholic hierarchy on condition that they registered them-
selves as Mexican citizens. On these terms the Church agreed to

resume public worship.
Civil war ended in July, 1929, but the struggle between Church

and State continued. In September, 1932, the Pope felt constrained
to send an encyclical letter (Acerba Animt), to the Mexican bishops,
in which he complained of the Government's failure to observe
the terms of the truce: "To Our great distress We saw that not

merely were all the Bishops not recalled from exile, but that others

were expelled without even the semblance of legality. In several

dioceses neither churches nor seminaries, Bishop's residences, nor
other sacred edifices, were restored; notwithstanding explicit prom-
ises, priests and laymen who had steadfastly defended the faith were
abandoned to the cruel vengeance of their adversaries. Furthermore,
as soon as the suspension of public worship had been revoked, in-

creased violence was noticed in the campaign of the Press against

clergy, the Church and God Himself; and it is well known that

the Holy See had to condemn one of these publications, which in

its sacrilegious immorality and acknowledged purpose of anti-

religious and slanderous propaganda had exceeded all bounds." So

long as the Church laid emphasis on the restoration of bishops' resi-

dences and exercised a censorship of the Press, the anti-clerical

trouble in Mexico was bound to continue.
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The Mexican Revolution is still in full course. No one can pre-

dict its future, but every historian must agree that, whatever path it

may follow in the future, the old condition will never return. Mexico

will never again be a political province of Spain or an economic

province of the United States, or a park for a few slave-owning

landowners. Mexico will be a nation in every sense of that word,

a country with a distinctive civilization capable by its distinctness

of playing an integral part in the complex pattern of world civiliza-

tion.

It is extraordinary how little was known in Great Britain of the

Mexican Revolution. By refusing to recognize Obregon, the Brit-

ish resigned themselves to receiving Mexican news through the

misleading channels of New York and the Catholic Church. Con-

sequently, it was not realized in Great Britain that a revolution was

taking place in Mexico which was as far-reaching as that of Russia

and of China. The Mexican Revolution touches neither of the others

but it is parallel to both in so much as it is an assertion of a people

of old civilization to develop according to its own genius free from

the interference of foreign politicians and prelates. The first twenty-

five years of the Mexican Revolution have been full of catastrophe:

Huerta's reign of terror, Carranza's regime, when corruption, chi-

canery and \iolence went unchecked, Obregon's religious persecu-

tion; scarcely a year passed without a political assassination, never

a year without fighting in some quarter of the Federation. Yet the

result has been the establishment of the rights of Mexicans to their

land and their customs and the recognition of those rights by their

neighbours.

The United States' New Policy. Even more than in 1918 the Carib-

bean countries were dependent on the United States in 1934, but

towards the end of that period a change had taken place in Amer-

ican policy. During the first decade it was frankly imperialistic:

the Monroe Doctrine was still interpreted as conferring a right of

political interference in Caribbean republics. American imperialism,

unlike that of European Powers, did not take the form of simple

annexation, the State Department went to work more subtly: re-

calcitrant Caribbean governments were condemned as revolution-

ary and refused official recognition by the United States; supplies

of arms were withheld from them and sent to their opponents;
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whenever a party favourable to the United States asked Washing-
ton for help, Marines were sent and the amenable party was estab-

lished and maintained in power vi et armis. But in the year 1928 a

change began to come over the Washington policy. The boom in

domestic stocks diverted American investors' money from foreign

investments to home industries, and President Hoover realized that

the business of defending American investments in the Caribbean

by force of arms cost more than it was worth. (The cost to United

States taxpayers of collecting the debts of a few private interests in

Haiti by the use of the navy was estimated as ten times the amount
of the debts.) Perhaps Hoover realized also that the anti-American

feeling to which this policy had given birth the fear of the

Peligro Yanqui, the Yankee peril had the worst possible reper-

cussion on American relations. In 1928 President Hoover made a

goodwill tour in Latin America and Mr. Morrow came to terms

with Mexico; in 1929 the Commissioner was withdrawn from

Haiti; in 1933 the last Marines left Nicaragua and in 1934 Hoover's

successor promised the evacuation of Haiti and a new treaty with

Cuba, which would entail the abolition of the Platt Amendment.
The United States had abandoned the policy of political imperial-

ism and had come to apply to the Caribbean the methods of peace-

ful economic penetration which had had such extraordinary results

in South America.



Ill THE SOUTH AMERICAN REPUBLICS

BEFORE 1914 the United States had little economic influence in

South America. Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro were nearer to

London than to New York; even the Pacific ports, Lima, Valparaiso
and Santiago, were more accessible to Europe than to the Eastern

ports of the United States: British and German traders had captured
the trade of the Southern Republics.

The United States' Economic Penetration. The opportunity of the

United States came with the World War. In 1914 the flow of goods
and money from Europe was suddenly shut off and South America

turned to the North for capital and commerce. At the beginning of

the war there was not a single United States bank operating in South

America; in 1921 there were no less than fifty-four. South America

contained those very raw materials which the North lacked; within

a few years the United States became the chief buyer of Bolivian

tin, of Chilean nitrate, of Brazilian coffee. South America needed

those very manufactured goods which the United States turned out

so cheaply and so well by mass production; within a few years cars

from Detroit were rolling in thousands along the newly macad-

amized roads of the Southern cities and jolting their way over the

rough tracks up country.A huge trade was developed between North

and South.

For over a decade after the war this commerce continued to make
the fortunes of both parties. The industrialists of the North made
millions out of exports to South America, the Southern farmers and

ranchers made millions producing for the apparently inexhaustible

American market. British business men struggled gamely to regain
their pre-war position, and South America, finding herself with two

suitors for her favours, played one against the other in a manner
most advantageous to herself. In the end the United States bid higher
and to the United States South America pledged herself.

Perhaps it is misleading to talk of the United States in this con-
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nection. It was not the Washington Federal Government which

was conducting negotiations, but private United States firms. (And
there was no question o the Federal Government's backing private

enterprise by political pressure in the great republics of South Amer-

ica, as there was in the unstable republics of the Caribbean.) It was

not Washington but the firm of Guggenheim that developed tin and

nitrate; not Washington but Morgan's International Telephone and

Telegraph that equipped the Southern continent with telephones
and telegraphs; not Washington but the agents of Ford and General

Motors who tumbled over each other to sell cars to the two million

odd inhabitants of Buenos Aires.

Even the loans to the Republican Governments, which comprised
no less than a third of United States exports to the South,

1 were not

negotiated by Washington. Private United States banking houses

sent representatives to urge Southern Presidents to accept loans. The

impecunious Presidents were easily persuaded; it would be their

successors who would have to raise the interest. Armed with their

contracts the bankers returned jubilant to New York and put the

loans up for public subscription. They may have doubted whether

the subscribers would ever get a return on their money but that was

not primarily the bankers' concern: they floated the loans and

pocketed their commissions; that was the end of the transactions

as far as they were concerned. As for the North American public,

they were glutted with money, did not know what to do with it:

they were only too pleased to invest in South American loans. So

everybody Presidents, bankers and United States public was

satisfied. For a time.

This, then, is the theme of South American history in the post-

war decade: the increasing trade with the United States, the in-

creasing direct investment of United States capital in the industries

of the South, and the increasing security investment in loans to the

1 United States investments in five South American republics (from U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce Trade Information Bulletin No. 767, 1931):
Total Direct Investments Security Investments

(in thousands (per cent.) (per cent.)

of dollars.)

Argentine 8o7,777 45 55

Chile 700,935 63 37
Brazil 557ooi 38 62

Peru 222,055 62 38

Bolivia 116,045 53 47
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South's dictatorial Presidents. We can best trace its working by

discussing five of the largest South American republics in turn.

Peru. In Peru all the contradictions that make up a typical South

American republic are to be found: natural riches and foreign ex-

ploitation, democratic constitution and despotic President, poverty-
stricken aborigines and wealthy feudal landowners. The chief ex-

ports of Peru are cotton, sugar, copper and petroleum, and for three

of these, at least, the United States had an urgent need. American

money poured into Peru, twelve million dollars into cotton and

sugar plantations, seventy-five million into copper mines, a hundred
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and twenty million into oil wells, until these native industries were

to all intents and purposes owned by North Americans. President

Leguia, who was in power from 1919 to 1930, was delighted by this

rapid opening-up of his country. He was further delighted by the

willingness o American bankers to raise loans in the United States

for the Peruvian Government. To maintain a personal autocracy in

a State as large as France, Germany and Italy combined, needs

money: the army and the police must be paid regularly, the mem-
bers of the hundred or so families of Spanish blood,, who consider

themselves the natural rulers of the country, must be given sinecures

consonant with their aspirations. President Leguia contracted loans

up to a hundred million dollars through the American banking
house of Seligman. This was enough to secure the financial stability

of his regime; the President's personality did the rest. He censored

the Press, exiled political suspects without trial and treated political

opposition as treason.

These methods turned opposition into revolutionary channels.

Radical opinion pointed to the danger of depending upon United

States finance and accused the foxy little President of having sold

Peru to Wall Street. A Peruvian socialist, Raul Haya de la Torre,

founded an inter-American organization of students and workers

known as A.P.R.A. (Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana.)
In 1919, 1921 and 1923 he led revolts against Leguia, but Peru was

too prosperous during the nineteen twenties to listen to revolution-

aries. Raw materials were fetching high prices and the United

States' demand seemed insatiable. Haya was sent into exile.

Chile. Much the same conditions prevailed in Chile, except that

the Indian problem was much less serious and the long coast line

and good portage favoured the growth of a commercial middle class

who were less amenable to political dictatorship. The landowning
class consisted of the famous Forty Families, who formed a feudal

aristocracy. From the foundation of the Republic under Bernardo

O'Higgins, down to 1890, Chile was ruled by dictators; then fol-

lowed a shocking period of graft, when politics degenerated into a

scramble for office and the spoils of office. At last, in 1920, a brilliant

politician of Italian descent, Don Arturo Alessandri, became Presi-

dent and endeared himself to the poorer classes by relying on them

and not on the Forty for support. To the rotos, the poor, he offered
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attractions that savoured almost of Moscow. The forces of reaction

were not long in combining. A general rallied the Forty and the

army; Don Arturo had to leave for Argentina, on holiday. The

army, after some vicissitudes, produced a real champion in the per-

son of General Carlos Ibanez, who made himself President in 1925,

There was no equalitarian nonsense about Ibafiez: he put the rotos

in their place and turned to the United States for financial support.

In five years he borrowed no less than five hundred million dollars,

thus quadrupling the national debt. He encouraged the flow of

United States capital into the nitrate industry. The American house

of Guggenheim, which had first come to Chile for copper, became

the virtual owner of the great Chilean nitrate combine (known as

Cosach from the first syllables of its title, Compagnia Salitrera

Chilena).

Bolivia. The Bolivian Republic was in a less happy condition. In

the first place, the white people for whose interests the Republic ex-

isted were a very small minority of the population there were three

million Indians and half-Indians in Bolivia and only three hundred

thousand whites. Secondly, the country was split by nature into two

parts, a high metalliferous plateau where nothing will grow, and

a region of tropical valleys where nothing will stop growing. No
railway communication was practicable -between the two regions and

consequently the tin workers of the plateau were deprived of the

food products of the valleys. Thirdly, the Republic had no access to

the sea. Railways connected her with the Pacific but the lines were

British-owned and the ports were in Peru and Chile. To secure a

Pacific port, Bolivia claimed the provinces of Tacna and Arica, and

this claim was supported by the American Secretary Kellogg.

Naturally enough, it was opposed by Chile and Peru. With the

Atlantic she was connected by the Paraguay River: the trouble

here was that there was no deep-water port in the Bolivian reaches

of that river. Bolivia therefore laid claim to the swamps and forests

known as the Gran Chaco. Opposition to this naturally came from

Paraguay. To give up the Chaco would be to surrender half Par-

aguay and bring the Bolivian border up to the junction of the

Paraguay and Pilcomayo rivers and to the very walls of the Para-

guayan capital. Once again America showed herself sympathetic to

Bolivia's claims. The reason for this sympathy was that Bolivia was
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rich in tin, and the United States, with their growing canning in-

dustries, needed half the world's production of tin. The only coun-

try that was richer than Bolivia in that product was Malaya; and

Malaya was in British hands.

Bolivian politics accordingly centred round tin, which indeed made

up ninety-two per cent, of the exports of the Republic. A politician

who could secure American cooperation to develop the industry
could maintain himself in power. In 1925 President Siles overthrew

the constitutional Government and established himself as a Dictator

by the familiar methods of censorship, political arrests, and foreign
loans. The loans came from the United States and the house of

Guggenheim entrenched itself in the Bolivian tin industry. The

right to drill wells for oil was sold to the American Standard Oil

Company and rumours spread that there were rich oil deposits
in the Chaco.

Argentina. Argentina is the richest of all the South American re-

publics. There seems no end to its natural resources; it is capable
of exporting millions of tons of wheat and maize and flax every

year, millions of heads of cattle, sheep and pigs; it can grow sugar
cane and vines and has an unlimited timber supply in its forests.

As the supplier of the world's meat, Argentina used to have a

formidable rival in Australasia, but the invention of the chilled-

meat process put Argentina ahead in the European market. Long
before the war Great Britain had realized the importance of the

Argentine Republic as the world's greatest farm: British capital was

poured into the country to the amount of 1,000 million dollars; twenty-
five thousand miles of railway were built with British money.
American competition began with the war. Great Britain had se-

cured the railway concessions; America won concessions for tram-

ways and for telephones and for cables. Great Britain had secured an

Argentine market for textiles; America won the market for cars,

for radio sets, for tobacco. Soon it became clear that the Anglo-
American struggle for the trade for South America would be fought
out in Buenos Aires. The States sent their Mr. Hoover, their

President-elect, on a goodwill tour in Argentina; Great Britain

sent the Prince of Wales to open a Trade Exhibition; but Argentina
was not persuaded that the products of the Anglo-Saxon countries

were as necessary to them as the products of Argentina so obviously
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were to America and Great Britain. Argentina restricted her export

of foodstuffs. She also set a tariff on imported goods. The effect

of this tariff was to keep out British textiles and railway material

but it was not high enough to exclude American mass-produced

articles. By 1929 it was clear that America was winning the race.

In 1913 Great Britain sent one hundred and thirty-five millions

dollars' worth of goods to Argentina, and the United States only

forty-seven million; in 1929 the British exports stood at about the

same sum but the American had increased to two hundred and ten

million. Great Britain's only advantage was that she bought more

from the Argentines than the Americans did. British business men
in Buenos Aires cleverly invented a slogan: "Buy from those who

buy from Argentina." For a time it had some little effect. It did not

improve the relations between British and Americans in Buenos

Aires.

From 1916 to 1922 and from 1928 to 1930 the Argentine Republic
had a President who was extremely chary of foreign commitments.

He refused to join in the war against Germany, he withdrew from

the League of Nations, he recalled his Ambassador from Washing-
ton in 1928 and he did not sign the Briand-Kellogg Peace Pact. Al-

together, President Irigoyen was an extraordinary figure. He was

a handsome Basque, with a dash of Turkish blood in his veins, an

autocrat in so much as he kept all the reins of government in his

own hand and delegated authority to no one, a democrat in so much
that he stood for the interests of the middle class, and he had a real

affection for the poorer people, who adored him. He had a flair for

the picturesque that is rare among twentieth-century rulers: shut-

ting himself up in his palace, he received no one who did not interest

him; he professed theosophy; he was no respecter of persons and a

great respecter of human beings his box at the opera was filled not

with ministers and diplomats, but with down-and-outs.

Irigoyen's rich humanity and his policy of political isolation

brought Argentina together as a nation, made possible the develop-
ment of a national culture that was Argentine and not European or

Yankee. But in his personal isolation he was blind to the fact that

the offices of state were riddled with corruption. It would need more
than the personality of President Irigoyen to save Argentina from
the deluge of the world economic crisis.
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Brazil. Brazil stands apart from the other republics of South Amer-
ica. It is larger larger even than the United States. Its sixteenth-

century conquerors were not Spanish but Portuguese, and its col-

oured population is not red but black, not Indian but African. It

has experienced a huge wave of immigration in the last century;
since 1820 four million people have come to Brazil to settle and of

these ninety-five per cent, are European.
Brazil is a federation, its full title being the United States of

Brazil. The States are in no sense equal in importance; those of the

tropical north having little influence; the political power is divided

between the southern States of Sao Paulo and Minas Geraes. From

1900 to 1926 the Presidents of Brazil were drawn alternatively from

these two States, a Sao Paulo President for one term of four years, a

Minas President for the next.

The prosperity of Brazil in the post-war decade was based on a

single product: coffee. Two thirds of the world's coffee supply came

from Brazil. At first fabulous fortunes were made by coffee growers.

Then the output of Brazil began to creep up to the level of average

consumption. Foreign speculators began to buy up the season's crop
and to hold it for a high price; the growers had the mortification of

seeing the coffee they had sold cheap being resold for twice the price.

The Government under President Bernandes had no solution to

offer Bernandes was too busy keeping the country under martial

law to think of marketing schemes. In 1926 Washington Luiz be-

came President and in the following year a Coffee Institute was es-

tablished to finance growers and to market the crop, as a whole, in

Brazilian interests. Foreign buyers had to pay high prices; the

United States was particularly hard hit by the Institute's activities

for it bought about half the Brazilian crop. The profits were so

enormous that there was a rush to increase the coffee production,

with the result that the output of 1928 was twenty-eight million sacks

twice that of the previous year.

Brazil depended almost entirely on the coffee market. She had

other exports (cocoa, for instance, in which only the Gold Coast

surpassed her output), and she had industries capable of turning out

enough textiles, clothes, shoes, tinware and furniture for her own
needs. But her real energy was almost entirely devoted to coffee

production; it accounted for seventy-five per cent, of her export
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trade. America was her biggest customer, and from America she

bought a great deal after the war: the light and power companies in

Brazil were America's; there was a General Motors plant and a

Ford plant. To Ford was sold the rubber concession of the district of

Para (whose principal town is called Fordlandia). Great Britain

has an immense capital investment in Brazil, but since the war it

has been stationary; while America's investments, which were almost

nil in 1913, have been developing by leaps and bounds.

The World Crisis Hits South America. Enough has been said to

show that the five most important South American republics were

rapidly becoming a commercial colony of the United States during
the nineteen twenties; the exporters lived on North American orders

and the governments, for the most part, on North American loans.

Only two republics stood outside the United States' sphere of in-

fluence. The Pacific Republic of Ecuador was saved from depend-
ence on foreign markets by a pest which in 1925 ravaged her cocoa

plantations; before that she had supplied thirty per cent, of the

world's cocoa; after that the world preferred to buy from West
Africa. American lenders were not interested in tropical Ecuador,

where the energy of politicians seemed exclusively devoted to a

struggle between Clericals and Anti-Clericals. The oil concession

went to Great Britain and the Anglo-Ecuadorian Oil Company
drilled four hundred wells and claimed to have an output of eight-

een thousand tons a month. The Atlantic Republic of Uruguay

escaped economic dependence for different reasons. It elected a

Socialist Government which was thoroughly alive to the dangers of

foreign money. The railway was British owned, but the British gave
the Socialists their fullest cooperation, arranging for the free trans-

port of seed potatoes, of wheat for sowing and of chemicals to com-

bat pests. The Uruguayan Socialists did their utmost to prevent

working-class discontent: they passed an Act enforcing a forty-eight-

hour week; they put into practice a system of workers' insurance

and of pensions for workers over the age of fifty; they made educa-

tion free even in the university grade. With some justification they
claimed that Montevideo, with its seven hundred and fifty thousand

inhabitants, was a model city and Uruguay the best-governed State

on the continent, but their policy of refusing foreign loans pre-
vented them from establishing industries of their own, and they
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remained dependent i they were to buy industrial products at

all on the sale of their cattle, which were inferior in quality to

those of the Argentine and higher in price than those of Brazil.

With these two partial exceptions, the South American republics

were dependent on the United States for money. All went well for

ten years after the war, but in 1928, with the boom in United States

industrial stocks, the flow of capital to South America began to

dry up. Then came the Wall Street crash of 1929. The United States

instantly recalled her short-term loans and cut down her foreign

imports. Worst of all, the price of raw materials slumped. The
South American republics could not sell their produce except at a

loss, and their governments,.whose revenue was chiefly from taxes on

exports, were faced with ruin.

The Year of Revolutions. The natural reaction of the South Ameri-

cans was to blame the Government. In each of the five republics

which we have discussed there was a revolution five revolutions in

the thirteen months between June, 1930, and July, 1931.

The first Government to fall was that of President Siles in Bolivia.

In June popular riots drove him out, together with General Hans

Kundt, his German Chief of Staff.. General Blanco Galindo ap-

pointed himself provisional ruler until a new President could be

elected. The elections returned Salamanca as President, and Blanco

Galindo, with a foresight rare in Latin-American militarists, re-

signed, leaving to Salamanca the unenviable task of saving Bolivia

from the bankruptcy threatened by the slump in the price of tin.

Bolivia was saved, but not by President Salamanca. The new British-

American Tin Corporation came to an understanding with the Gug-

genheim group to raise prices by limiting the world supply of tin.

This benefited their respective shareholders and helped the Bolivians;

the only thing that can be said against it is that it made consumers

pay twice as much for tin as they need to have paid, if the Malayan

producers had been allowed to market their cheap product at their

own price.

The second Government to fall was that of Peru. By June, 1930,

Peru's exports had fallen to half their former value. In July the army
led a revolt against the dictator Leguia; the President was driven

out and replaced by the army leader, Colonel Sanchez Cerro. The
new man was personally popular was he not, obviously, an
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Indian by birth? but he could not raise the price of petrol. The
Peruvians began to listen to the Socialist preaching of the A.P.R.A.

its leader, Haya de la Torre, was an orator after their own heart

and after seven months Cerro was hounded into exile. But the So-

cialists were no more successful than he had been in raising the

price of Peruvian products. In October, 1931, Cerro was recalled

and reflected President, by a narrow margin of fifty-four thousand

votes over Haya de la Torre. More was to be heard of the latter

and the A.P.R.A. There were Socialist (or Communist) revolts in

1932 (by then the copper mines were producing only a fifth of their

usual output). Conservative politicians blamed Mexican and Mus-

covite propaganda. They might just as well have blamed the moon.

Peru was bankrupt and ready for anything, even for radical re-

formers who reminded her people that they had not been inde-

pendent since the days of the Incas, and that the Inca regime was

Communist.

The next republic to founder in the economic storm was Argentina
the most advanced country in South America, both from the

political and the economic point of view. In September, 1930, Gen-

eral Uriburu carried out a successful "Fascist" coup, banishing Irigo-

yen, the Grand Old Man of Argentina. When he had exiled Irigo-

yen's supporters and forbidden the Radical Party the only
Nationalist Party in the country to put up candidates for the

Presidency, General Uriburu held an election and secured the re-

turn of another general, Justo by name, to the Presidency.

In October, 1929, a "revolution" took place in Brazil a country
which in the course of its history as a republic had never known
a successful revolt. President Washington Luiz had asked for trou-

ble: he was due to resign in 1930 and it was the turn of a Minas man
for the Presidency; but Washington Luiz was trying to secure the

election of his Sao Paulo friend, Prester. A rising headed by two

generals and an admiral disposed of Washington Luiz and of Pres-

ter, and eventually a certain Getulio Vargas was made Provisional

President. Vargas enjoyed the support of the Brazilian gauchos, the

cowboys of the plains. He was not a revolutionary, not even a

Radical, but he passed an eight-hour day Bill, a Bill fixing a mini-

mum wage, and he made some provision for insurance against un-

employment. The Coffee Institute tried to deal with the slump in

prices by putting a heavy export tax on coffee and then buying up
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millions of tons which it burned, or dumped into the sea, or mixed

with tar for use as fuel. Even these drastic measures did not help

Brazil; the world price of coffee showed no signs of rising again;
in October, 1931, Brazil declared herself unable to meet her foreign
debts.

The fifth revolution to follow the slump was in Chile. President

Ibanez, with his policy of American loans and his taste for building

skyscrapers on the New York model, was discredited. In July, 1931,

he was driven from office. Alessandri rushed back from Paris to

stand in the forthcoming elections, full of schemes for the revival

of Chile. He was defeated by the Conservative candidate, Doctor

Montero. The new President was no more capable than any other

South American ruler of raising the prices of his country's staple

exports: copper was fetching a beggarly price and nitrates were

falling almost as rapidly. Even if the nitrate industry could be made
to pay, the profits would go to Yankee shareholders. As the depres-

sion deepened, the Chileans began to listen with more sympathy
to revolutionary schemes for reform. In 1932 the Left-wing Party
overthrew Doctor Montero, and from June to October Chile was
a Socialist republic. Then the eloquence of Alessandri the beloved

Don Arturo prevailed once more and he became President again.

But early in 1933 "Cosach" went into liquidation; Chile was bankrupt.
The five "revolutions" of 1930-1931 settled nothing. They were

not revolutions in the true sense of the word. The republics re-

mained essentially unchanged after them: there was the same op-

pression of Indians in the northwest, the same oppression of Negroes
and white labourers in the East; there was the same jobbery and

corruption by governments, the same reliance upon the army and

the other armed forces, there was the same mutual jealousy between

the neighbouring republics, a jealousy intensified by the tariffs which

each levied on the goods of the other in a desperate attempt to

save the home market now that the export market was lost. All

except one thing was essentially the same in the lean years as in

the years of plenty. That one thing was the attitude towards the

United States.

The Montevideo Conference. A strong anti-Yankee feeling began to

grow up all over South America, strongest in Peru, weakest in

Brazil. Everywhere there was talk of the Peligro Yanqui. Hadn't
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the Yankees bought up their mineral resources? Hadn't they sad-

dled them with a huge load of debt? As for the debt, the South

Americans couldn't pay, and that was the end of it. Of the 1,750

million dollars which the Yankees had invested in five South Amer-

ican republics, 1,300 million dollars were in default by 1932. Why
hadn't the Northerners had the sense to insist that the loans be ap-

plied to productive purposes? The Dictators had frittered the money

away on their friends, and the United States would no doubt be glad

of the excuse of default to interfere politically in the Southern re-

publics as they had interfered in the Caribbean.

So reasoned the Southern politicians in the lean years. They came

round to the anti-Yankee attitude of their disreputable cousins in

the Caribbean. When the Seventh Pan-American Conference met

in the electric atmosphere of Montevideo in 1933 the twenty Latin-

American republics were united in their distrust of the United

States. President Roosevelt sensed the spirit of the meeting ad-

mirably. He sent Mr. Cordell Hull to Montevideo and allowed him
to play there the conciliatory cooperative role which presidential

policy had not allowed him to play at the London Conference earlier

in the year. Latin America feared United States intervention in the

name of the Monroe Doctrine, but Mr. Hull's interpretation took all

the sting out of that old terror. He insisted on American belief in

"the absolute independen.ee, the unimpaired sovereignty, the perfect

equality and political integrity of each nation, large or small." The
Cuban delegate was incredulous, but the rest of the Conference

was soothed by this and by Mr. Hull's repeated assurance that "no

Government need fear any intervention on the part of the United

States under the Roosevelt administration."

That bogey laid, the Conference spent the rest of the time in

signing peace pacts and in deploring the war that had been raging
for nearly two years in the Chaco between Paraguay and Bolivia.

The Conference urged the belligerents to come to terms and ex-

pressed its sympathy with the League of Nations Commission which

was investigating the quarrel. Yet the war went on throughout 1934.

"The struggle is a singularly pitiless and horrible one. The sick and
wounded receive inadequate attention," reported the League of

Nations Commission. "Behind the lines while the struggle goes on,

both countries are growing poorer and poorer and their future seems

darker and darker. The young men are at the front; the universities
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are closed. . . . The Chaco war represents a veritable catastrophe
to civilization in that part of America."

The war was being fought with modern weapons: aeroplanes,
armoured cars, flame projectors, quick-firing guns, machine guns
and automatic rifles. "The arms and materials of every kind," to

quote the League report again, "are not manufactured locally, but

are supplied to the belligerents by American and European coun-

tries." The war could have been stopped at any minute by a simple

agreement on the part of those countries not to allow further trans-

port in arms; the machinery for such an agreement was in existence

in 1933: the World Disarmament Conference was in session at

Geneva and the Pan-American Conference at Montevideo. Yet noth-

ing was done: the conferences deplored the war, the governments
continued to countenance the export of arms; and the fighting went

on.

The practice of selling arms with one hand and signing peace

pacts with the other was no more absurd than a dozen other practices

which had vitiated American relations in the post-war period. The
whole story savours more of Candide than of plain fact: lenders

imploring even bribing South American Presidents to borrow;
investors of the most democratic country in the world keeping half

a dozen dictatorships alive by their investments; producers letting

their crops rot in the fields while consumers went undernourished.

The crisis taught each part of the continent one lesson. President

Roosevelt, as we shall see, took steps to prevent any future negotia-

tion of loans to foreign governments on the part of private bankers.

The Southern republics, on their side, learnt that in an unstable

world a nation's prosperity can be no more than precarious if it is

based on the export of one single product.



IV - CANADA

THE economic condition of Canada had much in common with

that of Argentina. Each had a huge territory with a small popula-
tion (Canada ten million, Argentina eleven million). Each had in-

finite undeveloped resources and one single resource (Canada wheat

and Argentina meat) developed to such a pitch that the national

economy was dependent upon its export. Each had the same basic

economic problems: to develop their other resources so as to avoid

dependence on foreigners' demands for a single article, and to de-

velop their own manufacturing industries. Argentina did not realize

this; she let herself be carried dizzily forward on the crest of the

boom and was dashed to bankruptcy when the wave broke. Canada
was better advised. She set to work to develop industries in Quebec
and Ontario, protecting them by an ever-rising tariff wall. The in-

dustries were not altogether her own: most of the coal came from

the United States, for the Pennsylvania mines were nearer to the

industrial cerltres than the mines of Nova Scotia; and many of the

industries were merely branches set up in Canada by American
firms. But the fact remained that Canada was slowly becoming
industrialized.

The Wheat Pool. The policy of protecting manufacturers naturally
involved trouble with the farmers. During the war they had in-

creased their acreage under wheat by over fifty per cent., and they
were loath to reduce it to suit post-war conditions. They had a

grievance against the bankers and industrialists whose name carried

so much weight at Ottawa it was an open secret that the Parlia-

mentary Committee of the Manufacturers' Association and the

Bankers' Association had the whip hand over the Federal Govern-
ment. The farmers learned to unite. They formed a political party
and won control of the Ontario Provincial Government in 1919. In

1921 they won sixty-five seats in the Federal Parliament. They called

themselves the National Progressive Party and stood for the reduc-
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tion of tariffs and the increase o government aid to farmers. At the

1925 elections they won only twenty-five seats, but still they were

strong enough to hold the balance between the Liberal and Con-

servative parties; it was not until the great depression had set in,

not until 1930, that a Conservative Premier, Mr. Bennett, was able

to command a clear majority.

Meanwhile the farmers had given the world an example of co-

operation within a capitalist society. In 1923, when wheat prices

were down to half the 1919 level, the farmers of Alberta formed a

pool to market their wheat collectively. In the following year, the

other two wheat-growing provinces, Manitoba and Saskatchewan,

followed, and a single bargaining agency representing one hundred

and forty thousand farmers was formed. Through the Wheat Pool

farmers were able to get cheap capital and machinery and a higher

price for their wheat.

Canada in Crisis. Canada enjoyed a full share of the world pros-

perity of the nineteen twenties. The Governor-General at the open-

ing of Parliament in 1928 said: "Never in the history of Canada has

there been such industrial and commercial expansion as that which

has taken place during the last twelve months." Yet Canada was not

spared a full share of the great depression.

The crash on the Canadian Stock Market on October 29 and Novem-
ber 13, 1929 was the greatest in its history, and the losses of the investors

were estimated at five billion dollars, as it became apparent that common
stocks which had been preferred during the speculative craze to sound

investments were of very little value. The railroads were affected almost

immediately, and by 1930 freight traffic in Canada was the lightest in

nine years, and passenger traffic had fallen to the level of 1909. The
deficits of the Canadian National mounted with alarming rapidity, and

even the Canadian Pacific eventually had to pass its dividends. In 1931,

161 stocks on the Canadian exchange declined $1,173,000,000; in the year

following, die decline of 50 stocks was nearly five and one-half billion

dollars. Tax receipts fell heavily and Dominion and Provincial budgets
faced huge annual deficits. The spectre of unemployment raised its

ugly head everywhere and threw new burdens on the government in the

form of unemployment and poor relief. The suffering in the agricultural

West became so acute that political upheavals of great significance oc-

curred on the prairies; the collapse of the grain market brought suffering

to thousands of farmers, and the Dominion Government found it neces-
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sary to give financial relief, not only to prevent suffering, but to keep
some of the Provinces from defaulting on their public debts, a policy

which would have endangered the financial structure of the whole Do-

minion. The external trade of Canada in spite of heroic efforts to find

new markets fell off rapidly in 1930 and 1931, especially with the United

States. The riots staged by Communists and unemployed in Toronto and

elsewhere, and the mobbing of the Prime Minister and the Government

buildings in Newfoundland early in 1932, were striking symptoms of

a political disease that reached far down into the vitals of the body politic.
1

United States Economic Penetration. How dependent the Dominion

was upon the United States may most safely, if dully, be indicated

by figures. Each country was the other's best customer. Canada's

imports from the United States rose from 396 million dollars' worth

of goods in 1914 to 847 million in 1930, while imports from Great

Britain in the same years stood at 132 million dollars and at 189 mil-

lion. Canada's exports to the United States showed an even greater

proportionate rise; in 1914 they were worth 163 million dollars, and

515 million in 1930, while exports to Great Britain stood at 215 million

dollars in 1914 and 282 million in 1930. Canada was fast becoming
an economic annex of the United States.

At the beginning of 1931 the investment of capital from the United

States in Canada was about 30 per cent greater than the combined Amer-
ican investment in Great Britain, Germany, France and Italy. Consider-

ably more American capital has been invested in Canada than in the

whole of South America, and American investors have purchased nearly
as large an amount of the direct and guaranteed obligations of the Do-

minion, Provincial and Municipal Governments of Canada as they have

of bonds issued by State Governments in the United States.2

In all this economic penetration there was no question of political

annexation. Once the idea of union with the United States had
been on the tapis, when Canada herself had asked for it in 1807,
but now a sturdy nationalism had grown up in Canada, and on
America's side there was nothing to be gained by annexation (politi-

cal influence is necessary to back investments only when the govern-
ment of the debtor country is unstable: Canada had a stable govern-
ment whose members were alive to the advantages of the American

1 Carl Wittke in "A History of Canada" (New York: 1933).
2 W. O. Scroggs in an article in Foreign Affairs, July, 1933.
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connection); indeed, the Americans had a great deal to gain by
Canada's remaining a member of the British Commonwealth for,

by the simple process of setting up branch factories over the Cana-

dian border, American industrialists could get inside the British

tariff ring and take advantage of any imperial preference there

might be.

Relations with Great Britain, If Canada was an economic annex

of the United States, she was also a political Dominion of the British

Empire. In the post-war years the imperial connection underwent a

subtle transformation. Canada won the recognition of complete in-

dependence in foreign as well as in domestic affairs. This right had

been claimed before the war. Her lavish contribution of men and

money in 1914-1918 won her the right to sign the peace treaties as a

separate Power and to a separate seat in the League of Nations. In

1920 her right to establish legations in foreign capitals was recog-

nized, though it was 1927 before the first Canadian Minister pre-

sented his credentials at Washington and then in law, if not in fact,

he was the British King's Minister sent to represent "the interests

of Our Dominion of Canada." A similar contradiction had arisen in

1923, when Great Britain had signed the Halibut Fisheries Treaty
with the United States and the Canadian Minister had refused to

sign in the name of the British Empire. The legal position was at

last brought into line with the actual position at the Imperial Con-

ference of 1926, and in the Statute of Westminster, which defined,

however vaguely, the status of a self-governing Dominion within

the British Commonwealth.

Canada had more to gain from her connection with the United

States than from that with Great Britain. But in 1928 a bumper

crop made it difficult for farmers to get a profitable price for their

wheat, and in the following year prices fell still further and the

Wall Street crash checked American investments and reduced Amer-

ican purchasing power. In 1930 the United States' attempt to protect

her own industries injured Canada severely: the Hawley-Smoot
tariffs hit 275 of Canada's exports to the States. It was time for

Canada to turn her connection with Great Britain to account.

At the Imperial Conference held in London in 1930, Mr. Bennett

proposed that each Dominion should raise its tariffs against foreign

goods and allow Empire goods in at the old rates. This did not fall
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in with the British idea of imperial preference and the Secretary for

the Dominions dismissed Mr. Bennett's proposal as "humbug."
Further discussion was postponed to the Imperial Economic Con-

ference that met at Ottawa in July, 1932. By this time Canada was

feeling most acutely the affects of the crisis. It was expected in Eng-
land that Canada would be ready to fall in with the plan for a gen-
eral reduction of tariffs within the Empire, but Mr. Bennett knew
that Canada's agriculture had nothing to gain and her industry

everything to lose by imperial free trade. The agreements signed at

Ottawa with Great Britain and the various Dominions provided for

no reduction of tariffs; instead, duties on foreign goods were raised

so as to give comparative advantages to goods from the Empire.
The Ottawa Conference proved that even in a crisis the British Em-

pire could not combine in any real economic unit.

It might have been expected that the United States would make an

attempt at a closer economic connection with Canada. The Roose-

velt Administration did indeed sponsor that St. Lawrence Treaty,

which had many supporters on either side of the frontier. The plan
was to build a joint canal that would connect the Great Lakes with

the deep waters of the St. Lawrence. A Canadian canal already

existed, but it was navigable to small ships only; it would have been

possible for Canada to build a large canal for sea-going ships on her

own account, but American cooperation was obviously preferable.

On January 10, 1934, President Roosevelt asked the Senate to ratify

the treaty, urging that the joint canal would enable United States

grain to be exported to Europe by a direct route down the St. Law-

rence, instead of via Texas or the Mississippi, and adding that the

locks of the new canal would make possible the electrical develop-
ment of the northeastern States. The treaty was obviously excellent

in principle, but in practice it was contrary to certain vested in-

terests in the United States. The Senate threw it out.

The world crisis caught Canada at a difficult stage in her develop-
ment. The outside world intended her to be a gigantic granary and

lumber camp, supplying the industrialized Powers with wheat and

paper. She intended herself to be a balanced community, consuming
her own raw materials and producing her own industrial goods. In

the post-war years she was moving slowly towards this ideal, gradu-

ally diverting farmers from specialization in wheat to mixed farm-

ing, gradually increasing her protection of industries. The ideal was
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obviously unattainable while she remained so under-populated
her railway system, for instance, was built to serve a population of

three times its actual number. Caught between two stools, Canada
suffered the full force of the economic crisis. Her wheat rotted on
the prairies; railways and steamship lines languished for want of

freights; industries worked on half-shifts because the purchasing

power of the community was diminished. And Canada, whose

natural resources and whose position between Britain and America,
the two richest nations in the world, promised her a future of un-

limited prosperity, remained halfway between economic infancy and

maturity, her growth indefinitely arrested.

The Plight of Newfoundland. Newfoundland is an island not much

bigger than Ireland, with a population of not much more than a

quarter of a million. No mention would be made of it in a book on

this small scale were it not for the fact that its history stresses at

least two things that are true of all American countries and, indeed,

of most of the countries of the world. The first is that among an

uneducated people democracy is bound to be irresponsible and cor-

rupt. The second, that the bankruptcies and revolutions of 1930-1934
were not caused by a malignant deus ex machina known as the

World Crisis, but by continuous malpractice throughout the post-

war decade, malpractice which came to the surface in the bank-

ruptcies and revolutions of the crisis years.

The Newfoundlanders are mostly poor fisherfolk living in scat-

tered hamlets and faced with the rude task of earning in a three-

months' fishing season enough to keep themselves and their families

alive for the rest of the year. During the war there was a suddenly
increased demand for fish. The fishing industry made large profits.

The money did not go to the fishermen but to the dealers the

system in Newfoundland was that the dealers fixed the price of

fish and also the price of the equipment, clothes and food which the

fishermen had no alternative but to buy from them. From the dealers

the politicians who ruled the island were drawn. They had almost

unbounded power: Newfoundland was the oldest Dominion; it en-

joyed almost as much independence within the British Common-
wealth as Canada herself. The profits of the war years filled them

with unbounded optimism. The island would become an industrial

centre: had not one or two paper mills already been opened by news-
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print concerns? The island would become a tourist centre: were not

the scenery and the trout and salmon fishing second to none? In

its anxiety to build roads and railways to attract tourists, the Gov-

ernment neglected the fisheries and plunged the Dominion into debt.

In the twelve years after 1918 the public debt was increased almost

threefold, till it reached the fantastic figure of four hundred dollars

per head of a chronically poor fisher people. It needed but the mild-

est push from the World Crisis the drying up of the thin trickle

of tourists, the drop in the price of wood pulp and of fish to top-

ple the island into bankruptcy from which it had no prospect of

emerging for several generations.

In 1933 a Royal Commission was appointed by the King "to

examine into the future of Newfoundland and, in particular, to

report on the financial situation and the prospects therein." The

report of the Commission presented the interesting spectacle of

Britons damning whole-heartedly a capitalist regime of a British

Dominion. "The evidence tendered to us from all sides and from

responsible persons in all walks of life," reported the Commissioners,
"leaves no doubt that for a number of years there has been a con-

tinuing process of greed, graft and corruption which has left few

classes of the community untouched by its insidious influences." The

upshot was that Newfoundland lost its right to self-government and

gave up its administration to a Commission appointed by Great

Britain.

The remark quoted from the Newfoundland Report would apply
almost equally well to every country on the American continent.

In almost every country "the process of greed, graft and corrup-
tion" continued unabated through the years of crisis 1930-1934. Only
in the United States was a whole-hearted attempt made to check the

process. This attempt we have now to describe.



V - THE NEW DEAL IN THE
UNITED STATES

CRITICS of democracy complain that it is a dull form of government

providing bread, perhaps, but no circuses but a Presidential

Election in the United States is an exception; it is the greatest politi-

cal circus in the world. At the election of 1932 excitement was in-

creased by the spice of fear : the economic crisis was threatening the

whole social structure. For three years collapse had been prevented

by individual effort, but now individual charity was exhausted;

something more was needed to save America. It was time for or-

ganization. The question was which Party could supply it.

The Presidential Election, 1932. The Republicans put forward Mr.

Hoover for reelection. He was renowned as an organizer: had he

not saved Belgium from famine after the war? The Democrats had

difficulty in choosing a candidate. There was Alfred E. Smith of

course, the ex-Governor of New York and the most skilful politician

in the Union. But Smith was an Irishman and a Roman Catholic:

the Democrats of the Southern States distrusted him and put for-

ward their own candidate, Governor Ritchie of Maryland, a gentle-

man of the old school. A third group of Democrats supported Mc-

Adoo, who was no less than a son-in-law of Wilson. The Party was

divided and, as usually happens in such cases, not one of the popular
candidates was nominated. The nomination went to Franklin Del-

ano Roosevelt, the Governor of New York State.

At first it was not thought that he had a chance of being elected

President. He had a good name, perhaps the best name in Amer-

ica, for Franklin still stood for individual liberty, the Delanos were

a highly respected family descended from the early Flemish colon-

ists of New Amsterdam days, and Roosevelt well, the memory
of Theodore was still green and his name a rallying-point for

Americans of every party. He had a good record, a brilliant career

at Harvard and Columbia, a successful term of office as Assistant
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Secretary of the Navy and an enviable reputation in the unenviable

post of Governor of New York State. But he was as yet unknown:
"a pleasant gentleman with no important qualifications for the'

Presidency," as Walter Lippmann wrote. And he was a cripple;

an attack of infantile paralysis had cost him the partial use of his

legs. It seemed that he had little chance of defeating Hoover and

the formidable machine of the Republican Party.

In the summer of 1932 Hoover began to lose ground. Prices

stopped rising and began to fall again, leaving Hoover, with his

talk of returning prosperity, stranded and ridiculous. A section of

the unemployed claiming to be ex-Service men marched to Wash-

ington and camped there, refusing to move until their grievances
were redressed. Hoover sent the police to beat them off; ex-convicts,

he called them, no better than Communists. This was no way of

winning votes. In September the State of Maine elected its new

governor. Usually Maine was Republican; this time a Democrat

was returned. The tide was turning.

In the autumn Roosevelt began his election campaign in earnest.

He chartered a train, filled it with his staff and his family, and

addressed audiences in forty-one of the forty-eight States of the

Union. His tactics were simple: in each place he praised the local

leader, Democrat, Progressive or Radical, extolled his personal vir-

tues, expressed the warmest admiration for him. No subtlety could

have been more effective. The Republican West was fascinated by
Roosevelt. At the election in November Roosevelt was elected Presi-

dent. He polled twenty-five and one half million votes to Hoover's

sixteen million; it was a record majority.

America wanted the new President to begin his term of office

at once. He had promised action, let him act. The country needed

action; there were fifteen million men out of work, perhaps thirty-

five million people in all dependent on charity; prices of basic com-

modities were at low-water mark: the farming communities were

ruined and rebellious in Iowa farmers were armed and threaten-

ing to shoot collectors, judges or sheriffs who came to collect debt

or to foreclose mortgages. Let Roosevelt act! But the Constitution

was in the way. The Constitution demanded that the old Presi-

dent should remain in office for another four months, with the

old Congress. Roosevelt and America must wait till March. Roose-

velt was not sorry: he needed time to prepare his plans. Also there
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were pressing and awkward decisions to be made for which he
would prefer Hoover to take the blame. The instalments in the

Allies' debts were due in December and everybody knew that the

Allies would not pay and that their refusal would infuriate Amer-
ican opinion let Hoover bear the brunt of that.

Panic. During the interregnum from November to March the

condition of the country went from bad to worse. In spite of every-

thing Hoover had done in 1932 to stimulate business activity, the

whole gigantic business machine was coming to a standstill. He
had laid out a thousand million dollars in the purchase of se-

curities through the Federal Government, hundreds of millions in

State, Municipal and Federal loans, nearly five hundred million in

an attempt to raise farm prices through the Federal Farm Board,

yet securities and farm prices showed no rise and unemployment
increased. The American public, seeing an unbalanced budget and

a depreciated dollar ahead, began to withdraw their deposits from

the banks.

Panic followed. It began in Michigan, in February. To save the

banks of Detroit, the Michigan Government declared a bank holi-

day, but the Detroit employers had to find cash to pay their work-

ers and so drew on their accounts in the neighbouring cities of

Cleveland and Chicago; consequently bank holidays had to be

proclaimed in Cleveland and Chicago. And thence the creeping

paralysis spread over the Union until, after nineteen days, the bank-

ing system of the whole country had come to a standstill

Emergency Measures: Roosevelt's First 100 Days. It was at that

moment that Franklin Roosevelt was inaugurated as President.

Millions of Americans who turned on the radio to listen to his

inaugural address on that Saturday, March 4, were faced with the

loss of every cent of their savings, travellers were stranded and

housewives were unable to buy provisions for want of ready cash;

the whole population was made to realize, as it had never realized

before, that America must brace itself for a national effort towards

recovery. Roosevelt began his Presidency by declaring all banks

closed for a period of four days later extended to a week thus

taking the matter out of the hands of the individual States and

making himself and the Federal Administration responsible for
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finding a solution. Then he called Congress to assemble for a spe-

cial session. For the next hundred days events were to move faster

than they had ever moved in the history of the United States.

Immediately the new President proposed and carried two pieces

of legislation which won him general support. The first was a Bill

to economise 500 million dollars of Federal expenditure by cutting

down ex-service-men's (veterans') pensions. These pensions had

been the apple of Congress* eye; they were supported by the most

formidable lobby in Washington altogether they had at one time

run away with almost a quarter of the budget. Congress had played

to the veterans' gallery by granting a pensions' bonus of nearly a

million dollars. Roosevelt took the opposite course and the nation

welcomed the economy, not with hints against broken pledges,

but as the promise of a balanced budget which in those days was

synonymous with the end of the crisis. The second Bill licensed the

manufacture of beer up to 3.2 per cent alcohol. Oddly enough, this

was of great psychological importance; the section of the public to

whom closed banks and economics meant nothing cheered Roose-

velt to the echo for that Bill.

On Sunday night, a week after his inauguration, Roosevelt broad-

cast a message to the American people. He said that he intended

to open some of the banks on the morrow. He asked the people
what they proposed to do. If they took the opportunity to withdraw

the rest of their deposits, the result would be general bankruptcy.

If, on the other hand, they put money into the reopened banks,

it would be possible for the normal economic life of the country
to be resumed. Very quietly and very sincerely he asked them to

deposit their money; it would be safer there, he added, than in the

mattress.

Roosevelt was taking a huge risk. He won. When the banks

reopened there were queues at the doors, queues of people anxious

to increase their deposits. In the first ten days of his administra-

tion the President had put an end to panic. Distress remained, dis-

tress in every State and in every class in the Union, but it was with

a new feeling of confidence that Americans looked to Washington.
The Administration was faced with four great problems. The

first was unemployment fifteen million men out of work, no

system for state relief, and private resources for relief reduced to

exhaustion. The second was agriculture thirty million farmers
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saddled with mortgages they could never hope to pay and gagged
by agricultural prices that would leave them with a loss on their

crops. The third was industry, hit by the breakdown of interna-

tional trade and by the reduced purchasing power of the millions

of farmers and unemployed and by the general loss of confidence.

The fourth was finance the whole machinery of finance, bank-

ing and stock-marketing, which had blown the bubble of 1929 and
had collapsed in March, 1933, would have to be reorganized com-

pletely.

Roosevelt set to work with a gusto that carried the whole Amer-
ican nation with him. His method was to fire Bills at Congress,

empowering the President to spend huge sums of money on em-

ployment, agriculture, industry and financial reorganization and

leaving the detailed means in which the money was applied to his

own discretion. To deal with unemployment an Emergency Relief

Act granted five hundred million dollars. Employment could not

be expected to come at once, but the President gave one personal

example: a new detachment of unemployed had invaded Wash-

ington, this time of young men who had been unable to find work.
Instead of turning the police on them, the President went to their

camp and talked with their leaders. What did they want? They
wanted work. "Right," said Roosevelt, "here's work for you: the

forests of America have been wasted by over-cutting, fire and

neglect; if you like to volunteer for forest work, there's food,

lodging and a dollar a day for every man of you." He was as good
as his word; by April 6, two hundred fifty thousand had volun-

teered and by July i, all were at work.

To deal with the plight of agriculture, Roosevelt put forward and

Congress passed an Agricultural Adjustment Act. This A.A.A. set

aside two thousand million dollars to save mortgaged farms. Part

of the money was to be spent in inducing the mortgage holders

to give longer and easier terms to the farmers; a further provision

of the Act gave the Government power to subsidize the farmers to

limit their grain and cotton crops and to reduce their output of

pigs (which Americans call hogs) and of cattle. It was a paradoxi-
cal reform, paying farmers to work less and to destroy their crops,

but nothing seemed absurd that might force up the prices of agri-

cultural products. The subsidies were to be paid for by a tax on

the processors the manufacturers who prepared the raw products
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for consumption. Thus the consumers were taxed in the form of

higher prices for basic commodities to relieve the agricultural popu-
lation.

To deal with industry a more detailed scheme was necessary.

The trouble there was the cutthroat competition which had led to

undercutting, reduced wages, bankruptcies and unemployment.
Roosevelt asked industrial leaders to advise him; they proposed a

scheme of "Industrial Self-government" by which the great indus-

tries should be organized as monopolies. This would have the merit

of stopping cutthroat competition but Roosevelt saw that it would

do nothing to raise the purchasing power of the people, on which

the return of prosperity in the last instance depended, so he called

in the leaders of organized labour to advise him and appointed a

Committee representing the American Federation of Labour, the

Railroad Brotherhoods and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers.

This was an innovation for America, where organized labour had

been despised and derided. The workers proposed shorter hours of

work, the abolition of child labour and a fixed minimum wage.
From the proposals of employers and employees an industrial plan
was evolved in the form of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

The N.I.R.A. demanded that the employers in each industry should

prepare codes providing for a minimum wage, a maximum work-

ing week and the abolition of child labour; these codes were to be

given a public hearing in Washington at which committees repre-

senting workers and consumers would give evidence. The Presi-

dent would then modify or approve the codes. Once approved, the

codes would have the force of law. The N.I.R.A., it was hoped,
would help the employers by the elimination of "unfair" competi-

tion, the employees by better hours and higher wages, and the coun-

try at large by raising the purchasing power of the community.

The Tennessee Valley Authority. The NJ.R.A. was Roosevelt's

panacea for industrial diseases. But the President knew that in-

dividual ailments demanded individual treatment. The disease of

the great cities was that industry had outgrown its strength; but the

disease of many country districts was arrested development, and

this demanded a different prescription. The Act establishing the

Tennessee Valley Authority was justly described as "the most far-

reaching adventure in regional planning ever undertaken outside
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Soviet Russia." The Authority was empowered to plan the whole
economic development of the valley. Hillside farms from which
little profit could ever be hoped were bought and allowed to go
out of cultivation and the farmers were installed on small holdings
in the bed of the valley. The Authority supplied them with cheap

electricity for domestic purposes and encouraged men to work

only half the day on their holdings and to produce not for the

market but for their family needs only; for the other half of the

day they might find employment in the new light-industries es-

tablished in the small towns of the valley and run with the same

cheap electric power. Every effort was made to make the valley
self-contained culturally as well as economically.

It is difficult to see how the Tennessee Valley Plan was related

to the general effort to restore American prosperity. It was an at-

tempt at planning a collectivized community and undoubtedly
beneficent to the inhabitants of the valley. But to America at large,

anxious to raise the purchasing power of the whole population so

that the goods of the great cities and of the vast farming areas could

be absorbed, it meant nothing. To Roosevelt and his advisers it

meant this: if all attempts to set the economic machine in motion

again and put it under honest guidance should fail, America would

have to abandon her Constitution, which had been devised for an

individualistic society, and give the Executive coercive power to

build a collectivized State. And for that national plan the success-

ful regional plan in the Tennessee Valley would be an invaluable

precedent.

The Money Problem. There remained the money problem. It

was appallingly complicated; no one seemed able to see clearly

more than one aspect of it, and Roosevelt himself was bound to

admit that he could not see the problem as a whole.

First there was the banking aspect. In the United States there

were some eighteen thousand banks, some of them national con-

cerns under the Federal Reserve System but most of them tiny

private concerns subject to the forty-eight different sets of regula-

tions of the forty-eight different States. The eighteen thousand

banks shut their doors in March, 1933, and to enable the sounder

of them to open again Roosevelt had to relieve them of their ob-

ligation to pay out gold or to export gold except with a licence from
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him. This restriction obviated a further run on the banks and saved

ninety per cent, of the people's deposits. Roosevelt might have gone
on to reform the whole banking system, but it would have taken

too long. Instead, he patched the old system up by a Banking Act

which demanded that some guarantee should be given for de-

posits.

Then there was the investment aspect. The bankers had precipi-

tated the crisis of 1929 by gambling with their depositors' money.

Many of them had created Investment Corporations which were

nothing more than branches of the banks, charged with investing

the banks' resources in the stocks which seemed most profitable at

the moment (the National City Company, for instance, was an

Investment Corporation under the direction of the National City

Bank). Roosevelt took the obvious step (obvious, at least, to Eng-

lishmen) of insisting that companies conducting investment busi-

ness should be separate from companies engaged in commercial

banking. And then he signed the Securities Act, compelling pro-

motors to give accurate information about their securities; this

put a check on speculative investment, but the check was so drastic

that it almost choked investment altogether, and the industrial re-

covery was consequently retarded. The public had no eyes for the

weak points of Roosevelt's reforms. Every melodrama must have

a hero and a villain; the melodrama of Roosevelt's first hundred

days had a natural hero in the President himself and the bankers

were cast for the role of villain. Roosevelt offered the public a

magnificent free entertainment a public baiting of the financial

bulls who had played such havoc with the Stock Exchanges. He
invited a Senate Banking and Currency Committee to investigate

the affairs of the uncrowned king of American financiers, the

mysterious Mr. Morgan himself. The public learned that Mr. Mor-

gan had paid no income tax for the last ten years; they learned that

he had made another fortune out of the crisis; that he controlled

a vast network of electric companies; that he had a list of friends,

including members of Roosevelt's own Cabinet, to whom he sold

bonds at special terms. Mr. Morgan replied that the law was on

his side: no income tax was payable on depreciated capital and his

capital had depreciated; it was no crime to invest judiciously even

in critical times, and it was customary to give one's friends the

first option on shares. The investigation into the affairs of the Na-
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tional City Bank had a similar result: its Chairman, Mr. Charles

E. Mitchell, had received bonuses amounting to three and a half

million dollars in three years, and in 1929 he had paid no income

tax; yet he had not broken the law. The public had to learn the

salutary lesson that it was not Mr. Morgan or Mr. Mitchell who
was at fault but the laws and customs of the American financial

system.

Then there was the currency aspect of the money question. What
was to be done about the dollar? Here the villain was not the

banker, it was England. In 1931 England had gone off the gold

standard; in other words, she had announced that she would not

pay twenty shillings for every gold pound she owed. Instead, she

paid about fifteen shillings, and American exporters lost five shillings

on every pound paid them by British buyers. Other countries there

is a list of their names on page 100 had followed England and were

keeping their currencies below the old gold standard, thus undersell-

ing the United States in the world market. Roosevelt was naturally

determined to stop the English game. There were two courses open
to him: he could come to agreement with England to stabilize their

currencies, or he could send America off the gold standard and try

to beat the English at their own game of currency control.

Which course Roosevelt would take no one knew. His advisers

were men of both camps "sound money" men who wanted an

international currency, and reformers like Doctor Warren of Cor-

nell University and Senator Thomas of Oklahoma, who advocated

a "managed" dollar. The President followed the advice of both,

gathering the powers necessary to pursue whichever course ex-

pediency might subsequently dictate. He received the Prime Min-

isters and envoys of European Powers at Washington and gave
them to understand that America would attempt to reach agree-

ment about a world currency at the World Economic Conference

which was to meet under the auspices of the League of Nations

in London on June 17. Meanwhile, he left himself free by taking

America of! the gold standard a step which he accomplished as

unobtrusively as possible in April by refusing to issue any further

licences for the export of gold. The next step was to get the power
to control the dollar into his own hands. On May 18 he signed the

Thomas Amendment (to the Farm Relief Act) which gave him

the power to debase the gold content of the dollar by as much as
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fifty per cent. Senator Thomas modestly described his Amendment
as "the most important 'proposition that ever came before the Amer-

ican Congress. It is the most important proposition that has ever

come before any parliamentary body of any nation in the world"

by which he meant that the American President would be able, if

he chose, to raise prices by reducing the value of the dollar, and

to confiscate part of the savings of one section of his people in

order to reduce the burden of debt and poverty on another section.

Roosevelt was now in an excellent position to deal with the cur-

rency question. He had the power for everything in his hand and

he had committed himself to nothing. He had been working

frenziedly to get Congress adjourned before the middle of June,

so that he would be left with a free hand to deal with the World

Conference. At last, one hundred and five days after his inaugura-

tion, he signed the outstanding bills and left Washington for a sail-

ing holiday off the coast of New England.
Meanwhile in London the World Economic Conference had been

launched. The international aspect of that ill-fated assembly will

be dealt with later; for the moment we are concerned only with

the American point of view. From the American side of the At-

lantic it seemed that the Conference had been launched in a hurri-

cane: the barometer of trade was low tariff manipulation was

causing a deep depression and the compass needle of exchange rates

was wavering wildly, as the magnetic metal (gold) was shifted

from country to country by way of currency manipulation. Sud-

denly Roosevelt decided that one should not try to repair a ship
in a hurricane. He telegraphed to London that the rest of the world

could mind its own business. This blow dissolved the World Con-

ference. The American delegation returned stupefied to Washing-
ton, to ask for an explanation; there they found that Americans

had forgotten all about the Conference and were talking about

nothing but "Codes."

The Wording of the National Recovery Act. Early in July the

President returned to Washington to face the hardest part of his

task. The work that had been done so far was little more than

negative bank solvency helped, farmers saved from losing their

homes in the foreclosure of mortgages, a few hundred thousands

set to work in the forests. It remained to apply the constructive
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side of the reforms which were embodied in the Agricultural and
the Industrial Recovery Acts. The question was whether these two

Acts could be put into operation effectively enough to restore the

purchasing power of the nation and to bring her unemployed mil-

lions back to work before the winter set in. Roosevelt soon realized

that at the present rate of progress this was impossible. Industries

were being slow in sending in their codes the work involved

was immense and could not be hurried beyond a certain point.

By the middle of July, only one code was complete, that for the

Cotton Industry: it involved great reforms the abolition of child

labour and the fixing of a minimum weekly wage of twelve to

thirteen dollars but a quarter of the industry stayed outside the

agreements and in other industries employers were sweating their

men to pile up high stocks at low costs before code restrictions

could be applied. Roosevelt broadcast an address to the American

people on July 24, urging the necessity of cooperation and suggest-

ing an emergency measure: while full codes were being prepared,
industries and all business employers were asked to accept a skele-

ton code limiting wages and hours of work; the MRA was to be

extended from industry to every branch of business to become,
in fact, a National Recovery Act and every employer who ac-

cepted the blanket code was to display the badge of a blue eagle

with the motto "We do our Part."

It is worth quoting part of this address because it illustrates

very clearly the President's close contact with the public, as well

as the fact that all that was new in his work was the attempt to

create in America a public opinion in favour of cooperation and

that in itself was such an innovation to people used to the laisser-

faire, devil-take-the-hindmost methods of the nineteen twenties that

journalists may be pardoned if they called it a revolution.

Last autumn, [said Roosevelt in his quiet voice] on several occasions

I expressed my faith that we can make, by democratic self-discipline

general increases in wages and shortening of hours sufficient to enable

industry to pay its own workers enough to let those workers buy and use

the things that their labour produces. This can be done only if we permit
and encourage cooperative action in industry because it is obvious that

without united action a few selfish men in each group will pay starvation

wages and insist on long hours of work. Others in that group must either

follow suit or close up shop. We have seen the result of action of that kind
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in the continuing descent into the economic hell of the last four years.

There is a clear way to reverse that process: if all employers in each

competitive group agree to pay their workers the same wages reason-

able wages and require the same hours reasonable hours then

higher wages and shorter hours will hurt no employer. Moreover, such

action is better for the employer than unemployment and low wages,
because it makes more buyers for his product. That is the simple idea

which is the very heart of the National Recovery Act . . .

The proposition is simply this: If all employers will act together to

shorten hours and raise wages we can put people back to work. No em-

ployer will suffer, because the relative level of competitive cost will ad-

vance by the same amount for all. But if any considerable group should

lag or shirk, this great opportunity will pass us by and we will go into

another desperate winter. This must not happen.

Events proved that Roosevelt was asking too much. In spite of

a month or two of vociferous acclamation of the N.R.A. and all

it stood for, in spite of the display of the Blue Eagle by nearly

every shop in the land, industrialists delayed over the codes; some,

like Mr. Ford, refused to be party to any agreement about wages;
others signed codes and proceeded to violate them in practice.

Meanwhile the Agricultural Adjustment Act was not working well.

The cotton planters had been paid to plough under some ten mil-

lion acres of cotton at least a third of their crop. They had got

good money for it but they had to cast tenant farmers adrift; there

was distress among the tenants and discontent throughout the

cotton-working community at the wretched business of destroying
what they had grown. The same discontent permeated the wheat

and fruit-growing communities, who were only reconciled to the

destruction policy by the government subsidies received. The rear-

ers of hogs were tolerably satisfied: the Government had offered

high prices for young pigs and sows; the farmers sold their pigs
and kept their sows to breed more pigs for sale to the Government
in the following year. It was obvious that the A.A.A, would not

succeed, even as a temporary measure: the farmers had destroyed
the crops on their worst land and were concentrating their efforts

on the good land from which an increased crop could be expected
in the future. Nature did more than the Government to restrict

output in 1933 and 1934, when a phenomenal drought made har-

vests poor.
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The winter of 1933 came and some twelve millions were still

unemployed. Under the N.R.A. a couple of million had been given
work and another half million were employed in Conservation

Camps. But the Public Works schemes were being held up by the

necessity of passing them through the state Governments; each

State had a different Constitution and the legality of the schemes

in the light of each had to be determined carefully by judges. In

November Roosevelt put a new scheme on foot: he set up a Civil

Works Administration to distribute to local authorities enough
money to put four million men to work on any jobs that could be

found for them painting public buildings, laying out recreation

grounds and the like. Within three weeks the C.W.A. had four

million names on its books and was distributing fifty million dol-

lars a week. The men were enthusiastic, but the method was too

expensive; in February, 1934, the C.W.A. had to dismiss the four

million.

It was obvious by the end of 1933 that no constructive result was

coming of the Roosevelt reforms. In January Congress met again
and the President sent his annual budget message. Congress was

shocked by the huge deficit involved by borrowing to meet ex-

penditure on relief; the only consolation was that the President

expected to balance his accounts in 1936. The New Deal was re-

duced to a gigantic scheme for Federal relief. Seven million farm-

ers were getting relief in the form of mortgage-extension, or sub-

sidies for reduced acreage, or government buying of surplus crops.

Four million industrial and professional workers were being sup-

ported by the C.W.A. It is no exaggeration to say that a quarter of

the entire American population were directly or indirectly in re-

ceipt of Federal funds in some form of relief.

The problem had become a race with time. Could the Federal

Government continue to support the population until industrial

recovery set in? Industrial recovery depended on one (or both)

of two things: the restoration of the home market by raising the

purchasing power of the American people, and the restoration of

the foreign market by reducing the debts and tariffs which, inter

alia, prevented foreigners from buying American goods. In 1933

there was no possibility of restoring the foreign markets. Almost

every nation in the world was raising its tariffs and conducting a

campaign against buying foreign goods. Debtor nations urged
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Roosevelt to cancel their debts to America, hinting that they could

afford to lower tariffs and to buy American goods i they were

relieved of the burden of debts, but the American public clung to

these debts, and Roosevelt, though personally willing enough to

write off the interest if not the principal of the debts, was obliged

to bow to public opinion. So Roosevelt concentrated on the home
market. If economic nationalism was to be the order of the day,

America was in a comparatively strong position, being more nearly

self-sufficient than any other nation except the U.S.S.R. Yet he

did not succeed in materially raising the purchasing power of his

people: the A.A.A. put money in the hands of farmers, but at the

expense of the community in general, for the money was raised

by increasing the retail price of basic commodities; the N.R.A.

.raised nominal wages, but prices were rising as well, and the wage-
earners' money bought less, not more, than before. There remained

one rather doubtful method of temporarily restoring the purchas-

ing power of the people: inflation. The President kept this last card

in reserve while he tried in 1934 to win a few tricks in foreign

markets. It was not easy tariffs were higher than ever, debts were

still uncancelled, mutual distrust between nations was increasing

rather than abating but Roosevelt was able to do something to

revive America's export trade by making barter agreements with

individual nations, arranging for a specified quota of American

goods to be taken by them in exchange for definite quotas of their

products. Arrangements of this nature were made with Soviet Rus-

sia (the Communist regime had at last been recognized, in 1933)

and with some South American republics. On the basis of barter,

a new foundation for international trade was slowly, very slowly,

being built in 1934.

Achievements of the New Deal. It was not possible in 1934 to tell

how far Roosevelt's experiments would succeed or fail, but one

or two consequences of the New Deal stood out clearly as land-

marks in American history. In the first place, it was obvious that

a new spirit had been created in American Labour. Hitherto there

had been no class consciousness among American labourers. They
considered themselves as potential bosses: after all, if one lost a job
there was always another to be picked up; there was no need to

worry about security, no need of insurance or of organized bar-
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gaining power; jobs were to be had for the asking. But by 1934
five years of slump were beginning to teach them their lesson. They
were becoming class conscious. The N.R.A. had given them the

right to organize freely and to be represented in collective bargain-

ing by spokesmen of their own choice. The Trade Unions were

growing in numbers; in 1933 they included only four per cent,

of the workers; in 1934 they included eight per cent. The
American labour movement was still in its infancy, but it was

growing and would be a factor to reckon with in the future.

The greatest result of the New Deal was simply this: the Amer-
ican people had become conscious in a new way of their political

unity. The New Deal amounted simply to a new corporate spirit.

In the history of the United States, as in that of all new nations,

the corporate spirit the willingness to sacrifice personal interests

for the interests of the community is a rare phenomenon. It had

appeared in 1917 and carried America into the war but it vanished

again in 1919 and America returned to normalcy. This normalcy
means unfettered individualism. It means the spirit of the colonists

who fought for their independence, of the settlers of the covered-

wagon days who crossed the Alleghenies and colonized the plains

and valleys beyond; of the pioneers who laid the first railway track

over the Rockies. The industrialists, the company promoters, the

loan floaters and the salesmen who made their fortunes in the

nineteen twenties worked in just the same spirit of individualism.

They recognized no loyalty greater than loyalty to their company,
as the early colonists had known none beyond their colony, the

settlers none beyond their family, and the railway pioneers none

at all. The crash of 1929 and the long-drawn-out misery of the four

years that followed it made Americans realize that individualism

was not enough. Out of adversity the corporate spirit was re-created.

It took the form of a new political consciousness. In the 'twenties

Americans had been apathetic towards politics more copies of the

newspapers were sold after the Tunney-Dempsey fight than after

the Presidential Election of 1928 and their idea of a good govern-

ment was a government that did not interfere in business. In 1933

they hoisted Mr. Roosevelt into the position of Leader and paid

him a degree of respect and obedience as complete and spontaneous

as that paid to Fuhrer in Germany or Ducc in Italy. They made

his Government responsible for seeing what they called "fair play"
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in agriculture, industry and commerce; for fixing interest rates,

mortgages, prices and even the value of the dollar. In effect, they

made him responsible for restraining individualism wherever it led

to one man's becoming rich at the demonstrable expense of an-

other or, at least, of another American. The law of common de-

cency, in Roosevelt's phrase, was taking the place of the law of the

jungle in American economic life.

Roosevelt's was a democratic Government, not a dictatorship: he

had enormous power but it had been granted to him by Congress,

and Congress could at any moment withdraw what they had

granted; he exercised no unconstitutional power; the rights of free

speech and of free assembly were not tampered with; there was no

question of illegal coercion or suppression. Voluntarily Congress

granted him dictation power, and voluntarily the people most

of them accepted the restrictions of the Codes and displayed the

Blue Eagle sign through the autumn and winter of 1933. But in

1934 there were signs that the pendulum might be swinging back

again into individualism. The electric interests succeeded in throw-

ing out the President's cherished Bill for a treaty with Canada to

harness the St. Lawrence to a gigantic hydro-electric plant and to

open the Great Lakes to ocean steamers by a new canal. The oil

magnates blocked his scheme for oil reform. The Codes were fail-

ing, for there was no machinery to check them in the consumers'

interests, and the interests of the workers were so inadequately
looked after that strikes broke out in the textile and other industries.

Prices were rising much more rapidly than Codes could raise

wages.
1

A great conflict was in progress in the United States in 1934:
a conflict between the traditional individualism of Americans and
the cooperative spirit in which alone their social system could be

firmly established. In a sense, it was the future of democracy that

was at stake. If the democratic Government of Roosevelt could

succeed in inducing citizens by persuasion to forego their tradi-

tional rights of free competition and to combine in a nation-wide

effort to raise the purchasing power of the community in general,

1 And yet at the Congress elections of November, 1934, the Democrats swept the

board and Roosevelt found himself with a two-thirds' majority behind him the

only President in American history to have increased his majority after the first two

years of office.
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and in particular of the working class which comprised its vast

majority, then there might be a future for democracy all over the

world. If Roosevelt failed, if individual interests refused to be per-

suaded to cooperate, then two alternatives would be open to Amer-
ica : a return to the laisser-jaire which would mean a further descent

down the 1929-1933 road, or else suspension of the Constitution and

rule by coercion. In many countries of the world the latter course

had been adopted in Russia, in Italy, in Austria, in Germany, in

Japan, dictatorships were in power. Many other countries had re-

tained democratic government and had failed to find a way out

of the world depression. The world watched America in 1934 with

an interest which had never before been accorded to American

affairs since the War of Independence, for in that year democracy
was on trial for its life in Washington.
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THE WORLD IN CONFERENCE

THERE are two general principles on which the economic business of

the world may be done. The first is the principle o the division of

labour, by which each country produces what it is best fitted by
geography and by genius to produce and exports its surplus in ex-

change for the surplus of other countries. This system was highly

developed in the nineteenth century and added immeasurably to

the wealth of the world, but it worked to the advantage of indus-

trialized countries, the demand for whose goods was constantly

increasing, and to the disadvantage of agricultural and pastoral na-

tions, for whose products the demand is relatively stable. Further-

more, it led to fierce competition between industrialists and financiers

for raw materials and for markets: that competition was the basic

cause of the World War of 1914 and of the great depression of 1929.

In view of this, it is not surprising that the world abandoned it in

favour of the second principle, the principle of mercantilism or eco-

nomic nationalism, by which each nation aims at producing at home
all the necessities and most of the comforts of life. The advantage
of this system is that each nation feels independent of the plight of

its neighbours. Its disadvantages are apparent: it means a divided

world and it means a poor world in every country economic na-

tionalism involves a reduction in the standard of living and in small

nations it involves a return to almost mediaeval economic conditions.

It is obvious, therefore, that the world must find some middle way
between international free trade and economic nationalism. In the

period 1929-1934 ideas as to the nature of this middle path were

confused; on the one hand there was a movement towards national

isolation, on the other hand a movement towards international co-

operation to avert economic breakdown and to restore international

trade. Pessimists called the former effort suicidal and the latter in-

sincere. As usual, the pessimists were wrong. The movement

towards national self-sufficiency was in reality an attempt to organize

the productive forces in the country for the good of the community,
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instead of leaving them unorganized for the profit of a few pro-

ducers. This organization was a necessary prelude to a resumption
of international trade on a new basis of official state-bargaining which

had every prospect of being more beneficial to the peoples of the

world in general than the old method of private bargaining by in-

dividuals responsible only to themselves.

Economic Nationalism. The attempt of the United States to organize

her productive forces has been described at some length, not be-

cause it was unique but because the United States crowded into a

few months the work which other nations took a generation to

accomplish. There was nothing new in the American experiment

except its rapidity. Italy had had nation-wide schemes of public

works for a decade; Russia had been working on schemes of eco-

nomic planning ever since the Revolution. England had had Wage
Arbitration Boards long before the great depression or the N.R.A.

was thought of. Even the proposals of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act to curtail production were not uniquely American; Holland

and Denmark restricted the output of pigs and cattle during the

crisis, France limited the acreage under wheat, Japan controlled

tea and rice production, India controlled jute and Egypt cotton

production, and Brazil's National Council ordered twelve million

bags of coffee to be destroyed in 1933. Subsidies to wheat-growers
had been paid by the British Government for a decade and the

money was found by the means later adopted in the United States

by a tax on "processes." Official schemes to help the farmer in Eng-
land were much the same as in America, though the objective was

completely different: in England the aim was to increase output, in

America to restrict it.

These early efforts at national economic adjustment were not con-

fined to the Old World. In Australia, state enterprise had made
considerable progress towards the control of production and the regu-
lation of labour conditions before the crisis came and the Common-
wealth Government was able to take constructive action to meet

the depression in its first stages. The vast Dominion, with its meagre

population of six and a half million people, was largely dependent
on the export of wool and meat; the slump in the price of these

goods in 1929 and after meant a big reduction in the national in-

come. The Government recognized this openly in 1931 and set about
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sharing the loss among the various classes o the community. Wages
were cut down by what amounted to twenty per cent.; interest rates

on the home debt were reduced in the same proportion; the Com-
monwealth Bank helped local banks over difficult times and allowed

a considerable expansion of credit. The Australian pound went off

the gold standard, its external value diminished, and the Common-
wealth was able to wipe off a considerable amount of its external

debt. Meanwhile steps had been taken to improve methods of pro-
duction.

So far economic nationalism could go, and no further. The res-

toration of prosperity in Australia and in every other country of the

world depended upon the revival of international trade. Australia

had a stroke of good fortune in 1933, when the price of wool rose,

and the Commonwealth was able to take full advantage of the im-

provement by the increased stocks she had available for export. But

international trade as a whole was at a standstill. The President of

the British Board of Trade announced in 1934 that in the home
market for British goods saturation point was in sight and that any
further development of industry must depend on the reopening of

foreign markets. We must consider now what attempts at inter-

national cooperation had been made since the war, and what pros-

pects of success existed in 1934.

Internationalism: The League and its Limitations. The League of

Nations had been founded in 1919 "in order to promote international

cooperation and to achieve international security

".by the acceptance of obligations not to resort to war,

"by the prescription of open, just and honourable relations between

nations,

"by the firm establishment of the undertakings of international law as

the actual rule of conduct among governments,
"and by the maintenance of justice and a scrupulous respect for all

treaty obligations in the dealings of organized peoples with one another."

As the Covenant clearly reveals, the League was not intended to

be a World-Federation or a Super-State but simply a League or, as

the French title describes it, a Society of Nations. No member-nation

forfeited one jot or tittle of its sovereignty, for every important deci-

sion of the League had to be by unanimous vote, and failing una-
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nimity the pledges given by members to combine against States con-

victed of making aggressive war would not be valid. It may be said,

therefore, that the League had no power of coercion; its powers
were limited to suggestion and suasion. The League embodied no

new political ideal: it was simply and solely the latest embodiment

of the old Liberal ideal.

Its functions became in practice those of a club and a newspaper.
But to say that is not to cast any slur on its importance. As a club

it provided a regular meeting-place such as had never before existed,

for the leaders of every nation (even non-members sent their official

"observers" to Geneva), a meeting-place where discussions of mat-

ters of international interest proceeded regularly and naturally, where

loans were subscribed for needy members, and where countless

agreements of mutual advantage were reached. In its newspaper
function it compiled and published statistics on every subject from

currency to cholera and gave publicity to scandals as old as piracy
and as new as the private manufacture of armaments. Its Mandates

Commission did all that publicity could do to shame the victorious

powers out of misusing their mandatory authority in their own in-

terests and the Minority Commissions to shame state governments
out of the ill-treatment of their national minorities. The International

Labour Organization tried to secure a living wage and decent labour

conditions for the working classes by inviting governments to ratify

conventions concerning minimum wages and maximum hours and
the general health of employees. An incalculable amount of per-
secution and misery was saved by this League publicity, but the

basic abuses remained, owing to the League's lack of coercive power.
Some mandatories persisted in treating their mandated territories

as colonies to be exploited for their own profit notably the French
in Syria and the South Africans in West Africa. Many Powers per-
sisted in defying the Minority Commissions notably the Poles,
who announced in 1934 that they did not intend to accept League
interference in the treatment of the Ukrainians. The conventions of

the LL.O. were seldom ratified; the most important of them, the

Washington Hours Convention of 1919, was accepted by no im-

portant industrial countries except Belgium and Czechoslovakia,
and the thirty other conventions were received no better. The aver-

age number of States to ratify each convention was less than nine

out of fifty-eight members of the IJL.O.
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Yet it is well that the League had no coercive power in the early

years of its existence, for otherwise it would most surely have been

used in the selfish interests of the victors of Versailles. The nation

that urged most strongly a revision o the Covenant so as to give
the League an army with which to enforce its decisions was France;
and France intended that army to be used against the Powers who
demanded a revision of the Versailles Treaty. At first the League
was little but a congress of victors: the Central Powers were not

admitted for some years and it was 1934 before the Soviet Union was
allowed to become a member. The Council of the League consisted

at first of four major Allied Powers with permanent seats (Great

Britain, France, Italy and Japan) and of two Allied Powers (Bel-

gium and Greece) and only two others (Brazil and Spain) with

temporary seats. Even in later years, when Germany was given a

permanent seat and the number of temporary seats was increased

to nine, the Versailles bloc still controlled the Council, for the con-

vention was established that of these nine one should always go
to Poland, one to a British Dominion, one to Spain, three to Latin-

American republics, leaving three for the remaining States to

squabble for. The truth is that the world was still thinking in terms

of Sovereign-States and the Balance of Power, and if Geneva had

been given coercive power before public opinion was ready to ac-

cept super-national authority, the League would surely have foun-

. dered and all progress in the direction of world federation by means

of club and newspaper activities would have been at an end.

It was inevitable, in view of its constitution and the insistence of

public opinion upon national sovereignty, that the League should

prove impotent in the world crisis. Attempt after attempt was made

to remove the obstacles to economic prosperity which had brought
on the crisis, and each failed as soon as one nation's interests were

seen to be threatened. In 1929 Mussolini tried to impose a revision

of the treaties upon Poland and the Little Entente by obtaining the

signatures of Great Britain, France and Germany to a Four Power

Pact, but by the insertion of a clause promising to "respect the pro-

cedure of the League" the Pact was nullified: that procedure was

by unanimous vote and therefore the veto of either Czechoslovakia,

Yugoslavia, Rumania or Poland could successfully block revision.

In 1932 an attempt was made by BeneX, the Czechoslovakian Min-

ister, to restore Central and Eastern Europe as an economic unit by
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creating a Danubian Customs Union, by which the manufactures

of Austria and Czechoslovakia might be freely exchanged for the

foodstuffs of Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria. But Germany and

Italy were jealous, and the Union was stillborn.

.In that same year the League gave the most shocking demonstra-

tion of its weakness in the Manchurian affair.

That this whole Manchurian precedent should be clearly grasped is

vital for the League's future. It is now established that in a dispute

brought before the League, no practical consequences will necessarily

follow, though one of the disputants submits itself throughout to the

procedure of the League, accepts its finding, and pleads for its aid, while

the other, after disputing its jurisdiction, finally quits it and continues his

aggression. It is established that one member of the League's Council

may, to avenge an assault on a few of its nationals for which ample satis-

faction was offered, bombard and destroy with much slaughter of civilians

one of the chief cities of a fellow member, and the question of compensa-
tion for this savage outrage will never even be raised. It is established that

a member of the League may in effect appropriate permanently four

wealthy and extensive provinces of another, expel his administration and

his troops, and develop this territory for his own purposes of strategy,

capital investment and colonization, without meeting from the League

any practical impediment whatever. It is established that the League,
after elaborate inquiry on the spot and prolonged debate at Geneva, may
declare by unanimous resolution that the warlike operations of one

member at another's expense cannot be excused on the plea of self-defence,

and involve the violation of three international treaties, and yet the League
will neither obstruct nor penalize the Covenant-breaker, nor extend to

his victim any material aid.
1

By the end of 1932 the League had done nothing to alleviate the

world depression. Relief to the stricken people o Central and East-

ern Europe had been refused by the banning of their attempt to

form themselves into some sort of economic unit. Security to the

victims of aggression had been refused by the failure to take action

against Japan, and the major failures of the League were yet to

come.

The Economic Conference. In June, 1933, the World Monetary and
Economic Conference met in London under League auspices. The

1 H. N. Brailsford in "Property or Peace.*'
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object was to put an end to the fluctuation of currencies and the

multiplication of tariffs which were making the restoration of inter-

national trade impossible. Prospects of success seemed bright, for

leading ministers of the Great Powers had visited the American
President in Washington and all seemed agreed on the advantages
of stabilizing currency and reducing tariffs. "The necessity for an
increase in the general level of commodity prices is recognized as

primary and fundamental," said the Roosevelt-MacDonald com-

muniqui; "we must, when circumstances permit, reestablish an in-

ternational monetary standard which will operate successfully."

The Roosevelt-Herriot communiqut promised "the raising of

world prices by diminishing all sorts of impediments to international

commerce, such as tariff, quota and exchange restrictions, and the

reestablishment of a more normal monetary and financial situation."

But no sooner had the delegates assembled for the Conference

than all promises were forgotten. Roosevelt was playing a double

game, letting the dollar drop in value while the leader of the United

states delegation, Cordell Hull, was still under the impression that

he wanted stabilization. Cordell Hull arranged with France a scheme

to stabilize the exchanges during the session of the Conference; Great

Britain agreed and nothing was lacking but the formal assent of

the American President. But Roosevelt refused: he had no intention

of agreeing to anything that might cause prices to fall in Amer-

ica.
'

The Conference swallowed this rebuff and settled down to com-

mittee work. But the American dollar went on depreciating and

France nervously insisted that some guarantee should be given of

America's intention to stop fluctuation as soon as possible. To pla-

cate the French a declaration was drawn up and sent to Roosevelt

for his signature. It was worded in the loosest terms; its most

definite paragraph read: "Each of the Governments signatory hereto

agrees to ask its central bank to work together with the central banks

of other Governments which sign this declaration in limiting specu-

lation and, at the proper time, re-inaugurating an international gold

standard,"

No one doubted that Roosevelt would sign. But Roosevelt refused.

And his message of refusal was couched in such rude and final terms

that the Conference was shattered.

"The world will not long be lulled," he cabled, "by the specious
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fallacy of achieving a temporary and probably an artificial stability

in foreign exchange on the part of a few countries only.

"The sound internal economic system of a nation is a greater

factor in its well-being than the price of its currency in changing
terms of the currencies of other nations. . . .

"The old fetiches of so-called international bankers are being re-

placed by efforts to plan national currencies with the objective of

giving to those currencies a continuing purchasing power which

does not greatly vary in terms of the commodities and need of mod-
ern civilization.

"Let me be frank in saying that the United States seeks the kind

of dollar which a generation hence will have the same purchasing

power and debt-paying power as the dollar we hope to attain in the

near future. . . ."

And more to that effect America would set her own house in

order and let the rest of the world go hang.
The Conference was dead. It broke up at the end of July, having

achieved nothing except one paltry understanding between wheat-

producing countries to limit their exports for the coming year and
another between countries holding silver to restrict their sales for

the next five years.

Perhaps Roosevelt was right. It was easy to talk of "the reestab-

lishment of an international money standard" but this could not

be achieved until each nation had developed a technique for con-

trolling the value of its money. A national currency has two values:

an external value in terms of the currencies of other nations, which
is determined by its balance of payments, by the ratio between what
it sells and what it buys; and an internal value which depends on
the ratio between money in circulation and the amount of goods

(and the money side of this equation is made up not only of the

actual amount of money but also of the volume of credit available at

any given time and the rapidity with which money is circulating).
Now the advantage of the old gold standard was that it kept the

external value of currencies stable between countries which main-
tained it. The disadvantage was that it did nothing to keep internal

prices stable: if the supply of gold in the world at any given time
was low and the need for currency high, then a general drop in

prices would follow. This is what happened in the post-war years,
when the shortage of gold was accentuated by the policy of the
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creditor countries, France and the United States, who refused to

use the gold paid to them but locked it up in the cellars of their

banks. From one point of view, they cannot be blamed for this; if

they had used their gold their prices would have risen so high that

foreign countries could not have afforded to buy their goods. But

by sterilizing such a large part of the world's gold supply they made
a farce of the international gold standard.

Gold. The alternative to the gold standard was a "managed" cur-

rency. Instead of having currency convertible into gold, currency
could be made inconvertible and the amount in circulation increased

or decreased at will, according to the demands of the moment. The

necessity for decrease or increase could be measured by the move-

ment of prices: for purposes of comparison a certain year, say 1916,

would be taken as normal, and prices of a representative selection

of goods at any given time compared with their price in 1926. Then,
if prices had fallen, currency would be expanded; if they had risen,

currency would be contracted. The advantage of this would be that

internal prices could be stabilized. But what would happen to the

external value of currency? Surely the exchange rates between coun-

tries would fluctuate and international trade would be handicapped?
The answer of the managed-currency advocates was that if all coun-

tries adopted a managed currency and stabilized their prices there

need be no fluctuation of international exchanges. This was no doubt

true, A more serious objection was that in the present stage of eco-

nomic development knowledge of monetary mechanism was not

sufficiently developed to make human manipulation of a currency

system safe. The great advantage of the unmanaged gold standard

was that it was so nearly fool-proof.

At the time of the Economic Conference and after, the world was

divided by its attitude to the currency question into three main

camps. One group of nations, the Gold Bloc, wanted to retain the

gold standard at existing gold parities. Another group, the Sterling

Bloc, preferred to manage their currencies in relation with sterling;

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the British Dominions and other na-

tions had manipulated their currencies since 1931 so as to keep them

on a parity with the English pound and the result had been fairly

stable internal prices and fairly stable exchange rates between the

nations in that bloc. The United States of America preferred to
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adopt a third course, managing its own currency with the object

of raising internal prices and not bothering about international

monetary policy.

This situation was obviously temporary. America could not long

persist in financial isolation; the Sterling Bloc and the Gold Bloc

could not long persist in maintaining different monetary standards

while advocating an international monetary policy. In 1934 opinion

seemed to be in favour of reestablishing the gold standard at parities

corresponding to the new international values of the currencies of

each nation in other words, by devaluations such as France had

successfully carried out in 1925. But before this solution or the alter-

native of a managed commodity currency could be carried out, there

would be needed years of government experiment in controlling the

internal value of national currencies. Public opinion was still in the

stage when the medium of exchange was accepted, like the weather,

as one of the forces over which man has no control.

The Disarmament Conference. Meanwhile the League was attacking

the World Crisis from another angle. Throughout the greater part

of 1932, 1933 and 1934 the biggest of all Disarmament Conferences

was in session at Geneva. Disarmament had always been the most

cherished object of the League. The first article of the Covenant to

deal with policy laid down that "The Members of the League recog-

nize that the maintenance of peace requires the reduction of national

armaments to the lowest point consistent with national safety. . . .

The Council, taking account of the geographical situation and cir-

cumstances of each State, shall formulate plans for such reduction

for consideration and action of the several Governments." And the

Versailles Treaty itself gave no other reason for disarming Germany
than "in order to render possible the initiation of a general limitation

of the armaments of all nations."

The business of limitation proved unconscionably difficult. Only
in the naval arm was any limitation found practicable. The Wash-

ington Conference of 1921-1922 led to an agreement between Great

Britain, the United States and Japan to destroy seventy of their war-

ships in agreed proportion and to build no more for ten years. A
Second Conference on naval disarmament met at Geneva in 1937
to discuss a similar limitation for cruisers; it broke down because

Great Britain refused to reduce her own cruiser strength on the
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grounds that she had eighty thousand miles of sea-communications
to police. Three years later, at a Third Conference held in London,
Great Britain changed her mind and after arduous diplomatic work

by Ramsay MacDonald accepted the principle of cruiser parity with
the United States.

This was not much to show for twelve years of League effort

towards disarmament. Nearly every nation had increased its ex-

penditure on armaments in the post-war years: Great Britain was

spending 535 million dollars on armaments in 1930 whereas in the

year before the war she had spent only 375 million; France was

spending 455 million dollars in 1930 against 349 million in 1913;
and the United States' expenditure had soared up to 728 million

dollars from a meagre 245 million. The League had done its best.

A Permanent Advisory Committee on disarmament had been ap-

pointed in 1920 and a Preparatory Commission was appointed in

1925 to do the preliminary work for a World Conference for the

Reduction and Limitation of Armaments.

Seven years later that Conference met. The delegates were all

agreed on principle: every nation wanted peace, of course, and

safety; the problem therefore was the comparatively simple one of

deciding the minimum military equipment needed by each nation.

The first solution proposed was proportionate disarmament, a uni-

versal scaling down of forces by fifty per cent., as the Russians sug-

gested, or by thirty-three and one third per cent., as President

Hoover preferred. But Great Britain protested that every ship in her

fleet was necessary for police purposes and that she could not re-

duce them, as would have been possible if they were intended

against foreign Powers. Whereupon each foreign Power remem-

bered that its forces too were merely police forces. Proportional dis-

armament was shelved.

The next proposal was to draw a distinction between offensive

and defensive weapons and to abolish the former. This seemed sim-

ple. Great Britain had no hesitation in proclaiming submarines of-

fensive, and tanks over twenty tons most offensive, but insisted that

battleships and bombing planes were purely defensive. But all the

world knew that Great Britain was weak in submarines and was

said to have only one tank over twenty tons and that an old one.

So that scheme was shelved.

The most promising constructive suggestion was made by the
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French. They were frank enough to admit that human beings will

never abolish weapons of war though they may attempt to control

their use. France proposed to put an armed force under the control

of the League of Nations, to be used to punish any power whom
the League Council by a majority vote, not necessarily by una-

nimity should proclaim an aggressor. This League force would be

highly trained and heavily armed. National Governments were to

be allowed to maintain small forces of their own, but lightly armed

and engaged for short terms only. All air weapons were to be in

the hands of the League.
This plan was excellent in principle; in practice, however, it was

open to certain objections. What would happen if the leaders of the

League Army should prefer to obey the orders of their National

Government instead of the League Paris, for instance, instead

of Geneva? What would happen if munitions, which must be made
and kept somewhere, were appropriated by the State in whose land

they were kept? What was to prevent the Sneider-Creusot dump,
for instance, being appropriated by France in a moment of crisis?

And even if these objections could be overcome, the fact remained

that the League force would be used to enforce the Versailles settle-

ment and the ascendancy in Europe of France.

Great Britain replied with a plan which was more blatantly self-

interested than the French. It proposed the reduction of national

armies to limits which were definitely fixed for certain powers.
Poland and Germany, for instance, were each to have two hundred

thousand although Germany had twice the population of Poland.

France was to have two hundred thousand also, and an additional

two hundred thousand for Colonial defence. In the case of Great

Britain, no limit was mentioned. Nor was naval reduction sug-

gested; that was deferred, not to the Greek Kalends, but to the

London Naval Conference of 1935, Nor was disarmament in the

air seriously attempted. "The High Contracting Parties accept the

complete abolition of bombing from the air," said Mr. MacDonald,

"except for police purposes in outlying areas." Since Great Britain

had more outlying areas to police than any other Power, that

proviso might be expected to work to her advantage. Thfc Disarma-

ment Conference failed, though it provided a liberal education in a

subject on which the public was not used to bringing its mind to

bear.
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It was not to be expected that the lion would lie down with the

lamb just because a conference was being held at Geneva, but three

great opportunities were presented to the assembled delegates and
each was lost. First, this was the time to accept Germany as a mem-
ber of the comity of nations, in a spirit stronger than that of

Locarno, by allowing her equal opportunities for self-defence. Either

the Powers must disarm to Germany's level no submarines, tanks,

military aircraft, guns over 4.5 inches, nor ships over 10,000 tons

or they must allow Germany to re-arm. They refused to do either,

and Germany very properly walked out of the Conference and

resigned from the League on October 14, 1933.

Nothing vital could be done until Germany could be tempted
back to Geneva, and so the other two opportunities were missed as

well. The Conference had had a chance of internationalizing civil

aviation. Nothing is easier than to convert a plane for carrying

passengers into a plane for carrying bombs. Civil aviation was then

in its infancy; everyone expected that it would grow enormously in

the next decade. It is essentially international, in the sense that

national barriers do not exist in the air. The internationalization of

air services would have made them immeasurably cheaper and more

efficient. Yet nothing was done; nations were left to build up their

private services of planes with an eye to quick conversion for pur-

poses of war.

Finally the Conference lost its opportunity to bring private

armament manufacturers under control. "The Members of the

League agree," in Article 8 of the Covenant, "that the manufacture

by private enterprise of munitions and implements of war is open
to grave objections. The Council shall advise how the evil effects

attendant upon such manufacture can be prevented. . . ." The
Council had other matters to attend to. Besides, only a few nations

possessed the materials, plant and technique necessary for making
modern instruments of war. Each of those nations preferred to put
none but the minimum of restriction upon such valuable indus-

tries. To take armament manufacture under state control would

mean accepting state responsibility for the puroposes for which those

arms were used; it was convenient for French* British, and United

States ministers at Geneva to deplore the Sino-Japanese War and

the Bolivia-Paraguay War, while their nationals were busy fulfilling

lucrative contracts of arms for China and Japan and for Bolivia and
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Paraguay. Only occasionally did a private manufacturer overreach

himself, as when a British firm inserted an illustrated advertisement

for "war material of all kinds" in a German paper, at the very

moment when the British Government was assuring France of their

deepest sympathy with the French fear of German re-armament.

In Conclusion. By the end of 1934 the efforts of the World in Con-

ference to solve the problems of the age had met with no success.

The crisis had shown the fundamental weakness of the League of

Nations; no way was found to prevent nation arming against na-

tion; none of the remedies which had been widely advocated as a

cure of the great depression had yet been applied: international

trade remained throttled, international rates of exchange were still

fluctuating, the flow of international capital was still choked, prices

were still abnormally low. And yet conditions were better than they

had been at any period since the coming of the crisis.

The upheaval of the war and the upheaval of the economic crisis

had shaken mankind into attempting to control the economic en-

vironment in the interests of the community. At last it began to be

realized that industry and commerce were social services, and now
the old joint-stock company ceased to be the unit of production and

its place was taken in communist, fascist, monarchic and democratic

countries alike by the Public Utility Corporation, a form of enter-

prise run by experts in the public interest. At last it began to be

realized that finance and currency existed only for human con-

venience and that it was a public duty to master the mechanism of

money and to manipulate it for the common weal.

And here, perhaps, lies the essential characteristic of this genera-
tion which we have lamely called the post-war age. It is the age of

the second great Revolution in the history of the modern world.

The first Revolution, that of "1789", extended popular control to

the sphere of politics; instead of accepting their rulers from the

hand of God by virtue of birth, men insisted on appointing rulers

of their own choice, thus inaugurating the age of democracy. This

first Revolution has never been completed : it found no way of giv-

ing expression to the volontt gSnSrale of a community (as distinct

from the volontt de tous) and it made popular political control im-

possible by making in the sacred name of liberty a false distinc-

tion between politics and economics. It has been the vital problem
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of the post-war age to experiment in new ways of expressing the

volonte gentrale (via Communism and Fascism) and to make one
more turn in the spiral of progress by a second Revolution, which
has for its object this harnessing of economic activities with the

reins in the guiding hand of the community. There is no need to

emphasize the fact that the second Revolution was far from com-

plete in 1934.

THE END
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under, 92

Cox, Sir Percy, at Baghdad, 196

Cromer, Lord, quoted, 222

Cuba, in hands of American bank-

ers, 348; establishes republic, 349;
and the Platt Amendment, 349,

350; wealth of, 350, 351

Currency, and the gold standard,

408, 409; "managed", 409; and the

Economic Conference, 409, 410

Curzon, Lord, at Lausanne, 168; his

dream of expansion, 209

Czechoslovakia, rises as new state,

32, 33; its appeal for the Allies,

33, 34; its national stability, 34, 35

D'ANNUNZIO, revolt of, 56

Das, C. R., and the Swarajists, 229

Daudet, Leon, 51

Daugherty, Harry, the corruption of,

336

Dawes, Charles G., the plan of, 29
Dawes Plan, 29

Denikin, Gen., quoted, 118; in the

Civil War, 124

Depression, the great, factors leading

to, 95-98; in Germany, 98, 99,

101-106; in Austria, 98, 99, 106,

107; in Great Britain, 99-101;
Great Britain's recovery from, 107-

no; in Japan, 263, 264; in South

Africa, 319; in America, 341-343;
hits South America, 368, 369; in

Canada, 375, 376

Deutsch, Otto, Socialist leader, 41

Dewey, John, his influence on Hu
Shih, 276

Diaz, Porfirio, his dictatorship in

Mexico, 352, 353

Disarmament, a League project, 410,

411. See also Disarmament Con-

ference

Disarmament Conference, proceed-

ings of the, 411-414

Dollfiiss, Chancellor, of Austria, and
the Socialists, 106, 107

Dominions, and English trade, 89,

90

Doumergue, ML, and the Stavisky

scandal, 51

Druses, rising of, 185

Dutch, and English, in South Africa,

3*3, 314

Dyer, Gen., in the Punjab, 224, 225

EAST INDIES, DUTCH, Nationalist re-

volt in, 289-291



Ebert, Chancellor, heads Socialist

Party, 20, 21; driven from Berlin,

24
Economic Conference, at London

(June 1933), 407-409
Economic Nationalism, and free

trade, 401-403

Ecuador, not dependent on foreign

markets, 368

Education, in Russia, 147, 148; new

Turkish, 171-174; in China, 275-

279

Egypt, British protectorate in, 202-

204; Nationalist revolt in, 204, 205;

as "independent sovereign state",

205, 206; under Zaghlul, 206, 207;

under Sidky, 207

Eisner, Kurt, in Bavaria, 20, 22

Elliot, Major Walter, and the Mar-

keting Acts, 109

Erzberger, Matthias, persuades Ger-

many to sign, 12

Eupen-Malmedy, the faked plebiscite

of, 24

Europe, in 1917, 3, 4, 6, 8; new chap-
ter in history of, 29; the troubles

with post-war, 95-98; under dic-

tatorship, no, in; and the Afri-

can problem, 321-323

FALL, ALBERT B., and Teapot Dome,
336

Far East, isolation of the, 221; has

raised standard of revolt, 293, 294

Fascism, in Austria, 41; its rise in

Italy, 57; the Grand Fascist Coun-

cil, 60; the creed of, 60-62; the

dictatorship of, 66, 67; distin-

guished from Communism, 150-

152

Feisal, leader of Arabs, 161, i8r;

King of Damascus, 184; as King
of Iraq, 197, 198; his death, 200

Feng Hu-Siang, and Wu, 247, 248

Feng, R., quoted, 280

Fethi Pasha, and the Liberal Repub-

licans, 177
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Five Year Plans, founded on neces-

sity of industrial development,

139; and the Gosplan, 139, 140;

in industry, 140-143; and collec-

tivization of peasants, 143, 144; in

agriculture, 144, 145; and crisis

with the Kulaks, 144147; in edu-

cation, 147, 148; deficiencies of,

148, 149; the second Plan, 149

Fletcher, Admiral, at Vera Cruz,

353

Forbes, Charles R., and corruption
in Veterans' Bureau, 336

Ford, Henry, his concession in Bra-

zil, 368; and the Blue Eagle, 392
Fourteen Points, of Wilson, 4, 5

France, and the Reparations, 26; in

the Ruhr, 27, 28; arms Poland, 32;

the policy of, 43; agriculture in,

44; her fear of invasion, 44, 45;

heavy industry in, 45; and the Bloc

National, 45, 46; and the Cartel

des Gauches, 46, 47; taxation in,

47, 48; stabilization of the franc,

48; in a strong position, 49; weak-

ness of party system in, 50, 51;

crisis of Stavisky scandal, 51;

Church and Republic in, 52, 53;

her unhappy post-war history, 53,

54; and the Greek War, 165-167;
in Syria, 184186; her rule in

Africa, 299-304; at the Economic

Conference, 407; and gold, 409,

410; and disarmament, 412. Sec

also Allies

Frank, Waldo, quoted on Cuba, 349,

350

Fuad, King, 207

GAUNDO, GEN, BLANCO, and Bolivian

revolution, 369

Gasset, Jos6 Ortega y, and the intel-

lectual renaissance, 69

Gazi, educated in England, 198; as-

sumes throne of Iraq, 201

George V, of England, establishes

non-party government, too
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Germany, sues for peace, 4; at Ver-

sailles, 9, 10 ; and the Treaty, 10-12;

revolution in, 20, 21; war between

Socialists and Communists in, 21,

22; drafts Weimar Constitution,

22, 23; occupation of Berlin, 24;

and the Plebiscites, 24, 25; and

the Reparations, 25-27; collapse

imminent in, 27; and the Ruhr

invasion, 27; confusion in, 27,

28; issues new currency, 28; and

the Dawes Plan, 29; and the

League, 29, 30; economic revival

in, 37, 38; the world's freest re-

public, 38, 39; internal decadence

of, 39, 40; gloomy outlook of

1930 in, 98; and the Customs

Union, 98, 99; facing bankruptcy,

99; ready for rebellion, 101; rise of

National Socialist Party in, 101,

102; votes Nazi, 102; opposition to

Briining, 103; Hitler becomes

Chancellor, 104; Nazification of,

104106; her fairness in Africa,

298; and limitation of armaments,

412, 413; resigns from League, 413

Gandhi, Mahatma, opponent of

British rule, 225; and civil dis-

obedience, 225, 226, 231; teaches

revival of handicraft, 227; his

other reforms, 227, 228; and

"Untouchability", 228; his pact

with Irwin, 232; in London, 232,

233; jailed by Willingdon, 233, 234

Giolitti, Giovanni, 56

Gobbels, Joseph, and Hitler, 102

Gold standard, and "managed" cur-

rency, 407-410

Gombos, Julius, in
Goring, Gen., 102, 105

Gosplan, formation of, 139, 140

Gouraud, Gen*, at Damascus, 184
Grand Fascist Council, 60

Great Britain, her apathy towards

France's fears, 44, 45; refuses to

sign Geneva Protocol, 47; her de-

pendence on foreign markets, 82,

83; post-war depression in, 83, 84;

supremacy of London, 84, 85; first

Labour Government, 85, 86; and
the strike of 1926, 86-89; and new
official status of the Dominions,

89, 90; and Irish Nationalism, 90-

93; in 1929, 93, 94; financial crisis

in, 99, 100; goes off the gold

standard, 100, 101; partial recovery

in, 107; coalition government in,

107, 108; possibilities of the home
market, 108, 109; and the Market-

ing Acts, 109; nature of her re-

covery, 109, no; and the Turkish

revolt, 161; and the Greek War,
165-167; her failure in Palestine,

186-190; and Arabia, 190, 191; her

mandate in Iraq, 195-197; in

Egypt, 202-208; and government
of India, 231-236; Chinese anger

against, 249; her benevolent eye
on Siam, 287, 288; and Singapore,

288, 289; her protectorates in

South Africa, 305-307; her indi-

rect rule in Nigeria and Tan-

ganyika, 307-309; and settler rule

in Kenya, 309-312; and Dutch in

South Africa, 313, 314; and the

Argentine trade, 365, 366; her im-

mense investment in Brazil, 368;
in Ecuador and Uruguay, 368; her

relations with Canada, 377, 378;
sends Royal Commission to New-

foundland, 380; and the Economic

Conference, 407; and currency

problem, 409; and the disarma-

ment question, 410-414. Sec also

Allies

Greece, opposed to Fourteen Points,

6; seizes Crete, 159; plans offensive

against Turkey, 165-167

Griffith, Arthur, and the Free State

Treaty, 91, 92

HAITI, Americanization of, 351, 352
Halideh Edib, and the Arab mind,

169, 170, 180, 181



Harding, Pres. Warren G., calls

Washington Conference, 260; and
the return to "normalcy", 333;

prosperity under, 334, 335; politi-

cal scandals under, 336; his death,

336

Harington, Gen., at armistice con-

ference with Turks, 167

Harrison, Barton C., in the Philip-

pines, 291

Haya de la Torre, Raul, Peruvian

social agitator, 363, 370

Herriot, M., 46, 47

Hertzog, Gen., leader of South Afri-

can National Party, 313; maintains

neutrality in war, 314; his anti-

native policy, 315-319

Hindenburg, President Paul von,
and the decree rule, 98; death of,

105

Hitler, Adolf, early life of, 101, 102;

his gain in power, 102; Lis teach-

ing, 103; becomes Chancellor, 104;

gigantic tasks facing, 104; and the

Church, 105; and the Brown

Army, 105; and the economic

problem, 105, 106

Hofmeyr, Jon, quoted, on South

Africa, 321

Hoover, Pres. Herbert, vetoes Philip-

pine Independence Bill, 293; elec-

tion of, 340; speculation under,

340, 341; and the crash, 341-343;
his good-will tour in Latin Amer-

ica, 359; defeated in 1932, 381-

383

Hope-Simpson, Sir John, quoted on
Chinese Communism, 254

Horthy, Admiral, regent in Hun-

gary, 18

House, Col., suggests permanent

Secretariat, 7

Huerta, Victoriano, Mexican dicta-

tor, 353, 354

Hull, Cordell, at Montevideo, 372;
at Economic Conference, 407

Hungary, treaty with, 13, 14; revolu-
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tion in, 16-18; admitted to League,
18

Hu Shih, and the literary renaissance

in China, 275-278

Hussain, and the Arabs, 161; and

MacMahon, 180; recognized King
of the Hedjaz, 183; despotism of,

190, 191

IBANEZ, GEN. CARLOS, in Chile, 364,

37i
Ibn Saud, bribed to maintain neu-

trality, 160, 161; and Wahhabism,
182; King of Nejd, 184; early his-

tory of, 191, 192; his campaigns,

192-194; and Feisal, 198

India, British imperialism in, 222; in

the War, 222; its desire for self-rule,

222, 223; and the Montagu-
Chelmsford Reforms, 224; and civil

disobedience under Gandhi, 226,

231; the Congress Program in, 226-

2285 and failure of the Simon Com-
mission, 229-232; under Lord

Irwin, 232, 233; under Lord Wil-

lingdon, 233, 234; and the White

Paper, 234, 235; industries of, 235,

236
Indo-China. See Burma; Malaya;
Siam

Industry, in Italy, 65, 66; in Great

Britain, 82, 83, 108-110; in Russia,

140-147; in Turkey, 176, 177; in

India, 235, 236; in Japan, 264; in

China, 280, 281; in America, 334,

335

International, First and Second, 116

Internationalism. See League of Na-
tions

Iraq, a mandate of Great Britain, 183;
British rule in, 195-197; and Feisal,

197, 198; and the Mosul problem,

198, 199; the Assyrians in, 199, 200

Iraqis, fail to resist British, 160

Ireland, rise of Nationalism in, 90; her

long-standing disputes with Eng-
land, 90; and the Home Rule Bill,
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Ireland (continued) 91; open war

with the English Black-and-Tans,

91; civil war in, 91, 92; moderate

prosperity of the Free State, 92;

and British tariff, 92, 93

Irigoyen, Pres., of Argentina, his

policy of political isolation, 366;

exile of, 370

Irwin, Lord, helps to allay Indian

distrust, 230; as Viceroy, 232; his

pact with Gandhi, 232, 233

Islam, younger than Christianity, 157;

adolescent, 157; no longer state re-

ligion, 171; its position today, 214-

217

Italy, opposed to Fourteen Points, 6;

in the World War, 55; chaos in, 56,

57; rise of Fascism, 57, 58; Mus-

solini abolishes Trade Unions, 59;

and the Labour Charter, 60; new
Constitution of, 60; the Fascist

creed in, 60-62; deadlock of Church
and State in, 62-64; foreign policy

of, 64, 65; economic development

of, 65, 66; Fascist dictatorship in,

66, 67; seizes Tripoli, 159; and the

Greek War, 165-167. See also Allies

Izmet Pasha, and Kemal, 166; at

Lausanne, *68; and the new re-

public, 169; his "salutary shaking",

177

JAPAN, as a mediaeval empire, 255-

257; becomes a great power, 257;
the problem of her great popula-

tion, 257, 258; political parties in,

258, 259; at the Washington Con-

ference, 260; the earthquake of

1923, 261; industrial revolution in,

261, 262; her policy of peace, 262,

263; and the London Agreement,
263; economic crisis in, 263, 264;

possibilities of Manchuria for, 265;

quarrels with China in Manchuria,

267; invades Manchuria, 267^69;
defeated at Shanghai, 269, 270; and
the League, 270, 271; causes of her

success in Manchuria, 271-273; as

a threat to the Soviets, 273, 274

Jews, in Palestine, 186-190

Joflfe, Adolf, and Dr. Sun, 244

Jouvenal, Henri de, Governor of

Syria, 185, 186

KADALIE, CLEMENT, founder of Indus-

trial and Commercial Workers'

Union, 317

Kalmykov, barbarity of, 125

Kamenev, member of ruling trium-

virate, 135, 136

Kapp, Wolfgang von, the putsch of,

24

Karl, King, exiled, 16; tries to return,

18

Karolyi, Michael, successor to Tisza,

16; resigns, 17

Kato, Viscount, at Washington Con-

ference, 260; in the Mitsubishi Cabi-

net, 262

Kellogg, Frank B., and Briand, 49;

supports Bolivia, 364

Kemal, Mustapha, and Arab revolt,

161; early career of, 162, 163; and

the National Pact, 163, 164; and the

Allies, 164, 165; in the Greek War,

165-167; and the Lausanne con-

ference, 167-169; declares himself

President, 169; abolishes Caliphate,

169, 170; secularizes State, 170, 171;

his social reforms, 171-174; his eco-

nomic reforms, 174-177; as dictator,

177-179

Kenya, settler rule in, 309-312

Kerensky, Alexander, head of Provi-

sional Government, 120

Keyserling, Count, quoted, 43

Kodo, the philosophy of, 272, 273

Kolchak, capture of, 124

Komsomols, 131

Kornilov, Gen., the failure of, 120

Ku Klux Klan, 332

Kulaks, destruction of the, 144-147

Kundt, Gen. Hans, and Bolivian

revolution, 369



Kuomintang. See China

Kurds, and the Holy War, 171; revolt

in the east, 177; in Mosul, 198, 199

LABOUR CHARTER, of 1927, the famous,

59, 60

Latin America, early history of, 344;
and the Monroe Doctrine, 345

Lausanne, Treaty of, 167-169

Lawrence, T. E., and the Arab re-

volt, 161; Feisal's interpreter, 182;

quoted, 196

League of Nations, proposed, 6, 7;

accepted, 7; a pious hope, 14; grants
loan to Hungary, 18; and the in-

vasion of Manchuria, 268-271; and

the Chaco dispute, 372, 373; its

purpose, 403, 404; its limitations,

404, 405; proves impotent in world

crisis, 405, 406; its failure in Man-
churian affair, 406; and the Eco-

nomic Conference, 406-409; and

the Disarmament Conference, 410-

414; its fundamental weakness, 414

Leguia, Pres., of Peru, 363, 369

Lenin, in exile, 116; and the Bolshe-

viks, 117; against the Provisional

Government, 119, 120; and the

N. E. P., 126, 127; retirement and
death of, 134, 135

Lerroux, Prime Minister of Spain, 80

Liebknecht, Karl, and the Spartacists,

21, 22, 24

Lippmann, Walter, quoted, 382
Little Entente, 34

Lloyd, Lord, quoted, 202, 203; and

Zaghlul, 207

Lloyd George, David, at Peace Con-

ference, 8, 9, 12; and the Repara-

tions, 27; withdraws government
control of industry, 84; and the

dole, 84; and the Free State Treaty,

91; and the Turkish offensive, 165,

i67
Locarno, the conference at, 30

Loucheur, M., and Rathenau, 26

Ludcndorff, Marshal, and Hitler, 102
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Lugard, Lord, in Nigeria, 307

Luiz, Pres. Washington, in Brazil,

370

Lunacharsky, on Lenin and Trotsky,

124

Liittwitz, Baron von, occupies Berlin,

24

Luxemburg, Rosa, 22

Lvov, Prince, 118, 120

Lyautey, Gen., in Morocco, 302304

D, RAMSAY, recognizes the

Soviets, 47; as Prime Minister, 86;

establishes non-party government,

100; and the White Paper, 188; calls

Naval Disarmament Conference in

London, 263; and cruiser parity,

411

Machado, Pres. of Cuba, 350, 351

MacMahon, Sir Henry, and Hussain,
180

Macmillan, Prof., quoted, 318

Madero, Francisco, Mexican dictator,

353

Malaya, and the importance of Singa-

pore, 288, 289

Manchukuo, established as an inde-

pendent state, 269; attitude of

League toward, 270, 271; under

Japanese control, 271

Manchuria, as part of Chinese Em-

pire, 265; development of South

Manchurian Railway Company,

265-267; invaded by Japan, 267,

268; China defeated in, 269; new

government in, 272, 273; the

League's failure in, 406. See also

Manchukuo
Mandate System, the, 182, 183; failure

of, 188-190

Maniu, Prime Minister, his reforms

in Rumania, 35, 36

Marketing Acts,- in England, 109

Martov, leader of Mensheviks, 117

Masaryk, President of Czechoslo-

vakia, 34

Maurras, Charles, 51
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Max, Prince, of Baden, resigns, 20

Melchett, Lord, quoted, 187

Mellon, Andrew, behind the private

bankers, 341; as Ambassador to

Great Britain, 342

Memel-land, awarded to Lithuania,

24

Mensheviki, their quarrels with the

Bolsheviki, 117

Mexico, wealth of, 352; revolts

against Diaz, 352, 353; has succes-

sion of presidents, 353, 354; and

United States recognition, 354, 355;

religious war in, 355357; revolu-

tion continues in, 358; and Ameri-

can imperialism, 358, 359

Millspaugh, Dr., and Persian finances,

210, 211

Milne, Gen., at Constantinople, 164

Milner, Lord, in Egypt, 204

Mitchell, Charles E., and speculation,

341; investigation of, 389

Montagu, Edwin, and Indian policy,

223; Montagu-Chelmsford Re-

forms, 224

Montero, Dr., in Chile, 371

Montevideo Conference, 371-373

Morgan, J. Pierpont, investigation o,

388, 389

Morocco, and Lyautey, 302-304

Morrow, Dwight W., Ambassador to

Mexico, 35^> 357 359

Mosul, the problem of, 198, 199

Mussolini, Benito, his march on

Rome, 57; his early life, 57, 58;

improves economic conditions, 58,

59; abolishes Trade Unions, 59;

and the political constitution, 60;

and the conflict of Church and

State, 62-64; his foreign policy, 64,

65; his militarism, 65; and eco-

nomic development, 65, 66; sug-

gests Four Power Pact, 405

NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT. See Amer-
ica

National Socialist Party. See Germany

Naval Disarmament Conference,

London, 263

Nazis, the rise of, in Germany, 101-

106

Nehru, Pandit Motilal, and the

Swarajists, 229, 230; in prison, 231
New Economic Policy, introduced by

Lenin, 126, 127; trends toward

State-Capitalism, 136-138

Newfoundland, corruption in, 379;

increasing debt in, 380; report of

Royal Commission to, 380

Nicaragua, United States intervenes

in, 348

Nigeria, indirect rule of Britain in,

307

OBREGON, GEN., his problem in Mex-

ico, 354, 355

Ochrana, police organization of the

Tsar, 116

O.G.P.U., work of the, 132-134

Orlando, Vittorio, at Peace Confer-

ence, 8, 9
Ottoman Empire, end of the, 158-

161

PADEREWSKI, IGNACE, sent to Ver-

sailles, 31

Palestine, British and Jews in, 186-

190

Panama, and United States, 346-348

Paraguay, opposes Bolivia's Chaco

claim, 364

Passfield, Lord, his White Paper, 188

Peace Conference (Jan. 1919), pro-

ceedings of the, 6-14; settlements

outlined at, 15

Pearse, Patrick, 91

Persia, at beginning of this century,

209; under Riza Khan, 209, 210;

her new independence, 210-212;
not self-supporting, 212, 213; com-

pared to Turkey, 213

Peru, industry of, 362, 363; its need

of money, 363; revolution in, 363,

369, 370
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Philippines, an important economic

factor, 289; under United States

rule, 291-293

Phillimore, Lord, his Covenant

draft, 7

Pilsudski, Joseph, early career of, 30,

31; his attacks in the Ukraine, 31;

and Vilna, 31; seizes power, 32;

as dictator, no; captures Kiev, 125

Pioneers, 131

Plebiscites, the, 24, 25

Plumer, Lord, in Jerusalem, 188

Poincare, Raymond, his attitude to

Germany, 6; becomes Prime Min-

ister, 27; and the Bloc 'National,

46; and the franc, 48

Poland, and Silesian partition, 25;
rises as new state, 30, 31; recon-

struction in, 32; government of, 32;

and limitation of armaments, 412

Politburo, Communist, the real execu-

tive, 132

Pradit, Luang, 288

Prajadhipok, King, 288

Pu-yi, Henry, becomes Emperor of

Manchukuo, 269

RADITCH, STEFAN, leader of Croat

Peasant Party, 36, 37

Raffles, Sir Stamford, quoted, 288,

289

Rathenau, Walther, 25, 26

Rauf Bey, opposed to Kemal, 168

Reichrat, and the Weimar Constitu-

tion, 23

Reichstag, and the Weimar Constitu-

tion, 23

Religion, in Soviet Union, 151, 152;

Moslem, 158, 159; in Turkey, 169-

171. See also Catholic Church

Reparations, and Germany, 25-27;
and the Dawes Plan, 29

Riff, the offensive of the, 71, 72

Rivera, Primo de, the coup d'&tat of,

71, 72; an excellent dictator, 72, 73;

compared to Mussolini, 73, 74; his

resignation, 74

Riza Khan, becomes Prime Minister

of Persia, 209, 210; as Shah, 210;

introduces Western technique, 210,

21 1
; and economic problems, 211-

213; his dignity, 213

Roosevelt, Pres. Franklin D., signs

Philippine Independence Bill, 293;

sponsors St. Lawrence Treaty, 378;
and the 1932 campaign, 381-383;
and the bank holiday, 383, 384; his

first 100 days, 383-386; his Ten-

nessee Valley Plan, 386, 387; and

the money problem, 387-390; his

message to World Conference, 390,

407, 408; sets up N.R.A., 390-393;
his race with time, 393, 394; and

reaction to individualism, 396

Roosevelt, Pres. Theodore, and

Panama, 347

Ruhr, invasion of the, 27, 28

Rumania, opposed to Fourteen

Points, 6; during the War, 35; after

the War, 35, 36

Rumbold, Sir Horace, at Lausanne,

168

Russell, Gen. John H., in Haiti, 351

Russia, the collapse of, 16; and the

Pilsudski offensive, 31; largely Ori-

ental, 115; in the I9th century, 115,

116; rise of Socialism in, 116, 117;

and the revolutions of 1917, 118-

122; treaty of Brest-Litovsk, 122;

civil war in, 122124; Bolsheviks vs.

Whites, 124, 125; the Red Terror,

125; and War-Communism, 126;

introduction of New Economic

Policy, 126, 127; new political con-

stitution for, 128; the seven re-

publics of, 128, 129; Soviet regime
and national differences, 129; and

the Soviets, 130, 131; Communist

Party in, 131, 132; collectives in,

and the O.G.P.U., 132-134; after

death of Lenin, 134-136; under dic-

tatorship of Stalin, 136, 137; State-

Capitalism in, 137, 138; achieve-

ments of the Revolution, 152-154;
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Russia (continued) gives help to

Kuomintang, 243-246; Japanese
threat to, 273, 274. See also Five

Year Plans

ST. GERMAIN-EN-LAYE, Treaty of, 12,

13

Salamanca, Pres., in Bolivia, 369

Salter, Sir Arthur, quoted, 95

Samuel, Sir Herbert, at Jerusalem, 188

Sanjurjo, Gen., revolt of, 79

Sapru, Sir Tej Bahadur, 234

Sarraut, M., his plan for Africa, 299-

301

Schacht, Dr., stabilizes currency, 28

Schleicher, Gen, voa, 104, 105

Seipel, Dr,, Foreign Minister of

Austria, 19

Semynov, Atamans, the barbarity of,

125

Sevres, Treaty of, 164, 165

Shidehara, Baron, in the Mitsubishi

Cabinet, 262, 263; defeated by eco-

nomic crisis, 267

Siam, in the War, 287; new legal code

for, 287; reaction in, 287, 288

Sidky, Ismail, ruler in Egypt, 207,

208

Siles, Pres., of Bolivia, 365; fall of,

3<59

Silesia, plebiscite of Upper, 24, 25

Simon, Sir John, and the strike, 88;

his commission to India, 229, 230

Smith, Alfred E., and the 1932 elec-

tion, 381

Smuts, Gen., his memorandum to

War Cabinet on war aims, 3; his

scheme for League Council, 7; a

Boer leader, 314; as Prime Minister,

3*4, 315

Socialists, in Germany, 20-22; and

Dollfuss, 107; their tragic life in

Russia, 116

Sotdo, Don Calve, his work in Spain,

72, 73
South Africa, British protectorates in,

305-307; settler rule in, 313; British

and Dutch in, 313, 314; under min-

istry of Smuts, 314, 315; and anti-

native policy of Hertzog, 315-319;
economic crisis in, 319, 320; and
the "native problem", 320-323. See

also Africa

South America, American economic

penetration into, 360, 361; in the

post-war decade, 361, 362; hit by
world crisis, 368, 369; five revolu-

tions in, 369-371; and the Monte-

video Conference, 371, 372; war in

the Chaco, 372, 373. See also listings

under separate countries

Soviets, basis of Russian structure,

130; election of, 130, 131; repre-

sentation in, 131

Spain, early history of, 68-70; in 1914,

70; neutrality of, 70; war profits of,

70, 71; and the Riff scandal, 71, 72;

dictatorship in, 72-74; fall of the

peseta, 74; revolution in, 75, 76;

adoption of Republican Constitu-

tion, 76, 77; and the Church, 77;

and the Catalan problem, 77, 78;

and the army problem, 78; and the

economic problem, 78, 79; anarcho-

syndicalist risings, 79; reaction sets

in, 79-81

Spartacists, in Germany, 21, 22

Stack, Sir Lee, assassinated, 207

Stalin, in Siberia, 116; defeats Yude-

nitch, 124; secretary of Politburo,

132; vs. Trotsky, 135, 136; as dic-

tator, 136, 137; and the Kulaks,

I46

Starhemberg, Prince, Fascist leader,

41

State-Capitalism, in Russia, 136-138

Stavisky scandal, the, 51

Stinnes, Hugo, his 'Vertical trust*',

25, 26

Stresemann, Chancellor, in Germany,
28; proposes conference at Locarno,

30
Strike of 1926, in England, 86-89



Sturzo, in Italy, 56
Sun Yat-Sen, Dr., his three principles,

239-243; welcomes the Russians,

244; his death, 245, 246

Sun, Madame, her escape to Moscow,

251

Sung, T. V., as Finance Minister,

251

Swaziland, 305, 306

Sykes-Picot Agreement, 180, 181

Syria, the French in, 184-186

TACNA, claimed by Bolivia, 364

Tagore, Rabindranath, quoted on Far

East, 294

Tanganyika, indirect rule of British

in, 37-309
Tardieu, Prime Minister, of France,

98

Teapot Dome scandal, 336

Thomas, Senator, and the "managed"
dollar, 389

Tisza, Count, murder of, 16

Toyabec, A. ]"., quoted on Chinese

Communism, 254

Trotsky, in exile, ir6; elected Presi-

dent of the Soviet, 117; at Brest-

Litovsk, 122; in command of Red

Army, 124; vs. Lenin, 135, 136;

expulsion of, 136

Tukhachevsky, Gen., sent against the

Poles, 125

Tunis, a French protectorate, 301;

Nationalists in, 301

Turkey, the collapse of, 16; and the

Arabs, 150^161; Nationalist revolt

in, 161-165; in the Greek War,

165-167; born as a new nation, 166;

and Lausanne conference, 167-169;

abolishment of Caliphate in, 169-

171; social reform in, 171-174; eco-

nomic reform in, 174-177; under

dictatorship, 177^179; compared to

Persia, 213. See also Turks

Turks, decay of their Moslem Empire,

158; form Committee of Union and

Progress, 159. See also Turkey
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UKRAINE, and Pilsudski, 31, 32

Unamuno, Miguel, and the intellec-

tual renaissance, 69
Union Nationals, 48; strength of, 50
United States. See America

Uriburu, Gen-, his Fascist coup in

Argentina, 370

Uruguay, economically independent,

368, 369

U.S.S.R., seven republics of the, 128,

129. See also Russia

VALERA, EAMON DE, leader of Republi-

can Party in Ireland, 91; opposes
Free Staters, 92; policy of, 92; and

the British government, 92, 93

Vaneddin, Sultan-Caliph, afraid of

Nationalism, 162, 163; escape of,

168

Vargas, Getulio, in Brazil, 370

Venizelos, Prime Minister of Greece,

suggests Turkish offensive, 165

Versailles, Treaty of, a death warrant

for Germany, 9-12; America fails

to ratify, 15

Victor Emmanuel, King, and Mus-

solini, 57
Volstead Act, passage of, 331

Von Papen, Baron, and the "Barons*

Cabinet", 103, 104; and the Nazis,

104

Wajd party, in. Egypt, 203-207

Wahhabism, in Arabia, 182, 191-194

War-Communism, in Russia, 126

Warren, Dr., and the "managed" dol-

lar, 389

Washington Conference, 260

Watson, Sir Alfred, quoted on India,

236
Weimar Constitution, difficulties of,

22, 23; democracy of, 23, 24

Weizman, Dr., Zionist leader, 187,

188

Wells, H. G., quoted on Japan, 260,

261

William II, Kaiser, abdication of, 20
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Willingdon, Lord, his police rule in

India, 233, 234

Wilson, Col. A. T., in Iraq, 195, 196,

201

Wilson, Woodrow, his Fourteen

Points, 35; arrives in Europe, 5, 6;

ignorant of secret treaties, 6; pro-

poses League of Nations, 6, 7;
1

proves a disappointing man, 7; in

the Council of Four, 8, 9; his"

dilemma, 9; leaves Paris, 14; and

the Czech cause, 33; and Yugo-
slavia, 36; and Philippine inde-

pendence, 291, 292; the idealism of,

329, 330; and the Mexican upris-

ings, 353-355

Witte, Count, and the French treaty,

"5
Wood, Gen, Leonard, in the Philip-

pines, 292, 293
World War, confusion at end of, 3,

4, 95,96

Wu Pei-Fu, backed by Britain, 243;

defeats Chang, 247; defeat of, 248

YEN, Y. C. JAMES, and Mass Educa-

tion Movement in China, 278

Young, Owen D., evolves new Rep-
arations Plan, 97

Yudenitch, in the Civil War, 124

Yugoslavia, and Serbian domination,

36, 37; poverty of, 37

ZAGHLUL, deported from Egypt, 204;

becomes Prime Minister, 206; and

nationalism, 206, 207; his death,

207

Zamora, Alcala, leader of Spanish

government, 77

Zen, Sofia H. Chen, quoted on China,

241

Zimmerman, Dr., sent to Austria, 20

Zinoviev, member of ruling triumvi-

rate, 135, 136
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